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A. note

on

the Lewis texts:

I have chosen to work with these particular (Pan) editions of the texts of

the trilogy because these are the versions which

are

'readily' available t o readers

today. The original version of That Hideous Strenet}l is virtually unobtainable
although I have a copy and have read it. The observations I make about that text in
my thesis are based almost without exception on the abridged version.
In order to minimise the number of footnotes within the text of the thesis, I
have used abbreviations of the titles of the Lewis texts to which I make frequent
reference. These have been included in the text as follows: for example a quotation
may appear followed by (OSEL 154). Most references to Lewis texts will appear
in the body of the text. Other texts cited

are

footnoted in the usual manner. All

texts appear in full detail in the bibliography. A list of abbreviations follows.
Works by C.S. Lewis and their abbreviations as used in the text of the thesis:
The Pil&Jim's Remss.

PR

Out of the Silent Planet .

OSP

The Problem of Pain.

pp

The ScrewtapeLetters .

TSL

Voyaee to Venus(Perelandra)

w

Preface to Paradise Lost

PPL

The Abolitionof Man

TAM

That Hideous Streneth

THS

MereChristianity.

MC

SwprisedBy Joy.

SBJ

The Four Loves.

TFL

AGre
i f Observed.

AGO

"Bluspels and Aalansperes."

B&F

TheGrand Miracle.

TGM

"On Criticism."

oc

"Unreal Estates."

UE

OnStoriesand Other Essays on Literature

osa

Letters.

Letters

ThePersona} Heresy. (with E. M. W. Tillyard)

TPH

"De Descriptione Temporum."

DDT

viii

Studiesin Words.

sw

An Experiment in Criticism

EC

The Discarded lma&e

TDI

"On Stories."

OS

Selected LiteraryEssays

SLE

TheyAsked For a Paper.

TAP

FernSeed and Elephants.

FSE

Letters to Malcolm

1M

TheGreat Divorce

GD

Till WeHave Faces.

TWHF

Miracles

M

God in the Dock.

GD

Oxford HistoryofEneJish Literature ....

OHEL

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe.

LWW

The Voya&e of the Dawn Treader

VIJf

TheSilver Chair.

TSC

PrinceQw>ian

PC

The Horse and his Boy.

THB

The Ma&ician's Nephew.

TMN

TheLast Batt}e.

TBL

TheyStand To&ethex:

TST

The Plass texts are abbreviated as follows:
An Alienat St Wilfred's.

Alien

TheHorizontal Epistles of Andromeda Veal

HFAV

lX

ABSTRACT

My thesis arises out of a conviction that C. S. Lewis has been trapped in the
'shadowlands' created by the 'colonisation' of his texts by a particular sort of
reading - the foundation stone of which is the unassailable Christian certainty
propounded by fundamentalist Christians.

This seems to have limited other

possible readings of his works and to have led to an unwillingness to examine
Lewis's works in the light of contemporary literary theory because it is seen as
being ideologically opposed to Christianity.

It is my contention that to approach Lewis from the standpoint of contemporary
literary theory is to free the fantasy/science fiction trilogy and A Grief Observed, in
particular, from these strictures. At its most basic my thesis is that to read Lewis's
works in the context of such theory is to free them to construct a range of possible
meanings, rather than to restrict them to a narrow range of closed readings.

In

order to test this hypothesis, and since I have adopted an eclectic approach to the
theories which have informed my readings of Lewis, I have also undertaken a
critical review of contemporary literary theory - particularly deconstruction, reader
response and play theories

-

noting that C. S . Lewis developed his own

experimental, eclectic and pragmatic theories of reading which to some extent

co

incide quite fortuitously with some aspects of current theories of reading or
constructing texts.

My reading of Lewis will stress the contingent nature of reality and the complex
and fundamental significance of language in the construction both of text and
reality.

I shall also refer to several works of Adrian Plass in an attempt to

demonstrate that any 'successors' of Lewis must situate themselves within this
world of contingent reality in which language is central both to the reader's and
writer's perception

of reality and, in the case of Lewis's work, of God.
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Releasing C.S. Lewis from the "Shadowlands".

My thesis arises out of a conviction that C. S. Lewis bas been trapped in the
sbadowlands created by the 'colonisation' of his texts by a particular sort of
allegorical reading - the foundation stone of which is the unassailable Christian
certainty propounded by fundamentalist or evangelical Christians. This seems to
have limited possible readings of his works and it bas certainly led to an
unwillingness to examine Lewis's works in the light of modern literary theories
such as deconstruction or play theory because these are seen as being ideologically
opposed to Christianity.

Lewis, I believe, has been effectively trapped in the

'shadowlands' of oversimplification, nostalgia and misreading which relies on
what Lewis himself called "the personal heresy" 1

-

an

overemphasis on authorial

intention. It is my contention that to approach Lewis from the standpoint of
modern literary theory, particularly deconstruction and play theory, is to free
Lewis's fantasy/science fiction trilogy and A Grief Observed from these strictures
and open up the possibility of more open-ended readings of his works than is often
assumed possible. In essence my thesis is that to read the works in the context of
such theory is to free them up so as to allow for the construction of a range of
possible meanings, rather than restricting them to a narrow range of closed
readings. Although in popular terminology the trilogy is referred to as 'science
fiction' and indeed it draws deliberately on such precursors as Wells, Huxley and
Stapledon, it seems to me that certainly in the late twentieth century these texts are
seen more as 'fiction' than 'science'. However, given that the trilogy appears to be
- in parts at least - powerfully mythopoetic I would be happier to call it fantasy,
while recognising that it does not fall absolutely into that genre.
C. S. Lewis died on 22 November 1963, a week short of his 65th birthday.
At the time of his death Lewis was probably best known as an English don, the
writer of The Allegoryof Love ( 1936) and, with E. M. W. Till yard, The Personal
Heresy: A Controversy (1939) and the Oxford History of English Literature in the
SixteenthCenturyExcludin�Drama(1954) which had a long gestation period. In
the nineteen forties Lewis had presented a series of popular (and populist) radio
1

C. S. Lewis & E. M. W. Tillyard, The Personal Heres\·: A Controversv. (London:
Oxford Unive�ity Press, 1939.) (Hereafter referred to in the text as TPH.)
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broadcasts for the BBC explaining Christianity in a manner that made it accessible
to the common man. Lewis's world was a largely male environment and he was
never a feminist These broadcasts, which were later published in revised form as
Mere Christianity, 2 began during the Second World War and continued in post war
days. His other chief claim to fame generally was as the author of a series of
children's stories, published in the fifties and set in the mythical world of Narnia.
Lewis is also known, however, as the author of a number of works of Christian
apologetics, many of which were published after his death by his editor and literary
executor, Walter Hooper. Indeed Lewis's one-time friend and colleague J. R. R.
Tolkien is said to have observed, wryly no doubt, that Lewis was the only author
who published more after his death than before it. During his lifetime he published
some thirty-eight works of various sorts

-

poetry, apologetics, essays, literary

criticism, novels and children's stories. I n addition there were at least fifteen new
Lewis texts published posthumously, not to mention almost double the number of
new editions and new versions of previously published texts.
It would appear then that there

are

several Lewises. I have yet to mention

Lewis the Ulsterman who always felt something of an outsider at Oxford and who,
despite a long and reasonably illustrious academic career there, was offered a Chair
not by Oxford but by Cambridge in the latter years of his life. This was Lewis the
medievalist, literary critic, philosopher and poet; Lewis the lecturer and tutor who,
although by all accounts an excellent teacher, nevertheless did not find teaching

an

undiluted joy .3 For one who practised it as conscientiously as Lewis apparently
did, teaching was an occupation which consumed enormous time and energy. And
this was the same Lewis who also saw himself as, sequentially, an agnostic, a
theist and a Christian. Almost always, it seems, there was Lewis the Romantic co
existing somehow with Lewis the Rationalist. In spite of all this complexity there
was, according to Wilson, nothing elitist, isolated or ·"donnish' about Lewis's
intelligence.

In all his talk, and in his writings, he addressed the sympathetic,

Lively-minded 'general reader' or 'average man'".4 Now it seems in the more than

thirty years since Lewis's death even more Lewises have emerged - or have been
created. Posthumously Lewis has become virtually a saint to some, a cult figure to

2

C. S. Lewis, Mere Christianity. (London: HarperCollins, 1995.) (Hereafter referred to in

3

C. S. Lewis, The Abolition of Man. (London: Geoffrey Bles, 1946.)

the text

as

MC.)

p. 14.

See also

G. Sayer, Jack: C. S. Lewis and His Times. (London: Macmillan, 1988.) p. 121. and
A. N. Wilson, C. S. Lewis ABiography.

4 ibid.

p. 143.

(London: Collins, 1990.)

p. 144.
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others. One might almost say be bas become an industry. Why is this? How has
it happened?
Today the best known Lewis, perhaps, is the writer of the Narnia stories
for children. As children's books they have been acknowledged by critics to be
well written and by children to be thoroughly enjoyable although or because they
are

heavily invested with the elements of Christian mythology. Only recently have

critics begun to draw attention to the gratuitous violence and, to some extent, the
incipient misogyny of the tales.5 Still fewer critics have drawn attention to the
presence of other mythological traditions - the Celtic and Nordic for example,
mixed in with the recognisably Christian

- and of course with Plato. Indeed

much of what passes for Christianity is possibly, in these texts as it is to some
extent in the modem Christian tradition itself, Neo-Platonism. And of course however astonishing it may appear - there have always been Christian parents
who have refused to allow their children to read these books not so much because
of the gratuitous violence but because of the talking animals, elves, dwarves,
witches and Father Christmas. In short, such parents reject the books because
they

are

fantasy and fantasy is antithetical to Christianity as they understand it.

How then, one wonders, do they deal with The Screwtape Letter� - letters from a
senior to a junior devil. Surely this too is fantasy and yet a generation or more ago
it was seen as almost the epitome of Christian apologetics.

The Lewis of the 'Shadowlands'

In the past few years, then, we have seen the emergence of a Lewis
'industry'. Not only is Lewis the subject of critical dissertations and entire courses
in American Universities; not only does be remain a favourite figure with
afficionados of fantasy, mythopoesis and science fiction around the world; but
since the mid-1980s we have seen the emergence of Lewis as hero of television,
stage and silver screen! Who then is this figure? For many today the perception of
5 See for example,

D. Holbrook, The Skeleton in the Wardrobe. London & Toronto:
Associated University Presses, 1991.
See also K Filmer, The Fiction of C. S. Lewis. Basingstoke: Macmillan,

6

1993.
C. S. Lew is, The ScrewtapeLetters. (Glasgow : Collins, 1955.) (Hereafter refemed to

in the text as TSL.)
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Lewis is of what might be called the romanticised Lewis: one who is inextricably
bound up with Joy Davidman, his wife, and with the Namia stories and Oxford. It
is as though this Lewis suffers from the same misconception as Asian who, as
Lucy needs to be reminded, is "'not a

tame

lion" .7 The popular perception of

Lewis is often commingled with Joss Ackland (if one saw the original BBC
television film called Shadowlands), or with Anthony Hopkins (if one saw the

1993 cinema version of Shadowlands). Only in the stage play does Lewis himself
dominate the perception of the audience. One is tempted to say that this is 'the real
Lewis' although it must be obvious already that there seem to be many 'real'
Lewises! William Nicholson, who wrote the screenplay for the original BBC
drama as well as for the 1993 film of Shadowlands, also adapted his screenplay for
the stage. Although (partly by virtue of the expansive nature of cinema) the clear
focus on Lewis seems to be diffused in the latest Shadowlands, the stage play
(again partly due to the nature of the medium) presents the clearest focus on Lewis
himself. It is in the nature of the stage play that words have great power not only in
and of themselves but also by their use, together with gesture and movement and
other techniques of stagecraft, to establish character, relationships, conflict and
action.8 In the case of all three productions Nicholson has drawn heavily on
Lewis's writings, especially A GriefObserved9 and also The Problem of Pain 10
and other works, including the Narnia stories. The dialogue throughout is heavily
dependent on Lewis's own words.

Despite the fact that many of the details

presented in the play are 'untrue', the drama is sufficiently powerful to have
convinced more than one of Lewis's friends or former students that this is indeed
the truth about the real Lewis. II Nicholson has, of course, also used the words
and recollections of Lewis's colleagues and friends - The Inklings are vital to the
play and significant in the films, as is his brother W arnie and, necessarily, his wife
Joy Davidman. Shadowlands is, after all, essentially the story not of Lewis alone
but of the relationship between Lewis and Davidman and the influence she had on
7

C. S. Lewis, TheLjon.the Witchand the Wardrobe. (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1959.)
pp. 166 & 75. (Hereafter referred to in the text as LWW.)

8 In this regard Derrida himself speaks of the "performativity" of texts. In "'An Interview with

9

Jacques Derrida" Derrida refers to texts which are no longer only literary but
which pose questions in a theoretical, philosophical or sociological form and
whose questions are "also linked to the act of a literary performativity and a
critical perfonnativity". D. Attridge, Acts of Literature. (London : Routledge,
1992.) p. 40.

C. S. Lewis, AGriefObserved (London: Faber & Faber, 1964.) (Hereafter referred to
in the text as AGO.)
10 C. S. Lewis, The Problemof Pain. (London: HarperCollins, 19n.) (Hereafter referred to

11

in the text as PP.)
Wilson, op cit p. 307.
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It is not for nothing that Wilson remarks that "Shadowlands was an

important landmark in the story of C. S. Lewis and his cult".l2
The concept of the shadowlands is one which appears in the apocalyptic

final story of the Narnia series, The Last Battle.l3 The idea bas to do with both
reality and nostalgia. As the children, having been told some time earlier that they
will never return to Namia, experience the end of Time and then find themselves
invited to come "farther in" and "farther up"(TLB 144), they are brought to the
recognition that what they had known "was not the real Narnia ... It was only a
shadow or a copy of the real Narnia which has always been here and always will be
here: just as our own world, England and all, is only a shadow or copy of
something in Asian's real world.

... It's all in Plato, all in Plato ... "(TLB 153-

154). It is more than a little ironic that as Lewis has become mythologised, not
simply b y means of Shadowlands, so he bas in fact been cast into the
shadow lands, rather than being released from them. The irony is heightened by the
fact that the relationship with Joy Davidman which released him from his own
personal shadowlands is the vehicle for returning him there by means of what has
apparently become a Lewis cult.
There have always been significant differences between Lewis's reception
and reputation on the two sides of the Atlantic. In Britain, despite (or perhaps
because of) the popularity of, firstly, his excursion into popularising religion and
later his writing of popular books for children, Lewis's academic friends were at
best dismayed and at worst suspicious and condemnatory. Such pursuits were not
only seen as distracting him from his academic career but, in the case of his
Christian apologetics, his colleagues - even those who shared his beliefs - were
afraid that he was writing without sufficient understanding of theology. Indeed his
letters reveal that Lewis himself felt that he had not really believed or understood
the entwined doctrines of atonement and grace until after the bulk of his apologetic
writings had been finished and published.l4 Nevertheless in North America his
writings were welcomed. Lewis's simple presentation of 'mere' Christianity struck
a chord in the American post-war psyche and, unlike their British counterparts,
North American 'professional theologians' were not in the least troubled by Lewis
venturing beyond his field of expertise. In parts of North America, amongst a
large section of Protestant and evangelical Christians, Lewis's writings were seen
l2 ibid. p. 308.
1 3 C. S. Lewis, The LastBattle. (Hazmondsworth: Penguin, 1964.) p. 144. (Hereafter
referred to in the text as TLB.)
14 C. S. Lewis, Letters, eds W. H. Lewis & W. Hooper. (London: Collins, 1988.)
p. 410. (Hereafter referred to in the text as Letters.)

6
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as unquestionably authoritative - and therein lies one of the roots of his later status
as a virtual cult figure.
A large part of Lewis's North American audience - both then and now seems to have assumed that whatever he was writing in the apologetics was the
sum of his beliefs. And, to a greater or lesser extent, they judged all his other and
subsequent work on the basis of that assumption. The opening statement of
Kathryn Lindskoog's C. S. Lewis: Mere Christi� for example, is "C.S. Lewis is
the greatest lay champion of basic Christianity in the twentieth century" .15

Soon

after this she asserts that "[m]any have indeed succumbed to the danger of
conversion or of growth in the Christian life because of C.S. Lewis".l 6 Elsewhere
Lindskoog and Walter Hooper, for example, pursue the proposition that Lewis's
fiction is a means of inveigling unsuspecting readers into the web of Christianity.17
There are teachers of Lewis courses in the US today who dismiss any attempts to
apply postmodem critical theory to Lewis on the basis that the theory is not only
flawed as critical philosophy but because it is destructive rather than merely
deconstructive or playful. IS To them such critical theory is virtually evil and
therefore has no place in the reading or interpretation of Lewis.

It seems to me,

however, that, even in his earliest apologetics (with the possible exception of The
PiI&rim's Reeress19 - subtitled "An Allegorical Apology for Christianity, Reason

and Romanticism"), Lewis was motivated both by a desire to present a clear
concise 'opening statement' concerning Christian belief and, equally, by a desire to
refute the creeping and, as he saw it, paralysing relativism of modem philosophy
and science as systems of values or beliefs. In The Abolition of Man (1943),
Lewis is not simply arguing for the recognition and preservation of specifically

Christian values. Rather he argues that, for the preservation of civilization and
culture in the face of relativism, a recognition of what he calls "the
essential. However he does

Tao"

is

not mean by this specifically the Chinese system of

that name(TAM 17).20 He argues that all significant philosophies and belief
15 K. Lindslcoog, C.S. Lewis: Mere Christian. (Glendale Cal.: GIL Publications, 1973.)
p. 1.

See also P. Kreeft,

C.S. Lewis A Critical Essay. (Grand Rapids:

Eerdmans, 1969.)

16 ibid. p. 2.
17 For examp les see: K. Lindskoog, TheLionofJudahinNeverNeverland (Grand Rapids :
Eerdmans, 1973.)

, The C. S. Lewis Hoax. (Portland, Oregon : Multinomab,
1988.)

W. Hooper, Past Watchful Dragons. (Glasgow : Collins, 1980.)

18 For example, variouswritings of Bruce Edwards Jr of Bowling Green University, Bowling
Green University, Ohio and others.

19 C. S. Lew is , The Pilgrim's Regress. (Grand Rapids: Eerd.mans, 1958.)
20 The whole of this text is devoted to Lewis's exploration of this thesis.
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systems have in common something that we cannot afford to neglect, namely "the
belief that certain attitudes are really true, and others

are

really false"(TAM 17).

They bold common beliefs as to the nature of the universe and humanity.

Without

such commonality of belief in objective reality, be claims, "those who stand outside
all judgements of value cannot have any ground for preferring one of their own
impulses to another except the emotional strength of that impulse"(TAM 46).

On the other band, and at the same time, in his fiction Lewis, while not
rejecting the notion of objective reality, nonetheless appears to put the view that,
whatever objective reality may be, mere humans cannot actually and sufficiently
comprehend objective reality because of their nature as finite beings. What any
individual may perceive as reality or truth will necessarily be restricted or
detennined by that individual's viewpoint. Lewis also indulges in this sort of
speculation in the early pages of The Problem of Paig, where be reflects on his own
views on life, the Universe and God as they were when be was yet an atheist.
There we see his stark statement that "All stories will come to nothing: all life will
turn out in the end to have been a transitory and senseless contortion upon the face

of infinite matter".21

Elsewhere, through the character of Ransom, he

acknowledges the possibility that "the distinction between history and mythology
might be meaningless outside the Eartb".22 If it is possible that this distinction is
meaningless outside the Earth, is it not possible that the distinction may be less

than absolute even on Earth? In the later pages of The Problem of Pain Lewis is
again being very speculative. He observes that

[t]be world is like a picture with a golden background, and we are
figures in that picture. Until you step off the plane of the picture into
the large dimensions of death you cannot see the gold. But we have
reminders of it. To change our metaphor, the blackout is not quite
complete. There are chinks. At times the daily scene looks big with
its secret (PP 118).

The importance of one's point of view and one's experience to the
perception of reality is reiterated throughout the fantasy/science fiction trilogy,
written and published between 1938 and 1945

-

at more or less the same time

as

Lewis was presenting the BBC broadcast talks which (as bas been said) later
21

C. S. Lewis,

22

C. S. Lewis,

TheProblem ofPan
i . (London: HarperCollins, 1977.)
referred to in the text as PP.)
Out of the Silent Planet. (London: Pan, 1952.).

referred to in the text as OSP.)

p. 12. (Hereafter

p. 169. (Hereafter
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became, with some revision, Mere Christianity, and at the same time as The
Problem of Pain was written. Read

as

fantasy without the straitjacket of Lewis's

apologetics being imposed, the trilogy allows for a far greater flexibility of
interpretation than has often been assumed. Clearly God is present in the person of
Maleldil, but unlike Milton's God, Lewis's Maleldil remains essentially
unknowable. Maleldil's will is revealed by the eldila and the oyarsa of the various
worlds. Even in the final story, when Ransom has taken on the role of Parsifal,
becoming known as Mr Fisher-King, he still does not claim to 'know' Maleldil or
what Maleldil will do, except in the very broad terms that there will be an
apocalyptic clash between the forces of good and evil. But even Ransom cannot
know precisely when or how this will happen. Nor, significantly, is he altogether
certain from the beginning of this encounter of what its outcome will be. Not until
the 'resurrected' Merlin is known to be on Ransom's side, the side of Maleldil
rather than of the Dark eldils and the Macrobes, does he begin to be more certain.
The resolution of the battle is shown as two separate carnivals. One is a Dionysiac
orgy of total annihilation. The other is a riotous celebration of fulfilment and

sexuality. The latter is not easy to rationalise if one insists on reading the fiction
through the lens of texts such as Mere Christianity and Surprised By Joy.23
It is in fact the second text which is as crucial to the creation of a Lewis cult
as is the misreading of Mere Christianiy.
t
Mere Christianity has often been read

as

the definitive statement of Lewis's Christianity, rather than as simply an attempt to
explain some of the fundamental and traditional doctrines of the Christian faith - as
an apologetic. It is an apologetic, what is more, which relies heavily on metaphor.
In "Bluspels and Aalansperes" Lewis asserts that anyone "who does not
consciously use metaphors talks without meaning"24 and also that "truth ..

.

IS

won

by metaphor''(B&F 265). In TheDiscarded lma�eLewis notes that

in every period the Model of the Universe which is accepted by the
great thinkers helps to provide what we may call a backcloth for the
arts. But this backcloth is highly selective. It takes over from the
total Model [itself a metaphor] only what is intelligible to the layman

23

Sur:prisedByJoy. (London : Collins, 1959.) (Hereafter referred to in the
text as SBJ.)
24 C. S. Lewis, "Biuspels and Aalansperes" in Selected LiteraryEssay� ed. W. Hooper.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969.) p. 262. (Hereafter
referred to in the text as B&F)
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and only what makes some appeal to imagination and emotion. Thus
our own backcloth contains plenty of Freud and little of Einstein.25

As a consequence of his belief that scientific theory "must 'preserve' the
phenomena it deals with", Lewis remarks that "it will be apparent ... that scientific
theories ... are never statements of fact"(fDI 15). Much less then might we
expect that he would regard apologetics as unassailable 'statements of fact'.

There

is in fact an important 'disclaimer' in the preface to Mere Christianity. Here Lewis
asserts that he is "a very ordinary layman of the Church of England, not especially
'high', nor especially 'low', nor especially anything else. In this book I

am

not

trying to convert anyone to my own position". Rather, he says, he is merely
attempting to "explain and defend the belief that has been common to all Christians
at all times.26 ...

[and]

...

I should be very glad if people would not draw

fanciful inferences from my silence on certain disputed matters" (MC

6).

He

admits that occasionally his silences are indicative of his sitting on the fence, and
that at other times he is silent because he does not know the answer.

He is,

however, adamant that he is not attempting to expound '"my religion', but to
expound 'mere' Christianity"(MC 7) as he has already deflned it. Many readers it
seems, however, conflate these two. And it is this misreading, coupled with a
reading of Surprised ByJoy as Lewis's

authentic

spiritual autobiography which

is, as I have said, crucial to the development of the Lewis cult. Published in 1955
at a time when his relationship with Joy Davidman was both clandestine and
flourishing, this text purports to be "the shape of my early life"(SBJ, subtitle). A
more accurate statement might be Lewis's own reshaping of his early life! He was
clearly aware of, and enjoyed, the pun in the title! His North American readers in
particular were delighted at the appearance of 'the truth' about the great apologist,
coming as it did from his own pen. Here at last was the true life and conversion
story of the man who thundered, somewhat simplistically as he was later to realize
and admit, that pain is God's "megaphone to rouse a deaf world"

(PP 74).

A. N.

Wilson, in his biography of Lewis, characterises Surprised By Joy as "really a
glorious sort of comic novel".27

Any perception of Lewis and his beliefs which allows neither for his sense of
humour and mischief nor for a free reading of his flction is liable to present a
25 C. S. Lewis, TheDiscarded Image (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1964.)
p. 14. (Hereafter referred to in the text as TDI.)
26 This could be seen as a similar task to that which he undertook in The Abolition of Man.
27 Wilson, op cit. p. 252.
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misreading of the person, his beliefs and his texts. Such a blinkered reading is
likely to fail to appreciate the irony with which he satirises some contemporary
manifestations of Christianity in The Screwtape Letters , for example.
Wormwood, he describes one typical Christian as "such a Christian -

As

a vile,

sneaking, simpering, demure, monosyllabic, mouse-like, watery, insignificant,
virginal, bread-and-butter miss. The little brute. She makes me vomit. ..." (TSL

1 11). Even given that we have here a devil's point of view it is hardly a flattering
view of being Christian. Clearly there

are

barbs on his spear of apologia. Later, in

The Four Loves, 28 the relative simplicity of Mere Christianity has given way to
more measured statements, such as

Perhaps, for many of us, all experience merely defines, so to speak,
the shape of that gap where our love of God ought to be. It is not
enough. It is something.

If we cannot 'practise the presence of

God', it is something to be able to practise the absence of God, to
become increasingly aware of our unawareness till we feel ... like a
man in a dream who stretches out his hand to visible objects and gets
no sensation of touch. To know that one is dreaming is to be no
longer perfectly asleep (TFL 128).

Within a few short years, and after the anguish of the death of his wife,
Lewis writes that grief "gives life a permanently provisional feeling" (AGO 29).
Not only that but he now proposes God as "the great iconoclast" who time after
time shatters our ideas of God. Is it not possible, he asks, that "this shattering is
one of the marks of [God's] presence?"(AGO 52).
Surely, then, it is time also to shatter the shadowlands image of C.S.Lewis.
My thesis is such an attempt to release Lewis from the shadowlands of the
traditionally restricted range of closed meanings. Not only is it possible to read
Lewis's works in the context of current theory but, in fact, such a reading allows
for the construction of

a range of possible

-

and possibly iconoclastic

-

meanings. Since I have adopted an eclectic approach to the theories which have
informed my readings of Lewis, I shall include a critical appraisal of some aspects
of contemporary literary theory, particularly deconstruction, reader response and
play theory, noting that C. S. Lewis developed his own theory or theories of
reading, which to some extent appear either to anticipate current theories of reading
28 C. S. Lewis, The FourLoves. (London
as TFL.)

:

Collins, 1963.)

(Hereafter referred to in the text
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or constructing texts, or at least resemble them. Lewis's theories of reading and
constructing texts were also eclectic and pragmatic and he himself operated on the
basis that a theory was acceptable if it allowed one's resultant thinking to be a
genuine insight29.

The complex Lewis

I would align myself with those who believe that, whatever writers may
hope for in the way of an ideal reader30 or reading of their work, the work itself
once published and available to readers becomes the issue. It is no longer a matter
of what the writer wants. The reader and the text are, at this stage, the interactive
elements in the process of constructing the text. Contemporary theory suggests,
however, that this is not a straightforward process. It is not simply a matter of the
reader entering the world of the text as if he or she were entering the writer's
world. The extent to which one can enter the writer's world at all depends in part
on commonality of cultural, philosophical and linguistic experience. It also
depends on the skill of the writer and his or her ability to convey a world which is
accessible and, at the same time, it depends on the reader's willingness to enter that
world and to experience it in the spirit anticipated by the writer. Increasingly
though, postmodern theories of literature take the view that no text is ever complete
until it is constructed by a reader. Even then, given that there will almost certainly
be subsequent readings, either by the same or other readers, the text can never be
said to be 'complete'. Every new reading or construct of a text adds something to
it, offers the possibility of a new reading or "writing" of it, to use Barthes's
terminology.31
The precise nature of the construction of a text, the precise nature of reading
and writing, is central to the current foment of literary theories. As has already
been mentioned, Lewis developed his own theory of reading and in some ways i t
29 B . L.Edwards Jr., A Rhetoric ofR
eading: C. S. Lewis'sDefense of Western Literacv.
(Provo, Utah : Brigham Young University, 1986.) p. 40.
30 Lewis would have used the term "best reader" rather than ideal reader. See "On Criticism" in
esandQtherEssaysonLi
C. S. Lewis, OnStori
tera
rur
e, ed. W. Hooper.
(Orlando : HarcoW1 Brace Jovanovich, 1982.). p. 140. (Hereafter referred to
in the text as OSEL)
3 1 R. Bartbes, ''The Death of the Author" in Image Music Texl tr S. Heath. (London :
Fontana, 1977.)

p. 147.
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appears to anticipate, or at least bear some resemblance to, some aspects of current
theories of reading or constructing texts. His theories of reading and constructing
texts were eclectic and pragmatic despite the influence of, firstly, theism and then
Christianity as his guiding or undergirding philosophy.

Far from being the

straitjacket that one might expect from a rudimentary acquaintance with only his
works of popular Christian apologetics, Christianity as the background to his
fiction, particularly the fantasy/science fiction trilogy, provides Lewis with a very
large canvas on which to play with ideas of God. His imagination, enriched by the
medieval models in which he was steeped,32 allows him in effect to deconstruct the
Christian myth and to play with ideas of God, good and evil, grace and judgement
as well as notions of reality, meaning and truth. Indeed one could argue that, in his
project not so much ofjustifying as of explaining the ways of God to the common
man, Lewis himself to some extent deconstructs God or, at the very least, he
begins the process as he strives to explain the ultimately inexplicable. It is when he
calls his imagination into play, as he does in his fiction, that this deconstruction
really begins. It may be that, in spite of what others - and possibly Lewis himself
-

see as being the fundamental certainty of Christianity , Lewis creates in the

Ransom of the trilogy a character whose view of the worlds he experiences is rarely
certain in the traditional sense. Ransom's perception of reality is always contingent
on his point of view and it is constantly changing or evolving. This is also the case
with A GriefObserved, although there we are being led to believe that Lewis is the
central character. However this, I think , may be an authorial strategy.
The question then of the appropriateness of applying the blowtorch of
recent literary theory to Lewis seems to me to be resolved n
i the affirmative. Lewis
himself did not hesitate to use any technique that would allow him to further his
aim of exploring the nature of God and conveying this to his readers. It is my
contention that readers in the late twentieth century cannot bring to his works the
background which he brought.

They lack his almost polymathic approach to

literature, philosophy and culture; their society is radically different from his.
Indeed Lewis might regard the present time as the fulfilment of that which he
'prophesied' in That Hideous Strength or TheAbolition of Man.

Contemporary

readers must read his works from their own context. Thus to do less than test the
application of theories such as the reader-response theories of Wolfgang Iser and
Norman Holland; the deconstruction of Roland Barthes, Jacques Derrida and
Barbara Johnson; the carnival of language explored by Mikhail Bakhtin; the play
3 2 Many critics have oommented on this.

See, for example, Lee D. Rossi, The Politics of
Fantasy. (Ann Arbor Michigan : UMJ Research Press, 1984.) p. 26.
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theories of Johan Huizinga, Hugo Rahner, Bernard Suits and R Rawdon Wilson,
together with the philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein is to approach Lewis armed
with a critical powderpuff. He would not, I am sure, have found such an approach
particularly flattering. Rather, he would almost certainly have relished a battle,
confident that the more concentrated the critical flame the more layers of meaning
might be exposed to alert, constructive readers. To claim that a writer such as
Lewis cannot be approached in this way is surely to assert that readers in any age
can only meaningfully read the works of writers from their (the writers') own
culture. No-one would attempt to argue that. To read from a different cultural
context is probably always to read 'differently'. But to read differently need not be
to read 'wrongly'.

If one were to say, perjoratively, that Lewi s's writing is

straitjacketed by Christianity, it could perhaps equally well be noted that such an
observation is made by critics straitjacketed in

turn

by a different and antithetical

ideology.
Much of the contemporary critical writing about the works of C. S. Lewis
has, as I have said, been 'colonised' by a particular sort of allegorical reading the foundation stone of which is the unassailable Christian certainty propounded by
fundamentalist or evangelical Christians.

This seems to have limited possible

readings of his works and it has certainly led to an unwillingness to examine
Lewis's works in the light of deconstructive or play theory because these are seen
as being ideologically opJX>sed to Christianity. In certain quarters, these theories are
seen

only as being nihilistic, almost as projects of the devil . But why should one

read Lewis through such prisms as deconstruction, Bakhtinian dialogic or play
theory rather than through the lenses of fantasy or science fiction theory? Apart
from the general consensus that, as science fiction the trilogy is poor science and
better fantasy, and that a (Marxist) critic such as Rosemary Jackson dismisses out
of hand any claims of the works of both Lewis and Tolkien to be fantasy,33it
seems to me that one must use a theory or combination of theories which takes into
account Lewis's philosophical position in relation to language, meaning and reality.
And it must be recognised that his position on such matters is by no means as fixed
as has often been assumed. It seems to me that the JX>St-structuralist theories offer
more scope for considerations of inherent slipperiness and intertextuality and for
more JX>Ssible and open-ended readings. Notions of grotesquery and the bizarre,
of labyrinths and caprice are common both to recent theory and to medieval thought
and imagination. And they are common to C. S. Lewis. They are among the toys
of his art. There is an openness to almost infinite play and a willingness to accept

33

R Jackson, Fantasy. (London : Methuen, 1981.)

pp. 154 - 156.
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mystery as end point. As has been said, Lewis had IDS own theories of language
and text and reading as well as IDS own notion of theology and apologetics. Indeed
Rossi, who concentrates on what he sees as the dualism in Lewis's personality,
points out that "Christianity has many meanings ...
ultimately contradictory in its several meanings".34
think, that

and is multivalent and

It could equally be said, I

Lewis's personality and writing were multivalent and at times appear to

be ultimately contradictory. Certainly there is more uncertainty and speculation in
IDS work than has often been recognised by critics. Therefore a survey of current

critical approaches is also appropriate, including looking at where (if anywhere)
such theory matches up with Lewis's critical and theoretical ideas. Not only will
Lewis be read from the viewpoint of post-structuralist theory but the theory will be
tested against Lewis!
Such an application of theory to text - and to theory - is the application of
deconstruction as good critical practice as J. Hillis Miller and Christopher Norris
might describe it. Such an approach to the works of Lewis will, I believe, show
that Lewis needs no protection from these particular critical ideologies or methods
and that he can stand his ground when so examined. At the same time an appraisal
of the methods themselves will show that, despite the avowedly political agenda of
deconstruction. neither deconstruction nor play theory nor any of the theories based
on an underlying piDlosophy of contingent reality has turned out actually to be the
niiDlistic destructive theory of literature capable of bringing about the end of
civilization as we know it A critical approach to the theories will show them to be
useful, if sharp and potentially double-edged, swords of criticism. Indeed, by
referring to the works of Adrian Plass, I shall attempt to demonstrate that any
' successors' of Lewis must situate themselves within tills world of contingent
reality in wiDch language is central. Without some central engagement with
language their texts will appear to be flat or, in Barthes' terms, writerly texts, texts
which neither demand nor allow re-reading. Plass has, I think, the potential to
become an inheritor of Lewis's mantle as a Christian who is also a writer of
apologetics and fiction.

34

Rossi, op cit.

pp. 22

-

23.
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The significance of reason and imagination

For Lewis reason is the natural organ of truth and imagination is the organ of
meaning (B&F 265).35 Those who read the trilogy as simply an assertion of the
Christian myth as absolute Truth, that is, those readers for whom these are closed
texts offering only a single reading which is based on both their own and the
writer's absolute certainty about the Christian myth, are failing to recognise that,
while there is much that is certain and, for Lewis anyway, unarguable, there is
also, as I have said, much that is uncertain and yet to be discovered. For him, truth
and metaphor are virtually inextricable, as can be seen from his writing. But truth
won by metaphor, according to Lewis, could not be greater than the truth of the
metaphor itself. He also asserted that the evidence for truth or rightness in the
imagination itself lay in the fact that "all our truth, or all but a few fragments, i s
won by metaphor"(SLE 265). Despite Lewis's conviction that metaphor could in
many instances make possible a greater degree of understanding than could non
figurative speech, he nonetheless demanded that certain rigorous conditions should
be met before metaphorical language could free the imagination to inform a reader's
reason. Among these were: that "the imagery should be originally well chosen; ...
that we [readers) should apprehend the exact imagery; and thirdly that we should
know that a metaphor is a metapbor"(B&F 254). Without these conditions being
met, be rightly held, the reader would be thinking nonsense or would fall into
monstrous error (B&F 254). This is not to say that Lewis believed that it was the
author who invested a text with its 'correct meaning' or authorised interpretation.
In an essay "On Criticism" be writes that it is
the author who intends; the book means. ... the meaning of a book
is the series or system of emoti ons, reflections, and attitudes
produced by reading it. But of course this product differs with
different readers. The ideally false or wrong ' meaning' would be
the product in the mind of the stupidest and least sensitive and most
prejudiced reader after a single careless reading. The ideally true or
right 'meaning' would be that shared (in some measure) by the
largest number of the best readers after repeated and careful readings
3 5 Here, Lewis said of himself: "I am a rationalist. For me, reason is the natural organ of truth;
but imagination is the the organ of meaning. Imagination, producing new
metaphors or revivifying old, is not the cause of truth, but its condition."
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over several generations, different periods, nationalities, moods,
degrees of alertness, private pre-occupations, states of health,
spirits, and the like cancelling one another out when (this is an
important reservation) they cannot be fused so as to enrich one
another (OSEL 140).

He does however suggest that the enrichment which derives from the
'sedimentation' oflayers of interpretation over succeeding generations only lasts as
long as the cultural tradition is not lost. So there is a limitation here . Given that
Lewis believed that there exists a cultural gap of greater magnitude between the
present age (by which he meant the scientific and machine age) and that of Jane
Austen and Sir Walter Scott, than existed between the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance, one might reasonably assume that in some ways, were he alive today,
he might feel that there i s already too great a cultural gap between the generation in
which he wrote and that of contemporary readers.36 Nevertheless, I believe he
would have relished the playing of deconstructive games with his texts. After all,
he says, "We must play. But our merriment must be of that kind ... which exists
between people who have, from the outset, taken each other seriously

-

no

flippancy, no superiority, no presumption" .37
The trilogy is Lewi s's way of exploring some of the truths of Christianity
and philosophical questions relating to reality , meaning and language, through the
metaphorical crucible of fiction. I believe that literary discourse arises out of
attempts to force language to create or "signify"38 reality or to explore possibilities,
rather than to "represent" reality. That is to say, language creates contingent
realities. Thus literary discourse has everything to do with play - the play of
language, the play of ideas and the play of meaning. The reading/writing process is
therefore inherently unstable, uncertain and inexhaustible and the relationship
between language and reality is a critical issue. God, then, is perhaps the ultimate
project of deconstruction. Lewis can be seen, I think, as playing with language in
such a way as to create images of God as iconoclast and choreographer, thus
subverting more traditional or common images of God as being essentially static.
His choice of fiction and fantasy acknowledges the ultimate gap that always exists
between language or the text and the 'other reality' - in the case of God, the 'Other
36 C. S. Lewis, "De Descriptione Temporum"
3 7 C. S. Lewis,

(London

in D. Lodge, Twentieth CenturyCriticism.
& New York : Longman, 1972. ) pp. 443 - 453.

"The Weight of Glory" in TheyAsked for aPaper. (London : Geoffrey
Bles, 1962.)

p.

210. (Hereafter referred to in the text as TAP.)

38 R Barthes, Mytholo&jes. (London :

Paladin, 1973.)

p.

149.
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Reality' - which it tries to explore, subvert or signify. This gap may be seen as
the space necessary for play in the text. Lewis frequently resorts to metaphorical
language in his apologetics in an attempt to make theology accessible to 'the man in
the street', the readership to whom they were directed. It comes as no surprise,
then, that the trilogy is rich in the metaphorical use of language. But it would be
wrong to suggest that the fantasy or science fiction worlds which Lewis develops
and explores exist purely for didactic purposes. Although both Brian Aldiss and
Kingsley Amis would have attributed a didactic purpose to the construction of
Perelandrain particular, Lewis consistently maintained that the novel began like all
his works with a mental picture, this time of the floating islands.39 Lewis asserted
that he had never begun a story with a message or a moral in mind. "The story
itself should force its moral upon you. You find out exactly what the moral is by
writing the story"(OSB..

145).

In the case of Perelandra,40 he acknowledges that

the story of the averted fall was convenient - and that it would not have been that
particular story if he had not been interested in those ideas for other reasons. (Amis
suggests that the motivation for the creation of the story might well have been a
simple sense of wonder, of extraordinary things going on (OSEL

145).)

There have been numerous attempts to ascribe to Lewis definitive
motivations for his various fictional works. The one most frequently cited is the
apparent agreement of Lewis and Tolkien to remedy what Lewis in particular
perceived as being 'too little of what we really like in stories'. In response to this
situation it was agreed that both would attempt to write a story in the science fiction
genre. Tolk.ien would attempt a story about time travel and Lewis a story about
travel in space. The result of this bargain is variously described. Some critics and
biographers claim that Tolk.ien, who was already enmeshed in the writing and
revision of The Hobbi!, actually failed to keep his part of the bargain. Others point
to The Lost Road as his contribution.

Whatever the truth of the matter and

Tolk.ien's part in realising it, Lewis produced Out of the Silent Planet as his first
foray into the genre of science fiction. A.

N. Wilson refers to Lewis's "self

confident brush strokes as he dashed off' the novel ! The novel, Wilson says, is:

37

C. S. Lewis, "Unreal Estates" in OSEL. op cit

40 C.

pp. 144 - 145. This is the text
of an informal conversation between Brian Aldiss, Kingsley Amis and Lewis,
taped in the latter's rooms at Magdalene College, Cambridge, shortly before his
retirement. For reference to the notion of his stories beginning with mental
pictures see also "On Three Ways of Writing for Children", ibid. p.41.

S. Lewis, Voyage lO Ven
us<P
erelandra} (London : Pan, 1953.) (Hereafter referred to in

the text as VV.)
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It brings

together Lewis the scholar, Lewis the voracious reader of anything
from medieval schoolmen or Italian epic to modem science fiction,
Lewis the Christian apologist, Lewis the Irish satirist in the savage
tradition of Swift, Lewis the failed Romantic poet.4 1

This somewhat exuberant evaluation of Lewis points up the complexity of
the writer and the tissue of texts which he represents in himself before one even
begins to contemplate the use of language itself. As the language conjures up the
story, it reveals, unwinds or complicates itself and the reader who brings yet
another web of experiences and understandings to the text. Ultimately the text is
the totality of the interconnections of all these elements. And as Lewis would say,
the totality is not to be found in any one reader or any one reading. Elsewhere at
different times, w e find Lewis, giving somewhat different ' reasons' for beginning
the writing of the science fiction trilogy - and it is likely that at first it was not
conceived as a trilogy at a11 .42 Writing to the poet Ruth Pitter, Lewis cites the
science fiction writer David Lyndsay as a sort of motivating force behind his own
attempt at science fiction, but whether this came before or after the actual
conception of the project may be arguable.
From Lyndsay I first learned what other planets in fiction are really
good for; for spiritual adventures. Only they can satisfy the craving
which sends our imagination off the earth. Or putting it another
way, in him I first saw the terrific results produced by the union of
the kinds of fiction hitherto kept apart: the Novalis, G. Macdonald,
James Stephens sort and the H.G.Wells, Jules Verne sort. My debt
to him is very great.43(QSEL xvi)

From Lyndsay, then, he may have seized on the idea of uniting what others
may have seen as generically different forms of fiction, and this is surely the
wellspring of his trilogy which virtually demands to be called science-fantasy rather

than science-fiction. However, in a letter to Roger Lancelyn Green some years
earlier, Lewis writes:

4 1 Wilson, op cit. p. 154.
42 W. Hooper, in � , op cit. p.xvii. Hooper, who was Lewis's literary secretary before

43

ibid.

his death and literary editor thereafter, claims to have been told by Lewis that
"be did not at this time foresee his other science fiction novels".
p. xvi. This letter (of January 4, 1947) is cited by Hooper.
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What immediately spurred me to write was Olaf Stapledon's Last
and First Men and an essay ("The Last Judgement") in J.B.S.
Haldane's Possible Worlds, both of which seem to take the idea of
such [space] travel seriously and to have the desperately immoral
outlook which I try to pillory in Weston. I like the whole planetary
idea as a mythology and simply wished to conquer for my own
(Christian) point of view what has always been used by the opposite
side.44

This suggests a much more deliberately didactic purpose behind the writing than
Lewis countenances elsewhere. One might pursue such evidence of motivation for
writing at great length and through various sources thereby arriving at a variety of
conclusions. The truth no doubt comprises all these elements and others. In yet
another letter, Lewis refers to Out of the Silent Planet as "the thriller . .".45
.

Readers, bringing their own literary experiences to the texts, might equally refer to
such influences as the mythological and medieval world which was Lewis's
scholarly milieu and even to such contemporary novels as Mr Weston's Good
Wine. 46 The cover blurb refers to that particular novel as "the strange story of the
struggle between the forces of good and evil in the village of Folly Down. Its
action is limited to a single winter's evening, during which Time stands still and the
bittersweet gift of awareness falls upon a dozen memorable characters". In some
ways the opening pages of Out of the Silent Plane1, and the introduction of Ransom
initially as "the Pedestrian", remind me of passages of The Complete Angler47 and
similar texts - more as a matter of tone than of content, although one cannot
discount a certain irony or satire in both. Swift's Gulliver's Travels also comes to
mind as a satire not unlike Out of the Silent Planet But any further excursion into
such 'intertextuality' surely becomes a subjective rather than an objective farrago.
And still the question of the relevance of such sleuthing remains. It is not after all
the author's intention so much as the text itself which should be the subject of
investigation, criticism and reading or playing with meaning, whether
deconst.ructively or otherwise.
Notwithstanding this rich lode of material concerning the genesis of the
trilogy in general and Out of the Silent Planet in particular, it is essential to
44 ibid.

p. xvii. Hooper again cites this lener, dated 28th December, 1938.

45 Lewis, Leners. op cit. p. 315. (Letter dated 2/9/37)
46 T. F. Powys, Mr Weston'sGood Wine. (London : Chatto & Windus, 1975.)
47 I. Walton & C. Cotton, The Complete Angler. (London : John Nimmo, 1796.)
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remember Lewis's differentiation between intention and meaning in literature. In
his essay on criticism, Lewis observes that "nearly all critics are prone to imagine
that they know a great many facts relevant to a book which in reality they don't
know . ... The trouble is they don't know they don't know"(OSEL 132 - 133).
Importantly, he goes on to observe that constructions based on known facts may
often be wholly wrong.

How much greater then are the chances of one ' s

constructs being wrong when there are n o 'facts' to begin with? Neither his
observation nor my question really matters in terms of the meaning of the text. In
terms of authorial intention, there is only one impulse or motivation which is
significant, according to Lewis, and it is one all too frequently ignored or
overlooked by critics. That is what he calls "the plastic impulse, the impulse to
make a thing, to shape, to give unity, relief, contrast, pattern. But this, unhappily,
is the impulse which chiefly caused the book to be written at all"(OSEL 135). And
as

such, he laments, it is of little or no interest to professional critics. Returning to

the subject of The Personal Heresy (1939), his dispute with E. M. W. Tillyard, he
says that both critics and readers may analyse and weigh the virtues and defects of a
text. But what they "must not do is write imaginary histories"(OSEL 138) of the
writer or allow them to intrude on the reading (TPH 17). Not only should readers
and critics avoid attempting to create imaginary histories of the text's genesis but
they should realise also that an author is not necessarily the best, and is never a
perfect, judge of a book's meaning. "One of his intentions usually was that it
should have a certain meaning: he cannot be sure that it has"(OSEL 140). Lewis
delivers the further warning - whether to readers, writers or critics or all three, 1s
unclear - that
no story can be devised by the wit of man which cannot be
interpreted allegorically by the wit of some other man ... therefore
the mere fact that you can allegorise the work before you is of itself
no proof that it is an allegory.

... You can allegorise anything

whether n
i art or in real life (OSEL 141).
The question is, however, should you attempt to do so?
The desire to allegorise any given text, together with the desire to discover
or invent a history of its genesis and the ultimate desire of many, if not most,
readers to link the world of the prescriptively to the 'real world' , to flnd its meaning
beyond itself is so common as to appear to be a 'natural' response. And if this is
seen as a natural expectation or set of expectations, then the deconstructionists'
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stress on the impossibility of a thetic48 connection between the world of the text
and the reader's external or physical world can be readily understood as a
disconcerting reading strategy. But it can be claimed that much of the desire to
create a history of the genesis of a text arises from the principles of Linear ordering,
such as notions of causality or historical process, which are inherent in our
dependence on verbal language as our fundamental means of communication.
Peitgen and Richter, in The Beautyof Fractal� argue that if we employ [verbal]
language as a means of communication, a linear medium arranged as a time series,
we automatically favour linear ordering principles. On the other hand, they argue,
visual languages (such as the patterns of fractals, Mandelbrot sets and so on) allow
us to see the very important processes which manifest themselves as loop
processes, interactions, communication networks and so forth.49 Perhaps, they
say, our inability to think in terms of networks is due in no small measure to the
restrictions imposed on us by the descriptive systems of verbal language. That may
be a valid observation but it is just such linearity of thought that deconstructive
playing with texts aims to break down and complicate. Although pictures (such

as

in comics) may fix one kind of information more strongly than words do, with
enough gaps left for the viewer to fin,so I would argue that a playful deconstructive
reading of a text can do the same. Such a reading which discloses, explores and
complicates those gaps that are always present though apparently hidden in the
verbal text can equally well give the literary reader (to use Lewis's designation)
clues as to how to shape the interrelationships of our world into an understandable
form. It can show us how to make them conceivable and comprehensible. This is
not to say that one learns of the world 'out there' from any direct representation of
it in the separate enclosed world of the text but rather that one can extrapolate from
the kinds of events, actions and relationships of the text to relationships, actions
and events in the 'real' world in which one lives. This is not to say either that the
world of the text is any less real than the world in which the writer/reader lives
when not engaged in the text, but merely that the two are different worlds with
different realities.
Such is the experience, for example, of Ransom, the Pedestrian in Out of
the Silent Planet At one moment he is walking, more than a little disconsolately
and disgruntledly through the Oxfordshire countryside and the next, he is literally
m

another world, or worlds. He finds himself first in the bewildering world of

48 Collins Dictionary, 1989. "Thetic"
deriving from the Greek thetos
laid down.
49 H. D. Peitgen & P. H. Richter, The Beautyof Fractals. (Berlin Heidleberg : Springer
Verlag, 1986.) p. 182.
50 ibid. p. 183.
-

-
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Weston and Devine and then in the even more startling and astonishing world of
space travel and, ultimately, of Malacandra.

Similarly, as readers w e find

ourselves suddenly in the bewildering, stimulating, astonishing fictional or fantastic
worlds of the texts we read or that w e discover or create in the process of reading.
As Geoffrey Hartman says, it is impossible to totally secularize literature because
"secularization turns back on itself and becomes religion" in much the same way

as

"demystification goes through a highly effective fictional stage ...".5 1 Salusinszky
interprets this as a fall from one mystification into another one that is richer and
deeper. This, as he sees it, is the project of deconstruction.5 2 Lewis, particularly
in his non-fiction writing, it seems to me, is writing speculatively and his writing
could well be said to fall from one mystification to another, much as Ransom falls
beneath the surface of Perelandra. It seems to me then that Chaos Theory and
fractal geometry with their replications and variations of order and chaos offer more
appropriate models for the readings of Lewis that I hope to explore than does linear
argument.

It is the Chaos-like change of apparent but subtly different replications of readings
or interpretations that actually links deconstruction, play theory and midrash and,
perhaps, fantasy. Similar replications seem to me to haunt the work of Derrida,
Bakhtin and Wittgenstein and certainly both Derrida and Wittgenstein, I think, can
be placed in that line of philosophers whose work either builds on or responds to
that of Hegel, Schleiermacher and Heidegger. Derrida, in 1992, answered his
critics and described deconstruction in the following terms:

What is called "deconstruction" is concerned with (theoretically) and
takes part in (practically) a profound historical transformation
(techno-scientific, political, socio-economic, demographic) which
affects the canons, our relations to language and to translation, the
frontiers between literature, literary theory, philosophy, the "hard"
sciences, psychoanalysis and politics and so on.

Deconstruction

therefore finds itself at the heart of what you call "tensions" . It is a
question of assuming these tensions, of "living" them as much as of
"understanding" them. Those who fear and wish to deny the
inescapable necessity of these transformations try to see i n
deconstruction the agent responsible for such changes, when in my
51

I. Salusinszky, Criticism in Society. (New York & London : Methuen, 1987.)

52 ibid.

p. 163.

p. 87.
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eyes it is above all else a question of trying to understand them, so
as

to respond to them in the most responsible fashion possible.53

This description by its very comprehensiveness and complexity points to the
difficulty of attempting a simple definition of deconstruction which might allow for
the development of linear argument and proof. At the same time one might ponder
the proposition, without in any way attempting to demonstrate that Lewis was
himself a deconstructionist, that Lewis nevertheless

-

and particularly in his

speculative fiction - is similarly concerned with the transformations and tensions
which he sees in his world. In Lewis's case, it seems to me, he would both wish
to understand these tensions and yet to deny their inevitability or "inescapable
necessity". This is where he would clearly differ from Derrida.

A

map for the journey

My reading of Lewis, then, will stress the contingent nature of reality and
the complex and fundamental significance of language in the construction both of
text and reality. This approach means that I will be returning to the same texts a
number of times hoping that, with each tum of the kaleidoscope, the elements
which present themselves will have formed a slightly different pattern of meaning.
My emphasis will be on opening up readings of Lewis rather than adding another
closed reading. The thrust of this thesis then is towards an exploration of different
readings and the various aspects of theory are the tools which I will use to fulfill
that task. My choice of deconstruction, play theory and midrash as my particular
theoretical tools is largely determined by what I see

as

their common characteristics

of open-endedness, speculativeness and "jouissance". In all of these theories there
is a playfulness in the sense of the playful spirit of joy and hope in the text as well
as a playfulness in the sense of the play of meanings in the text.

Both types of

playfulness contribute to the opening up of multiple possibilites in the text rather
than the determination of closed readings, of certainties.

Consequently, as the

53 J. Derrida, "Honoris Causa: 'This is also extremely funny'" in Points
(Stanford : Stanford University Press, 1995.)

p. 413.

..

. , E. Weber (ed).
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thesis unfolds, the patterns that appear will suggest the following views of both the
Lewis texts and various critical theories.
In the next chapter (Silence, language and God - Am I a bear or a
hedgehog?)

I shall examine Lewis's ideas of silence and language and the

relationship of both to God. In the trilogy and also, although differently, in A
GriefObserved Lewis attempts to explore the ineffability of God. As he does this,
it seems to me he also presents the 'problem' of the slipperiness of language or its
limitations as Wittgenstein might say. In attempting to write the unwriteable and
say the unsayable, Lewis takes us on a voyage not only into extraterrestrial and
introspective worlds but also into worlds of metaphor and myth. And in all these
worlds the relationships of language, silence, God and reality are inextricably
entwined. The notion of the contingency of reality is for Plass in both An Alien at
St Wilfred's and The Horizontal Epistles of Andromeda Veal

accepted almost

without question on the human plane, but he like Lewis proposes that the ineffable
God who is both immanent and transcendent is alone beyond contingency

-

perhaps!
Chapter three (Theory - The blowtorch in the crucible) presents a critical
account of current literary theories, concentrating especially on deconstruction. I
shall be noting points of similarity between some of Lewis's own theories of both
reading and the construction of texts, as well as some of the obvious differences.
Such an account is I believe important, given the already noted tendency of many
Lewis critics and disciples to dismiss such theory out of hand as nihilistic and,
needless to say, atheistic. I shall return to this particular point in the final chapter
when I consider the similarities between Lewis's technique, especially in A Grief
Observed and the techniques of midrash.

Similarly, I have chosen to leave a

detailed analysis of play theory until chapter four, where I will be using it to play
with all the Lewis and Plass texts. The third chapter is predominantly theoretical
but there are passing references to the Lewis texts.
The fourth chapter

(God as iconoclast : Ominous surface innocence)

explores the uncertainty of reality and the slipperiness of language. Here is the
hinterland of fantasy or grotesquery, particularly although not solely as constructed
in That Hideous StrenW1 as well as Plass's An Alien at St Wilfred's. The chapter
also examines the way in which A Grief Observed constructs God as iconoclast,
presenting the constant shattering of images and emphasising the contingent and
unstable nature of reality. As a consequence this chapter, like chapter three,
contains theoretical, theological and philosophical argument as well as references to
Lewis's theoretical, apologetic and fictional works.
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God as choreographer, man as threshold leaper)

explores play theory with particular emphasis on the notions of Godgames and
labyrinths. As the title suggests, there is much in this chapter, as there is in play,
which is apparently repetitive or haunted by prior experiences. 1 will note the
closeness of play theory (and the theory of Godgames) to medieval thought and
figures. Although they are not identical, neither does Lewis allow himself to be
bound by medieval metaphor, despite his proclivity for using such medieval tropes
as the great dance of being when they suit his purpose. There will be reference in
this chapter to Out of the Silent Plane!, Perelandra and, to some extent, the play both sinister and comedic

-

in That Hideous Stren�h .

There will also be

references to the playfulness which is inherent in An Alien at St. Wilfred' s as well
as The Horizontal Epi stles of Andromeda Veal (Plass).
The sixth and concluding chapter (Midrash . . . the endless dance of
dissolution) which attempts to draw together the complex of multiple threads of the
thesis looks at deconstruction and play theory in the light of Midrash. Midrash is
the traditional Hebrew practice of interrogating the text rather than merely accepting
all texts as given and as being inherently of ultimate authority. A number of recent
critics have begun to draw attention to Midrash as being at least one of the
significant antecedents of the theories of Derrida and others, although they
recognise that Midrash retains its commitment to a standard of logical and
metaphysical truth which deconstruction and most other current theories either
ignore or refute.

In this chapter, too, there may be general reference to the Lewis

texts, but more specifically to A Grief Observed
Throughout the thesis Lewis's apologetics and his theoretical and critical
writings are almost inextricably interwoven with his fiction. Matters are further
complicated by an equally labyrinthine network of theoretical, theological and
philosophical ideas and arguments without which it seems to me any examination
of the Lewis texts, especially those on which I have chosen to concentrate, must
fail to recognise their fruitful and provocative hauntedness, to use Calinescu's
terminology.54 In writing about Lewis honestly it is virtually impossible to ignore
God.

And, in writing about Lewis within the theoretical framework of the last

decade of the twentieth century, it is equally impossible to ignore the nature of
language and the apparently unfathomable mystery of reading. Lewis himself says:

Divine reality is like a fugue. All [God's] acts are different, but they
all rhyme or echo one another. It is this that makes Christianity so
54 M. Calinescu, Rerea4ing (New Haven & London : Yale University Press, 1993.)
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difficult to talk [or write] about. Fix your mind on any one story or
on any one doctrine and it becomes at once a magnet to which truth
and glory come rushing from all levels of being. Our featureless
pantheistic unities and glib rationalist distinctions are alike defeated
by the seamless, yet varying, texture of reality, the liveliness, the
elusiveness, the intertwined harmonies of the multidimensional
fertility of God. 55

He could as well have been referring to reading or playing with texts.

55

C. S. Lewis, The Grand Miracle. ed. W. Hooper. (New York : Ballantine Books,
1970.) p. 12. (Hereafter referred to in the text as GM.)
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SILENCE, LANGUAGE A ND GOD AM I A BEAR OR A HEDGEHOG?

am I a bear or a hedgehog?

T7

Silence, language and GOD
"Am I a bear or a hedgehog?"

Wittgenstein claims that language

can

only say that which can be said and,

since be further claims that language constructs only a world of simple objects,
God is, as the OTHER, probably the ultimate challenge to language. God is the

OTHER

of whom one can neither speak nor write. But, if one can neither speak

nor write God , is it possible to think God? Is it possible to imagine God? Can
either thought or imagination exist without language? It may be possible but, in
order to fashion one's thought or imagination into a shape which is both capable of
retention and evaluation in one's own mind and of communication to another,
language in some form is surely essential. That language may be visual, musical,
the language of movement, sensation or the plastic arts but the language which is
the most common mode of reliable communication is that of verbal language words. Schleiermacher, for example, argues that there can be no thinking without
language. I But, even given a vocabulary of words with which to communicate
thought, emotion and experience (whether to oneself or to another or to others),
there are still occasions on which we must admit, often with either dismay or
frustration, that 'words fail us'. At such times we rely either on the metaphoric
capabilities oflanguage or else we are struck dumb. Wittgenstein, in his attempts
to describe what he calls "the language game" , argues that the meaning of a word is

its use in the language. A word bas no meaning if nothing corresponds to it but to
claim that the meaning of the word signifies its

correspondence

to a particular

thing is to use meaning illicitly.2 Elsewhere he writes that

130.

.

.

.

language games are rather set up as

comparison

objects of

which are meant to throw light on the facts of our

language by way not only of similarities, but also of
dissimilarities .
1

F. D. E. Schleiermacher, Hermeneutics: The Handwritten Manuscripts. ed. Heinz Kimmerle,

(Atlanta Ga : Scholars Press, 1986.)
193 - 4.
2 L. Wittgenstein, Philoso
p
hi
calInvestigations. tr. G. E. M. Anscombe. (Oxford : Blackwell,
1992.) p. 20e
trs James Duke & Jack Forstman.
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131. For we can avoid ineptness or emptiness in our assertions
only by presenting the model as what it is, an object of
comparison

-

as, so to speak, a measuring- rod; not as a

preconceived idea to which reality must correspond}

Presuming then that we use language metaphorically to 'think' or to
'imagine' God, the question remains as to whether the 'God' of our thought or
imagination is actually God. In his fictive works one can argue that Lewis i s
remarkably reticent, if not virtually silent, about God. Unlike Milton, and no doubt
in response to what he saw as both Milton's achievements and mistakes in Paradise
Lost, Lewis chooses not to portray God directly. As Margaret Hannay observes,
he uses a technique which was favoured by medieval writers. That is, he creates an
image of greatness or goodness or beauty and then infers that, whoever or
whatever God may be, God is greater than that which can be apprehended in such
an image.4 Thus he avoids what many would see as the Miltonic pitfalls of
presenting God ('God') on a human scale while elevating Satan to virtually divine
status. But, if Lewis is virtually silent in terms of direct reference to or portrayal of
God, he is, as we shall see, far from silent about Satan. And, although Lewis
almost certainly would have found himself at odds with Wittgenstein's philosophy,
he nonetheless could be seen to be applying Wittgenstein's method here - using
language to present an object of comparison.

Lewis's whole emphasis on story

and his indirect presentation of 'God', particularly in his fiction, suggests that he is
not attempting to force 'reality', whatever the reality of God may be, to correspond
to his language. I would argue that, even in his more polemical works, Lewis still
relies largely on the metaphorical quality of language to approach the subject of
God.

He is, I think, less literally and dogmatically minded than some of his

readers and interpreters would have him be.
Assuming that there remains a gap between the 'God' who is the product of
human imagination and language on the one hand and the God of reality on the
other, for writers such as Lewis, the project of writing about God is not futile
although it may well be endless or inexhaustible, incapable of ever reaching the
final full stop.

The gap here, or the apparently ultimate silence, which is the

playground of the unsayable and the unwritable -

3

ibid.

pp. 50e

-

is, however, not a nihilistic or

5le.

4 M. Hannay, C. S. Lewis. New York : Frederick Ungar, 1981. See also her essay
"A Preface to Perelandra" in The Ransom Trilogy. and M. C. Sammons,

rilogy. Westchester, Ill.: Cornerstone.
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empty silence. It is not for Lewis, as it may be for some deconstructionists, the
abyss where language collapses into itself and becomes meaningless. For language
to be meaningful at all there must be some point of connexion between the language
of written text and the language which structures a reader's

-

or writer's

-

experience. It is, as Wittgenstein suggests, not the case that language is directly
referential but rather that, by means of language games playing with similarities and
dissimilarities, one attempts to construct meaning or 'reality ' .
course, is contingent upon the point of view from which one

Such reality, of

begins

one's process

of construction (either as reader or writer) and the context in which it occurs. And
one of the tasks of literature is to attempt to write the unwriteable and to say the
unsayable. Language can only impinge on this realm of silence by means of
metaphor and myth, despite Lewis's assertion that myth "does not essentially exist
in words at all" .s "Myth is an invention about truth" ,6 he says, and "all our truth
is won by metaphor". 7 For Lewis, then, myth is metaphor writ large.
The ' science fiction' trilogy is, it seems to me, better regarded as a trilogy
of fantasy or mythopoeic novels than as science fiction. While it may be the case
that these novels were initially inspired by an agreement between Tolkien and
Lewis,

both of whom were dissatisfied with the contemporary science fiction

available to them, that "Tolkien should write a story about time travel and Lewis
one about space travel" ,8 both writers soon found that it was not possible to write
about either time or space alone. The concluding paragraph of Out of the Silent
Planet bears this out, although it is a comment made by the doubly fictional
Ransom, to the effect that "Now that 'Weston' has shut the door, the way to the
planets lies through the past; if there is to be any more space travelling, it will have
to be time travelling as well . .. !".9 Tolkien's part of the bargain became The Lost
Road; Lewis's, Out of the SilentPlanet Tolkien' s effort now survives only as a
fragment whilst Out of the Silent Planet

has been variously described as an

example of some of Lewis's worst writing or some of his best, along with the
5

6

C. S. Lewis, Preface to George MacDonald. An Anthology. London : Geoffrey Bles, 1946.
Reprinted in G. MacDonald, Phantastes. Grand Rapids : Eerdmansl981.
p. ix.
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erature. ed. W. Hooper. (Orlando Aa:
sa
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si
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Harvest/Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1982.) p. xiv. (Hereafter referred to in the

text as OSEL.)
7 C. S. Lewis, "Bluspels and Flalansperes in Selected LiteraryEssay& ed. W. Hooper.
(Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1969.) p.265. (Herefter referred to
in the text as B&F.)
8 A. N. Wilson, C. S. Lewis A Biography. (London : Collins, 1990.) p.l54.
9 C. S. Lewis, Out of the Silent Planet. (London : Pan, 1952.) p. 187. (Hereafter referred
to as OSP.) That "Ransom" is a fictional name for the character, within the
fictional text itself, is made clear early in the last chapter (p.l77).
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trilogy as a whole, although it is the final book that is most usually so described, or
which causes the greatest polarisation in critical comment. A.N. Wilson describes
Out of the Silent Planet

as

"quite un-put-downable.

... The theology does not

wage war on the story ... it is not 'theology' dressed up as 'literature' ; rather it
makes its best literary effects when it is at its most religious because the religious
matter is what most engages the author's imagination". 1 0 I would argue that that
observation, to some extent, might be applied to the whole trilogy. In the trilogy
Lewis creates a series of experimental worlds which owes more to fantasy or myth
than it does to science fiction . In a similar way, in the supposedly autobiographical
A Grief Observed, he creates an experimental space and persona in and through
which to observe the grieving process and the place of God in it. In the trilogy, the

God dimension may be seen in some ways at least

as

being played out by very

serious games of silence and language. The same is true of AGrief Observed

Playing with language and silence

How does one attempt to enter these language/silence games? Indeed, how does
one even know what game one is attempting to enter? That, Lewis might say, all
depends on the point of view. Wittgenstein would agree that it is possible to be
interested in a phenomenon in a variety of ways and that "problems are solved, not
by giving new information but by arranging what we have always known" . 1 1
There are those who believe that the author's intention is the ultimate arbiter of the
meaning of a text.

And there are those who believe that Christianity is about

certainty and truth and that, consequently, there is little to be gained by attempting
to deconstruct or to play critically with the texts of such a writer as Lewis.

For

such as these, playing with the texts is pointless since they see the text as
embodying 'The Truth' , corresponding to reality as they imagine it to be. There
are also those who seem to be devoted to protecting Lewis and his work from the
predatory raids of critics of any deconstructionist persuasion. For the latter, and I
quote Bruce L. Edwards Jr as an example,

... In its most innocent form deconstruction is simply an attempt
1 0 Wilson, op cit. p. 156.
1 1 Wingenstein, op cit. p. 47e.
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to deal with the finiteness of human knowledge, the subjective

element of perception. It reminds us of the contingent nature of
what we consider knowledge and challenges our easy equation
of words with things-in-themselves.

As such it serves the

discerning critic as a fresh reading strategy with which to sift the
text for internal incongruity, contradiction, and ambiguity, while
interpreting the text against the backdrop of its evoked or implicit
worldview. Above all, deconstruction tells us that reality is,
indeed, very deep . l 2
However, for such critics as Edwards, deconstruction is rarely as
"innocent" as this and, more often than not, it is subversive of all meaning in a text.
"In its rejection of the referential power of language," he claims, "deconstruction
thus privileges the present, this moment in the act of reading, the past is dead and
the future is always now".13

Since for such critics the past and, indeed, the

immutable past seems to be a fundamental plank in the worldview they have
constructed, deconstruction is seen as synonymous with destruction and thus to be
opposed. Any notion of play in language, whether it be the play of ideas inherent
in language from an etymological point of view or the playing with ideas to derive

variant readings, despite the indisputable fact that such play may of itself
demonstrate the depth of reality to which Edwards refers, is treated with deep
suspicion and considerable hostility. It appears that playfulness is often equated
with Godlessness, although the connection remains unwritten and unspoken.
Deconstruction in general and Derrida in particular are often charged with nihilism.
Derridahas denied this charge both implicitly and explicitly.l4 On the other hand
one could of course observe that Edwards's claim that "deconstruction privileges
the present ... the past is dead and the future is always now" would be seen by
some theologians, and by this writer, as coming close to a possible description of
both the nature of God and the effect of the New Covenant in Jesus Christ. The
one point of divergence might be that, rather than the past being "dead", both the
past and the future are both caught up in the continuing present. Lewis himself

12

Bruce L. Edwards Jr, "Rehabilitating Reading: C. S. Lewis and Contemporary Critical
Theory" in The Taste of the Pineapple. ed B. L. Edwards Jr. (Bowling Green
Ohio : Bowling Green State Univef'3ity Press, 1988.)

l3

p. 29.

ibid. p. 29.
1 4 J. Derrida, "Heidegger, the Philosopher's Hell" in Pointe; .. , ed. E. Weber. (Stanford :
.

Stanford Univef'3ity Press, 1995.) p. 186. See also "Honoris Causa: �This is
also extremely funny� in ibid. p. 406. Derrida stresses that he has always tried
in deconstruction to favour a way of thinking that is affirmative and not nihilist
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describes the nature and action of God in such terms as these.15 Derrida himself
would ask: "What is the present, which is to say: What is history? time? being in
its purity (that is, unscathed, safe, sacred, holy, helig)? What of holiness or of
sacredness?

Are

they the same thing? What of the divinity of God? How many
meanings can one give to theion? Is this a god way to pose the question?".1 6
Elsewhere, in his discourse on the writings of Emmanuel Levinas, Derrida
discusses Levinas's notion of "proximity" which '"doesn't enter into that common
time of clocks that makes the rendez-vous possible. It is derangement."' Derrida
adds that he "would like to ... [pronounce or inscribe the other's (Other's?) name
... faultlessly (sans faute ), with a "faultlessness" ( "sans faute " ) that no longer
belongs to the time or the logic of the rendez-vous".17 This discussion of time is
linked with Levinas' s notions of the trace, the Other and with both the
"immemorial past" and the messianic

"a

venir" . 1 8

Those in the second critical camp seem to be confusing truth and certainty.
From the outside, Christianity may indeed seem to consist of a series of inarguable
certainties, although one would have thought that the very existence of so many of
Lewis's own works which both attempted to explain these 'certainties' to the lay
person and which also aroused the ire of many 'professional Christians' would
have raised serious questions as to the actuality of this proposition. Certainly, and
like perhaps Milton before him, Lewis is, as he says in Mere Christianity,
attempting to present only the common ground of historical Christian belief (MC
6). Nevertheless it is this very 'common ground' which has led to diverse and

often severely critical responses. Is it then the case that the author's intention
determines the meaning of a text? Lewis himself believed that
[I]t is the author who intends; the book means.

the

meaning of a book is the series or system of emotions,
reflections, and attitudes produced by reading it. The ideally
false or wrong 'meaning' would be the product in the mind of the
stupidest and least sensitive and most prejudiced reader after a
single careless reading. The ideally true or right 'meaning'
1 5 C. S.

Lewis, Mere Christianity. (London : Collins, 1955.) (Hereafter referred to in the
text as MC.) This idea is both implicit and explicit throughout the text as, for
example, on p. 145 : All the days are 'Now' for Him [GOD]".
..

16 J . Derrida. "Faith and Knowledge" in Lareligion. J.Derrida & G. Vatimo (eds). (Paris :
Seuil, 1996.) p. 35.
1 7 J. Derrida. "At This Very Moment in This Work" in ADe
rridaR
eadet ed. P. Kamuf.
(Hemel Hempstead : Harvester Wbeatsheaf, 1991.) p. 408
18 ibid. pp. 436 and 43 1.
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would be that shared (in some measure) by the largest number of
the best readers after repeated and careful readings over several
generations, different periods, nationalities, moods, degrees of
alertness, private preoccupations, states of health, spirits and the
like cancelling one another out when (and this is an important
reservation) they cannot be fused so as to enrich one another.
.. .

... [The] many generations

serve to enrich the perception

of the meaning only as long as the cultural tradition is not lost.l9

The mysterious playing field of the text

- the intersection of text, writer

and reader together with the various roles played by writer, reader and language is then at the heart of literary theory.

So, too, is the question of the relationship

between language and reality. As Edwards points out, deconstructive theory both
challenges our easy understanding of language as referential (merely reporting on a
reality which exists) and, at the same time, points to how "deep" reality is. But are
reality and truth the same thing? For Lewis it is "myth that gives life" 2 0 and "what
flows into you from the myth is not truth but reality (truth is always
something but reality is that

about which

about

truth is) and therefore every myth

becomes the father of innumerable truths on the abstract level"

(GD 43).

Wittgenstein, with whose philosophy of language, it has already been noted,
Lewis had little in common, argued that

you cannot state in language how language is related to reality.
The relation can only be shown ... in addition the book leaves
out the human self, the subject of knowledge and user of
language. He is transcendental , outside the world of fact. And
since the world consists of nothing but simple objects,
everything to do with value - religion, morality, art - is also
left out These things do not appear in the world, and what they
are about therefore cannot be

put into words. It too can only be

shown, not said.2 1
Wittgenstein, as a philosopher, may have been "prevented" from saying or
l9

C. S . Lewis, " On Criticism" in On Stories and Other Essays inLiterature, ed. W. Hooper.
(London ; Harvest/HBJ, 1982. pp.l39- 40. (Hereafter referred to in the text
as OC and OSEL respectively.)
2 0 C. S. Lewis, Myth Became Fact" in God inthe Dock. ed W. Hooper. (London : Collins,
1979.) p. 42.
(Hereafter referred to in the text as GO.)
21 L. Wittgenstein, quoted in D. Cupitt, The Sea of Faith. (London : BBC , 1985.) p. 217.
..
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writing about anything to do with value as opposed to simple objects in the
Tractatus but he nonetheless saw it as an exercise in Kierkegaardian "indirect
communication", according to Cupitt, when he claimed that "My work consists of
two parts: the one presented here, plus all

that

I

have not written

" 22 For
.

Wittgenstein the correct philosophical method would really be to say only that
which can be said. But for writers the task is surely different. Depending on the
theoretical model one chooses, this game ofliterature, writing, creating texts is one
of attempting to bridge the unbridgeable, to determine the indeterminable, to come
to terms with the slipperiness and very indeterminacy of language. As such, I
would argue that literary theory and literature itself are playing in the same arena as
other Godgarnes. It is an attempt to write the unwritable, to say the unsayable.
And, when one is talking about the unwritable and the unsayable, the Absolutely
Other, God, then surely this

can

be seen as the ultimate abyss or gap, the aporia

that deconstruction proposes. If language constructs the "real world of simple
objects" then how can one speak of the Other, of God? Must one apprehend and
demonstrate God only by silence or may one say the unsayable through metaphor,
through fiction, through fantasy, through myth?

One need not be

deconstructionist to appreciate the paradox presented in Christianity
theoretical and practical as it were

-

by

silence and language.

-

a

both

For many

Christians silence is the optimum way of approach to God. For them language is
like the 'white noise'

that, rather than silence

(as deconstructionists often

suggest), underlies text . Although it may be suppressed it is nonetheless present
and distracting. Language is a distraction.

So many Christians, and others, rely

on silence to approach and communicate with the God who, in Christian theology New Testament theology - is most often presented as "LOGOS", the creative
WORD or the idea It is true that we have an account of Elijah's hearing God speak
out of the whirlwind in a still, small voice, a whisper (I Kings 19: 12) and of Paul
hearing God speak as with thunder and lightning (Acts

9:3

-

9).

But the

playfulness of this silent paradox speaks, as it were, for itself. Is God then silent,
as

seems to be the practical experience of so many Christians, or is silence the

context in which God i s experienced?

In both asking such questions and

attempting to find and understand answers we are surely using language
metaphorically.

22

ibid

p. 21 7.

(my emphasis).
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Metaphor and myth

"For all of us", Lewis says, "there are things which we cannot fully
understand at all, but of which we can get a faint inkling by means of
metaphor''(B&F 254). Our understanding of the truth depends rigidly though on
three conditions. They are that the imagery should be originally well chosen; that
we should apprehend the exact imagery and that we should know that the metaphor
is a metaphor (B&F 254). These may be rigorous conditions but Lewis held that
the person who does not consciously use metaphors talks without meaning (B&F
262). Indeed, as a self-styled rationalist, Lewis saw reason as the natural organ of
truth, but "imagination [as] the organ of meaning. Imagination, producing new
metaphors or revivifying old, is not the cause of truth but its condition. ... [A]ll
our truth, or all but a few fragments, is won by metaphor"(B&F 265).
For Lewis then, one might argue, myth and metaphor are merely
differences of scale. It is hardly surprising then that the only type of science fiction
that interested Lewis was what might be called the marvellous or the fantastic in
science fiction. Such science fiction was, in his eyes,
simply an imaginative impulse as old as the human race working
under the conditions of our own time. It is not difficult to see why
those who wish to visit strange regions in search of such beauty,
awe, or terror as the actual world does not supply have increasingly
been driven to other planets or other stars.

It is the result of

increasing geographic knowledge. The less known the real world
is, the more plausibly your marv els can be located near at hand. As
the area of knowledge spreads, you need to go further afield: like a
man

moving his house further and further out into the country as

the new building estates catch him up 23
.

Here then we surely have science fiction as fantasy or, more properly, as
myth. Such stories as fall into this category Lewis sees as modem equivalents of
The Odyssey or Beowulf.

In relation to such stories he speaks of "pseudo

science" and is "inclined to think that frankly supernatural methods are best. I took
23

C. S. Lewis, "On Science Fiction" in OSEL, op cit.

p. 63.
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a hero once to Mars in a space-ship, but when I knew better I had angels convey

him to Venus"(OSEL 64, my emphasis). As if to stress the mythical rather than
the scientific aspect of his own fiction in the trilogy, Lewis also says that, even
though he knew that modem astronomy demonstrated that they did not exist, he put
canals on Mars because "they were part of the Martian myth as it existed in the
common mind"(OSEL

64). In other words, Lewis is not only very well aware of

the common myth of space as promulgated by contemporary science fiction
(especially the works of H.G. Wells, David Lyndsay, Aldous Huxley and, in a
slightly different genre perhaps, Olaf Stapledon's The First and Last Men), but he
shows that he is more than willing to use elements of myth where they fly in the
face of known fact if, by

so

doing, he enhances his story and makes the ultimate

myth of God more accessible. This aspect of his character is also demonstrated in
The Discarded Imaeewhere he admits that "the old Model delights me as I believe
it delighted our ancestors. Few constructions of the imagination seem to me to
have combined splendour, sobriety, and coherence in the same degree . ...
[although]

... it had a serious defect; it was not true".24 Such an attitude is, it

seems to me, entirely consonant with his conviction that imagination is the organ of
meaning. And, without meaning, both truth and reality remain nebulous and, by
definition, nonsensical. Nonetheless Lewis reminds his readers that

these ' models' are not, like model ships, small scale replicas of
the reality. Sometimes they illustrate this or that aspect by an
analogy. Sometimes, they do not illustrate but merely suggest,
like the sayings of the mystics. An expression such as

'the

curvature of space' is strictly comparable to the old definition of
God as ' a circle whose centre is everywhere and whose
circumference is nowhere' . Both succeed in suggesting; each
does so by offering what is, on the level of our ordinary
thinking, nonsense. By accepting the 'curvature of space' we
are not 'knowing' or enjoying 'truth' in the fashion that was
once thought to be possible.

...

Part of what we now know is that we cannot, in the old

sense, 'know what the universe is like' and that no model we can
build will be, in that old sense, 'like' it (TDI 218).
24

C. S. Lewis, The Discarded lmage (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press,
(Hereafter referred to in the text as TDI.) p. 216.

1967 )
.
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Thus myth, for Lewis, becomes the "model" whereby one presents a
comparison or measuring-rod, to use Wittgenstein's terminology, by which one
attempts to imagine reality. It may be that Ransom, the central character in the
trilogy, was transported to Mars or Malacandra in a space ship in his first extra
terrestrial experience but the 'science' in the fiction is at best peripheral . Ransom's
overriding experience of the journey, apart from his quite natural fear or
apprehension at facing the unknown (at this stage due in no small part to the silence
of his companions as to their plans and his future), is that "all was silence" and, as
a result, "he could not fear.

.

..

A nightmare, long engendered in the modem mind

by the mythology that follows in the wake of science was falling off him.
Space was the wrong name. Older thinkers were wiser when they named it simply
the heavens ... which declared the glory ... "(OSP

34

-

35). Here, although we

are clearly confronted by the richness of meaning in a single word, nonetheless, it
appears that the language tends in some measure to separate from itself. "Fear"
carries with it both negative and positive connotations. On the one hand there is the
negative fear by which we infer such feelings as apprehension, panic,
victimisation, loss of control or terror. On the other hand there is a more positive
fear which is tied to a sense of wonder, awe and unknowing - but an unknowing
which does not threaten one's integrity. This fear as "unknowing" is a means of
apprehending the Holy, God, as was understood by the writer of The Cloud of
Unknowing and by Julian of Norwich, Meister Eckhardt and other mystics.25
Lewis himself, in The Voyage of the Dawn Treader,26 skirmishes with this
notion. In this instance he characterises this darkness as the place "where dreams dreams do you understand - come to life, come real. Not daydreams: dreams"
which, far from being seductive and delightful, are "things no man can face"(VDT

156). This darkness is dissipated when the entire crew of the Dawn Treader call
upon Asian for help and Rhoop declares that he wants never to return to the Dark
Island. In The Problem of Pain Lewis touches on this "unknowing" again when he
writes of the existence of "the Numinous". "With the Uncanny one has reached the
fringes of the Numinous. ... [fhe feeling which it excites] may be described as
awe, and the object which excites it as the Numinous" 27 In the following pages he
.

25 Julian of Norwich, Revelations of Divine Love. tr. C. Wolters. (Harmondsworth :
Penguin, 1966. )
See also The Cloud of Unknowing. tr. C. Wolters.
(Harmondsworth : Penguin, 1961.) This theme also runs through the works of
St John of the Cross, Theresa of Avila and others.
26 C. S. Lewis, The Voyage of thepawnTreadet ( Harmondsworth : Penguin, 1965.)
p.l50ff. (Hereafter referred to in the text as VDT.)
27 C. S. Lewis, The Problem of Pain. (London : HarperCollins, 1977.) p. 14. (Hereafter
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asserts that the numinous is not to be confused either with the morally good or with
the dreadful. A man is likely, he says, to think that the numinous lies "beyond
good and evil"(PP

17).

Like ''fear" and "unknowing", "the Numinous" carries

with it both positive and negative connotations. It, too, virtually defies definition
and becomes a point at which language appears to separate from itself. When one
reads language in such a way as to recognise separations like these one becomes
aware of the tenuousness of meaning, the gossamer which is the surface of the
story. Unless one reads both lightly and deliberately one may crash through the
surface to ... where?

Or to what? To some point beyond meaning or to some

point of severely limited understanding? As the trilogy unfolds a similar separation
appears within the notions of silence and language, but particularly within silence.
Although, as we discover, it is a blanket of silence which cuts the Earth off from
the rest of the solar system, such is the silence of 'space' as he experiences

it from

"the other side" as it were, that Ransom comes to see "the planets ... as mere
holes or gaps in the living heaven ..."(OSP

44). And the silence of 'space' has a

spiritual quality which assuages his fear. Indeed, his instinctive fear is transmuted
or dissipated by the sense of awe evoked by the glory he experiences. As he
subsequently comes to terms with the various other worlds which he visits,
Ransom sees a richness oflife on each that belies this early notion of them as mere
gaps or holes, but he never loses his sense of the richness of "the living heaven".
References to the interplay of silence and language abound throughout the
three novels which comprise the trilogy, as do tantalising inferences as to the
relationship between language and reality. The central character, Ransom - whose
name suggests somewhat simplistically his role in the story - is a philologist. He
is at fust a very unwilling participant in these extra-terrestrial adventures, imagining
his destiny to be that of a human sacrifice to the depraved or monstrous inhabitants
rather than the divinities of some distant world.

This sinister possibility is

reinforced by Lewis's initial setting of the scene. There are, I would contend, in
the picture of"the Pedestrian" striding through the countryside (which may conjure
up the Pilgrim from either Bunyan's Pilmm' s Prof:!ess or Lewis's Pilgrim 's
Re�ess) from Much Nadderby (suggestive of much nattering, chatter or
backbiting) to Sterk (pronounced Stark and premonitory of dark events ahead in the
story), somewhat skewed hints of Isaak Walton's Piscator, Venator and Auceps
heading towards the much more pacific sounding Ware and the River Dove.28 The
starkness and emptiness of the landscape is emphasised and a sense of foreboding

28

referred to in the text as PP.)
I. WaJton, The Complete Angler. (London : John C Nimmo , 1896.)
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is communicated by the distraught mother of the hapless Harry. Although
evidently "the last thing Ransom wanted was an adventure" he had, nonetheless,
already adventurously forced his way through the hedge to gain access to the
Professor's house.

As he moves to investigate the sounds of scuffling and

protesting at the back of the house, both he and the reader have "a momentary
vision of a tall chimney, a low door ftlled with red firelight, and a huge round
shape that rose black against the stars"(OSP 1 1 ). Although Ransom quickly
assumes this to be the dome of an observatory, the late twentieth century reader
must, for however brief an instant, recall other images of dark chimneys and low
firelit doors silhouetted against the stars in deserted landscapes. Such an image
now, in our collective imagination, surely can hardly be entirely divorced from
images of the Holocaust which have become a sinister part of our modem history.
And such a conflation of images adds to the sinister mood of Ransom's initial
confrontation with Devine and Weston.
In the gaps or silences of the story, then, the reader constructs details in
much the same way as the obviously drugged Ransom attempts to construct the
situation in which he finds himself.

Within the text another silence or gap

immediately becomes apparent as the narrator, whose existence has been tacitly
assumed from the simple act of reading of a third person narration, suddenly comes
to the fore with the observation that "Ransom could never be sure whether what
followed had any bearing on the events recorded in this book or whether it was
merely an irresponsible dream"(OSP 19). At once the reader is confronted with,
and distanced by, the reminder that this is a book, a story and that, as readers, we

are outside it in much the same way as we may perceive ourselves as being outside
of God or God being outside of us. While we may have begun to form some idea
of what is going on, we are nevertheless made aware of the existence of different
worlds, different consciousnesses. For us as readers, as for the trio of Weston,
Devine and Ransom, this serious adventure will be at least in part an exercise in
making meaning of that which initially seems totally foreign to our normal
worldview. Although Weston and Devine have made the journey before and have
some experience of what lies ahead, theirs is not necessarily a reliable
reconstruction of 'reality'. And, during his initial approach to the first unknown
world which turns out to be Mars or Malacandra, to give it its ' correct' name,
Ransom's perceptions of what lies ahead for him can only be constructed in terms

of what Devine and Weston apparently know and say. From them Ransom frames
a worldview which presents Malacandra as essentially hostile. It is a picture of

"Sorns, human sacrifice, loathesome sexless monsters.

...

Somebody or
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something had sent for him. It could hardly be for him personally.
reality would be worse: it would be an extra-terrestrial Otherness
one had never thought of, could never have thought of'(OSP

...
-

40

But the

something

39).

Language and 'reality'

This worldview is constructed largely through the language of Weston, the
materialistic scientist and leader of the expedition, and Devine, its somewhat
enigmatic fmancier. It contructs a reality in which Ransom sees himself as potential
victim and his first reaction is to flee for his life. During his flight and at his first
meeting with an inhabitant of Malacandra his perception is still so coloured. At first
he can make no sense of his surroundings. "He saw nothing but colours - colours
that refused to form themselves into things. Moreover, he knew nothing yet well
enough to see it you cannot see things till you know roughly what they are"(OSP

46). This proposition, it seems to me, takes us back into the speculative realm of
language and reality. Can one name something without knowing it?
know it without language of some sort?

Can one

Once Ransom comes to the appreciation

that Malacandra is beautiful and his eyes begin to master the landscape and
vegetation, it is in fact

language,

and his own love of both knowledge and

language, that enables his imagination to leap "over every fear and hope and
probability of his situation"(OSP

62).

Paradoxically, or perhaps not so

paradoxically, it is his desire to listen and to learn the languages and the stories of
the hrossa, sorns and other inhabitants of Malacandra that enables him to use
language later to intervene when the captive, babbling Weston and Devine are
brought before the Oyarsa. It appears then that knowledge and Language are, for
Lewis, an analogy for Ransom's emergence into a perception of truth.
In the meantime Ransom has Learnt about the existence of the eldila, whom
he likens to the bright, elusive people sometimes appearing on the Earth. But he
has been unable to hear or see them.
Oyarsa in my world"(OSP

His acknowledgement that "We have no

1 1 1) is seen as proof positive that he comes from

Thulcandra, the silent planet, the realm of the Bent One. Thulcandra is, according
to the Oyarsa of Malacandra, "the world we do not know. It alone is outside the
heaven, and no message comes from it"(OSP

141), although it was not always

thus. The difference between the worlds (and the way that this is both constructed
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by language and maintained by silence) is perhaps epitomised when, as Ransom is
interpreting for Weston, he breaks off to say "I cannot say what be says, Oyarsa,
in your language"(OSP

158). In the naming of Thulcandra, the Silent Planet,

silence connotes the absence of communication, of connexion, of meaning.

It i s

silence i n its negative sense. And yet, a s Ransom interprets Weston's babblings
for the Oyarsa, his silence seems to indicate an inability to name a particular evil or
set of evil ideas in the Malacandran tongue. In this instance, Weston has the words
for his own "evil" philosophy but Ransom is inarticulate and unable to transmit the
reality or the meaning because the Oyarsa' s experience, the Malacandran
experience, does not entail such evil and thus the language fails to supply Ransom
with any metaphor or model for what is in Weston's mind. Silence here then is the
silence of inarticulateness, of non-communication, of failure to connect meaning to
meaning or to reality. The two languages are different at this point - as are the two
sets of experience, one might argue - but the silence is somewhat more ambiguous
here than simple negation.

In the reference to the negative silence which isolates

Thulcandra there is the unequivocal notion that the silence is a perversion of the
former communication that existed,

a

wilful

communication. And clearly Thulcandra has lost -

bending

or

breaking

and become lost -

of

by the

deliberate severing of connection. But, in the failure of communication between
Weston and the

Oyarsa, is the negativity to be found in the silence itself in the same

way or is it to be found in the deliberate self-alienation of Weston? Ransom, in
fact, does not suffer a total failure of communication. The inarticulateness both is
and is not his. It is imposed upon him by the fact that the two worldviews or sets
of experience - and thus the two languages - have nothing to say to each other
at this point. It is a failure of the uninterrupted transmission of thought to which
the King refers in Perelandra. There , in a pre-lapsarian world, there is no evil to
interrupt the direct transmission of thought from Maleldil, through Ransom (who

has apparently no knowledge of the thought) to the King and his lady. And yet for
Ransom the journey to Malacandra has been, in some sense at least, a journey out
of silence and into an awareness of a reality and language which has begun to
prepare

him to meet Maleldil. For Weston and Devine the journey has ostensibly

been the end of a dream of colonisation or exploitation. Far from taking Ransom as
an accidental hostage to secure their own ends they, it seems, have been outplayed
by a greater strategist.
When one rejoins Ransom and Weston in the second book of the trilogy,
Ransom is now able to see, to bear and to understand the eldila.

Lewis, this time

an active participant in the events of the unfolding story, by contrast, merely senses
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and is panicked by them. The 'fictional' Lewis, the narrator, is of course not
necessarily the same Lewis as Lewis the author. Lewis's role as the narrator of the
three stories is described, somewhat disingenuously, towards the end of Out of the
Silent Planet (OSP

177 - 180). There we have an account, not only of the

[fictional] and fictionally pseudonymous protagonist and the events which befell
him, but also the reasoning for presenting what purports to be fact as fiction.

Although "Lewis" has his doubts about the wisdom of this strategy, objecting that
fiction "would for that very reason be regarded as false", Ransom - who believes
that the story would not be listened to if it were presented as fact - responds that
there will be sufficient indication in the narrative to convince the few readers who
presently are willing "to go farther into the matter"(OSP 180).

Whereas in his

first adventure Ransom's worldview was changed a number of times as he heard
the stories and perceived Malacandra through the eyes of different groups of
inhabitants and, finally, as he spoke with the Oyarsa, it is as though his voyage to
Venus, and his experience there, is more of an evolution of his own understanding.
This time he already has the language he needs and the sense of fear which
accompanied him on his first journey is here replaced by a sense of trust and self
abandonment This time it is "Lewis" who experiences the fear of the unknown.
For Ransom, the experience

seems

to be summed up in an exchange recorded early

in the text - even before the Perelandran part of the story begins:

I [Lewis] was questioning him on the subject - which he doesn't

often allow - and had incautiously said, "Of course I realise it's all
rather too vague for you to put into words," when he took me up
rather sharply, for such a patient man,

by saying,

"On the

contrary, it is words that are vague. The reason why the thing
can't be expressed is that it's too definite for language."29

Unlike Out of the Silent Planet, Perelandra presents silence as something which
surpasses language; something which overcomes the shortcomings and inherent
obscurities of language.

Silence is the ultimate form of communication or

expression - almost the ultimate state of being - which language struggles to
attain. Silence is the ultimate goal of desire. Throughout the early stages of the

story Ransom appears to be drinking in his solitude and the silence which added "a
last touch of wildness to the unearthly pleasures that surrounded him"(VV 36).

29 C. S.

Lewis, Vo}'aieto VenusCPerelandra) (London : Pan, 1960.) p. 28. (Hereafter
referred to in the text as VV.)
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and almost immediately he seems to recognise an

opposition between reason and desire. He saw reality and thought it was a dream
and, moreover, "had a sensation not of following an adventure but of enacting a
myth"(VV

41).

Much

has already been written

about Perelandra as the reworking of the

myth of creation and paradise as found both in Genesis and in Milton's Paradise
Lost30

So little knows
Any but God alone, to value right
The good before him, but perverts best things
To worst abuse, or to their meanest use."

Sentiments such

as

(IV,

201 - 204.)

this and the fragile innocence of the unfallen but potentially

susceptible Eve seem to me to provide the foundation for Perelandra

For the

purpose of this chapter I simply wish to draw attention to the centrality of language
in the Un-man' s assault on the Green Lady ' s innocence. In the context of this
story silence seems to be swept away before a torrent of language but, again,

as

in

the first story, God or Maleldil is not ultimately disadvantaged by this. It is as
though Maleldil bides his time. Weston, as it were, appears on Perelandra talking.
Ransom wakes from the abstraction caused by Weston's sudden and unexpected
appearance to discover that "Weston and the Lady had been conversing fluently,
but without mutual understanding. 'It is no use ' , she was saying. 'You and I are
not old enough to speak together it seems"(VV

As the battle for the mind

28).

and soul and innocence of the Green Lady is joined, Weston uses language as a
weapon to overpower not only the silence but also Ransom's reason and
experience. He fail s to win over the Green Lady simply because her experience
does not match, and cannot match in any way, the language he i s using.
example, the Green Lady thinks it a strange thing to

For

think about what will never

happen although Weston tries to persuade her that the world is made up not only of
what is but of what might be. Here again we have the proposition that language
constructs reality. (That the proposition comes from Weston might well indicate
Lewis's view of this particular philosophy !) Further, Weston argues, "Maleldil
knows both and wants us to know both". The Lady is prepared to ponder this
although she does not understand it but, when Weston suggests that she can prove
her obedience to the will of Maleldil by recognising that He (Maleldil) is letting her
30 J. Milton, ParadiseLos
t ed. C. Ricks. (Hannondsworth

:

Penguin, 1968.)

p. 84.
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try her independence, that "He is letting go of your hand a little", she is bewildered.
"How could He? He is wherever we go"(VV 95). This statement draws a clear
contrast between the state and the consciousness of fallen humanity on the one hand
and unfallen humanity on the other. The Green Lady, speaking for unfallen
humanity, cannot conceive of being separated from the presence of Maledil, God.
The experience of most fallen humanity is that the awareness of the presence of
God is elusive and must be worked at constantly if it is to be real. Finally the
battle, "the great concourse of noises" which is what language had become in the
mouth of the Un-man, is settled as Ransom pursues the creature down through the
caverns and finally destroys him. Here, one could argue, we have seen the Other
as pure evil and it is volubility. Later, in the safe atmosphere of the mountain top
the King observes that "there are too many new words in the air. I had thought
these things were coming out of your mind into mine, and lo! you have not
thought them at all. Yet I think Maleldil passed them to me through you, none the
less"(VV 196).
As the story of the Great Dance (or the Great Game) gathers to its climax
and the eldila declaim "'Set your eyes on one movement and it will lead you
through all patterns and it will seem to you the master movement. But the seeming
will be true' , ... by a transition which he did not notice, it seemed that what had
begun as speech was turned into sight ... he thought he saw the Great Dance" (VV
202). After this, despite the fact that the wound sustained as he fought the Un-man
continues to bleed, Ransom was drawn by "cords of infinite desire" into the
stillness of the Dance.

"He went up into such a quietness, a privacy, and a

freshness that at the very moment when he stood farthest from our ordinary mode
of being he had the sense of stripping off encumbrances and awaking from trance
and coming to himself'(VV 203 ). Here, silence is presented as the epitome of
speech and both speech and silence somehow devolve into sight and, almost, one
might say, using medieval metaphor, an ability to see (and hear and be a part of)
the movement of the crystal spheres of the universe. Ransom is ready, through this
stillness and perhaps through silence, to return to Thulcandra. There, in the final
episode of the trilogy, he will be almost invisible and much of the time withdrawn
into silence and solitude although still, enigmatically, acting as a channel for
Maleldil to act in Thulcandra.
That Hideous Stren�, the last of the three works in this sequence, is the
one which has aroused the greatest divergence of critical opinion. For many it is
little more than an uncontrolled mishmash of classical and medieval mythology
employed to attack what Lewis saw as rampant scientism. Wbile there may be
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some truth to the latter aspects of such an assessment - Lewis was indeed opposed
to rampant scientism - one needs to remember that Lewis himself saw this text, as
he says i n the Preface to the Pan edition, as "a tall story about devilry". The
unabridged edition was subtitled "a modem fairy story for grown-ups" . It may
indeed be a thinly disguised allegory and, again, Lewis was under no illusion as to
the propensity of critics or readers to allegorise any text. It was his conviction that

no story

can

be devised by the wit of man which cannot be

interpreted allegorically by the wit of some other man. ...
the mere fact that you

can allegorise the work before

[but]

you i s of

itself no proof that it is an allegory. Of course you can allegorise
it. You can allegorise anything, whether in art or real life.31

Regardless of those considerations the organizing structure of the text
seems to me to create an extremely claustrophobic atmosphere by establishing a
series of concentric and descending spheres of action which, as they become denser
and tighter yet, in some way, simultaneously separate into dual and opposing
centres of influence. This doubleness, and the inherent conflict between the centres
of each sphere of infuence, reflects the structure of the first two texts, although
there the separation and conflict was occurring between the "bent" silent planet,
Thulcandra, on the one hand and the rest of the "unbent" or unseparated solar
system on the other.

This, of course, reflects the medieval concept that all things

sublunary are subject to Fortune in the postlapsarian world (TDI 92 - 121). The
gap between those two spheres is an ambiguous space or abyss which is either a
space of silence, emptiness and fear or a place of silence, fullness and wonder.
The way in which one interprets this gap depends on one's position in relation to it;
it depends on one's point of view. This duality, and the tension it generates when
confined geographically not only to Thulcandra but to England and specifically to a
particular region and, eventually, to two very localised sites, is reinforced by a
doubleness in relationships.

Not only are Mark Studdock and Dr Dimble

representative of very different academic environments and attitudes but, within
Mark's own college, Bracton, his colleagues are clearly separating into
diametrically opposed and opposing camps. This, one may argue, is the normal
situation in such institutions and Lewis is merely satirising the norm but, taken as a
part of this larger structural whole, the interpretation of satire, while diverting, is
31

C. S. Lewis,

"On Criticism" (Hereafter referred

pp. 140 - 141.

to in the text as OC) in OSEL. op cit
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not ultimately satisfying. The same duplicity occurs to a much more confusing
degree within the NICE where for Mark there is no clear awareness of the
organizing hierarchy.

By contrast, the community at St Anne's, although having

no clear hierarchy either, beyond the unquestionable leadership of Ransom, does
not descend into any such confusion.

Long before one reaches the climax of the

text, its similarities to the story of Babet32 are becoming evident.

Doubleness

The doubleness extends to personal relationships and perhaps can even be
seen within persons. The relatively young marriage of Jane and Mark Studdock is
on the verge of foundering through their lack of communication, their silences and
their lack of a common experience of language.

And, although they are living in

the present, they are more concerned respectively - and separately - with the past
and the future. Jane attempts to devote herself to her thesis on John Donne

-

particularly Donne's language and "his triumphant vindication of the body"'33 - not
least as an escape from what she sees as the prison of marriage.

Mark throws

himself fiiSt into the life of his college and then into the NICE, in each case trying
to break into the inner ring where he imagines knowledge and power reside. In the
instances ofJane and Mark, then, there is also a doubleness within each character
as each one is pursuing a dream or a goal with which, despite their almost desperate
striving to achieve it, they are not entirely comfortable. In each

case

it is as though

they realise that they are substituting an illusion for reality but they cannot stop
themselves. Lewis is not, I think, suggesting that one cannot ' construct' one's
character as one wills.

Indeed, elsewhere he seems to suggest that one has no

choice but to develop or construct one's own character: one cannot hide behind the
plea that one had no choice in the matter or that one i s a victim of either
circumstances or heredity. But be does demand that the construction must be valid.
That is, one must construct one's character and life honestly, so far as one is able.
Neither Jane nor Mark does this at first.

Each is shown to be pursuing goals

which, because they are inauthentic, almost force a separation within each
character. In the case of Mark this is seen as he comes with increasing frequency to

32 Genesis 1 1 : 1 9.
33 C. S. Lewis, ThatHideous Stren&t}l. (London : The Bodley Head, 1945.) p. 10.
-
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measure his pursuit of membership of the inner ring against what he sees as the
simple and authentic values of his twin sister and Jane. For Jane the separation and
the subsequent need for resolution is more dramatic as her apparently bizarre
dreams begin to paralyse what she regards as her everyday life.
The doubleness can certainly be seen in the tension between dream and
common reality.

Jane's dreams, which at [JISt terrify her, strangely become less

terrifying as she comes to accept them as prophecy or a kind of "truth out of time"
as it were. Mark, on the other hand, fmds his commitment to the material and the
factual becoming more and more a matter of doubt, taking on some bizarre
dreamlike or nightmarish quality. It can be seen in the duplicity which becomes
evident at Bracton College, not only in the way in which the current conduct of the
College and its fellows conflicts with the deed of establishment but also in the way
in which appointments are secretly manipulated. Jane's conversation with the
Dimbles, during which Dr Dimble draws attention to the doubleness of Arthurian
legend is yet another example of the doubleness or bipolarity of the text.

... there are two sets of characters.

There's Guinevere and

Launcelot and all those, all very courtly and nothing particularly
British about them. But then in the background there are all
those

dark people

like Morgan and Morgawse, who are very

British indeed and usually more or less hostile. Mixed up with
mag�c.

...

[And Arthur himself] ... a man of the old British

line, but a Christian and a fully trained general with Roman
technique, trying to pull this whole society together. . . . And
always that under-tow, that tug back to Druidism.34
In this context Merlin emerges as the really interesting figure - he's "not
evil: yet he's a magician. He is obviously a druid: yet he knows all about the
Grail"(THS

19). And when he finally emerges into the "real world", Merlin

speaks a language which only Ransom (now known as Mr Fisher-King) can
understand. This links back to the notion, first enunciated in Out of the Silent
Planet, that there is an old common language which has been lost or effectively
silenced on Thulcandra as a result of the joint efforts of the Bent One and (fallen)
humanity. From England, to Edgestow and then, fmally, to Belbury (NlCE) and
St Anne's (the Manor) we descend. In the introduction of the awakened Merlin,

(London : Pan, 1955.) pp. 18 - 19.
(Hereafter referred to in the text as THS.)

34 C. S. Lewis, That Hideous Strength.
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one might say we descend even beyond the text's present into the past - and,
simultaneously, into the future. That bipolarity is matched by the fact that - once
Merlin is introduced - the role of the Parsifal-like, Christ-like Ransom, Mr Fisher
King, is further complicated. Now both Merlin and Ransom are seen as redeeming
figures. And with the descent there settles a mantle of silence which, in this novel,
apparently has nothing to do with God or Maleldil. Rather it has everything to do
with secrecy, distortion and the manipulation of truth and reality. In the workings
of the NICE at Belbury we see in microcosm the evil which has for so long resulted
in Thulcandra being separated from the rest of the universe; the evil which has
resulted in its being the silent planet, shrouded in a pall of evil and silence which it
seems Maleldil either cannot or will not penetrate.
The profound silence which underpins the work of the NICE (the National
Institute for Co-ordinated Experiments) is maintained by an external barrage of
disinformation which at once uses and demonstrates the power of language to
create 'reality' . It is not for nothing that Mark is told not to write

up but to write

down an account of the NICE's work - "Only for the present, of course. Once
the thing gets going we shan't have to bother about the great heart of the British
public. But in the meantime it does make a difference how things are put"(THS

27).

Throughout the text we come upon one reference after another to the

relationship between words and reality. One reading of the novel may lead the
reader to focus on the language/silence matter in terms of the Studdocks whose
marriage, as has been noted, is presented through Jane's eyes at least as
"something like solitary confinement"(THS 7). While Mark may not use quite
those terms, nevertheless one quickly becomes aware that he too has a sense of
marriage somehow imposing a silence or a communication blackout upon both of
them. Outside their relationship, Mark Studdock's determination to learn the
appropriate language to ultimately penetrate the inner ring, f1TStly at Bracton College
and then at the NICE, deepens the silence between himself and Jane.

Jane is

unsettled, if not terrified and, at first at any rate, she sees the dreams as preventing
her from working with the language games of Donne. Indeed it is some time
before she can be persuaded that, far from being a disease, vision is "the power of
dreaming realities"(THS 43).
This battle within language - since both the community at St Anne's and
the Inner Ring at Belbury are equally concerned about the use of language,
although to totally different ends - resolves itself in the great banquet at Belbury
(THS 217 - 232) and in the descent of the gods at St Anne's and the final dinner
there (THS 233 - 250 & 197 - 205). The Belbury banquet quickly turns into a
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Wither, who has been working

towards something like this outcome, recognises that "powers more than human
had come down to destroy Belbury"(THS
mere ghost of himself.

226). But be has become, like Frost, a

In both of them any recognisable human personality or

character has been frozen and withered by a lifetime spent pursuing power for its
own sake. Each is a modem Mephistopheles who has sold his soul to the devil or
to evil. Although he is the technician who is responsible for the invention and
maintenance of the Head in its sterile laboratory, Filostrato "knew nothing of the
Dark Eldils"(THS

227).

Filostrato, like so many of the other characters at the

NICE, is portrayed as one who is devoted to evil without knowing what it is that he
is ultimately doing. In some cases, such as Fairy Hardcastle, they are shown both
to be using and being used by the NICE organization. Wither and Frost are well
aware of Hardcastle's little peccadillos, for example, and a symbiotic relationship
exists whereby each satisfies the needs of the other. But, whether they know of the
dark eldils or not, none escapes. The NICE dinner which turns into a Babel-like
rout not only allows the imprisoned and mistreated animals to exact a Pythonesque
justice and retribution but, in the increasingly incoherent and incomprehensible
speeches which precede the mayhem, the non-sense, vacuity and deception which
had been inherent in the language used by the agents of the NICE is manifested.
Whereas malevolence and chaos overwhelm Belbury, the parallel descent of the
gods to St Anne's marks the ascendancy of the good eldils at last, the return of
Logres to England

-

in a sense the reintegration of the whole: the return of

Maleldil. And with it, the apparent departure of Ransom. But before he goes there
is a contrasting clelebration in which all participated as at Bel bury.

And at St

Anne's too there is a sense that things which have been latent now manifest
themselves. Whereas the greater part of the text bas been dominated by a sense of
bipolarity and doubleness seen as a separateness between and within, now there is
a sense of the annihilation of evil and the supremacy of good which is the
wholeness which derives from the reintegration of those things which were
separate. But there is also a hint that this is not necessarily a permanent state of
affairs (THS

242 - 243). There is a warning that, despite this local (or perhaps

national) victory, universal evil is never finally suppressed within the framework of
human experience. While Bri� here representative of evil,

... "has lost a battle but she will rise again."
"So that, meanwhile, is England," said Mother Dimble.
"Just this swaying to and fro between Logres and Britain?"
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"Yes." said her husband ...
" ... When Logres really dominates Britain, when the goddess
Reason, the divine clearness, is really enthroned in France, when
the order of Heaven is really followed in China

- why then it

will be spring ... We've got Britain down, but who knows how
long we can hold her down ?

...

But there will be other

Edgestows." (fHS 242 - 243).

But what then of silence and language? There is a sense in this text, and in
the trilogy

as

a whole that, in the reintegration of Logres and England - however

temporary that may be - the real and the real as it were, language and silence are
likewise reintegrated and they work together to construct meaning. It may be true
for Wittgenstein that "Whereof we cannot speak we must be silent" but the task of
literature and of those who create texts is still to attempt to write that which
be written, to say that which cannot be said
communicate the Other.

...

cannot

to attempt to reach and

In A Grief Observed, far from concerning himself with

adventures in external time and space, Lewis delves introspectively into the
emotional time and space within a person but the problems be is attempting to
resolve remain essentially the same problems of language and silence, reality and
the Other.
One can represent schematically the 'theory' of language and silence as
Lewis presents it through the science fiction trilogy .35 Tbulcandra, the silent
planet, is cut off from the realms of communication, the heavens and the rest of the
Solar System. There, language and silence are integrated (together with light and
movement) in such a way that silence becomes the pinnacle of communication, the
high point oflanguage. On Thulcandra, silence is more often than not oppressive
or repressive and language is misleading and, again more often than not, creates an
incomplete or distorted 'reality ' . The only way Thulcandra

can

experience pure

enlightened language is either by breaking through the surrounding blanket of
silence, or by some intervention of Maleldil.

35 See page 53 for diagram.
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redemptive or tentative

In A Grief Observed, there is a similar pattern but the separation this time
occurs within the individual and the struggle is both to sustain language and

to

overcome an imposed silence on the one hand and, on the other hand and at the
same time, to prevent language from overwhelming silence. The bereaved person
is shown to be struggling to communicate with the departed other and the unsayable
Other. Silence is both feared and welcomed.

Language is both essential and

suspect. It could be said that in both Out of the Silent Planet and Perelandr�
Ransom, who might be seen not only as a Christ figure but as the representative of
humanity (or Christian humanity at least), must travel out of the known into the
unknown in order to 'redeem' language.

In That Hideous Strength Ransom

becomes the channel through whom this

'redeemed language' operates and

through whom the eldila and the Oyarsa of the various planets can break through
the blanket of silence which envelops Thulcandra and be present there as they

are

elsewhere. Their arrival co-incides with the damnation and total collapse of the
language of evil.
However, it is not simply the case that the redeeming language descends
from an Other 'beyond'. The success of this enterprise depends also on the ascent
from within, in the person of Merlin, of forces which seem to have an older and
already established connection with the Other and the language of the Other. In this
Lewis is creating a new myth as much as he may be reworking an old myth. That
Hideous Stren� may appear apocalyptic but it is not the Apocalypse or the
Armageddon scenario of the Book of Revelation.

Instead it is some mythical

intervening stage, perhaps one of many, at which good triumphs (for however
long) over evil. As the reader comes to A Grief ObserveQ, however, it appears that
one is both reading a personal journal and that one is witnessing, to some extent, in
a sort of personal apocalypse, the collapse of language. It is as though the writer's
grief has rendered him inarticulate and unable to comprehend. Nonetheless it is
through this very inarticulateness or defeat of language that, somehow, language
appears to be reborn and meaning, however tentative and fragile, returns. But,
whereas the texts of the trilogy postulate an ultimately integrated language and
silence 'out there ' beyond the self and, one might say, beyond all selves, the
language and silence of AGrief Observed seem to be not only lacking integration
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but also to be very definitely earth-bound. Part of the frustration for the "I" of the
text is that this language does

not have wings and it is in constant danger of

breaking down entirely into meaninglessness. There is, as it were, the constant
threat that the babble into which the language of the NICE finally descended will
also be the fate of this speaker's language, but this time the totality of disintegration
and disconnectedness will be within the person firstly and most significantly and
then, maybe, between this person and others.
Although one comes to A Grief Observed expecting to fmd that the grieving

"I'' of the text is 'the real C. S. Lewis', it is, I believe, a mistake to identify the
narrative voice of the text as 'the real C. S. Lewis'. At the very least one feels that
there is some distance between the writer of the journal and the real Lewis although
clearly it is Lewis's experience of mourning his wife that forms the basis of the
text. Nonetheless one feels that, in the same way as Lewis the writer created
'Lewis the narrator' in the trilogy, so here he is creating 'Lewis the bereaved'. The
very meticulousness of the detail - and yet, at the same time, the remarkable lack
of personal detail or even of precise geography - enhances this sense of the text
being written by some almost disembodied 'other' rather than Lewis.

Of course

one might argue that grief is exactly like that. It has exactly that effect. It serves to
separate the bereaved from himself or herself.

Ordinary actions become

extraordinary in the way the writer of the text describes. They become virtually the
actions of another. Speech becomes the speech of another. The whole process
calls into question one's understanding of reality

as

"it gives life a permanently

provisional feeling" .36

36 C. S. uwis, AGrief Observed. (London : Faber & Faber, 1966. ) p. 29.
(Hereafter referred to in the text as AGO.)
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Whereas most critics of C. S. Lewis accept unquestioningly that this is an
introspective and autobiographical work, a few (Hooper, Schakel and Musacchio,
for example) challenge that view .37 Hooper views the text as partly fictional and
Scbakel notes that "it is crucial to separate the truth of the book from biographical
accuracy".38 Musacchio also suggests that the Lewis of A Grief Observed

is a

construct of the text. Indeed Musacchio suggests that the whole text is far from
being an instrospective journey into Lewis's own soul and experience. Rather, be
suggests, the text could be seen, as Walter Hooper sees it, more as a modem
example of a medieval treati se or tract designed to show other people bow to deal
with such an experience of grief. Musacchio himself, while not discounting this
aspect of the text, views it through the prism of the poetic genre of the elegy and the
highly stylised elegiac tradition in which, as he points out, Lewis would have been
steeped.

He finds parallels, for example, between A Grief Observed

and

Tennyson's In Memoriam. In support of this view that the text is really cast in the
mould of a formal elegy rather than an autobiographical work, be cites as

an

example Lewis's exhortation to himself to keep clear of spiritualists. Such an idea
would, be says, have been anathema both to Lewis and his wife. That may be so:
there may be elegiac echoes in the text. However its structure, which is almost that
of a patchwork of experimental ideas and unresolved feeling, seems to me to
suggest a writer who, while be is constructing a particular voice, is nonetheless
constructing a tentative voice which represents the bereft one trying to make sense
of the fragmentary and almost incoherent experience of grief. It may well be the
case that Lewis wrote this particular text in the pattern of a medieval teaching
treatise or tract, such as Boethius's De Consolatione Philosophia� but the fact that
he sought its initial publication under the pseudonym of N . W. Clerk suggests that
it may have contained more of his personal grief than some critics would wish to
acknowledge (TDI 75 - 90). Or perhaps it contains more of his grief than Lewis
wished to acknowledge publicly. After all, while few would challenge the notion
that grief may, for a period, gravely distort one's previously secure beliefs about
oneself, life, God

-

and possibly a range of more mundane matters - it may well

be the case that the by then very well known popular Christian apologist did not
wish to be associated at first with a text in which he pictures God as "Cosmic
Sadist" or "Iconoclast". At first sight, far from being a helpful Christian treatise on
37

G. Musacchio, "Fiction in AGrief Observed' in Seven. vol. 8, (1987.)

pp. 73

-

74

38 P. Schalcel, Reason and Imagination in C. S. Lewis: A Studyof Till We Have Faces'",
(Grand Rapids : Eerdmans, 1984.) p. 168.
p. 75.

Quoted in Musacchio, ibid.
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grieving, this might appear to be almost anti-Christian. And yet it has the ring of
authenticity about it. Grief is like that: it may call into question all one's certainties.
It is in this very questioning and tentativeness that there seems to emerge a
sort of 'doubleness' in this text. But this is not quite the doubleness of the trilogy
where one has, ultimately, both positive and negative language/silence systems
(perhaps recalling St Augustine's "via bona"

and

"via mala" ) .

Here the

doubleness is more the constant awareness that one's language is constructing a
world of experience that may not, in fact, be true. According to A. N. Wilson,
Lewis neither understood nor attempted to understand linguistic philosophy or the
'language games' proposed by Wittgenstein (nor did he understand philology, if
Tolkien is to be believed).39

Nonetheless he certainly dissented from the idea that

language is always to be mixed up with the thing that it attempts to signify. Crude
referentiality and confusion of the word and the idea or the thing in this sort of
fashion is his target in The Abolition of Man .

There he clearly attacks the

propositions that "firstly, all sentences containing a predicate of value are
statements about the emotional state of the speaker, and, secondly, all such
statements are unimportant".40

At first, he generously ascribes this mistaken

attitude to the muddleheadedness of the writers of the text under attack. Later he
suggests that the proponents of such views may be acting with clearheaded
deliberation and that they are engaged in social engineering which will see "the last
men, far from being heirs of power, ... [as] of all men most subject to the dead
hand of the great planners and conditioners and [who] will themselves exercise the
least power upon the future"(TAM 41), a situation which he presents fictionally in
That Hideous Stren�. In his response to such confusion between language and
'the real world', if one might use so crude a distinction, and its subsequent
rejection of any idea of objective value, Lewis referred to the consistent and
recurrent notion of a beauty, good or truth which corresponds to reality. This he
called "the Tao " , "the doctrine of objective value, the belief that certain attitudes
are really true, and others really false, to the kind of thing the universe is and the

kinds of things we are"(TAM 17).
This conviction of the Tao remains hovering in the background of A Grief
Observed and can be seen in such anguished observations as

[i]f God's goodness is inconsistent with hurting us, then either

39 Wilson, op cit. p. 176.
4° C. S. Lewis, The Abolition of Man. (London : Geoffrey Bles, 1946.) p. 8. (Hereafter
referred to in the text as TAM.)
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God is not good or there is no God: for in the only life we know
He hurts us beyond our worst fears and beyond all we can
imagine. If it is consistent with hurting us, then He may hurt us
after death as unendurably as before it

(AGO 25 ),

and in more commonplace observations such as that when you are happy God i s
somehow not only easily within reach but sometimes unnecessarily so. On the
other hand, if you "go to Him when your need is desperate ... what do you find?
... A door slammed in your face ... and after that, silence"(AGO

9).

Despite

such uncomforting and uncomfortable conclusions, Lewis contends that he is in
little danger of ceasing to believe in God. "The real danger is of coming to believe
such dreadful things about Him"(AGO

10), things which elsewhere cause the

writer to refer to God as the Cosmic Sadist, the eternal Vivisector and the great
Iconoclast (AGO 35, 26 & 52).

In The Problem of Pain, Lewis tackles this

problem in more measured terms, writing that

' If God were good, He would wish to make His creatures perfectly
happy, and if God were almighty He would be able to do what He
wished. But the creatures are not happy. Therefore God lacks either
the goodness, or power, or both.' This is the problem of pain in its
simplest form (PP 21).

There is, however, in A Grief Observed little of the philosophical certainty that
one fmds in The Abolition of M� or even of the dogmatic certainties of some of
Lewis's polemical writings on Christianity. While his belief in the existence of
God seems to remain unchallenged, his understanding of the nature of God is in a
state of flux. Wilson, in writing of A Grief Observed, notes that its fragmentary
nature

and lack of cohesion is a new development in Lewis. For Wilson, although

the text has an almost novelistic quality from the outset, it is no doubt "written from
the heart. In its very scrappiness it is far truer than the apparently cohesive
Sumrised ByJoy of five years earlier".4l
Here for the first time we see a Lewis who is battling with language and its

propensity to create a world which may not be real

- or rather to create a world the

reality of which is at odds with 'objective reality ' . Already in the trilogy we have
seen raised the question of subjectivity and objectivity in ascertaining the nature of
reality. Ransom's perception of reality on Malacandra is largely subjective at first,
41

Wilson, op cit.

p. 282.
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dependent on his own experience and point of view, although there is always the
sense that an objective reality exists despite the subjective apprehension - or
misapprehension - of it. On Perelandra it is again clear that Ransom, the Un-man
and the Green Lady have different understandings of what constitutes reality. M.aiK
Studdock, when he is employed by the NICE is employed precisely to create and
disseminate a particular view of reality. But in all these cases one feels that Lewis
is arguing that an objective reality exists although one's perception of it is
necessarily subjective. This idea, when it is perhaps best expressed and most fully
developed in The Last Battle, the final of the Narnia series of books for children,
however, seems again to set up a double possibility. For much of the story the
readers are in no doubt as to the real situation although many of the characters
within the story see another, and in this case, distorted, reality. However, when
the various characters are drawn or pulled into the stable, the reality is as they
personally see or experience it. It appears to be entirely subjective. At the end of
the story, however, both the key characters and the readers find themselves
standing in a Narnia which is but a shadow of the real Namia which is still farther
up and farther in. For Lewis the ultimate reality seems to be something beyond
present reality - a reality in which subjective and objective coincide perfectly. In A
Grief Observed he seems to be toying with the idea that language does indeed
create reality - or that it can if it is allowed to do so.

It is, as Wilson points out,

not Witt.genstein but Lewis who asks:

Can a mortal ask questions which God finds unanswerable? Quite
easily, I should think. All nonsense questions are unanswerable.
How many hours in a mile? Is yellow square or round? Probably
half the questions we ask

-

half our great theological and

metaphysical problems - are like that (AGO 55).

It seems, in A GriefObserved, to be his constant fear and preoccupation
that his memory and language will form an unholy alliance to create a reality which,
fanned by self-pity, will lead to misrepresentation. In The Problem of Pain Lewis
appears to cover similar ground to that of A Grief Observed but to do it more
dogmatically despite the fact that he begins tentatively enough. There he submits
that even an omnipotent God "could not create a society of free souls without at the
same time creating a relatively independent and ' inexorable' Nature"(PP 23). He
also proposes that within the framework of Christianity, most people remain
ignorant of the existence of both God and Satan and that, under such conditions, it
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would be "harder for me to know my neighbour ... than it now is for me to know
God ..." (PP 25). He then develops his argument that pain is ultimately a result of
the Fall.

In A Grief Observed we see a different Lewis.

Reality, mystery,

provisionality : these are the words and ideas which feature in this study of grief as
a process rather than as a state. In the loss of the otherness of H, Lewis also seems
to have lost the Otherness of God.

Where before there was language and

communication, now there is silence. And both language and silence are suspect
and unreliable. Not that be mistakes the otherness of the one for the Otherness of
the Other.
Him. ...

If God were a substitute for love we ought to have lost all interest in

"

But that isn't what happens.

We both knew we wanted something

besides one another - quite a different kind of something, a different kind of
want"(AGO 10). Although his love for H was of much the same quality as his
love for God, neither was the thing be thought it was (AGO 34). As be reaches a
resolution of his grief, Lewis recalls a conversation with H in which they discussed
the possibility of her coming to him when be too should be on his death bed. " ...
'Heaven would have ajob to hold me; and as for Hell, I'd break it into bits.' She
knew she was speaking a kind of mythological language, with even an element of
comedy in it"(AGO

59). It is the mythological aspect of language which comes to

the fore. Or at least the need to recognise that there are things that language both
will and will not do. There are situations which "can only be described in similes;
otherwise [they] won't go into language at all . ...
the mind,

are

not important for themselves.

Images, whether on paper or in

Merely links.

...

It makes little

difference whether they [the images] are pictures and statues outside the mind or
imaginative constructions within it "(AGO 50

-

52). In fact Lewis believes that

there is much to be said for an image that cannot claim the slightest resemblance to
that which it recalls. Such an image resists the confusion of identity between the
image and the thing itself. It resists direct referentiality.
Thus we find Lewis saying that be would have always theoretically
admitted that it is possible that at any time anyone "may be utterly mistaken as to the
situation be is really in"(AGO 51). This again seems to be a recognition that,
whatever the objective reality may be, a person experiences it subjectively and may
always be wrong. It all probably depends on the point of view.

Strangely as it

may appear, this is a liberating idea. As he recognises the dangers of imagery
or

-

direct referentiality perhaps - and that therein lie the seeds of idolatry , so he

comes ironically to an image of God as iconoclast and, through that, to a new
understanding of silence.
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My

idea of God is not a divine idea. It has to be shattered time after
time. He shatters it Himself. He is the great iconoclast. Could
we not almost say that this shattering is one of the marks of His
presence? The Incarnation is the supreme example; it leaves all
previous ideas of the Messiah in ruins. And most are offended by
the iconoclasm ....
All reality is iconoclastic (AGO

52).

This notion of iconoclasm, which seems far removed from the more traditional
certainties offered in his earlier popular writings on Christianity, appears to free this
Lewis to continue to ask his questions of God and to accept that he gets no answer
because now it is a "rather special sort of 'No answer. ' It is not the locked door. It
is more like a silent, certainly not uncompassionate, gaze. As though He shook his
head not in refusal but waiving the question.

Like 'Peace, child; you don't

understand. '"(AGO 54). In attempting to resolve the questions posed by death and life after death or the resurrection of the body - Lewis realises that he hasn't
the ghost of an image or formula. Language fails him. But reality the iconoclast
once again suggests to him that there never was any problem. Like the sound of a
chuckle in the darkness "it provokes the sense that some shattering and disarming
simplicity is the real answer"(AGO

56).

Silence is once again seen as the epitome

of an integrated language and silence.

Silence as the epitome of language

But it is the chuckle in the darkness which is more like the role played by
the alien, Nunc, in Adrian Plass's text An Alien at St Wilfred's.

In Plass's work,

particularly in An Alien at St Wilfred's but also in The Horizontal Epistles of
Andromeda Vea1 silence and language play with each other and with the notion of
God rather differently, both from each other and from Lewis. However, in some
ways at least, it appears that, particularly for Christian readers in the late twentieth
century, Plass has taken up the mantle of Lewis, despite the latter's resurrection in
terms of popular culture. In each of these texts Plass uses a number of different
characters, each with his or her own distinctive voice, to present what amounts to a
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multi-faceted world view within the text. The slipperiness and unreliability of
language is demonstrated by the way in which language is put to use by the various
characters - and by the author. In the case of An Alien at St Wilfred's the events
cover a period of some four or five weeks, and these events are narrated by the
individual voices of four of the participants, with occasional enigmaticintetjections
from Nunc. Nunc, the alien whose language
the

1662 Book of Common Prayer,

the Nunc

Dimittis

moment -

the N ow

has been derived from the study of

chooses his name from the Prayer Book, from

in fact. The choice of name, with its emphasis on the present
-

suggests that somehow, through this alien character, both

the characters in the narrative and the readers of it are thrown into the realm of
Kairos, rather than K.ronos. That is, although the events cover some weeks, the
time is always 'the appropriate time', God-time. There is the sense that each event
occurs at a chosen time rather than as a moment in the normal stream of
chronological time. There remains throughout the unfolding narrative, however,
no certainty as to who, precisely, Nunc is - except that he is other. The final
page of the text suggests that he is an angel, the unexpected but welcomed
'stranger' of many medieval folk tales, but even there there is a note of uncertainty.
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Who or what after all are angels? Given that he is clearly a very nervous little alien,
his utterances, nonetheless, are authoritative and decisive. Enigmatic though they
may be, Nunc's interpolations have a crystal clarity and an uncanny ability to focus
the conversations into which they

are

injected.

It is as though they pick up the

unspoken or suppressed subtext of the various speakers.

In so doing Nunc

subverts the spoken language of the other characters whose purpose is more often
than not to use language to obfuscate and to distract their listeners from 'reality'.

This active subversion renders all previous realities provisional for both
characters and readers.

Despite his alienness, it is Nunc ' s ordinariness or

'rightness' which paradoxically overwhelms the other five characters with whom
he shares these conversations.

"You tried to go on feeling amazed and

flabbergasted by the presence of such a phenomenon, but you couldn't. Nunc was
Nunc, warm and engaging, wise but vulnerable, enigmatic, yet as familiar and
well-integrated as any ordinary person" .42 In fact Nunc epitomises total integration
and by so doing demonstrates that very few ordinary people are actually perfectly
integrated. Whereas the others use language prodigiously and, more often than
not, to create a version of reality which will blind not only others but themselves to
what is the actual reality of their situations, Nunc "never said much, but every time
he did speak, it was as though something important or significant had happened.
Slowly, his language became more natural although there was a strong prayer book
flavour about it right up to the day he left"(Alien 19).

At first his interjections are

startling, no doubt due in part at least to the fact that Nunc does begin by 'talking
Prayer Book' English. However his interjections are also startling because he
appears to be using language literally. Oearly Nunc expects that what he says, the
words he uses, will mean on the whole what they mean as they are used.43

And it

is this very literalness which underlines the irony that Nunc, using literally a
language which is foreign to him. sheds more light on any topic than do the others
using (often figuratively or pejoratively) the language which is natural to them.
When Hartley, for example, bemoans his plight as the one who is of least
importance in the congregation of St Wilfred's, Nunc reassures him that actually he
is "the most important person in the Church of England!"(Alien

32).

This news,

when repeated by Hartley to the nameless stranger who is the fifth and fmal person
to meet Nunc, comes as a welcome surprise to him!

This person - "the kind of

person whom you call 'Sir' without anyone telling you that you should"

An Alien at St Wilfred's. (London : HarperCollins, 1992.) p. IS.
(Hereafter referred to in the text as Alien.)
43 cf Wingenstein, Philosophical Investigations. op cit No. 43 ., p. 20e.
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introduces himself to Hartley then as "the least important person" in the Church
of England, and one who feels as though he is often treated as if he too came from
a different planet (Alien 146-

148)!

Whereas Lewis's fiction appears to be steeped in and drawing on a rich
tradition of medieval intertextual references and ideas, Plass's work shows a lively
awareness of the contemporary world beyond the text. Where Lewis seriously
reworks various aspects of the Christian myth, Plass is more reliant on irony and
satire and, often, on almost slapstick humour to raise awareness of the reality
within the Church of England which has become hidden behind the structures
created by language as it is used. Nunc, as the alien, the Other, the Outsider or the
Stranger comes almost as the personification, one might say, of the Wittgensteinian
proposition that "problems are solved not by giving new information but by
arranging what we have always known.

Philosophy is a battle against the

bewitchment of our intelligence by means of language" .44 At this stage one might
see points of coincidence with That Hideous Stren� There, evil is condemned to
total incomprehension, Babel, whilst good is rewarded with the descent of the
eldila and the re-integration of language and silence. Within An Alien at St
Wilfred's language is used differently by the different human characters. Hartley,
who is portrayed as an 'innocent' or a naive individual, uses a number of words
that he has beard or read or learnt without really knowing what they mean. To him
they are elements of other people's power and be uses them in an attempt, almost
magically, to exercise that same power in situations where he feels himself to be
powerless. For him the use of language seems to be almost always an experiment.
He is the character who seems least bewitched by language and the one who is least
in need of change. He is, and will continue to be, guileless. For the others Nunc,
the 'unbewitcher', promises change. Dot, whose language is very correct and
somewhat inflexible is to be "very happy"(Alien

199).

She is healed of her

arthritis and that, together with her predicted "happiness" , suggests a greater
flexibility and felicity of being. Richard and David, whose use of language is
witty, clever and satirical more often than not, are promised certainty and peace.
The implication of this is that their language may become more open and gentle;
less defensive and acid. There seems to be very little silence in An Alien at St
Wilfred's. Certainly neither David nor Richard is particularly comfortable with
silence. Indeed language is used to blanket out any silence that might occur.
Silence is, of neccessity it seems, awkward. And yet Nunc is more often than not
silent or listening. While 'silence' seems to assume an attitude of silence on the
44

Wingenstein. op cit

No. 109.

p. 47e.
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part of the listener, one could argue that the act of listening is very much an act of
participation in either language or silence .
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If the listener is listening to a speaker then this is an act of participation in language.
If, and this is probably a rarer occurrence, the listener is 'listening to' a shared
silence, then the listener is surely participating in silence. It is not until very late in
the text (Alien 189) that one is conscious of silence as such. Prior to that, silence
has largely been blanketed out, or is bracketed within nested narratives.

Like

Lewis, Plass seems to be suggesting that silence is essential to a fully integrated
language although he does not offer the extra-terrestrial , perfect language of the
eldila in the same way as Lewis. However, like Lewis, he does seem to suggest
that the ' perfected' language, which is language used in its most positive sense for
uncomplicated pure communication, may somehow move beyond mere words.
For Lewis in Perelandm perfect language merges into and through silence and
becomes both movement and sound, dance and music. For Plass, David describes
the experience of prayer, his renewed attempt at such language and communication
with God, as being like "massaging reality"(Alien 178) - not so much altering
reality as somehow modifying his perception of it perhaps ("arranging what we
have always known" , to quote Wittgenstein). When Nunc 'prays' there are no
words: he simply glows with an increasingly bright inner light. And for Nunc
the sound of perfect communication, of perfect meaning, of totally integrated
language is the combined sound of two notes:

At first it was not a noise at all.

It was more like a

vibration ... But after a minute or two it was so heavy and
unstoppable that all of us put our hands over our ears to make it
go away. It was powerful but dead.

...

[then]

...

another

note, a sweet, high, flute-like noise filled the church, mixing
with the lower one to produce a sound that made you want to
weep as soon as you heard it. It was like ...
Like knowing that

everything

will be looked after and

sorted out.
Like discovering that someone was in charge all the time.
Like peace.

''That was awfully real, Nunc ... "
" ... What did it mean?"(Alien 53 - 56).

The deep bass note, according to Nunc, " ' meant what has been,

...

what has

been earned, what has been bought, what has been laid down, what has been
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prepared ... the high note ... The now, life, what is, who is, what will be,
eternity.'
'The one is monotonous, the other is shrill, but together they are
beautiful'."(Alien 55).
For Adrian Plass as for C. S . Lewis, God is both transcendent and
immanent. This is to be seen in the Lewis trilogy where, despite his travels into
space and other worlds, Ransom always returns to 'normality' although he returns
to some degree changed by his experiences. One might argue that he also returns
liberated by his experiences, but this may be a mixed blessing as Lewis portrays it.
For instance the Ransom we meet in That Hideous Stren� appears to be ageless
and there is a hint of immortality about him but it is not something to be worn
lightly. His wounded heel will never be healed while he remains on Earth

-

and

he bears awesome responsibility, it seems, for the outcome of this decisive battle
between good and evil. There is in the depiction of his character a hint of
'Christness', of the immanence of God and yet Ransom still awaits the return of his
masters, the Oyarsa of the various worlds, and the great master, Maleldil. In the
closing of the trilogy with the domesticity of the Studdocks resuming their married
relationship, it is as though Lewis chooses to emphasise the ordinariness of the
God who is both immanent and transcendent, without attempting to resolve the
mystery of God.

Similarly Plass gives us two ' endings' to An Alien at St.

Wilfred's. In the first ending Hartley, Dot, Richard and David are at the top of the
church tower, moving together to embrace the departing Nunc (in a sort of modem
Ascension story, perhaps) when they find that "instead of embracing an alien, we
were embracing each other"(Alien 204).

Later, in the Postscript to the story,

David reads the clue left by Nunc which ends with the lines "But I think it was an
angel I entertained that night'' (Alien 212). Again these two endings seem to
encompass the paradox of immanence and transcendence. While they appear to
reinforce Christian certainty, they do nothing to dispel or resolve the mystery which
is God So far as language is concerned lx>th seem to be presenting the notion that
while reality may exist objectively, people tend to use language to create reality and
that their perception of reality is significantly affected by the language they use to
relate themselves to what they see, feel or experience. At least, this uncertainty or
slipperiness of language and its relationship with ' reality' - its contingency must be a characteristic of fallen humanity and its language. Such language is as
often used to obfuscate and confuse as it is to illuminate and clarify. Within such a
language system silence is more often than not a symptom of the breakdown of
language. On the other hand both Lewis and Plass envisage a 'perfected' language
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which both words and silence are fully integrated into a system of

communication which operates to unify

meaningful reality.

both subjective and objective reality into a

THEORY THE BLOWTORCH IN THE CRUCIBLE
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Theory: the blowtorch in the crucible

Can there be any point in approaching the so-called science fiction trilogy of
C. S . Lewis

-

or, indeed, any of his writings

-

from the standpoint of

deconstruction or play theory? The answer must immediately appear to be: 'In all
probability, NO'. Mter all, Lewis is a writer whose works are apparently imbued
with his personal beliefs

-

and most significant among those is

certainty,

particularly the certainty that truth, absolute truth, is to be found in Christianity .
Many of his readers, critics and apologists (and, some might say, hagiographers)
are equally certain that this certainty is clear in all Lewis's writings. But is it?
Lewis certainly came to believe that the Christian myth was the best representation
of the truth that underlies all myth, but at least some of the certainty that some
people assume to be present in his work, and perhaps in Christianity itself, is
largely illusory. Paul L. Holmer, writing in

1976 i n a book which Walter Hooper

(Lewis's literary secretary and executor) described as the best book about C. S.
Lewis that has ever been written, asserts that "Lewis did not find Christianity easy
to believe, and his works make quite clear why our tangled lives ... give many
reasons for dismissing the whole business as an unnecessary burden".l
attractive

certainty

The

of Christianity, when seen from a sceptical distance, tends to

dissipate at least somewhat when one sees the myth from within. Certainties there
are.

But, one could argue,

in the face of the tendency of some critics to dismiss

Christianity - or, indeed, other world religions - as simple-minded ideology, that
Christianity as a religious philosophy or a belief system demands from those
positioning themselves within it, rigorous intellectual exercise!
Holmer acknowledges that,

in his works, Lewis has been charged with

"offering an escapist faith and a more antiquated attempt at an irrelevant certitude".
However, he continues:

.. . that Lewis's wide appeal could indeed be nothing more to
some readers than a convenient nostrum that offers simplicities
and certainties where none are to be had, . . .

l

surely says more

P. L. Holmer, C. S. Lewis: The Shapeof his Faith and Thought. (London : Sheldon Press,
1976.) p. 1.
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about the readership than Lewis's work. His books contain no
slick answers and no formulae ... Both the extremes of a biblical
socialized Christianity, on the one band, and of a radically
conservative theology are completely eschewed.
[Rather his appeal to the reader is related] to Lewis's appeal
to Samuel Johnson's words in The Rambler :

"we are all

prompted by the same motives, all deceived by the same fallacies,
all animated by hope, obstructed by danger, entangled by desire,
and seduced by pleasure ...

The main of life [sic] is, indeed,

composed of small incidents and petty occurrences: of wishes for
objects not remote and grief for disappointments of no fatal
consequence, of insect vexations
meteorous pleasures ...

. . . , impertinences

. . . , of

Such is the general heap out of which

every man is to cull his own condition."
For Lewis himself this meant a long and arduous
endeavour to understand.2

Such was Holmer's view in 1976. There can be little doubt that the body
of Lewis's writing, which is perhaps best described as apologetic and/or homiletic,
is generally regarded at best today as very conservative and, more probably, as
either evangelical or even fundamentalist in its theological orientation. One

can

well argue that many ofthe ideas which inform this writing were in fact formulated
when Lewis was, as he termed it, a theist rather than a Christian.3

If his belief

bad, at that stage, actually moved beyond theism to Christianity then it was, by his
own later admission, an immature Christianity .4 As well as this 'gap' between the
writing and experiential understanding, there is also, one might argue (as Holmer
2 ibid p. 4.
3 See: C. S. Lewis, Surprised ByJoy. (London : Fontana, 19.59.)

(Hereafter referred to in
the text as SBJ)
4 A. N. Wilson. C.S.Lewis ABicwaphy. (London : Collins, 1990.) (e.g. p.257: "What
scandalized some of Lewis's Christian friends about his bluff eagerness to
become an apologist for the faith in the late 1930s and early 1940s was their
sense that he did not really understand enough about theology. On a much deepeT
and more personal level . . . .. he bad not really believed in or understood the
doctrine that God forgives human sin."
See also C. S. Lewis, Letters, ed. W. Hooper (London : Collins, 1988. )
pp. 321 & 361. (Hereafter referred to in the text as Letters.)
Lewis's letters to Sr Penelope, CSMV, dated 917[8]/39 and 19/11/41, for
example, include such observations as "Though I'm forty yean; old as a man
I'm only about twelve years old as a Christian .... " (Letters, p.321) and
" .... you started me on quite a new realization of what is meant by being 'in
Christ'" (Letters, p.361).
.
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has done), an inherent gap between what is being read into these texts today by
Christians (and others) and what Lewis may actually have been attempting to say.
One could further argue that, in his later life, when confronted by ethical or moral
situations which until then had been for Lewis the writer merely the subject of
speculation and writing, Lewis the man acted in a manner quite differently from
that proposed in his writings. But is a gap between what might be called 'lived
reality' and 'written reality ' actually any part of the deconstructionist agenda? On
the surface it might appear not. And yet, surely the inherent gap or opposition

within the
between

lived reality (so far as one can know what that reality is), as well as

the two 'realities', is of a similar order to the gap or opposition which

deconstructionists find to be inherent in language itself. This does not mean that it
is identical with that gap however.
An observation such as this, of course, depends on where one positions
oneself in relation to definitions of deconstruction. If one takes the view that the
writer is the text or is a tissue of texts5, that the whole of the writer's experience is
in some way 'text', then one can surely develop a deconstructionist critique of
Lewis's work without qualm.

Lewis himself, in A Study in Words, observes that

"language is an instrument for communication".6 But he also remarks that the
series of lectures which comprise this text were not intended to be anything more
than expressions of a lexical and historical point of view. In them, he claimed, he

was certainly not concerned with the ultimate nature of language and the theory of
meaning(SW vii). Nonetheless, he observes that

prolonged thought
think

about

the words which we ordinarily use to

with can produce a momentary aphasia.

I think it is to be

welcomed. It is well we should become aware of what we are
doing when we speak, of the ancient, fragile, and (well used)
immensely potent instruments that words are (SW 6).

Such a theoretical approach would be harder to justify, however, if one
aligned oneself with those deconstructionists for whom language is almost entirely
depersonalised.

For such critics the language operates, it seems, almost

autonomously. Text writes itself, subverting itself as it goes; calling attention
always to what is not present since all that can be ascertained of any given word is
5 R Barthes, Image Music Text tr. S. Heath. (London : Fontana, 1987.) p. 147.
6 C. S. Lewis, Studies in Words. (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1990.)
p.6. (Hereafter referred to in the text as SW.)
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a trace of its 'meaning'. 'Meaning' i n this theoretical framework comes not from
language functioning in terms of describing, reporting or naming an already pre
existent, autonomous and known world of reality.

However provisional,

'meaning' within this theoretical framework is created by and through the discourse
itself, by and through the language as it operates. Its meaning is within its own
dynamic as it were. Based on, and in reaction to, Saussure' s linguistic structure of
the 'signifier - signified' content of any word/symbol, Jacques Derrida, for
example, develops (among a range of other propositions) the notion that the
'meaning' of any word is irrecoverable in its totality since the content/meaning of
the word is defmed by its difference from other words, and its meaning is never
fixed. Hence his use of differance 7 to convey both these senses of the deferral
of final and total meaning on the one hand and the word's being defined by its
difference from other (absent) words or meanings on the other.

Other

deconstructionists such as Paul de Man take the view that the inherent gap and
contradictions and subversions of language are to be found in the interactions of
logic, grammar and rhetoric.8

For both of these latter schools of thought the

intentions, actions, guiding philosophies or lives of writers are largely, if not
utterly, irrelevant to the actions and operations of writing or language.

(And,

indeed, in his contretemps with E. M. W. Tillyard, later published in 1939 as The
Personal Heresy: A Controversy, Lewis asserted that any approach to text which
depended on or was grounded in a writer's personal history or intention was
misguided.)
Such is one level of argument as to the appropriateness of attempting to
deconstruct Lewis. It points up, among other things, the difficulty of
'synthesising' the various strands of deconstruction as well as the difficulties of
deconstructing C. S. Lewis. At yet another level one might surely argue that a
deconstructionist approach to Lewis is neither entirely irrelevant, impossible nor
unrewarding.

It must be recognised that, in reality, deconstruction, as its

practitioners reiterate, is constantly deconstructing itself.

Deconstruction is

therefore remarkably resistant to any simple definition, however much both its
proponents and antagonists might wish for such a thing.

In fact, to allow such a

fixed definition would be to contradict one of the fundamental notions of
deconstruction which is that it is impossible to reach the end of the text, to close
out other possible meanings - and yet that is what definition attempts to do.
7 J. Derrida, WritingandDifference

tr.

A.Bass. (London : Routledge, 1978.)

pp.278

-

293.

8 C. Norris, Paul de Man : Deconstruction and the Critique of Aesthetic Ideology. (New York:
Routledge, 1988. }
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Although deconstruction is not susceptible of any easy or fixed definition, it is
nonetheless true that inherent in all defmitions of deconstruction are such notions
as uncertainty or open-endedness of meaning,

aporia;

the slipperiness of

language; the contingency of ideas; the unbridgeable gap or abyss between what is
written and what it is that the writer/reader means. Derrida observes that '"Good'
literary criticism, the only worthwhile kind, implies an act, a literary signature or
counter-signature, an inventive experience of language, in language, an inscription
of the act of reading in the field of the text that is real". 9 (Lewis, of course, held
that while the writer brings intention to the text it is the reader who brings meaning
to, or realises meaning in, the text.) For all

the stress on the

certainty

in

Lewis's writing it seems to me that, in his fiction particularly, while he clearly
attempts to present the Christian myth as truth, there is considerable uncertainty as
to exactly what is the nature of this truth. There is a sense in which his fiction, and
the apparently self-reflexive A Grief ObserveQ, allow themselves the openness and
inherent doubts or ambiguities which must always accompany any I/Other
encounter, any attempt to come to terms with, in Christian terms, the transcendent
immanent God to whom Lewis refers as, among other things "the great
Iconcoclast", the shatterer of images.l O It could also be said that the one certain or
consistent characteristic of his work as a literary critic is his extraordinary agility.
His mode of criticism is predominantly interrogative and his final critical work,
published in

1961, is

entitled An Experiment in Criticism

In it Lewis takes the

then unusual position of placing the reader at the centre of the critical conundrum.
In this 'experiment' Lewis aims to "discover how far it might be plausible to define
a good book as a book which is read in one way, and a bad book as a book which
is read in another" . 1 1

By the time of this publication his earlier, acclaimed - and

at the time ground-breaking - critical interpretation of the medieval tradition, The
Alle�ory of Courtly Love

(1936),

had in its tum been overturned by the more

dogmatic work of D.W. Robertson Jr. 1 2
Thus one might approach the Lewis/deconstruction game (or riddle/enigma)
both on the level of text/theory and metaphysics/theory, with these setting the
parameters of the play.
Derrida,

In terms of [Lewis]/metaphysics/theory Kevin Hart

An Interview with Jacques Derrida" in Acts of Literature. ed. D.Attridge. (New
York & London : Routledge, 1992.) p. 52.
1 0 C. S. Lewis, A Grief Observed. (Faber & Faber, London, 1963.) p. 52.
(Hereafter referred to in the text as AGO.)
1 1 C. S. Lewis, AnExperiment in Criticism. (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press,
1961.)
p. l.
1 2 D. W. Robertson Jr, A Preface to Chaucer. (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,

9

J.

..

1962.)
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suggests, for example, that deconstruction can be seen to provide a supplement of
negative theology which is essential to the positive theology developed by
theologians such as Augustine.

We need an account of what God is, and of the differences
between God and us, so that we can try to do what God would
have

us do;

we need, in short, to develop a positive theology. Yet

... we need to ponder what it is to speak of this God whose ways
are not our ways, we need to analyse our talk of God, and this
involves us in negative theology. l 3

Augustine's conception of language as 'fallen' - a concept which seems to
underlie much of Lewis's (and Plass's) writing - leads us, according to Hart, "to
see that positive theology requires a supplement of negative theology in order to
check that our discourse about God is, in fact, about

GOD

and not just about

human images of God" . 1 4 Throughout A Grief Observe� as well as the trilogy,
one is conscious of Lewis's concern that his discourse about God is not merely a
discourse about human images of God.

In A Grief Observed this leads to a

recurrent sense of doubt both of himself (and his experience or memory) and of
his language and the ability of his language actually to communicate God or to
communicate with God. It almost appears in the trilogy that he deals with the
'problem of God', by avoiding the issue. The eldila, the oyarsa of the various
worlds and Maleldil himself are presented numinously,l5 as presences rather than
'characters' . For Lewis this is an appropriate means of attempting to convey the
awesomeness and Otherness of God - and it is also his means of avoiding what he
regarded as a weakness in Milton's Paradise Lost, a God who is almost too human
and certainly less awesome and attractive a figure than is Satan for many readers of
Milton.
Because it "regards God as a presence who, after the Fall, represents
Himself and is in tum represented by signs, Christian theology is always a study of
signs", according to Hart. "By dint of Adam's sin, though, God is for us an

1 3 K . Hart , The Trespassofthe Sign. (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1991.)
p. 6.

1 4 ibid. p. 6.
1 5 See C. S. Lewis, T
hePr
oblem ofPain. (London : HarperCollins, 19TI.) p. 14ff for a
discussion of "the Numinous". (Hereafter referred to in the text as PP.)
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absent presence, and so any theology, whatever else it is, must also be a
semiology".1 6 Further, Hart argues that

negative theology does not merely correct positive (or metaphysical)
theology but supplements it at its ground and origin. Deconstruction
may not be a negative theology . . .

but negative theology may

deconstruct positive theology. ...
From Descartes to Russell, mysticism has often been represented as
philosophy's 'other', as that which must at

all costs be excluded

from philosophical discourse. Deconstruction enables us to trace
the effects within a discourse of precisely this kind of exclusion;
and to do so gives us a greater understanding of both 'philosophy'
and 'mysticism' . 1 7

The Celtic knot of theory

It is impossible, however, to separate these strands of metaphysics,
theology (positive or negative), deconstruction and Lewis into totally discrete
elements. For both the deconstruction games, and those which C. S. Lewis plays,
the Celtic Knot is the appropriate and dominant emblem. Holmer, for example,

asserts that "Lewis's apologetic literature has a different slant from what one might
imagine. For one thing, it articulates Christianity in terms that are for many
unfamiliar, mostly because they do not grow out of the obvious religious and social

terrain" . 1 8 If that is the case with his apologetic writings, how much more true is
it of his fiction? While Holmer also points to Lewis's opposition to ideological
extremes and his advocacy of "order, criteria, and norms, of logic, sense, and
rules of meaning

...

of rationality against the new irrationalities", 1 9 be also

recognises that Lewis discovered that

univocal way of being rational.

there is, however, no single and

"What one excludes or includes, what one

judges negatively or describes invidiously, depends upon the subject matter one is

1 6 Hart. op cit. p. 7.
1 7 ibid. p. xi.
1 8 Holmer, op cit p 93
.
1 9 ibid. p. 99.
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considering and the relevant capacities that are necessitated [sic ] to see, to know,
and to understand".20 While his apologetic literature may be to a greater or lesser
extent constrained by this pursuit of the rational in the face of the irrational ,
Lewis's fiction seems to take him closer to, rather than further from, the position of
a Wittgenstein, a Bakhtin or a Derrida in playing with the multivocal nature of
'rationality' or meaning.
Deconstruction is, however, more a tool, or perhaps a style, than a school
of criticism. Such is the view of Ian Saunders.2 1

Christopher Norris is one of

many who believe that good critics have always used the methods of
deconstruction, inasmuch as they have pursued the process of analysing,
'dismantling' and reconstructing the text in terms of their own critical context - if
not also their own theoretical, social and personal contexts. So what is it about
deconstruction which arouses so much ire? Deconstruction is not the first theory to
posit a gap between ' reality ' and text, or 'reality' and language. It is not the first
methodology to call into question the relationships between language itself, the
text, the author and the reader. Nor is it the first to question the relationship
between language and reality. Questions of authorial intention versus appropriate
reader response or critical interpretation are not new phenomena. It seems that
there can be no critical appraisal of a text which does not in some way posit a
'correct' or appropriate reading of the text under study. This, of course, has the
effectofvalorisingthe particularcritical approach, as well as 'validating' the text.
Unless there is the (professional) critical assessment of a text there remains the
possibility that it may not be 'literature' , part of that discourse which is accepted as
literary discourse. It may be - possibly most damning of all - 'just a good read' .
Thus, today, in a time when 'high culture' is struggling on many fronts to
maintain itself in the face of advancing popularism and, one might argue, declining
literacy, deconstruction is often cast as the villain of the critical and/or theoretical
piece. One might of course observe in passing that, since high culture is a matter
of elitism, it is less threatened in fact by declining literacy than by increasing
literacy . It was after all the rise of the literate lower middle class in Victorian
England which gave such impetus to the (serialized) novels of Dickens et al. - the
popular literature of their day but the classics of today. High culture and elitism are
both dependent on, and exercises of, power. The existence of both is dependent
upon a greater or lesser degree of exclusivity. Both are fundamentally autocratic
20 ibid. p. 100.
2 1 I. Saunders, Open Texts.Partial Maps A LiteraryTheoryHandbook (Nedlands : University
of Western Australia, 1993.) p. 2 1 .
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or, at best, oligarchic. What separates deconstructionist theory from most other
theory is that it appears to have an overtly political or ideological agenda It is not a
theory which has arisen from the privileged position of previously acclaimed
theory. As proposed initially by Derrida22 and, linked as it is to Michel Foucault's
critical theory ,23 and, significantly, arising out of the political and intellectual
climate of France in the

1960s, deconstruction has

- quite deliberately, I believe -

incorporated a political or ideological dimension into its theory and practice.
Perhaps it is the overtness of its agenda which arouses the ire of 'purists' and yet
surely Lewis was hardly less overt when, in The Abolition of Man , and
subsequently, it might be argued, in That Hideous Stren� he wrote against what
he regarded as pernicious contemporary ideologies.
In The Abolition of Man, Lewis argues for the existence of what he calls

the Tao -

an inalienable recognition in and by all humanity of the existence of

objective value. Initially he takes issue with a contemporary grammar text book
which he claims proposes:

firstly, that all sentences containing a predicate of value are
statements about the emotional state of the speaker, and secondly,
that all such statements are unimportant.24

From such passages as these, Lewis concludes, "schoolboys will learn
about literature precisely nothing"(fAM

1 1)!

For Lewis

a dogmatic belief in objective value is necessary to the very idea of
a rule which is not tyranny or an obedience which is not slavery.
...

The belief that we can invent 'ideologies' at pleasure, and the

consequent treatment of mankind as mere specimens, preparations,
begins to affect our very language. Once we killed bad men: now
we liquidate unsocial elements (TAM

50 - 51).

Today we might see this observation as a critical commentary on the use of
politically correct language! One could also argue that it is in passages such as this
22 J. Deni da, Writingand Difference.
23
24

IT. Alan Bass. op cit. pp. 278-294. The paper
"Structure, Sign and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences" was
delivered at Johns Hopkins University in 1966.
M. Foucault, TheOrder ofThings. (New York : Vintage Books, 1973.)

C. S. Lewis, The Abo
litiono
f Man. (London : Geoffrey Bles,l943.) pp. 8 - 9. (Hereafter
referred to in the text as TAM.)
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that Lewis's language presents its optimum 'moment of frailty ' , the point at which
it begins to work against itself and to deconstruct its own perceived discourse.
Here Lewis is arguing for both the existence of an objective, and

absolute

if you

will, value system (such as Christianity) the existence of which will provide some
'protection' against 'ideologies', without recognising that he himself is arguing
from what many would regard as an ideological position. That he does not regard
his position as ideological seems to reflect the tradition that an entrenched position
or way of thinking is not an ideology but any new position which arises to
challenge it is, per se, an ideology.

And, in using the example of ideological

discourse to emphasise his point - "Once we killed bad men: now we liquidate
unsocial elements" - Lewis seems to be acknowledging the inherent power of
language to create reality. This surely recalls for the reader Orwell's concern with
language in Nineteen Eie,hty-Four.25 Why else would Lewis be so concerned
about this perceived 'threat' to civilization as he knew it? This notion is reiterated
in That Hideous Strenet}l where one of Mark Studdock's- first tasks within the
NICE, somewhat distasteful even to him, is to prepare 'politically correct' news
releases about the occurrences in the region of Cure Hardy.
Despite the fact that Lewis's view of ideology and objective values in The
Abolition ofMan appears to be diametrically opposed to the views of Derrida and
Foucault. it seems to me that both his point of view and his manner of expressing it
arise out of his background in classical logic and literature. However, in his view
here that our language begins to reflect our ideology and that in this case it reflects a
desensitisation or a brutalisation of humanity, Lewis seems to be expressing a view
not all that different from that of Michel Foucault.

In his works Foucault

consistently links knowledge and power, arguing that the 'owners' or manipulators
of knowledge manipulate and control language in such a way that it enfranchises
their knowledge and power and disenfranchises 'outsiders' by preventing their
participation in the discourse. The difference between them is that Lewis sees this
as an imminent danger in the mid-twentieth century, whereas Foucault sees this as
having already begun to happen from as early as the late sixteenth century. Lewis
rightly posits a far greater cultural gap between the eighteenth century (the age of
Austen and Scott) and the present than between the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance.

On the other hand, this process as Foucault understands it is

explored, for example, in Madness and Civilization
25

G.

Orwell,

For him the constitutive act

Nineteen EieJltyFour. (London : Seeker & Warburg, 1949.) Orwell's concern
with language is evident throughout the text, but especially in the Appendix on
"The Principles of Newspeak",

p. 305ff.
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of defining and separating madness from the discourse of reason, of defining
madness in pathological tenns is that which, rather than science itself, is the critical
issue.

What is originative is the caesura that establishes the distance
between reason and non-reason

...

an act of scission, of this

distance set, of this void instituted between reason and what is not
reason . . . As for a common language, there is no such thing; or
rather there is no such thing any longer; the constitution of madness
as a mental illness, at the end of the eighteenth century, affords
evidence of a broken dialogue, posits the separation as already
effected ...

The language of psychiatry which is a monologue of

reason about madness, has been established only on the basis of
such a silence.26

For Foucault, then, the question becomes a matter of whom does the
discourse serve? To whom does the discourse aggregate power? And it is a
question, he notes, the formulation of which was extremely difficult27. It must be
noted that, within Foucault's framework of thought, to say that a thing has no
'meaning' is not to say that it is absurd or incoherent. Rather it means that there is
"a whole order of levels of different types of events differing in amplitude,
chronological breadth, and capacity to produce effects"28 (notably within history
but also, I would argue, within texts and what we commonly refer to as 'truth' or
even 'reality'). For Foucault this seems to be linked to the invention of printing
and the impetus this gave to written forms of language. From this time on, he
claims,

the function proper to knowledge is not seeing or demonstrating but
interpreting ... All that is required [of any form of discourse] is the
possibility of talking about it. Language contains its own inner
principles of proliferation.

This relation [that language

maintained with itself] enabled language to accumulate to infinity,

26 M. Foucault, Madness and Civilization (New Yorlc : Vintage Books, 1988. ) pp. ix-xi.
27 M. Foucault, Power/knowledge ed. C.Gordon. (New York : Pantheon , 1980.) p. 1 1 5.
28 ibid. p. 114.
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since it never ceased to develop, to revise itself, and to lay its
successive forms one over another.29
Lewis too acknowledges that
all lines of demarcation between what we call 'periods' should be

subject to constant revision.

.... Unlike dates, periods are not

facts. They are retrospective conceptions that we form about past
events, useful to focus discussion, but often leading historical
thought astray. ... Change is never complete, and change never
ceases. Nothing is ever quite finished with ... and nothing is quite
new;

it was always somehow anticipated or prepared for.

A

seamless, formless continuity-mutability is the mode of our life.30

Foucault would agree with Lewis, I suspect, as to the continuity-mutability but
would not see the history, past or contemporary, of the human condition as
seamless or formless. Rather he would point out the discontinuities and gaps
within the mutability. And, unlike Lewis who regards truth as an absolute, even if
one may never attain a clear view of it in its entirety, Foucault sees 'truth' as a thing
of this world, "linked in a circular relation with systems of power which produce
and sustain it, and to effects of power which it induces and which extend it" .31
Where Foucault is concerned in general with the power/ knowledge/
language nexus within a cultural context, Lewis is concerned in The Abolition of
Man particularly with the advance of what he called scientism as an ideology. He

recognises that, despite his protests to the contrary, nothing he can say will
convince some of his critics that he is not attacking science. Rather he claims that,
"in defending value I defend inter alia the value of k:nowledge"(TAM 52). Lewis
argues that, far from the Middle Ages being the high water mark of magic (as
opposed to science), it was actually the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries which
saw the zenith of magic. Science and magic, he claims, are twins born of the same
impulse.

29 Foucault, TheOrder o(Things. op cit p.40
30 C. S. Lewis, De Descriptione Temporum" in D.

Lodge, ed , 20th CenturyLiterary
Criticism. (London : Longman , 1972.) p. 444. (Hereafter referred to in the
..

31

text as DDT.)
Foucault, Power/knowled�e op cit

p.

133.
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There is something which unites magic and applies science while
separating both from the 'wisdom' of earlier ages. ... It might be
going too far to say that the modem scientific movement was
tainted from its birtk but I think it would be true to say that it was
born in an unhealthy neighbourhood and at an inauspicious hour
(TAM

52 - 53).

Lewis argues for what he calls a "regenerate science" which, when it
attempted to explain, would not explain things away. "When it spoke of the parts
it would remember the whole. While studying the

It

it would not lose what

Martin Suber calls the Thou - situation"(TAM 54). However, he seems resigned
to acknowledging that it is perhaps in the nature of things that "analytical
understanding must always be a basilisk which kills what it sees and only sees by
killing"(TAM 54). Critics, or anyone else, cannot go on forever explaining away,
Lewis argues. If you do, he believes,

... you will fwd that you have explained away explanation itself.
You cannot go on seeing through things forever. The whole point
of seeing through something is to see something through it. ... If
you see through everything, then everything is transparent. But a
wholly transparent world is an invisible world. To see 'through'
all things is the same as not to see (TAM

55).

Almost certainly Lewis would have regarded deconstruction as perpetrating
such a futile "basilisk-like" analysis, without recognising that deconstruction is
pitting reason against itself in an attempt not so much to explain away all things

as

to endlessly complicate all things. In emphasising the contingency of meaning, the
uncertainties of what had been seen as certainties, in redefining the nature of text
and the role of the author and reader, deconstruction was quite deliberately
attempting to deprivilege those works of 'literature' which had always been
privileged. It intended to privilege other texts at the expense of 'the classics',
seeing the latter as inextricably entwined with the political oppression practised by
the ruling classes in Europe. (Typically, though, this 'proletarian' revolution of
the deconstruction of politics, philosophy and literature - like almost all its
predecessors

-

was led by a middle class intellectual elite.)

The question,

however, remains: has deconstructionist theory been denigrated primarily for
political reasons or is it a fundamentally flawed critical tool?
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One can well argue that, at its base, 'deconstruction' remains a problem. It
does not in fact have the decency to have a 'base' as such. Where a base should be
there is the abyss, the gap, the aporia ... the infinitely unbridgeable gap, the
irresolvable, the unknowable, the permanently arguable and re-creatable.

But of

what manner or of what order is the gap? Is it a matter of logic, of experience, of
metaphysics, of language - or some combination of these, or of these and other
elements? Derrida, who claims never to have been a "militant or an engaged
philosopher in the sense of the Sartrean figure, or even the Foucauldian figure, of
the intellectual" ,32 tries "to define deconstruction as a thinking of affirmation" _33
Despite his having tried for thirty years to stress the affirmative aspect of
deconstruction, he is still forced to refute the charge of nihilism.34

The artful theory

Much of the time deconstruction is or has been applied to fiction and,
frequently but not solely, to post-modernist fiction. But surely it is the application
to other fields which offers the prospect of more exciting or unpredictable play. To
deconstruct fiction is largely to apply random laws to random worlds: to
deconstruct fiction is still to play with fiction. How significant is it to discover one
fictional world rather than another when many may be possible within the one
game? To deconstruct history or politics or theology is perhaps to play games with
higher stakes. It is perhaps also more credible. To pursue deconstruction in these
fields is, as Foucault and Derrida fully intended in the first place, to call into
question those 'facts ' which are taken as ' givens', as reality, as truth. They are
traditionally taken as read. But should they be? How real is such reality? Is
traditional history the truth of the past or is it rather the case, as we now are
becoming used to hearing, that history is written by the victors and never the
vanquished? The reality now

seems to

be posited as: the winners write history and

the losers are either silent or they create fictions. Deconstruction challenges the
winners' versions and designates them as fictions, too. This is not necessarily to
deny them their mantle of 'truth' but it does serve to remind readers that all truth
32 Denida, Acts of Literature, op cit.
33 ibid. p. 186.
34 ibid. p. 406.

p. 190.
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conveyed in story is contingent upon the viewpoint of both the storyteller or writer
and the hearer or reader. One of the arguments which underlies the whole of That
Hideous Streniili, for example, is surely that the 'facts' can be manipulated or
engineered and what is seen as being the truth can be contingent upon the
viewpoint of the beholder. This is equally the case with the opening sections of
both Out of the Silent Planet

and Perelangg

where Ransom and Lewis

respectively find themselves at first unable to make sense of events and then find
that their perceptions need to undergo considerable and almost constant
modifications as their point of view changes in the light of their experience. For all
Lewis may believe in the existence of objective value and absolute truth he
nonetheless seems to acknowledge that it is beyond human capability to
comprehend either entirely and absolutely.
We may need to be reminded that, for all that is included, there may be
much that is excluded. If this is true for history or biography, how much more true
is it likely to be for theology? In New Testament times, for example, the God of
the Jews and Christians was known to the contemporary world as "the unknown
God" (Acts 17: 23) because there had never been any physical representation of
this God in the form of idols. In many respects the Jews and Christians effectively
appeared to worship an absence, a silence. And yet the history of Judaeo-Christian
faith focussed on an interventionist God who spoke constantly to the chosen people
throughout their history. For Jews this was the God of the Law and the prophets.
For Christians this was the God who was the all-creating Word. But, whereas for
Islam God/Allah is the God of the Book (which is the word of God in the heart as
spoken to Mohammed) and his followers are the people of the Book, for Judaism
and Christianity God is the Word who speaks and creates. Surely then theology
rather than fiction offers the richest playground for deconstruction. Or is theology
merely another kind of fiction ? Jesus may be seen as having given theologians a
very important object lesson in His use of parable and metaphor to convey 'the
truth' about God.

Holmer observes that English culture had assimilated

Christianity into an ordered society, "characterized by mutual interdependence and
public service" _35 Lewis, he claims, was not one to lament the passing of such
'religiosity'. For Lewis, who believed that the world - or England at any rate had entered a post-Christian era, the decline of such religion was an ambiguous
thing not without its clarifying aspect. Holmer believes that "Lewis's apologetic
literature has a different slant from what one might imagine.

3 5 Holmer, op cit.

pp. 93 - 94.
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articulates Christianity in terms that are for many unfamiliar, mostly because they
do not grow out of the obvious religious and social terrain" .36

For Holmer, as for

others, Lewis's approach to Christianity recalls the ideas of Kierkegaard and
Bonhoeffer.
Holmer concentrates on Lewis's apologetic writings which he sees as being
characterised by the ordinary language of everyday life rather than philosophical or
theological discourse. Rather than accepting the classification of Lewis as either
conservative, rationalist or orthodox, he sees Lewis's writings as reflecting a series
of adjustments and accommodations to the changes in his thought over time.
Holmer links Lewis's ability to

read and think himself back into the New Testament, to a variety of
myths and fairytales, to the ordinary discourse in which moral ,
passional [sic ] and momentous concerns are initially couched ...
[and] ... his discovery of how there is a logic to allegory, a rule
for metaphor, a set of congruences between what is said and how it
is being said.

37

In a letter to his former pupil, Dom Bede Griffiths in May 1939, Lewis notes that

the process of living seems to consist in coming to realize truths so
ancient and simple that, if stated, they sound like barren platitudes.
They cannot sound otherwise to those who have not had the
relevant experience: that is why there is no real teaching of such
truths and every generation starts from scratch ... (Letters

321).38

In a later letter to Bede Griffiths (February, 19.56) Lewis writes that " the gradual

reading of one's own life, seeing the pattern emerge, is a great illumination
(Letters

453).

..."

Lewis is not beyond seeing his own life as a text to be interpreted.

It seems to me however that Lewis, in his attempts to come to grips with and to communicate - the nature of God, comes closer to deconstructing and
reconstructing God in his fiction than he does in his apologetics or polemical
works. It is after all within the framework of fiction that he can play with language
in such a way as to create various images of God, thus subverting the common
p. 94.
p. 96.
Also quoted in Holmer, op cit

36 ibid.
37 ibid.

38

p. 97.
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images which dominate and restrict the common imagination. However, even in
his apologetics such as Mere Christianity, where Lewis is trying to present the
complexities of Christianity simply for the ' common man', one is struck time and
again as one reads by his use of metaphor, indeed by his reliance on metaphor to
make real his point. Despite Holmer's emphasis on the 'ordinariness' of Lewis's
language, it seems to me that in order to make known the apparently unknowable
Lewis is forced to rely on metaphor, on fiction, on language used to create its own
reality in order to attempt to intersect with another reality. This is not the use of
language in an attempt to recreate

or

merely to describe either the 'real world' in

which his readers live or the 'God world' which may be apprehended in part
perhaps but which cannot be comprehended in its fullness. Whether he intends it
or not, Lewis actually writes as if he, like Wittgenstein, has renounced the idea that
language exists to copy or trace the structure of a pre-existing independent reality
'out there ' . His use of language, and particularly his choice of fantasy-cum
science fiction suggests that he, like Wittgenstein, believes that reality does not
determine language but rather that language determines reality.39 Or, if he does
not, with Heidegger, believe that language thinks man and his world,40 then it
seems clear that at the very least Lewis is exploring, in his fiction, the nature of the
world and the nature of God - and, very likely also, the nature of language. This
seems particularly true of the scenes in Perelandra where Ransom and the Un-man
engage in a linguistic battle to the death for the heart, mind and soul of the Green
Lady, Tinidril. It should be recognised, as has been noted in the previous chapter,
however, that Lewis suggests in Perelandra that the highest pinnacle of
communication is a silence which lies beyond language but can only be attained by
or through language.
Certainly deconstruction is not the only way to read the gap, the abyss, the
aporia which one so often finds in texts but its validity can be tested by application
to specific texts. Or so one might assume. Umberto Eco, for example, suggests
that "deconstruction is simply a way of breaking up texts".41

However, of the

many criticisms of deconstruction, two of the most fundamental are, fustly, that as
a rule deconstructionists choose their texts carefully so that their project of
discovering or uncovering variant and subversive readings will neccessarily
succeed; and, secondly, that
39
40

41

- as with the first objection - the method is such

D. Cupitt, The SeaofFaith. (London : BBC, 1985.)

p. 220.

M. Heidegger, An Introduction to Metaphysics. (New Haven : Yale University Press,
1959.) p. 13.
U . Eco, "Cult Movies and lnterte.xtual Collage" i n D. Lodge, ed , Modem Criticism and
�· (London & New York., 1988.) p. 450.
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that, since it deliberately sets out to complicate and subvert the text, it must
succeed. Far from being in the scientific tradition of empirical trial and error then,
deconstruction is seen as a method which, suspiciously, is always ' successful ' in
finding what it sets out to find.
Barbara Johnson's
defence of deconstruction.

The Critical Difference42

offers a soundly argued

The preface to this volume of "Essays in the

contemporary rhetoric of reading",43 quotes an extract taken from Paul de Man's
Alle2ories of Readin� The excerpt quoted by Johnson establishes from the outset
the nature of the territory she hopes to explore. As de Man illustrates

in the extract

selected by Johnson, the idiomatic use of language often makes a nonsense of its
accepted - and often the acceptable - grammatical meaning. But there may be
two different answers to his question: "What's the use of asking I ask, when we
cannot even authoritatively decide whether a question asks or doesn't ask?".44
And when each answer is supportive of a critically different position. However
these positions, of course, need not be vastly different from each other. Effectively
deconstruction begins with the traditional tools and strategies of reading and
criticism.45 But it begins, as it were, with the proviso that the desire to find, to
uncover, to make a final unified meaning of the text or of the reading is doomed to
failure. It is a delusion.
So far as Douglas Atkins is concerned, in adopting a grammatological
approach as a particular rhetorical code in preference to

-

or in a move that

supersedes - the semiological, Derrida draws attention away from 'meaning' as
an idea of origin or simple presence which he sees as being characteristic of
Western metaphysics. According to Atkins, Alan Bass elaborates this 'privileged'
sense of meaning as a term which refers to something outside textuality, outside
the system of difference ... 'behind' or 'under' the textual surface.46 In other
words, 'meaning' in this privileged sense refers to a reality or truth quite apart from
the text It sets up its own duality with a notion of 'the world of the text' operating
as either a reflection or mirror of 'the real world out there' which exists
independent of the text or language, or as an exploration of it. In this view the
42

B. Johnsoo, The Critical Difference (Baltimore : Johns Hopkins University Press,

43 ibid.

& 1983.)
sub-title.

44 P. de Man. A
lle&o
ri
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Readin
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1980

See, for example p. 58 ff.

ibid.

Quoted in

45 G. Douglas Atkins, '!he Sign as a Structure of Difference: Derridean Deconstruction
and some of its Implications" in R.T. de George, ed, Semiotic Themes.
(Lawrence : University of Kansas Publications, 1981.)
p. 141.
46 ibid. p. 138.
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The task or

role of literary discourse, as a result, is to connect with it, and thus readers must
always read or construct the text in terms of something other than itself. However,
in concentrating on the structure of the sign as the central matter of language (an
approach first elaborated by Saussure), grammatology as a strategy - and the
word itself as a term - reflects unresolved contradiction.

Whereas the 'gramme' is the written mark, the sign 'under erasure',
'logos' is at once 'law ' , 'order', 'origin', and 'phone', the voice.
What the ' gramme ' does, as [Atkins has suggested], is precisely to
deconstruct the authority of the 'logos' and so of the privilege always
afforded to the spoken word, itself supposedly an indication of
presence. Gramm.atology is, then, as a term an example of s on s
rature, of the undoing yet preserving of apparent opposites.47

Notwithstanding the questionable nature of Derrida's assumption in
conferring 'superiority' on speech over writing as he invests the former with both
the presence and immediacy which he claims are absent from writing,
grammatology as a term is thus itself an example of

sons ratnre,

a term under

erasure; of the undoing yet preserving of apparent opposites. Much of the critical
reaction to, and attempted analysis of, Derrida has concentrated on the undoing of
meaning which is inherent in the strategy. Less emphasis has been placed on, and
less attention given to, the contrary movement of preserving meaning or traces of
meaning. The oppositions set up by deconstruction, although most frequently
binary and occasionally ternary, are by no means neatly, evenly or unambiguously
balanced. Rightly or wrongly much of the critical writing and assessment of the
work of Derrida and other deconstructionists concentrates

-

or appears to

concentrate - on the notion of binary difference thrown up by the consideration of
Derrida' s insistence on the way in which meaning in its totality is irrecoverable as
well as that posed by the role played by the trace which remains. Many critics, in
attempting to tease out the implications of this aspect of deconstruction, find
themselves presenting binary oppositions in order to demonstrate how such
meaning as is recoverable is only recoverable by considering the term which is
absent from that which is present - that is the trace, the term under 'erasure'. As a
result one is often presented with binary oppositions such as: masculine/feminine;

47 jbid.

p. 136.
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literature/criticism; spoken/written; clarity/obscurity; poetry/prose and so on.48 As
has been mentioned already these, however, are not evenly balanced or poised
binary oppositions. It seems almost inevitable to many readers that the first term in
each 'pair of opposites' is seen as the premier or primary term, the superior or
privileged one in relation to the second/secondary/ inferior term.
According to Johnson, though, the differences
shown to be based on a repression of differences

between

within

such entities

are

entities, that is a

repression or elision of the ways in which the entity differs from itself.49 But this
difference within the text is never 'simple'. Far from erasing all difference through
deconstruction, the process of deconstruction is itself a dualistic differentiating
process of "preserving as well as undoing" the text.50 Derrida' s placing of terms
"under erasure", "seeking the trace" of the other5 1 (the difference or absence of the
other which establishes the present incomplete meaning of any word), sets up a
continuing play in which "no text is ever fully deconstructing or deconstructed ...
It is an oscillation that continues endlessly". 52
Thus deconstruction claims to go beyond the artful uncovering of hidden
and possibly unintended ironies in the text. ''The deconstructive critic ... aware of
the differential quality of language and recognizing the fact of the 'trace' , seeks the
moment in any text when its duplicity, its dialogic nature, is exposed . . .
moment when any text will differ from itself

the

... becoming undecidable in terms

of its apparent system of meaning" .53 That is, the deconstructionist critic pursues
that moment in the text when it becomes critically obvious that a totality of meaning
will never be recoverable from a reading of the text.

This is the moment of

permanent question rather than the moment of solution of the enigma that is the
text.
Deconstruction as a critical strategy, then, might be described more
appropriately in metaphorical terms as the movement of a pendulum rather than that
of a jackhammer. Nevertheless, this strategy which seeks, as it were, the text's

critical 'moment of frailty' , 'moment of uncertainty' or 'moment of separation',
the point at which dislocation or differance

apparently threatens to become

absolute, the point at which the 'free play' of meaning is most dangerously

48 Johnson,
49
50
51
52
53

op cit. p.x. See also H. Cixous, "Sorties" in Lodge, Modern Criticismand
Theory. op cit. pp. 'lin - 293.

ibid. p.x.
Atkins, op cit p. 14 1 .
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maximised, quite literally cannot be pursued single-mindedly. Deconstruction,
despite its inescapable rigour (or perhaps because of it), is an activity of mind
which defies being consistently acted upon. "That way madness lies",54 as Norris
observes. Deconstruction also apparently runs counter to the shared desire of
author, reader and critic to seek meaning in the sense of "the truth that is present
'behind' or 'under' the text" ,55 that is meaning which refers to, or is constructed in
terms of, a reality outside the world of the text. Not only is this so, but a single
minded pursuit of deconstructive strategy runs the significant risk of ignoring the
'doubleness' , the multiple nature of "the fictionality of things" , as Atkins puts it.56
It has already been said, and Spivak points out in her introduction to

Of

Grammatolo2)'. that "Deconstruction is a perpetually self-deconstructing movement
that is inhabited by difference [and] so no text is ever fully deconstructing or
deconstructed".57 Despite this fact there is only now an apparently growing sense
that what was seen as a dangerously nihilistic and destructive tendency or threat
inherent in deconstruction either was or is largely illusory and that deconstruction
is either dilettantish play or, astonishingly, rhetorically conservative. This would
seem to go beyond the view long held by a number of critics that, despite its
flamboyant and nihilistic rhetoric, deconstruction was always something of a paper
tiger in the jungle of critical theory. For them its position was always more a
matter of style than substance.

Much of the supposed power imputed to

deconstruction ignored the reality that deconstructive criticism was of course itself
subject to the process of deconstruction and, in its own terms, always therefore an
incomplete project and always incapable of completion.

54 C. Norris, Decon
structi
onTheory&PJactjce. (London & New York

: Methuen, 1982.)
p. xii.
55 Atkins, op cit p. 138.
S6 ibid,
p. 143.
matology. tr. G. C. Spivak. (Baltimore & London : Johns Hopkins
57 J. Derrida, OfQram

University Press, 1976.)
p. l43.

pp.lxxv and 1.58. Also quoted in Atkins, op cit
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Playing with difference

Far from undermining the world of traditional reading and criticism then,
deconstruction might be seen to be conserving it. Far from validating any arbitrary
reading of a text, deconstruction insists rigorously on the proposition that some
readings are certainly wrong.58 One might argue that some traditional critics have
sought to dismiss deconstruction by the wilful assumption that, in pointing out the
potential multiplicity of meaning in the text and its ultimate uncertainty,
deconstruction is proposing that all readings are equally valid.

It is the

deconstructionist position that, contrary to our expectations and assumptions as
readers, language is never a simple means of presenting 'the truth'. Language is
never merely a mirror which reflects truly (or possibly even distortedly) the nature
or essence of the world or thing being 'described' . Derri.da proposes that all
language, the language and texts of philosophy and criticism as well as those of
literature, must be interpreted in the same way as poetry for example.59

As

Wittgenstein says, a word means what it means as it is used: it is not an empty
container for meaning imported from elsewhere, from some external reality.60 Or,
as Geoffrey Hartman suggests in the best playful tradition of deconstruction,
"language may be a medium in a ghostly sense, but it cannot be a medium in the
sense of a neutral container of meaning" .6 1
It is this conviction that language creates its own meaning through its own
structures and usage rather than that language reflects some external reality beyond
the world of the text that allows Derrida to play with language as he does so often
and as do many of his disciples. Apart from Hartman's ghostly play on words
mentioned above, and the abundance of emphasis on puns and other linguistic
play-ploys in the works of Derri.da himself (as for example the way in which he
uses the term "double bind" to identify or explain the differance within words62),
Paul de Man uses the television character Archie Bunker in what might be called a
piece of archetypical deconstructi ve free play. De Man, in Alle�ories of Readin�,
58 J. Hillis Miller, Thomas Hardy.Distance and Desire (Cambridge Mass : The Belknap Press

of the Harvard University Press, 1970.) p.ix. Quoted in Atkins, op cit p.l40.
Atkins, op cit p. 140.
60 L. Wiagenstein, Phi
losophicalInve
stigatio
ns, tr. G. E. M. Anscombe. (London :
Blackwell, 1967.) p. 20e (#40 & #43).
6 1 Atkins, op cit. p.140.
62 G. C. Spivak, Translator's Introduction to Derrida, Of
Gramma!Qlogy.
op cit pp. lxxvij - Jxxviu. Quoted in Atkins, op cit. p. 143.
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sketches a comic situation in which Archie is tying his shoelaces. His wife asks
why he doesn't tie one lace rather than the other first. Archie replies: "What's the
difference?". De Man then asks his readers to

....

suppose that it is a de-bunker rather than a Bunker, and a

debunker of the arche (or origin), an archie Debunker such as
Nietzsche or Jacques Derrida for instance, who asks the question
"What is the difference?"

-

and we cannot even tell from his

grammar whether he 'really' wants to know 'what' difference or is

just telling us that we shouldn't even try to fmd out.63

For de Man the application of deconstructive strategies takes the form of rigorous
rhetorical play. But perhaps one of the most accessible demonstrations of the way
in which the deconstructive notion of free play can work - and be not far removed
from traditional critical strategies - is to be seen in J. Hillis Miller's reply to M. H.
Abrams's attack on deconstruction in "The deconstructive angel" in a debate waged
in the pages of Critical Inquiry 3

( 1977) .

Abrams, while rejecting the assumption that his own "theory of Language is
essentially mimetic", declares that "language ...

is the use of a great variety of

speech-acts to accomplish a great diversity of human purposes; ... [only one of
which] is to assert something about a state of affairs and such a Linguistic assertion
does not mirror, but serves to direct attention to selected aspects of that state of
affairs" .64

Lewis would almost certainly agree with this view and would quite

certainly reject the view that he could never be right in his interpretation. This
certainly seems to be the case in such writings as Mere Christianity where,
although he neither claims nor intends to discuss the Christian faith in its entirety,
Lewis nevertheless aims to direct attention to specific aspects of it. Even in the
more dogmatic apologetic, The Problem of Pain, Lewis's approach is in many
places interrogative, using language to explore tentatively various possibilities
rather than to state certainties. While readily conceding that his reading of any
given text does not exhaust all its possible meanings, Abrams rejects what he sees
as Miller's central contention: that he cannot ever be right in his interpretation.
Abrams claims that Miller bases this view on Nietzsche's assertion that "the same

63 de Man, op cit pp. 9 - 10.
64 M. H. Abrams, "The Deconstructive Angel" quoted in Lodge, Modem Criticism and Theorv.
op cit.

p. 266.
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text authorises innumerable interpretations: there is no 'correct' interpretation".65 I
would argue that Nietzsche here means that one can never reach a final correct
interpretation since it is possible that there will always be at least one more reading
and possible interpretation of the text. According to Abrams, however, Miller
understands Nietzsche to be saying "that reading is never the objective identifying
of a sense but the importation of meaning into a text which has no meaning 'in
itself'" .66

Despite all this rhetoric, Abrams claims that, "in their discursive

practice, deconstructionists rely on the communicative power of language which
they theoretically deny" .67
Speaking for himself Miller indulges in the sort of playful strategy of
interpretation which, for him, is deconstruction.

Beginning with the word

"parasite", he traces some of its antecedents and connections - in effect he follows
some of the traces of difference inherent in the word's etymological history.

His

little "example of a deconstructive strategy at work is meant, moreover, to indicate,
no doubt inadequately, the hyperbolic exuberance, the letting language go as far as
it will take one, or the going with a given text as far as it will go".68

With

Heidegger, Miller believes that, far from man using language as an instrument or
as a submissive way of thinking, "language rather thinks man and his world,
including poems, if he will allow it to do so".69 For Miller, all texts are

' u nreadable', if by ' readable' one means open to a single,
definitive, univocal interpretation.

In fact, neither the obvious

reading nor the 'deconstructionist' reading is 'univocal ' .

Each

contains, necessarily, its enemy within itself, is itself both host and
parasite. The deconstructionist reading contains the obvious one
and vice versa.70

Whatever the theoretical differences between these two critics, one is inclined to
conclude that in fact and in practice they are playing,

if not the same game, then

very similar games with language. Miller's readerly/unreaderly texts seem to
correspond to Roland Barthes's writerly/readerly texts and possibly also with texts

65
66
67
68
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as read by Lewis's literary/unliterary readers, as the latter characterises them in An
Experiment in Criticism
One possible answer, both to de Man's Archie-Bunker-based grammatical
riddle in the example above and to the larger and more vexed question of
deconstruction as a theoretical project, is that asking the question

is

the whole

point that the interrogation of the text is the critically appropriate and correct
approach to take. By so doing the critic is not really as concerned about finding
answers in the text as about drawing attention to the equivocal nature of texts.
Another, but not totally unrelated, answer might be that the question itself
demonstrates the purpose of such questioning: it is a wholly serious yet wholly
playful quest on the part of the critical reader, without which the text would not be
complete. Such would be the view of Derrida, among others. Derrida places
himself fumly in the tradition of Nietzsche, Freud and Heidegger in claiming that
the "concept of centred structure is in fact the concept of a play based on a
fundamental ground, a play constituted on the basis of a fundamental immobility
and reassuring certitude, which is itself beyond the reach of play ."71 The notion of
the text as a "centred structure" is itself an impossibility as long

as

one views the

texts as referring to a world beyond itself. If this were so, the text's centre would
lie outside of the text itself and it would already be a decentred field of play. Thus
Derrida refers to

the Nietszchean critique of metaphysics, the critique of the
concepts of Being and truth, for which were substituted the
concepts of play, interpretation, and sign (sign without present
truth);

... and, more radically, the Heideggerean destruction of

metaphysics, of onto-theology, of the determination of Being as
presence.72
Play thus becomes an important element in Derrida's deconstruction. For
Levi-Strauss, whose work provides a model for Derrida at this point, the "absence
of a centre is here the absence of a subject and the absence of an author"73 and, as a
result, any desire for totalization (closure of the text) is seen as pointless. For
Derrida, the reason for this impossibility of totalization or closure is not that the
field - for him, the field of language - is infinite but rather that the field excludes

7 1 Derrida, Writingand Difference
72 ibid. p. 280.
73 ibid. p. 289.
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totalization because, far from being too large, it is finite and lacking a centre which
could arrest and ground any play of substitutions.74 As long as the text is seen as a
playground and a game oflanguage there is play in the sense of tension, play in an
agonistic sense. Both Levi-Strauss and Derrida refer to the tension between play
and history and between play and presence. For Derrida, "play is the disruption of
presence. Play is always a play of absence and presence but ... play must be
conceived of before the alternative of presence or absence".75 In seeing play as he
does, Derrida claims the Nietzschean tradition of "thejoyous affmnation of the play
of the world and of the innocence of becoming, the affirmation of a world of signs
without fault, without truth, and without origin which is offered to an active
interpretation".76 This is play without preconceived goals, play without security.
Such a playful approach to texts seeks not to decipher some pre-existent truth or
origin but rather, and perhaps paradoxically, in its affirmation of play attempts "to
pass beyond man and humanism ... man ... who has dreamed of full presence
... the origin and end of play" .77

This notion of play as being not only the

process but also the goal of writing and reading the text is not as nihilistic and
pointless as it may at fust appear. The probability that one can in fact recapture an
origin within or even beyond the text must always be open to question. Even if I
am the writer of my own text, am I a reliable witness to its 'meaning'? I doubt it.
There must always, it seems to me, be possible meanings beyond those that I think
I know and intend.78 For Barthes this is the idea of the writer/reader as a "tissue of
texts". For Derrida the image is that of the palimpsest, the text/writer/reader as a
series of inscriptions on an already inscribed and erased surface.
While it is just such metaphorical evocations of the critical pursuit as these
that disconcert some critics, one could well argue that the difference between
Derrida, the later Roland Barthes and other deconstructionists on the one hand and
anti-deconstructionists on the other, is more a matter of degree and style than,
necessarily, of substance. Neither group, of course, would willingly acknowledge
such a judgement. But it seems to me that, in establishing the difference/differance
of its own approach, the deconstructionist project has begun with the assumption
that all other (usually all prior) critical approaches have assumed that texts are
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univocal. This, it seems to me in the English and Australian context particularly, is
not necessarily a valid assumption. Certainly there are those critics who may wish
to establish a single 'correct reading' of a particular text, but surely they are now
few. In their reaction to the perceived threat to literature posed by deconstruction,
few critics paused initially to challenge this underlying assumption before girding
their loins to slay the giant. It may be, given the traditional intellectual rigidity of
the French Academy (the establishment against which Derrida and his
contemporaries pitted themselves politically), that both the assumption and the
strategy were indeed appropriate and necessary. To critics elsewhere it seems that
the real threat of deconstruction still lies in its coincidence with and use of the ideas
of such philosophers as Wittgenstein who call into question the nature of reality and
its relationship with language.

This has implications of course for the

establishment of meaning in texts. On another front deconstruction often offends
more traditional critics because of its playfulness, its mischievous approach to the
whole question of texts. There is a fear that definitions such as those of Derrida
and Barthes will lead to some sort of critical anarchy. If the author is dead and the
reader is the 'writer' of the text, itself a multiplicity of texts, and the reader is a
tissue of texts ... . For many a traditionalist the end of such a project is nihilism.
While Barthes may say that the "text's unity now lies not in its origin but in its
dest:ination"79 and that that destination is the reader, he is not postulating a personal
reader as would be understood by reader-response critics. For deconstructionists,
the reader is a theoretical construct of the text. The reader is "simply that someone
who holds together in a single field all the traces by which the written text is
constituted".80 And, as such, the reader becomes text. But is this the point at
which theory has lost touch with everyday reality?
As has already been said there are, of course, at the present time many
critical approaches to the reading and deciphering of texts. Their differences from
each other may be vast and obvious such as, for example, the differences between
the Russian formalists and those critics who start from a psychoanalytical base. In
other instances the differences seem to exist more evidently in the minds of the
critics of different schools than in reality as clearly differentiated and separate
schools of criticism. For example, the post-structuralists or deconstructionists are
often passionately at pains to point out the differences between themselves and the
'reader response' school and yet they are often almost treading the same path.
Perhaps they are looking at different flowers along the way! The real critical
79 Barthes, op cil p. 148.

80
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difference today is that the various critical methods, philosophies and departure
points employed in the past several decades have almost inevitably led to the
formations of distinct, and often mutually antagonistic, schools of criticism. By
contrast, the critical movements of, say, the 1930s saw a slow but definite
reconciliation of various initially mutually antagonistic critical positions until a
consensus had been reached. One could argue, too, that in that process the 'text' (a
term which, in the 30s, was still far from being the standard for the discussion of a
piece of writing falling within the general field of literature) remained the focus of
the critical writing. Today the critical writing itself, and often the critic-writer or
writer-critic, has become in many cases the focus of critical writing.81 Can it be
that "the death of the author"82 has liberated writers who can now write both
fiction and criticism? (Or who would like to think they can?)
In a world of increasing fundamentalism everywhere, is

this almost endless

complication of writing - and reading - by critics, writers and writer-critics an act
of intellectual, political and social rebellion against the status quo? Or is it merely a
complicated, yet very competitive, game being played by a relatively small and
increasingly isolated group ofintellectuals for their own satisfaction and having no
bearing on 'the real world' ?
These are the sorts of fundamental questions prompted when one reads, for
example, Barthes's S/Z.83 What was his reason for deciding to divide the text
(Zola's Sarrasine) diachronically into his 561 fragments or "lexias"? Why, and
how, does he choose to divide the text synchronically into 5 voices? Is this entirely
random or is Barthes exploring a series of hypotheses about the nature of language,
about the ways in which a variety of meanings/readings of the text - and even the
endless deferral of meaning -

is possible? Is S/Z itself an example of his

"complex network" with its ''multiple entrances and exits"?84 Questions such as
these are justified not only when Johnson begins her analysis of the contemporary
rhetoric of reading with "The Critical Difference: BartheS/BalZac" but also when
one contemplates either the possibility or the point of applying such a project to a
writer like C. S. Lewis for example. Would such an approach be of any value at
all? Or can one apply other aspects of the deconstructionist style with greater
benefit than what appears to be this particularly idiosyncratic approach?

81

One might cite, as examples, writer-critics or critic-writers such as Umberto Eco, John
Fowles and even Jacques Derrida himself.

82 Barthes, op cit
83 R Bartbes, srz.
84

ibid.

p. 1 5.

pp. 142 - 148.

(London : Jonathan Cape, 1975.)
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By beginning her essays with Barthes's well known statement about
reading and rereading, Johnson signals that the playing with language, indeed the
playing with words, is her intention in The Critical Difference.

That much is

signalled to the reader in her opening remarks where she zeroes in on the various
meanings of her key words "critical" and "difference". Here already the alert
reader will surely begin to see the signs of Wittgenstein's philosophy of language
in the background (somewhat after the manner of the relationship between
architectural drawings and a finished building).85

Words, then, do not

-

or

language, if you will, does not - according to this model merely describe the real
world 'out there'. Language creates its own world as it goes. A corollary of this is
surely, too, that language occurs in a social context. Language does not occur in a
vacuum. Nor does it occur in some sort of intellectual isolation ward. Language
implies writers and readers, speakers and hearers. Its function is not noise-making
but communication. Schleiermacher's work on hermeneutics, for example,

presupposes, or rather, acknowledges an initial difference or
distance between persons: one wishes to communicate to another
and the other wishes to receive the message. Yet this difference is
not absolute, for it is mitigated by a shared language and a common
humanity. Secured upon these two rocks, hermeneutics bridges
the distance between partners in conversation,86

or so Schleiermacher would claim.

For Johnson, and deconstruction, the

situation is not quite so clear and straightforward. The ideological position of
deconstruction is that language may be shared but, if it is, that sharing is not equal.
The discourse is manipulated by those who are the gatekeepers, those in power,
those who control it and who determine who may or may not be admitted to it.
Indeed Johnson would say that part of the purpose of deconstruction is to uncover
the "noise" which is usually disregarded as background clutter - or as nothing at
all - on the margins of communication.87 But an audience is one of the essentials
for the existence of language as communication.
Such aspects as these of deconstruction theory are not so very far removed
L Wittgensteio, Philosophical Investigations. op cit See especially pp. le 24e.
For example, Wittgenstein observes that ..to imagine a language is to imagine
a form of life." p.8e. And "For a large class of cases ... the meaning of a word
is its use in the language". p. 20e
86 F. D. E. Schleiermacher, Hermeneutics: The Handwritten Manuscripts. ed. H. Kimmerle,
trs. J. Duke & J. Forstman. (Atlanta Ga : Scholars Press, 1986.) p. 1 3.
87 Imre Salusinszky, Criticism in Society. (New York: Methuen, 1987.) p. 164.
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from passages of the arguments to be found in parts of Lewis's fantasy/science
fiction trilogy where Ransom debates both the nature and purpose of existence with
Weston and Devine, for example, on the planet of Malacandra in Out of the Silent
Planet and in the whole central argument concerning language in Perelandra
Initially, in a manner which almost prefigures the deconstructionists, Weston
refuses even to attempt to explain anything of the venture, or his own philosophy,
to Ransom because the latter keeps on "asking questions that I can't answer: in
some cases because I don't know the answers, in others because you wouldn't
understand them"88. Later, when Ransom has experienced life on Malacandra and
has begun to learn a little of the life and language of the various inhabitants (and
bas begun to recognise, among other things, that history and myth may be one and
the same thing), he discovers that in the picture language of the

pfifltrigg,

"the

picture has begun to crumble away and been copied again more times than there are
eldila in the air ... "(OSP

144).

For Ransom the closest he can come to

understanding this is to observe that the best poetry comes in the roughest speech.
Finally, after his difficulty in attempting to translate Weston's language into Old
Solar - virtually the difficulty of trying to translate evil into good - Ransom, as
he listens to Malacandran song(OSP 152), has a sudden realization of meaning but
one which, far from clarifying and simplifying, is experienced as the opening up of
endless possibilities.

Meaninglessness has given way to a multitude of

possibilities of meaning.
Far from the mystery being solved, it has deepened even as it has been
penetrated. Such again, but in quite a different fashion, is his experience on
Perelandra. There he has the difficulty of attempting to translate the ideas of
Weston, the Un-man, into something that might be meaningful, this time for the
Green Lady, Tinidril, who hears the words but cannot make meaning of them
because they conjure up abstract notions beyond her experience. Or rather they fail
to conjure up anything meaningful at all for this very reason. However, from a
point where Tinidril says to the Un-man (still recognisably Weston's body at this
stage), "I thought your words had a meaning. But it seems they have none. To
walk out of his [Maleldil' s] will is to walk into nowhere", the Green Lady seems
to reach a point where words begin to 'take on' meaning by dint of repetition.

Thus

"

...

some kind of meaning for the words Death and Sorrow - though

what kind of meaning Ransom could not even guess - was apparently being

88

C. S. Lewis, Out of the Silent Planet. (London : Pan Books, 1952.)
(Hereafter referred to in the text as OSP.)

p. 29.
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created in her mind by mere repetition".89
Johnson, then, concentrates on the nature of difference and the degree to
which any difference is, or may be, critical to the reading/writing/deconstruction of
particular texts. She refers in almost overwhelming detail to the way in which
various writers exploit language to create, within their texts, instances of critical
difference. That is, according to Johnson, they create a range of instances where
the language itself - the grammar and/or the vocabulary - establishes expectations
in the reader which it then critically undermines or calls into question.

Lewis

would no doubt see deconstruction, especially insofar as it proposes that language
establishes expectations in the reader which it then critically undermines or calls
into question, as having stumbled upon the characteristics of what he, with
Augustine, would call fallen language, the via mala. For Lewis, the theologian, the

via bona can only be found in the world beyond the text - and even beyond the
present world, in an unfallen creation and Creator, God. And yet, it is in text - in
the trilogy -

that Lewis seems to be positing a means of reaching out to the via

bona, albeit a means that does not ultimately allow for 'satisfaction' or total
demystification within the text.
For the thoroughgoing deconstructionist the never-ending play of ghostly
traces within the world of language and the world of the text is itself the via bona.
(And also, presumably, the via mala.) The world of the text cannot ever be totally
'out of this world'. There are many traces of the one which overlap the other. But
neither is the world of the text merely a mirror of the world in which we live or in
which it, the text, can be ' solved' or resolved.

So, far from unravelling the

intricacies of the text for the satisfaction of the reader, Johnson points out how
frequently and how critically the language demands the deferral of meaning,
leading the reader through a maze of deferred and ambiguous meanings until
ultimately he or she may reach the end of the written text still with critical questions
about meaning unanswered. Such, one might argue, is frequently the experience
of Ransom as he attempts to make meaning of the events and incidents in which he
becomes entangled on both Malacand.ra and Perelandra. Certainly, by the time he
leaves each planet to return to Thulcandra he has a 'better' understanding of what it
all might mean but it is still an incomplete understanding. Such too is often the
experience of the children who venture into or find themselves in Narnia. Even
when Ransom is most sure - in That Hideous Stren!nh, where, to all intents and
purposes, he is directing the actions ofthe community at St Anne's - there is still,
89 C. S. Lewis, Voyage to VenusCPerelandra) (London : Pan, 1960.) pp. 106 & 1 14.
(Hereafter referred to in the text as VV.)
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know precisely what will happen. The

desire for resolution is, to a degree at least, frustrated. This is also the experience
of the character Lewis in A Grief Observed. There there is a constant sense of
expectation undermined, of continuing mystification.
One might well ask how many readers would recognise, in the
reading/writing strategy described by Johnson, their own approach to a text. Who
- apart from critics and possibly other writers - would commit themselves to a
pursuit or a game which offers so much frustration and uncertainty? For such
theorists and critics (and these terms seem to be becoming interchangeable in many
contexts) the endless interrogation and complication of the text

i s the point of

literary discourse. The discourse according to this theoretical strategy has to do
with questions rather than answers; possibilities rather than certainties. One of the
central complications of deconstruction i s the question of who makes the meaning
of the text Who writes the text or who is the text? This is the perennial question.
One might equally well ask whether those critics who pursue this particular critical
path are not being very selective in their choice of texts. While, theoretically,
deconstruction is seen to deal with texts in their generality rather than in their
particularity, critics such as Johnson and, before her, Barthes and Derrida, have
been accused of selecting very particular texts or types of texts.90

However,

before she begins to commit herself to any texts at all, Johnson begins with the
deconstruction of the key words of the title of her own volume of essays.
In pointing out fustly that:
the difference between difference and critical is not as clear and
distinct as we might have been tempted to think. . . .. The problem
of difference can thus be seen both as an uncertainty over
separability and as a drifting apart within identity. And the very
fact that it is impossible to know whether something constitutes
description or disagreement, information or censure, is perhaps
ultimately the most problematic and critical difference of all. For it
is precisely in the nature of difference that it consist in the
engendering of uncertainty not only over its nature but also over the
danger or usefulness of its very propagation. What is often most
fundamentally disagreed upon is whether a disagreement arises out
90 Reference had already been made to Roland Barthes S/Z i.n the discussion of Johnson's
The Critical Difference Johnson herself applies the deconstructive technique to

a series of texts including Herman Melville's BillyBudd and E. A. Poe's The
loinedLett
eras analysed by Jacques Lacan.
Pur
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of the complexities of fact or out of the impulses of power.91

The critical difference for Johnson and the task of differentiating which she
sees as the field of play of the critic is to pursue the difference, the contradiction,
the unknown in the text. She, like Barthes (and Lewis), believes that texts must
not only be read but reread. The single reading of a text is composed of the
'already read': the single reader is reading him/herself rather than the text. To get
at the text itself one must reread. Only in the rereading is the text freed from
repetition.92 Only in rereading does the reader begin to suspect the multitudinous
readings or meanings possible in the text.
For Matei Calinescu rereading is largely inseparable from haunting. Not
only are there texts that haunt readers (texts that cannot and will not be forgotten)
but there are texts that haunt other texts and, through the act of reading and
rereading, there are readers who haunt texts.93

For Calinescu reading and

rereading is a circular activity, a "process of continuous hypothesis building and
revising" ,94 which may continue long after the text has been put away.

This

rereading constitutes what Barthes calls 'writerly texts', that is those texts which it
is possible to read and reread; those in which the reader 'writes' the text or
'complicates' it with each reading.95 Such writerly texts are infinitely plural and
open to the free play of signifiers and difference. They are not constrained by the
need to be representative or to arrive at a final unified conclusion or meaning.
Lewis, to whom much if not all of Barthes's theory would have been bizarre to say
the least and probably anathema, also stresses the aspect of rereading.

But for

him, this rereading says more about the nature of the reader - that is, whether this
is a literary or an unliterary reader - to use Lewis's terms,96 than it says about the
nature of the text itself. Nonetheless Lewis strongly advocated the need for readers
to read 'out' from the text what was 'there ' , rather than to read into the text his or

her own experience. On the face of it this looks very much like an argument for a
single meaning already 'there' in the text, hidden but virtually authorised by the
author as God and awaiting discovery by the perceptive and correct reader. And
yet it seems to me that, despite his emphasis on the reader rather than the text, and

9 1 Johnson, op cit. p.x.
92 Johnson, ibid. p. 3 and Barthes S/Z. op cit. p. 15.
93 M. Calinescu, Rereading (New Haven & London : Yale University Press, 1993.) p. xi.
94 ibid. p. xiv.
95 Barthes, S/Z.
p. 4.
6
C. S. Lewis, An Experiment in Criticism. (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press,
9
1961.) pp. 1 - 3. (Hereafter referred to in the text as EC.)
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his stress on rereading, together with his apparent conviction that literary readers
could extend their personal horizons almost infmitely by the reading and rereading
of literary texts (he would no doubt have said ' good literature'), Lewis leaves open
the same possibility of multitudinous meanings that Barthes proposes are inherent
in the text.

In this respect, in An Experiment in Criticism for example, Lewis

distinguishes between two types of reader: the Egotistic and the Disinterested. In
reading fantasy, Lewis muses that recreative reading, for example, might be
likened to "castle-building". Within this framework the Egotistic reader is a day
dreamer who is always the hero of what he reads and who sees everything through
his own eyes. The Disinterested reader is not the hero of the day-dream. He may
in fact not even be present in the day-dream at all but, like Lewis himself as reader,
may be looking at that world from outside it (EC 50 -

52).

But the question of

whether meanings reside in the text as printed product or in the text as it is
constantly being rewritten through the act of reading is a question yet to be
discussed.97
Deconstruction then - despite its apparent destructiveness of the status quo
- is closer to the original meaning of analysis than it is to total chaos and disorder
or meaninglessness. It "proceeds ... by the careful teasing out of the text's
critical difference from itself'.98 The

text's difference is not its uniqueness, its special identity. It is the
text's way of differing from itself. And this is perceived only in the
act of reading. Difference is not what distinguishes one identity from
another. It is not a difference between but a difference within.99

Thus while Johnson, in this collection of essays, deconstructs - teases out and
entangles networks of meanings in - various texts by demonstrating how, in each
case, the structures of language work to subvert the initially perceived meanings of
the text, she nonetheless implies the significance of the role of the reader. In much
deconstructionist criticism, on the other hand, there seems to be an almost
metaphysical (and the word itself is anathema to most if not all deconstructionists!)
belief that language works by itself, within itself, to explore its own constituent
difference and that readers are either not particularly significant or are passive
97 The site of meaning in relation to text and the author's intention preoccupies E.D. Hirsch Jr

in "Against Theory" op cit See also Hirsch, ValidityinInterpretation New
Haven : Yale University Press, 1967. e.g. p. viii.
op cit p. 5.

98 Johnson.
99 ibid. p. 4.
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receptors of the magic of language. For Johnson, literature

is the discourse most preoccupied with the unknown, but ... the
"unknown" is not what lies beyond the limits of knowledge, some
unreachable, sacred, ineffable point toward which we vainly yearn .
... What literature often seems to tell us is the consequences of the
way in which what is not known is not seen as unknown. It is not,
in the final analysis, what you don't know that can or cannot hurt
you. It is what you don't know you don't know that spins out and
entangles "that perpetual error we call life" . 1 oo
Deconstruction, or the pursuit of the critical difference, then, is not an
isolated or self-indulgent academic pursuit. Johnson herself, in an interview with
Imre

Salusinszky, seemed to acknowledge Hartman's observation that

"deconstruction isn't a movement from mystification to demystification, but a fall
from one mystification into another that is richer and deeper" . 1 01 For Johnson it is
not an interesting question to "identify whether something i s deconstructive or not,
or to define the boundaries or the procedures of deconstruction" . 1 02 For her the
interesting question, and the relevant question, remains: 'why do people read and
what

are

they doing when they read?'.

If people turn to literature in order to learn something about the world,
which they have and do, then the analytical knowledge that one is able
to reach is a knowledge about the relation between how the text
functions and the desire behind the act of reading, the expectation that
literature should say something about the world: it's not knowledge

directly about the world 1 03 [my emphasis].
Such,

as

she sees it, is the reason people read, the way literature works. That

being so, literary criticism is, as it always has been, a pursuit which has
implications for both readers and cultures. It is today, however, perhaps more
subversive, and thus more critical than some earlier forms of criticism. And
deconstruction has attracted more detractors than most other theories.

100
1 01
102
1 03

ibid. p. xii.
Salusinszky, op cit.
ibid. p. 164.
ibid. p.l65.

p.l63.
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A mere shadow of difference

It has already been noted that in many ways, despite their philosophical
antipathy to one another, deconstruction and reader-response theories appear to
have much in common. Both are attempting to answer the question of what readers
do when they read.

In the reader-response school both Norman Holland and

Wolfgang Iser, while adopting different approaches from each other, focus on the

gaps in texts as the site of the mysterious game of reading or interpreting texts.
Whereas Wayne Booth sees the text as an inherently rhetorical game in which the
author creates both an implied version of himself and his ideal readerl04, Iser and
Holland see the interaction between, or the convergence of, text and reader as the
critical element in any account of literary meaning.

While the critics of both

schools would agree that reading is a form of interpretation, an attempt to give
meaning to

-

or find meaning in - a text, the critical point of separation between

the deconstructive and reader-response critics is their definition of TEXT.

Text,

for Barthes, Derrida and Johnson, for example , necessarily includes the reader
since the linguistic traces which endlessly complicate the language of the text are to
be found in the language itself, one site of which is the reader -

but, one must

surely argue that, in real terms, the language itself only has existence as an
interaction between writer and reader. Theoretically, there is possibly an infinite
number of traces in any given word or combination of words in a text, but the
reality is that it is through the finite number of traces in the 'applied language' of
the text - that is, as the deposited language intersects with its writers and readers that the sedimentation process (to use Derrida's terminology) becomes either
apparent or significant.

Different readers and different writers bring different

perceptions, illuminate different traces in the same piece of language. Thus it is
both enriched and complicated as text.
In any reading experience, according to Booth,l05 there is an implied
dialogue between the author, narrator, the other characters and the reader. But,
whereas the deconstructionsists would 'read' this dialogue as being directed by the
language, and would regard the entire process

as

the process of text creation, Iser

1 04 Wayne C. Booth, The .Rhetoric of Fiction. (Chicago : University of Chicago Press,
1961.)
pp. 70 & 89.
1 05 ibid p. 155.
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For

Holland, whose view of the text seems to be literally the printed words on a page,
these gaps are the literal spaces between the typed words. For Iser the gaps are
more conceptual - they are the spaces or "blanks in literary texts which stimulate
the reader to construct meanings which would not otherwise come into
existence". 106
Holland's emphasis on the reader's "self' and his proposition that,
whatever one reads and however many times one reads it, one is always reading
oneself into the text is, he would have us believe, not as solipsistic as it may at first
appear. By using the terminology of psychology as his starting point in this
reading game, and by reducing the text to "the words-on-the-page
the writer wrote

...

just what

... or wove ... or made ..." 107 which must have unity or a

central motif or theme to which all else must be relevant, Holland then develops his
particular notion of the identity or self of the reader.
in a self

if I

look at it as though it were a

"Identity

text." _108

is the unity I find

This, Holland believes, is

close to the Aristotelian idea of essence applied to both texts and people. The
overriding principle of interpretation for him is that identity re-creates itself. Thus,
be says, "when I arrive at the unity in a literary text or the identity of a personality I
am studying, I do so in a way that is characteristic for me - for my identity theme.
And so do you" . l 09 In other words, all readers shape their reading material to
conform to the imprint and expectations of their own identity, their own selves.
This, for Holland, is the only way one can discover either unity in texts or identity
in selves. The reader's act of perception is, for him, "also an act of creation in
which I partake of the artist's gift". l l O
That is as may be. But can Holland sustain his claim that be is not positing
an isolated, solipsistic self? Are his readers, in reality, those who, every time they
read or involve themselves with texts, re-enact "the principles that define that
mingling of self and other, the creative and relational quality of all our
experience"? 1 1 1

Or are they in fact Lewis's essentially solipsistic "unliterary

readers" who always recreate their own selves and fantasies in their reading (EC
37)? Does Holland's approach to the reading game really support a notion of the
self as a composite built out of a core worked upon by numerous readings or
106 W. Iser,
107
108
109
110
111

The Reading Process: A Phenomenological Approach" in Lodge, Modem
Criticism and Theory. op cit. p. 211.

..

N. H Holland, "Unity Identity Text Self', PMLA 90 (1975). p. 813.
ibid. p. 816.
ibid.

p. 819.

ibid.
ibid.

p. 825.
p. '02.7.
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experiences of texts other than one's self? This seems to be an optimistic position
to take. Alternatively, while Holland tries to extricate himself from the dead end of
solipsism, his other conclusion

- that, in so arguing, be closes the Cartesian

dualism, the "belief that the reality and meaning of the external world exist alone,
independent of the perceiving self, and that therefore true knowledge requires the
splitting of the knower from the known" l l 2 - may be equally optimistic, but more
sustainable. Certainly, in this latter conclusion, be is close to the deconstructionist
or post-modernist notion that reality and meaning are contingent and indeterminate.
Whether his argument actually closes the Cartesian duality, though, is
questionable.

Holland's model of reading appears at first to be close to a

description of what Lewis, in An Experiment in Criticism, calls unliterary readers
- the readers who read into the text themselves, their own fantasies, their castles in
the air, their own experiences. But, according to Lewis, such readers are not
actually reading the text before them so much as creating their own text, another and by implication - lesser text. Thus Lewis in a sense is linking textual unity
with personal identity but in his case it is apparently the personal identity and
intention of the author, the writer, which establishes the text's unity and purpose.
The Literary reader is thus one who allows the text - the intended work of the
writer - to speak out to him and, in so doing, to enlarge his or her vision and
experience. Both Lewis and Holland seem to be using the same equation (Writer +
Reader = Text) as the basis of the reading game but they apparently weight or
handicap the various players differently and, one must assume, they expect
different results from the game. Lewis expects that such play will enhance and
enrich the reader-player; Holland expects that the game will confirm the already
(although, perhaps, incompletely) known playing profile of the reader-player. It
must be noted though that the self which Holland believes the reader always
imports into the reading of any text is a self which is a composite of all previously
read texts.l 13

So, while Holland's 'self' may have its characteristic way of

reading texts it is nonetheless, to some extent at least, also a tissue of texts.
Iser concentrates on the conceptual gaps in the text which are brought about
by the unexpected twists and turns which occur within texts, and which operate to
frustrate the reader's linear expectations of resolution of the plot. He sees this as
the vital playground of reading and textual interpretation or complication. He
points out that these gaps may be validly filled in different ways. As a result any

112

ibid.

p. 825.

1 13 ibid. pp. 817 & 826. Barthes also regards the reader as "a plurality of other texts". S/Z.
op cit.

p. 10.
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text is capable of several different realizations, and
no reading can ever exhaust the full potential, for each reader will
fill the gaps in his own way, thereby excluding the various other
possibilities; as he reads, he will make his own decision
the gap is to be filled ...

[And] ...

as

to how

by making his decision he

implicitly acknowledges the inexhaustibility of the text . . . 1 14
.

With all texts, Iser notes, the reading process is selective. There are always
untapped potential meanings in any text as it is read by any reader. This is often
made very clear when one rereads a text a second or subsequent time . The second
reading is not necessarily any more true or correct than the first but it is necessarily
different. In such a rereading one comes to the text the second time with a different
perception and knowledge of it than one had at the first reading. One is, to use
Calinescu's terminology, 'haunted' by prior readings as one rereads. This is true
of all subsequent readings unless one is an 'unliterary reader', to use Lewis's term
again, in which case all one's readings are totally ego-centric. Then, as Barthes
would claim (and Holland might well agree), one is condemned to reread the same
text forever.
Iser, like Holland, regards the text as the written matter which is being
read. For him therefore the play elements of the reading game comprise the text,
its writer and the reader. Language, one might argue, is the field or ground on
which the play occurs in the same way that a chessboard is the field on which a
game of chess occurs.

There is a sense in which, because of the way it is

structured, the board in the case of chess - and language in the case of reading are also elements in the game. In a real sense they - the chessboard and language
- determine what sort of game may be played. For Iser, it is the convergence of
text and reader which brings a literary work into existence. Laurence Sterne in
Tristram Shandy makes one of the earliest observations of this aspect of the
literary game when he observes that "no [good] author
think all

:

...

would presume to

The truest respect you can pay to the reader's understanding is to halve

this matter amicably, and leave him something to imagine, in his ru m as well as
yourself' . 1 1 5 Iser is more flexible than Sterne inasmuch as he does not demand
that writer and reader share equally in the game of imaginative creation which is
1 14 W. Iser, "The Reading Process" in Lodge, Modern Criticism and Theory. 1988. op cit.
1 15

p. 216.

L. Sterne, Tristram Shandy. (New York & Toronto : Airmont Publishing Co, 1967.)
p. 84.
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part and parcel of the process of reading a text. Rather, he points out that "the
point of convergence can never be precisely pinpointed, but must always remain
virtual, as it is not to be identified either with the reality of the text or with the
individual disposition of the reader" . 1 16

Insofar as he sees the worlds presented

by literary texts as constructed worlds and as worlds which do not correspond (in
a directly referential

manner)

to any reality outside the texts themselves, Iser's

position appears to be close to that of deconstruction. But, whereas deconstruction
sees the whole game as being controlled by language - texts, readers and writers
are

all in a sense being written or created by language - Iser fmds a greater role for

the reader's imagination. For him the whole dynamic process of reading is one in
which

the written text imposes certain limits on its unwritten implications
in order to prevent these from becoming blurred and hazy, but at
the same time these implications, worked out by the reader's
imagination set the given situation against a background which
endows it with a far greater significance than it might have seemed
to possess on its own. 1 1 7

In the process of rereading a text both imagination and memory depend on
an 'absence' in the text in order to function. One can only imagine or picture
something which is not present. If the object were present one would no longer
imagine it, one would perceive it or see it. Thus, "the written part of the text gives
us the knowledge but it is the unwritten part that gives us the opportunity to picture
things; indeed without the elements of indeterminacy, the gaps in the text, we
should not be able to use our imagination". J 18 When one rereads, Iser notes, it is
memory as well as imagination which comes into play. And memory does not
present a precise replica of what has been already read. If memory were to evoke
an image which could reassume its original shape then memory and perception
would be identical and they are not. Absence and indeterminacy for Iser, then, are
to be found in the gaps in the text - in the text's sudden shifts of directions and
disjunctions - because it is these very gaps which allow for the exercise of the
reader's imagination.

For deconstructionists, absence and indeterminacy are

characteristics of language itself, although one might argue that the discovery of the

1 16 Iser op cit p. 212.
,
1 1 7 ibid. p. 213.
1 1 8 ibid. p. 218.

the blowtorch in the crucible

absences and indeterminacy

-

1�

the sedimentation of different and deferred

meanings which can never be completed or exhausted - is dependent, in fact, on a
reader exercising imagination. One might say that Iser's reader is holistic putting things together, supplying data to create meaning in the text - whereas the
deconstructive reader is analytical

- taking text apart and resisting holism.

However, while the deconstructive reader resists holism and reads analytically,
there is still in this process of analysis a sense in which the reader is supplying data
or unearthing previously sedimented meanings. Lewis's literary reader, one might
assume, is not far removed from the deconstructive reader. For Lewis the "specific
value or good of literature considered as Logos . ..

[is that ] it admits us to

experiences other than our own"(EC 139).
Where Iser clearly parts company with deconstruction is at the end point of
the game. This point for deconstructionists is the point at which they may say that
one game in the sequence of games which makes up the whole has reached its end,
its point of exhaustion rather than completion. The play is suspended for a time,
ready to be taken up again. At this same point, though, Iser would say that the
game comes to a completion of a sort. Because we have the strange situation that
"the reader cannot know what his actual participation or entanglement in the text
actually entails", 1 19 the completion is not one which prevents the game ever being
taken up again and played to a different conclusion. But this game is over, to
some extent resolved. By reading, Iser believes, "we uncover the unformulated
part of the text, and this very indeterminacy is the force that drives us to work out a
configurative meaning while at the same time giving us the necessary degree of
freedom to do so". l20 In claiming that "the production of the meaning of literary
texts

...

also entails the possibility that we may formulate ourselves and so

discover what had previously seemed to elude our consciousness [and that] these
are the ways

in which literature gives us the chance to formulate the

unformulated", Iser seems to be reaching for a closure, a resolution that
deconstruction argues is impossible.

Saunders, in Open Texts, Partial Maps ,

observes that the consequence of the various developments of critical and
theoretical thought in the mid to late twentieth century is that "discourses

are

permeable; they are habitual and conventional ways of seeing and speaking, but
they do not bind us absolutely: it is always possible, if rarely easy, to appreciate
the force of a competing way of seeing things". 12 1 Both Iser's reader and the

119 ibid. p. 224.
120 ibid. p. 222.
121 Saunders, op cit. p. 31.
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deconstructive reader are posited as active readers although the action they
undertake is not necessarily identical. Neither, however, is a passive reader who
expects the text to do

all the work

in creating meaning. C. S. Lewis was, as his

writings seem to indicate, an extraordinarily energetic writer, reader and critic.

GOD AS ICONOCLAST :
OMINOUS SURFACE INNOCENCE

1 10

ominous surface innocence

God as iconoclast

Ominous surface innocence.

Iconoclasm

"All reality is iconoclastic", says Lewis in A Grief Observed. 1 And just as
well it is, he seems to think. The observation follows a passage in which the "I" of
the text ruminates on the nature and the dangers of images. He supposes that
images, both those which are imaginative constructs of the mind and those which
are the

more concrete expressions of such mental imaging, must have their uses or

they would not have been so consistently popular in virtually all cultures.
It must be said at this point, however, that Lewis does tend to write from an
almost exclusively Anglo-centric cultural view, that which he calls 'Old Western'
and which derives from a European understanding of culture distilled from both
classicism and medievalism.2 Thus, while his remarks about many things, images
included, may be seen to be relevant to many cultures, it is probable that Lewis
himself was concerned only with his own culture.

That he was not entirely

ignorant of other cultures however,3 nor totally uninterested in them, seems evident
from the trilogy which appears to offer more potential for cultural variety than the
Namia series, for example, where a nostalgia for Eurocentric medievalism
(particularly Anglcxentric) seems to set the cultural tone.
It has already been said that the "I" of the text seems to be a voice created
to speak in the text by Lewis the writer. While this

I

" "

almost certainly contains

elements of Lewis and expresses many of his views, my sense of it as a reader is
that there is some distance created between Lewis the person - the Lewis who
writes, if you will - and the voice of 'Lewis' in the text. This is not dissimilar to
1

C. S. Lewis, A Grief Observed (London : Faber & Faber,
referred to in the text as AGO.)

2 See for example C.

1964). p. 52. (Hereafter

S. Lewis, Allegoryof Love. (Oxford : Oxford University Press,

1936.)

and Oxford Historyof English Literature in the Sixteenth CentwyExcluding

�
3

(Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1954.)

For example see Lewis's paper "Psycho-analysis and uterary Criticism", delivered at

Westfield College in 1941 and published in C. S. Lewis, TheyAsked for a

Paper.

(London : Geoffrey Bles,

1962.) pp. 120 - 138.
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the way in which Lewis features as character in the trilogy.4 Walter Hooper, Peter
Schakel and George Musacchio see A Grief Observed as something other than
straightforward autobiography. They see it as a quasi-medieval treatise dealing
with grief, while conceding that it also contains much of Lewis ' s personal
experience.5 In terms of this passage on iconoclasm, it could be seen as ironic that
Lewis has himself been virtually iconised, if not canonised, by a great many of his
readers and critics. They have made of him an image which does not always
incorporate all the elements of the person as he exists in what might be called
reality.

The popular 1993 film Shadowlands i s perhaps an example of this.

Purporting implicitly to be 'The [my emphasis] true story of C. S. Lewis and Joy
Davidman' in its title sequence, the film undoubtedly sheds some light on the
character of Lewis the man but it is, nonetheless, a work of fiction. It is • A [my
emphasis again] story of C. S. Lewis and Joy Davidman', as the closing credits
more correctly claim. One might argue, then, that it is only by shattering some of
the illusions about Lewis that have been so fondly circulated that one can release the
powerful reality of his work. Lewis himself is all too aware of the seductive power
of the images we create.
Throughout A Grief Observed , which could be seen as an attempt to
demystify the manner in which images weave their seductive spell and, at the same
time, an attempt to expose the way in which we transpose ideas and images in our
creation of our own realities, Lewis performs his own acts of iconoclasm. One
could almost say that, without his knowing the terminology or philosophy of
deconstruction, Lewis in fact begins to deconstruct both God and God-language.
And it seems to me that, in many ways, he continues, perhaps unwittingly, with the
same project throughout the trilogy.

In this particular passage of A Grief

Observed, though, he is asserting that

[i]mages of the holy become holy images - sacrosanct. My idea
of God is not a divine idea. It has to be shattered time after time.

He shatters it Himself.

He is the great iconoclast.

Could we not almost say that this shattering is one of the marks of
His presence'? The Incarnation is the supreme example; it leaves
all previous ideas of the Messiah in ruins.

And most are

'offended' by the iconoclasm; and blessed are those who are not.

4

5

S. Lewis, Out of theSilent Planet. (London: Pan, 1952.) p. 178. (Hereafter referred
to as OSP.)
G. Musacchio, "Fiction in A Grief Observed' in SEVEN. (vol 8, 1987.) pp. 74 -75.
C.
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my

emphasis)
He might rather have said the same thing should happen in our prayers.
In practice, for many Christians, the paramount truth about God is the
unchangeability of God, the dependable sameness of the God who is the same
yesterday, today and forever (Hebrews 13: 8). For them the sameness of God is a
static thing and Lewis's suggestion here of God as iconoclast, constantly changing
and breaking and reconstituting our images of the Godself, is a grotesque
proposition. For Lewis, though, such an iconoclastic God is a dynamic constant.
Indeed, in Mere Christianity, Lewis notes that "in Christianity God is not a static
thing - not even a person - but a dynamic, pulsating activity, a life, almost a kind
of drama. Almost, if you will not think me irreverent, a kind of dance" .6
Elsewhere in the same text he has struggled to present the simple (mere) unadorned
'facts' about Christianity and the Christian conception of God.

Thus God is

presented as having invented and made the universe (MC 40); as having created
things that have free will (MC 48); as the Being outside the world, who made it
and was infinitely different from anything else (Lewis extrapolates this from the
Hebrew name of God) (MC 51); as outside or beyond time ( MC 143ff); as the
God who, in the person of Jesus the Christ, died for the sins of humanity and, in
so doing, defeated death itself (MC

55). God is, for the believer, as the Celtic

hymn puts it: with (alongside), before, behind, within, beside, beneath, above ....
"Christ in quiet, Christ in danger, Christ in hearts of all that love me, Christ in
mouth of friend and stranger" 7 This 'list' of the characteristics of God strikes the
.

reader as commonplace. These are the characteristics one is used to hearing
elaborated although, as Lewis says, "there are certain things in Christianity that can
be understood from the outside .... but there

are

a great many [practical things]

that can be understood [only] after you have gone some distance along the
Christian road"(MC 125). Such a list as this, while it contains its own intellectual
challenges and provokes its own questions, does not however present the same
sort of iconoclastic complication or mystification as the other notion

-

which

surely reflects both Lewis's background in classical and medieval thought as well
as his personal response to and understanding of God - that of the dynamic God,

C. S. Lewis, MereChristianity. (London : HarperCollins, 1995.) p. 148. (Hereafter
referred to as MC.)
7 Hymn 454: "St Patrick's Breastplate" in The Australian Hymn Book(Melodv line Edition).
(Sydney : Collins, 1977.)
6
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God the iconoclast; the Lord of the Dance, to borrow Sydney Carter's hymn title.8
In MereChristianity Lewis is, as he says himself, "not writing to expound
something I could call 'my religion', but to expound 'mere' Christianity, which is
what it is and what it was long before I was born and whether I like it or not"(MC
7).9 As his preface points out he quite deliberately avoids issues of denominational

or theological controversy being, as he says, "a very ordinary layman of the
Church of England, not especially 'high', nor especially 'low ' , nor especially
anything else. .... [I]n this book I am not trying to convert anyone to my own
position" (MC 6). It is perhaps this very deliberate strategy of attempting to
present mere unadorned Christianity that leads him to make such statements as his
famous - or infamous - " .... [Jesus] either was, and is, the Son of God: or
else a madman or something worse [a lunatic or the Devil]"(MC 52). This
argument may have been modelled on a similar trope used by G. K. Chesterton
and, although it has received more than its share of acid criticism, it perhaps
exemplifies the problems inherent in trying to present a very complex issue simply,
as Lewis was attempting to do in order to reach 'the common man' of the 1940s.
Nonetheless, for Lewis himself, Christianity is, as his fiction and A Grief
Observed suggest, always a paradox and never just simple. It is an inextricable
mixture of the

simple and the complex, of reason and supra-reason. It is mystery

and as such is fair game for endless attempts to play with both its signification and
its sense. Lewis, "in the very act of trying to prove that God did not exist - in
other words that the whole of reality was senseless -

.... found that [he] was

forced to assume that one part of reality - namely [his] idea of justice - was full
of sense"(MC 42). Consequently, for him "atheism turns out to be too simple.
,

If the whole universe has no meaning,

no meaning .... "(MC 42).

we should never have found out that it has

One might quibble with his logic in arguments such

as this, despite remembering the audience for which it was written.

In his

apologetics he is often too quick to rely on the slick argument, the catchy metaphor
but elsewhere in his writing, such as in the trilogy and in A Grief Observed, the
multiple layers of reality, and the significance of one's vantage point and its
influence on one's perception refuse to be suppressed. Whether one calls this
iconoclasm, uncanniness or grotesqueness, it represents an enriching complication
both of mere Christianity and of poesis.

8 S. Carter, Lord of the Dance", Hymn 183 in The Australian Hymn Book. ibid.
9 See also C. S. Lewis, A Preface to Paradise Lost (London : Oxford University Press, 1960.)
pp. 90 - 91.
..
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The unreliability of certitude

Neither in terms of theology nor of literary theory does Lewis allow
himself to be bound easily by the usual definitions. He cannot safely be pinned
down as either a theological liberal or a theological conservative any more than he
can

be safely called "a romantic or a classicist or a modem-of-whatever-stripe in

literary matters". l O Holmer's view is that "Lewis is singularly free of theories". l l
(This view is rather disparaged by J. Beversluis in his C.S. Lewis and the Search
for Rational Religion. 1 2 Beversluis, who is critical of almost all those who have
written on Lewis before him, is in his tum criticised by Richard L. Purtill who
points out that Beversluis bases his assessment of Lewis's faith (rather than his
writing as a whole) on his life, on his apologetic writings and on the 1986 fictional
teledrama "Shadowlands" 1 3 These critical exchanges serve to emphasise yet again
.

the range of views provoked by Lewis and his work.) Argumentative and rational
as Lewis's writings are, they still "do not hang together in ways that are easy to

state" according to Holmer. l 4 There is, however, a certain "shape of thought, a
'way' and a 'how' of thinking .... that saves him from having to construe
everything in a schoolish manner". 1 5

The logic of his writings is rigorous

undoubtedly but
his picture is that of differing logics and differing rules, some of
them indigenous to an enterprise and some of them field-bound and
not otherwise transcendent of their domain. The logic and sense of
myths, fantasies, epics, gospels, and allegories are often only to be
formed from within their style and subject matter, either and/or
both. Thus no theory about them, no personal critical evaluation,
no historical account of their origin, in short nothing save the
1 0 P. L. Holmer, C. S. Lewis: The ShapeofHis Faith and Thought. (London : Sheldon Press,
1 1 ibid. p. 13.

1976.) p. 14.

1 2 J. Beversluis, C.S. Lewis and the Search for Rational Religion. (Grand Rapids Michigan:
Eerdmans. 1985.) p. xiii f/n 7.

1 3 RL. Purtill, "Did C.S. Lewis Lose His Faith?" in A. Walker & J. Patrick (eels), A._
Christianfor all Christians. (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1990.)
pp. 27 - 62.
p. 14.

14 Holmer, op cit
1 5 ibid p. 14.
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involvement appropriate to each is going to help much. l6
That "different works .... speak different ideological languages", 1 7 and
that different 'writers' emerge in texts which themselves can be read at many levels;
that his overriding goal throughout his various topics, disguises and voices might
be seen as a philosophical or religious quest; that be became a cult figure amongst
particular groups in the 1960s and 1970s, could be seen as being as true of C. S.
Lewis as it is of Mikhail Bakhtin of whom these observations were in fact made.
The height ofthe Lewis cult (in the USA particularly) perhaps peaked a little earlier
but, like Bakhtin, be will not go away.
This is not to say that Lewis and Bakhtin are theoretically identical,
although I think they were intrigued and excited by many of the same aspects of
language and literature. Nor is it to say that Bakhtin and C. S. Lewis share an
identical theoretical approach to language, a theoretical position which is the same at
all points.

Given that Lewis was as concerned about meaning and language in his

way as have been the likes of Hegel, Kant, Heidegger, Derrida, Bakhtin and any
number of other writers, philosophers and thinkers, it should hardly be surprising
that there will be possible areas of convergence and divergence in their thinking
about the issues of language, meaning and writing. There are points of similarity
which set up resonances of identity in much the same way as the Lorenz attractor
(the unstable attractor) in early Chaos Theory. The 'butterfly wings' model of the
unstable attractor is formed by tracing the path of apparently identical operations of
number or form. As the patterns are traced it becomes evident that, while there are
obvious similarities, there are also differences within the apparently identical paths
being traced - hence the butterfly wings. It is apparent symmetry but with a
recurrent and not entirely predictable flutter. "The shape signaled pure disorder,
since no point or pattern of points ever recurred. Yet it also signaled a new kind of
order".l8
For Lewis, thought was a matter of metaphysics and, if one takes the view
that thought and language are inextricably entwined, then it follows that language
is, at least in some measure, also a matter of metaphysics. A. N. Wilson asserts
that "Lewis did not understand, or attempt to understand, linguistic philosophy, or
what the followers of Wittgenstein were to think of as 'language games'. Nor was

1 6 ibid. p. 14.

1 7 M. Holquist & K. Clark Mikhal Bakhtin. (Cambridge Mass.: The Belknap Press of the
i
Harvard University Press, 1984.) p. 1.
1 8 J. Gleick Chaos. (London : Abacus, 1993.) p. 30.
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he a philologist" )9 However Lewis does propound his own ideas in Studies in
Words, published in 1960. Here, in the Introduction, Lewis notes that one cannot
learn only about the meanings of words. One is also discovering - or uncovering
- the "native habitat ..." of the words.20 Lewis's aim in writing this text, based on
his lectures at Cambridge, was to enable readers of the latter twentieth century to
understand more easily what was the intention of the original writer although, as
his controversy with E. M. W. Tillyard in the nineteen-thirties indicated, he himself
was neither a victim nor proponent of "the personal heresy". His aim was "to
facilitate .... a more accurate reading of old books"(SW 3). It was his opinion
that
[i]f we read an old poem with insufficient regard for change in the
overtones, and even the dictionary meanings of words since its date
-

if, in fact, we are content with whatever effect the words

accidentally produce in our modern minds - then of course we do
not read the poem the old writer intended. What we get may still
be, in our opinion, a poem; but it will be our poem, not his. If we
call this tout court ' reading' the old poet, we are deceiving
ourselves. ... Of course any man is entitled to say he prefers
.

poems he makes for himself out of his mistranslations to the poems
the writers intended. I have no quarrel with him. He need have
none with me. Each to his taste. (SW 3).
To avoid such 'misreading' Lewis, despite his lack of systematic philology,
believed that knowledge of the meanings of words was essential. It was only from
such knowledge that the reader could build up an effective picture of the words'
'natural

habitat', he thought Although, in his theory, Lewis seems to overlook the

difficulty of readers ever being able to empty themselves of their own
preconceptions or place themselves outside their own frames of reference, his non
theoretical writing seems to take some account of this. In A Grief Observed for
example, one has the sense of a constant dis-ease or unease on the writer's part
with his recollections of H. Constantly there is the fear that his memory of H. is
unreliable. For example, when he talks about thinking about "the H. facts - real
words, looks, laughs and actions of hers" there is always the fear that
1 9 A. N. Wilson,

C. S. Lewis. (London : Collins, 1990.) p. 276.

20 C. S. Lewis, Srudies in Words. (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1990.)
p. 2. (Hereafter referred to in the text as SW.)
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it is my own mind that selects and groups them. Already, less than
a month after her death, I can feel the slow, insidious beginning of
a process that will make the H. I think of into a more and more
imaginary woman. Founded on fact, no doubt. I shall put in
nothingfictitious(or I hope I shan't). But won't the composition
inevitably become more and more my own? The reality is no
longer there to check me, to pull me up short, as the real H. so
often did, so unexpectedly, by being so thoroughly herself and not
me (AGO 18).
There is, it seems to me, always the danger that, when one relies on one's
own knowledge or experience to 'read' reality, some of "the rough, sharp,
cleansing tang of .... otherness is gone"(AGO 19); always the danger that one
can never be

sure, never reach the end of meaning or reality. It may be, though,

that the fluidity and uncertainty with which one constructs the remembered image
of a person is different from the way in which one constructs a reading or
rereading of a text (sacred or otherwise) which is haunted by prior readings.
However some such uncertainty seems to be the case with the trilogy for instance.
Indeed, as Lewis points out, too much knowledge leaves open the very real
possibility of misunderstanding(SW 5). Not only that but
prolonged thought about the words which we ordinarily use to

think with can produce a momentary aphasia. I think it is to be
welcomed. It is well that we should become aware of what we are
doing when we speak, of the ancient, fragile, and extremely potent
instruments that words are (SW 6).
For contemporary theorists such

as

deconstructionists it is precisely this

momentary aphasia, together with the impossibility of reaching the point of
certainty or the end of meaning which is the exciting characteristic of language.
For Bakhtin (who is far from being a deconstructionist), this excitement is also to
be found in the dialogic nature of language, particularly within the novel.

He

coined the term 'heteroglossia'21 to explain the way in which language worked on
many levels simultaneously to create a multi-levelled reality. For both Bakhtin and
21 M . M., Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination, ed. M.

Holquist, trs. C. Emerson & M.
Holquist. (Austin : University of Texas Press, 1981.) pp. 67ff.
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Lewis, language became in some ways the only effective way in which to explore
the notion of time-space, what the physicist Paul Davies calls the "timescape"22
but, whereas Bakhtin develops his theory of the chronotope to explore these
notions, Lewis resorts mostly to fiction. That is not to say that A Grief Observed
does not, in its way, also raise these matters. The relationship between time and
space and reality as we commonly perceive it has been one which has fascinated
thinkers - philosophers, scientists and writers - almost since thought has been
recorded. For most mere mortals this field, which we usually relegate to the
bizarre, the grotesque or the 'too difficult by half', comes closest to us perhaps in
moments of dream, nightmare or grief.

One moment last night can be described in similes; otherwise
it won't go into language at all. Imagine a man in total darkness. He
thinks he is in a cellar or a dungeon. Then there comes a sound. He

thinks it might be a sound from far off - waves or wind-blown trees
or cattle half a mile away. And if so, it proves he's not in the cellar,
but free, in the open air. Or it may be a much smaller sound close at
hand - a chuckle of laughter. And if so, there is a friend just beside
him in the dark. Either way, a good, good sound.

I'm not mad

enough to take such an experience as evidence for anything. It is
simply the leaping into imaginative activity of an idea which I would
always have theoretically admitted - the idea that I, or any mortal at
any time, may be utterly mistaken as to the situation he is really in.

Five senses; an incurably abstract intellect; a haphazardly
selective memory; a set of preconceptions and assumptions so
numerous that I can never examine more than a minority of them never become even conscious of them all. How much of total reality

can such an apparatus let through? . . . .. (AGO 50 - 51).
Here Lewis, although he admits that anyone including himself, may at any
time be mistaken as to the situation he is really in, still seems to cling to the notion
that there is a fixed objective reality out there even if one may not be able with any
confidence to ascertain what it is. However, in The Last Battle, as the end of the
battle draws near and the 'good' characters are apparently reunited in a small stable,
reality seems to be a much more flexible concept. Tirian, Digory and the children
22

P. Davies, TheRjddle of Tjme. Interview with Philip Adams.SBS TV (30nt95.)
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recognise that the stable is in fact much bigger on the inside than it is on the
outside. There is no lack of space at all. But, for the other inhabitants of the stable,
the dwarves, all that exists is blackness and lack of room. For them the stable is a
black hole, one which Tirian asserts exists only in their own fancy. "Their prison
is only in their own minds, yet they are in that prison; and so afraid of being taken
in that they cannot be taken out".23 When Aslan roars out "'TI.ME"(TLB 135),
reality as it has been seems to be overthrown. "Obviously, unless either the Door
had grown very much larger or the creatures had suddenly grown as small as
gnats, a crowd like that couldn't ever have tried to get through it. But no one
thought about that sort of thing at the time"(TLB 138). This seems to be very
close to saying that reality is as it is apprehended. Such a notion is not one with
which the Lewis of the apologetic writings is comfortable. Nonetheless, it is a
notion which seems to characterise the fiction. When Ransom first lands on
Malacandra, for example, his perception is that this is a hostile place, the
inhabitants of which are out to destroy him. This is the 'reality' which has been
imposed on him by Weston and Devine and thus, at first, he flees from the
Malacandra.n lifeforms which he initially sees as threatening or disgusting (OSP
61ff). Later he comes to appreciate the hrossa and the sorns and the pfiOtriggi
as they really are . "Nothing could be more disgusting than the one impression;
nothing more delightful than the other. It all depended on the point of view"(OSP

66). Whatever objective reality is, then, it seems that the human mind cannot
comprehend it in its totality: it can only rely on what it perceives at any instant of
time from any one point of view.
Despite Lewis's belief in the predominance of imagination as a means of
discovering truth, his childhood invention of 'Animal-Land', his devotion to
'Northernness' and his apparent belief that there are many 'doors' to other worlds
- many magical places, the "chinks or chasms between this world and that" which
are now rarer than they once were24 -

his apologetics seem to deny such

possibilities. It could be said that, in terms of his early experiences of imagination,
which he categorises into

reverie,

daydream, wishfulfilling fantasy and

invention25, the later Lewis is somewhat ambivalent. This certainly seems to be
the case in his highly questionable autobiography, Surprised By Joy .

pp. 128 - 135.
(Hereafter referred to in the text as TLB.)
C. S. Lewis, Prince Caspian. (Harmondswort.b : Penguin, 1962.) p. 185. (Hereafter
referred to in the text as PC.)
C. S. Lewis, SwprisedByJoy. London : Collins. 1959 (London : Geoffrey Bles, 1955).
p. 18. (Hereafter referred to in the text as SBJ.)

23 C. S. Lewis, The Last Battle. (Hannondsworth : Penguin, 1964.}
24
25

Like

120
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Wilson, I believe that, while much of what is recorded in Surprised By Joy is a
'true' account of Lewis's early life, the whole is nonetheless a carefully crafted
invention, a work of fiction. This is not to say that the work lacks either integrity
or honesty but rather that the Lewis who writes it sees and, in a sense, re-invents
himself according to an image of himself which he has developed in the meantime.
Perhaps the most honest autobiography of Lewis comes from his Letters, despite
editorial manipulation, rather than from Surprised By Joy.

That the title of the

latter is deliberately ambiguous is, I think, highly probable. (It may be a deliberate
joke, given that he had already met Joy Davidman whom he was later to marry.)
By

1955,

the year of publication, Lewis had indeed been converted from mere

theism to mere Christianity. Despite the fact that the bulk of his popular apologetics
stemmed from the

1940s, following his conversion to theism in 193 1 , he could still

write to Sister Penelope at Wantage in June

1951 in these terms:

Indeed (I do not know whether to be ashamed or joyful at
confessing this) I realise that until about a month ago I never really
believed (tho' I thought I did) in God's forgiveness. What an ass I
have been both for not knowing and for thinking I knew.

I

now

feel one most never say one believes or understands
anything:

at any moment a doctrine I thought I already possessed

may blossom into this new reality .... . 26[my emphasis]

If, indeed, Lewis or anyone else were to act in such a manner then
presumably no-one would ever actually do or say anything. Such, of course, is the
paradox of the dedicated deconstructionist.

Deconstruction, as Norris notes,

cannot be consistently acted upon unless one wishes to court madness.27
Nonetheless this almost permanent provisionality, this sense of uncertainty or
contingency, is precisely the hiatus that deconstruction would hope to introduce
into the certain and absolute world of closure (certainty, 'truth') so desired by
readers (and, often, by writers as well). And Lewis did not, of course, any more
than any other person consistently hereafter act in accord with this feeling. But the
underlying notion here, unspoken though it may be, is surely that reality

- and

possibly even truth - is contingent rather than absolute. Indeed, elsewhere, when
talk.ing about myth, reality and truth, he notes that "what flows into you from the
26

C. S. Lewis, Letters. eds. W.H. Lewis & W. Hooper. London : Collins, 1988 (London :
Geoffrey Bles, 1966).

p. 410. (Hereafter referred to in the text as Leners).

27 C. Norris, Deconstruction: Theory& Practice. (London & New York : Methuen, 1982.)
p. xii.
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myth is not truth but reality (truth is always about something but reality is that
about which truth is) and therefore every myth becomes the father of innumerable
truths on the abstract level".28
Lewis had long before this been surprised by the "joy" which he describes
as being something which always "reminds. It is never a possession, always a
desire for something longer ago or further away or still 'about to be"'(SBJ 66).
Joy is "distinct not only from pleasure in general but even from aesthetic pleasure.
It must have the stab, the pang, the inconsolable longing"(SBJ 62). In relation to
the Animal-Land and Boxen stories, Lewis claims that they were not fantasy so
much as works of invention. He was not one of the characters therein but rather he
was the external creator of these worlds. For him invention was very different
from reverie. "In my daydreams I was training myself to be a fool; in mapping and
chronicling Animal-Land I was training myself to become a novelist. .... the
invented world was not imagination"(SBJ 18). Nor did these inventions have
anything in common with the later Namia, he asserted (SBJ

18fn).

The

experience of conventional education by all accounts was a far from positive one
for the young Lewis. And it may well have been responsible for the apparent
dichotomy in his later writing: the difference in outlook between the apologetics
and the fictional works. He says that
[f]rom that fll"St moment in the schoolroom at Chartres my secret,
imaginative life began to be so important and so distinct from my
outer life that I almost have to tell two separate stories. The two
lives do not seem to influence each other at all . Where there are
hungry wastes, starving for Joy, in the one, the other may be full of
cheerful bustle and success; or again, where the outer life is
miserable, the other may be brimming over with ecstasy. By the
imaginative life I here mean only my life as concerned with Joy including in the outer life much that would be ordinarily called
imagination .... Even Animal-Land and India belong to the 'Outer'
(SBJ 66-67).
Lewis's own defrnition here of the difference between his 'inner' and 'outer' life
only serves, of course, to blur any easy assumption of a dichotomy in his writing
coming from a dichotomy between what we might normally perceive to be the
28 C. S. Lewis, "Myth Became Fact" in God in the Dock, ed. W. Hooper. (I...n..o don :
HarperCollins, 1979.)

p. 43. Also quoted in Wilson, op cit. p. 219.
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It is 'Joy' which makes the significant

difference - and that can be found wherever.

Time-space

contingency

....

mystery

Whereas relativity or contingency seems to overtake Lewis in his fiction
and to disconcert him in his essays and apologetics, it is the stuff which Bakhtin
relishes. Questions of uncertainty, simultaneity and relativity fascinate him as they
do twentieth century physicists. Far from being frightening ideas, as they seem to
be in some respects to Lewis, they are to Bakhtin positive
excitement.

-

a cause for

Bakhtin does not attempt to underplay the grotesqueness or

uncanniness of such ideas but rather he sees in the very grotesqueness a force
which impels language, ideas and especially the novel , forward. Bakhtin gives to
the intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships that is expressed in
literature, the name 'chronotope' - literally 'time-space'. He borrows the term,
more or less divested of its particular scientific and mathematical connotations, for
literature almost as a metaphor. "What counts for us", Bakhtin says, "is the fact
that it expresses the inseparability of space and time (time as the fourth dimension
of space)" .29 In the literary or artistic chronotope, as Bakhtin conceives of it,
"spatial and temporal indicators are fused into one carefully thought out concrete
whole.

Time, as it were, thickens, takes on flesh, becomes artistically visible;

likewise space becomes charged and responsive to the movements of time, plot and
history. The intersection of axes and fusion of indicators characterizes the artistic
chronotope".30 Bakhtin did not pretend to have elaborated an exhaustive theory
here but this was an integral part of his working towards an historical poetics of the
novel. He recognised that these ideas were incomplete and imprecise and that they
needed to be seen in the context of continuing work, both in the USSR and abroad,
into the nature of space and time in art and literature (as well as, one might add, in
science).

The physicist Paul Davies, for example, declares that there is no Newtonian
absolute universal time, no universal present moment that divides time into past,

29
30

Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination. op cit

ibid.

p. 84.

p. 84.
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present and future. There is no common "now" .3 1 For physicists such as Davies,
time exists as a fourth dimension alongside the three spatial dimensions and the
world is a timescape. Things exist in space-time. The relativity of time in the post
Newtonian scheme of things enables one to posit time as apparently "thickening"
and "thinning".

The so-called 'Twins Paradox', for example, explains the

paradoxical inconsistencies of the passage of time in the case of twins, one of
whom remains earth-bound while the other hurtles off into space for a period of ten
years. When the space twin returns after ten years, the earth twin has aged and
demonstrates all the physical characteristics of the passage of the intervening

ten

years. The space twin, however, demonstrates no comparable ageing and, indeed,
his chronometer has him as having been absent for only

one

year. The ensuing

argument about how much time bas elapsed is futile since both twins are correct.
The closer one is to the speed of light, the greater the differences in the passage of
time. The 'Twins Paradox' i s obviously a fiction designed to explain the
phenomenon already being measurably recognised in Russian cosmonauts who
have remained for long periods in space, isolated from the effects of gravity on
both themselves and time. And there is of course the additional paradox that,
although we all as human beings intuitively
experiments cannot measure such

passage

know

that time passes, laboratory

of time.

They can only measure

intervals of time.
It was perhaps fortunate for Lewis that it was Tolkien to whom fell the task
of writing a science fiction story that dealt with time travel, while Lewis himself
concentrated on travel in space. Although he realised that one could not write about
space travel without also considering the passage of time, he nonetheless dealt with
it only cursorily in the trilogy.

In the Namia series on the other hand the

inconsistencies and eccentricities of time are almost taken for granted. Quite clearly
Narnian time and Earth time are very different from each other.32 The children can
spend years in Narnia and return to Earth to find that only a matter of minutes or
hours has elapsed. For example, at the conclusion of their first excursion into
Narnia through the War Drobe, the children return to the 'real world' of

1943

or

thereabouts, only to discover that it was "the same hour of the same day on which
they bad all gone into the wardrobe to hide".3 3 Similarly, in the trilogy, time

31

P. Davies, TheRiddle of Time. op cit.

32 W. E. Beresford-Maning, Playing with the Narnian Texts
33

: Lite
raryTheoryand C. S.
Lewis. (Unpublished thesis, B.A. Hens. Geelong : Deakin University 1988.)
p. 56ff.
C. S. Lewis, The Lion. the Witch and the Wardrobe (Harmondsworth : Penguin, 1959.)
p. 170. (Hereafter referred to in the text as LWW.)
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seems to be an almost infinitely flexible thing and yet almost a matter of irrelevance
to the story. There is little real attempt to relate the relative passage of earth-time
and space-time in general.

Despite references to events that had occurred

thousands of years earlier and yet implicitly within the range of the Malacandran
Oyarsa's lifetime, time in Out of the Silent Planet seems to be measured in very
ordinary earth time. For example, on the returnjourney from Malacandra, the three
are given ninety days in which to arrive safely back on Thulcandra, Earth. "On the
ninetieth day [the spaceship] will unbody, it will become what you call
nothing"(OSP

165).

There is no suggestion here that time is anything other than

'normal' time and indeed the novel ends with the hint that time 'warps' are yet to
come. "Now that 'Weston' has shut the door, the way to the planets lies through
the past; if there is to be more space travelling it will have to be time-travelling
as well .... !"(OSP

187).

Time is a much more fluid concept in That Hideous

Stren� where Jane Studdock's dreams (or nightmares) can be either predictive or
reportive in character and Mr Fisher-King, the Ransom who spent a year on
Perelandra without noticing the time passing at all ,34 appears to be simultaneously
a boy of twenty and ageless. 35 In Voya�e to Venus time seems to be consistent,
both on Earth and in space, perhaps reflecting Lewis's lack of familiarity with, or
(more probably) lack of interest in, Einstein's work on the relativity of time, the
theory of which he formulated in

1915.

Clearly then, Lewis seems to have no difficulty in accepting these
fluctuations, within the context of fantasy or mythopoesis. However, within his
apologetics, especially Mere Christianity, he seems somehow to fall back on the
Newtonian sense of time in order to explain the infinitude of God. In his attempts
to explain simply the notion of a God who exists outside of time, Lewis uses much
the same sort of terms that Paul Davies uses, writing half a century later and with
the benefit of the discoveries and theories of quantum physics at his disposal,
simply to explain the concept of time itself. For Lewis "almost certainly God is not
in Time .... not hurried along in the Time-stream of this universe any more than
an author is hurried along in the imaginary time of his own novel" (MC

143).

Here Lewis is attempting an explanation directed at dispelling an image of God
facing a logjam of human entreaties or activities all occurring simultaneously
(within the human time frame). But in fact such logjams can occur theoretically
within the sphere of human activity all the time - and, in practice, they often do.
34 C. S.

Lewis,

35 C. S.

Lewis, That Hideous Strength. (London :

Voyage to Venu
s<P
erelandral (London :

(Hereafter referred to in the text as VV.)
to in the text as THS.)

Pan, 1953.) p. 204.

Pan, 1955.) p. 84. (Hereafter referred
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(We all know o f times when there are so many separate and often apparently
mutually exclusive demands on our time that we become virtually paralysed.) But
since no individual human is likely to have to confront this phenomenon in the
same actuality as God might, we seem to live with the comfortable illusion that this
is not the case, that events really do happen in a fairly singular sequence - even
though we know that in practice a number of events can occur simultaneously.
Hence Stephen Hawking's 'Chronology Protection Hypothesis', which takes
account not only of temporal simultaneity but also of the theoretical possibility in a
post-Newtonian universe of the future preceding the present and the past occurring
subsequent to the present. Hawking 's hypothesis proposes that "in some way
nature must prevent us from travelling back into the past, even if it appears that the
laws of physics will allow us to do it" .36 But for the God of Mere Christiani�

all the days are 'now' .... He does not remember you doing things
yesterday; He simply sees you doing them, because, though you
have lost yesterday, He has not. He does not 'foresee' you doing
things tomorrow; He simply sees you doing them: because, though
tomorrow is not yet there for you, it is for Him (MC 145).

When Lewis begins to attempt to explain the nature of God he begins,
however, to sound like Paul Davies.

Faced with the problem of reconciling

apparent determinism and free will, Lewis refers to events which may happen in
which the result does not come after the cause. These situations characteristically,
if one is imagining them, have, for Lewis, a simultaneity about them. In taking an

example of the relative positions of two books, where A is the book underneath
and B the book resting on A, Lewis would have his readers imagine that these
books had been in these positions for ever. In such a case, he says, B ' s position
would always have been resulting from A's position but A ' s position would not
have existed before B ' s position. (A would merely have been 'there'

-

not

'underneath' B, prior to the advent of B.) Thus, says Lewis, "the result does not
come after the cause" (MC 146). If one attempts to explain the nature of God,

there is no before and after about it. ... [T]hat is why it is important
to make clear why one thing can be the source, or cause, or origin of
another without being before it. The Son exists because the Father
exists :

but there never was a time before the Father produced

3 6 Quoted by Davies in The Riddle ofTime. op cit.
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147).

In an attempt to resolve this apparent paradox Lewis refers back to the imaginary
pair of books . In the act of imagining the books, he says, you do not first imagine
and then, secondly, as a result ' get the picture' . Rather, the moment you imagine,
the picture is there (MC 147). Thus God is, and is Triune. And, as has been said,
in Christianity as Lewis understands it, God is "not a static thing, nor even a
person but rather a dynamic, pulsating activity, a life, almost a kind of drama ...
kind of dance"(MC

148).

a

Such a view as this would strike many Christians, and

possibly many non-Christians as well, as a grotesque notion. For many, such a
challenge to the notion of the constancy of God, which for them is the hallmark of
Christianity, is indeed an act of iconoclasm. That Lewis claims that God commits
this act of iconoclasm is a shocking piece of grotesqueness. And yet, as Lewis
points out, other people

-

such as H.

-

are to each of us, "like God,

incomprehensible and unimaginable" (AGO 22). Once we begin then to believe
that we know and/or understand the other - be that other another person or God we are surely creating phantoms of our own imagination. And, if that is so, the
other - or the OTHER - presumably has no choice but to smash the image in
order to reassert reality whatever it might be. In similar vein, many would be
disconcerted by Lewis's assertion that "reality never repeats. The exact same thing
is never taken away and given back" (AGO 25). And again I am drawn back to
the butterfly wings of the Lorenz attractor, the precursor of Chaos Theory, and the
notion that, indeed, reality is never repeated identically. Rather there is disorder,
and order within the disorder and so on ad infinitum.

"Can a mortal ask questions which God finds unanswerable? Quite easily,
I should think. All nonsense questions are unanswerable. How many hours are
there in a mile? Is yellow square or round? Probably half the questions we ask halfour great theological and metaphysical problems are like that"(AGO

55). It is

as though the experience of this process of grief somehow suspends the 'normal '
parameters of thought and frees the writer here to recognise that this is "a problem
I'm setting myself'(AGO

55).

He no longer believes that it is God who is setting

these problems for him at all.

Rather, mortals create these problems for

themselves. To some extent at least these problems are rooted in language and our
concepts of the site and the source of meaning.
Whereas Lewis seems to have developed his 'theory of language', if it can
be so called, from his experience of reading a vast range of texts in a breathtaking
range of original languages, Bakhtin seems to have developed his theories from
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both his extensive reading, particularly of Dostoevsky and Rabelais and in response
to the theoretical climate - and the political climate - which surrounded him (and
often oppressed him) in the USSR. Both Lewis and Bakhtin have in common, not
only their being steeped in medieval literature but also their commitment each to a
particular ideology and a willingness to use intellectual subversion as a means of
attempting to alert their readers to what they saw as potential threats to their
particular ideologies. For Bakhtin the commitment was to socialism and the
perceived - and undoubtedly real - threat was Stalinism.

He faced almost

insurmountable difficulties in having his scholarship recognised, particularly his
doctoral work on Rabelais, since it was thought that, despite the work's undisputed
quality, it contained subversive references to the Stalinist government of the time.
Not only that but Bakhtin refused to align himself with either of the major
ideological poles of contemporary Soviet literary theory, preferring to chart his own
course. In like manner, Lewis pursued his course in historical literary criticism as
he called it, eschewing the "personal fallacy", which rested overmuch on perceived
authorial intention - and, often, on the author's presumed personal history. Nor
was he enamoured of the later theories generated by the language theory of
Wittgenstein and other similar philosophers.
However, where Bakhtin recognised his ideological bias and, indeed,
asserted it, Lewis failed to recognise that he was as ideologically bound as were
any of his 'opponents'. For Lewis, Christianity simply was. Certainly it was the
framework within which his thinking was structured - with complex modifications
engendered as a result of his rationalist training by 'the Great Knock' and his
robust encounters with his fellow Inklings: J. R. R. Tolkien, Owen Barfield, Hugo
Dyson, Neville Coghill, Charles Williams and Humphrey Carpenter. Lewis was
quite ready to attack any ideology which he opposed, particularly what he saw as
the insidious development of ' modem' (twentieth century) science into almost a
post-humanist as well as a post-Christian ideology, but he seemed to be
constitutionally incapable of seeing himself as being ideologically bound by his
understanding of Christianity. And, indeed, it may well be the case that in certain
of his works - notably the trilogy, Till We Have Faces and even, to some extent,
A Grief Observed - his Christianity does not act like the straitjacket that it is in his
apologetics and many of his essays. Even in the Narnia stories, where the allegory

almost

declares itself to be exclusively Christian, it seems to me that there are

unmistakable evidences of the influence of Lewis's medievalism. The dwarves, the
White Witch, giants, talking animals, chivalric ideas - and even the preponderance
of violence - not to forget Father Christmas, all seem to hark back to a medieval
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mindset in which there were apparently simple equivalences and interactions
between the material and the spiritual worlds.

On one level, one might say, there

was an innocent acceptance of the intertwining of both worlds. The improbable
was always possible. Today, of course, the sophisticated reader might find all this
more than a little bizarre or even grotesque. But grotesqueness is not the same as
straitjacketed sterility.
Although it appears that Lewis may have written his fiction without any
apparent awareness of his own ideology - he is on record as stating that his stories
begin with pictures and develop from there

-

he does have nonetheless his

theories of reading or, perhaps we might say, of language. For him much is vested
in the history of words and thus an accurate knowledge of the history of words is
essential to 'good' reading. (This is despite the fact that Tolkien, the philologist,
described Lewis as being hopeless in the field of philology !) In An Experiment in
Criticism Lewis develops and propounds his theory of reading. He assumes that
language carries with it, or words carry with them, meaning or the multiple
meanings that have built up as accretions over time and as a result of usage.

He

describes readers as being either literary ( ' good' readers in his terms) or
unliterary.37 The unliterary readers are the ones who read themselves into every
text they read - whether their reading be wish-fulft.lment, self-projection or merely
idle. This reading of the self into the text is not to be confused with Norman
Holland's later reader-reception theory. For Holland the 'self' that reads itself into
whatever texts it reads is not merely an isolated solipsistic self.38 It is already a self
formed by past readings of texts.39 Lewis' s unliterary readers, on the other hand
and by definition, remain essentially untouched by any text that they read. Thus
they are virtually condemned always to read themselves with total subjectivity into
any text they encounter. For them there can be no sense of the world of the text
opening up new vistas or horizons. By contrast, the literary readers 'read out from
the text' that which is there, embedded in it.
There are, however, so many provisos surrounding Lewis's categorisation
of readers that one might easily believe that there are, or there

can

be, in actual fact

NO literary readers - or at least very few. To read in a literary fashion seems to
mean proj ecting oneself back into the text and rediscovering the world of the
author's mind as it is displayed there. At one and the same time then, Lewis seems
to be suggesting that language itself is the repository, the storehouse, of meaning
37

C. S. Lewis, An Experiment in Criticism. (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press,
1961.) pp. 88ff. (Hereafter referred to in the text as EC.)

38 N. Holland, "Unity Identity Text Self' in PMLA 90 (1975).
39 R. Barthes, S/Z. tr. R. Miller. (London : Jonathon Cape, 1975.)

p.

10.
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and that the key is held permanently by both the writer and the reader. The text
becomes almost a vault, hoardin g meaning, which needs matching keys to unlock
it. In his theoretical experimenting (which many traditional 'Christian' Lewis
scholars disparage as being an eccentric late work since it was written

in 1961)

Lewis seems to waver between the modern deconstructionist position that language
is the site of meaning, on the one hand, and a sort of reader-response position, on
the other hand. But in either case he seems to expect that the literary reader will
construct (or reconstruct) the text through the act of reading. The literary reader is
anything but a passive observer of the text.
Bakhtin, however, more clearly occupies the middle theoretical ground
between the Russian 'Personalists' on the one hand and the deconstructionists on
the other. The Personalists take the view that "we can, by speaking, appropriate to
our own use the impersonal structure of the language which is 'always already
there"'40 whereas the deconstructionists go to the other extreme, conceiving of the
human voice as "merely another means for registering differences".41 According to
Holquist and Clark, Bakhtin, in arguing that the apparently mutual contradiction
between these two extremes obscures other possible ways to conceive language,
develops an account of language that is both profound and sensible.42

"The

opposition between an overconfident monologue at one extreme and an ascetic
silence at the other creates a false

tertium non datur,

a mutual contradiction

resulting in a dead end".43 Bakhtin's response to this impasse is that one

can

mean what one says but only "indirectly, at a second remove", in words that one
takes and gives back to the [linguistic] community according to the protocols it
observes.44 Thus one's voice can create meaning but only in concert or, optimally,

in dialogue with others. In this view "meaning is made as a product, much as a
work of folklore is 'made' in societies that hold strictly to their traditions. A work
of folklore", according to Bak.htin, "comes into existence only at the moment it is
accepted by a particularcommunity".45 For Bakhtin, as for Lewis, "the laughing,
parodic-travestying literature of the Middle Ages"46 was an extremely rich lode.

The three ideas about language differ in terms of the semantic space
that each presupposes: for Personalists space is inner, for
40

Holquist & Clark, op cit. p. 12.
ibid. p. u.
ibid. p. 12.
ibid. p. 12.
ibid. p. 12.
45 ibid. p. 13.
46 Bakhtin. TheQi�ogic Im�nation. op cit
p. 68.
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Deconstructionists space is elsewhere, and for Bakhtin space is
somewhere in between. This 'in betweenness' suggests not only
meaning's need always to be shared but also the degree to which
multiplicity and struggle characterize Bakhtin's heteroglot view of
language. At the highest level of abstraction the contest may be
conceived as a Manichean struggle.47

One might well contend that such an argument is also traced through the
pages of A Grief Observed .

For Bakhtin, the struggle within language, its

stratification, diversity and randomness - that which he calls the heteroglossia of
language - is not only paradoxically "a static invariant in the life of language, but
also what ensures it its dynamics.

....

Alongside the centripetal forces, the

centrifugal forces of language carry on their uninterrupted work; alongside

....

centralization and unification, the uninterrupted processes of decentralization and
disunification go forward".48 The Lewis who writes in A Grief Observed seems
to be offering us a raw, unprocessed, unsanitised view into the heart of this
struggle both of language and of life as he indulges in this already quoted49
dialogue with the grieving self:

I must think more about H. and less about myself.

Yes, that sounds very well.

But there's a snag.

I am thinking

about her nearly always. Thinking of the H. facts - real words,
looks, laughs, and actions of hers. But it is my own mind that
selects and groups them.

Already, less than a month after her

death, I feel the slow, insidious beginning of a process that will
make the H. that I think of into a more and more imaginary woman.
Founded on fact, no doubt. I shall put in nothing fictitious (or I
hope I shan't). But won't the composition inevitably become more
and more my own? The reality is no longer there to check me, to
pull me up short, as the real H. so often did so unexpectedly, by.
being so thoroughly herself and not me (AGO 17-18).

Here, the corrective to excessive subjectivity, and the distortions which may

47 Holquist & Clark, op cit. p. 13.
48 Bakhtin, op cit p. 272.
49 See p. 117, this chapter.
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flow from it. is otherness which, rather than one's own perceptions, is seen as the
site of reality. And yet even that other reality was (or is) presumably bound by the
same bonds of the other's subjectivity.

So the struggle continues. Bakhtin

conceives of otherness as "the ground of all existence and of dialogue as the primal
structure of any particular existence, representing a constant exchange between
what is and what is not yet . .
..

o

' ' .s

However, for Bakhtin, the self/other

dichotomy is not as emphatically solipsistic as in Romantic philosophy. At first it
might appear that both Lewis and Bakhtin share a common theory of language and
the self, inasmuch as both appear to believe that the self cannot exist without the
other/OTHER: "The Bakhtinian self is never whole since it can only exist
dialogically".5 1 However, Bakhtin is utterly opposed to the Romantic longing for
wholeness - the desire which Lewis calls 'Joy' - "that homesickness which
produced the German vision of an ancient Greek

Gemeinschaft

from which all

subsequent history has been a falling away, a second exile from Eden into a world
of fatally split consciousness in the self and alienation in society" .52 For Lewis
such dis-ease within the self and alienation in society are realities consequent upon
the fall of humanity, and wbich can be rectified only by the atonement of Christ and
a final judgement. Thus Lewis aligns himself here with the German Romantics
rather than Bakhtin, for whom dialogism "celebrates alterity: it is a merry science, a

froliche Wissenscha.ft

of the other.

As the world needs my alterity to give it

meaning, I need the authority of others to define, or author myselr', he says.53
When it comes to the question of reality repeating itself, however, both
Bakhtin and Lewis again appear to take similar positions. According to Holquist
and Clark, Bakhtin asserts that

even when a situation repeats itself among humans we cannot know
absolutely how each of us will respond. Each of us has a capacity to
be unique .... the distinctiveness of each person's response to the
environment is the specific form of that person's answerability. . .

..

How we respond is how we take responsibility for ourselves . .....54

Lewis is adamant that "Reality never repeats. The exact same thing is never taken
away and given back"(AGO 25). Much as we all want that to be the case, he says,
50 Holquist & C1ark, op cit.
5 1 ibid. p. 65.
52 ibid. p. 65.

53 j bid. p. 65.
54 Holquist & Clark, op cit.

p. 65.

p. 67.
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it cannot happen.

Unless, of course, you can literally believe all that stuff about family
reunions 'on the further shore ' , pictured in entirely earthly terms.
But that is all unscriptural, all out of bad hymns and lithographs.
There's not a word of it in the Bible. And it rings false. We
it couldn't be like that Reality never repeats (AGO

know

25).

Again the butterfly effect of the unstable attractor and Chaos Theory flits like a
ghost across our consciousness. Reality almost, but never quite, exactly repeats
itself.

And a small variation at one point can lead to enormous deviations

elsewhere in the cycle of recurrence.

Simnltanaeity

subversion

fantasy

But, at the same time, for Bakhtin, "the self is by definition never complete

in itself'55 any more than the self is truly complete in itself for Lewis. In Lewis's
scheme of things the self needs the presence of the OTHER, of God, in order to be
complete: he looks for a re-establishment of the pre-Lapsarian perfection of
humanity. This is less, as some have claimed, a nostalgia for a past Golden Age of
Innocence than a logical outcome of his Christian belief wedded to his rationalist
philosophical training. It is not possible for humanity to take itself, either
individually or collectively, back to a time before the Fall.

The only way to re

establish such innocence is through the acceptance of the atonement of Jesus
Christ. Bakhtin, despite his apparent belief in the Russian Orthodox faith, is more
ambivalent about such matters, preferring to understand the posited gap between
the human mind and the material world (as assumed by Kant) as a necessary
interdependence between the two.56
Both Lewis and Bakhtin, however, acknowledge that this assumed split

between the mind and world creates a problem of how to perceive the world, how
to see it and to translate "a world whose conditions cannot be known into another
set of conditions which will represent that world in a way that can be perceived

55 ibid.
56

ibid.

p. 67.
p. 67.
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even if only at a second remove".57 For both Bakhtin and Lewis it is obvious that,
even as no two bodies can simultaneously occupy the same space at the same time,
so what one sees will also be governed by the position from which one sees.
Whereas difference is a major preoccupation of modem philosophy, Derrida's
differance being only one of the more recent and notorious instances, according
to Clark and Holquist,58 Bakhtin concentrates on the encompassing of differences
in a simultaneity. "He conceives of the old problem of identity along the lines
not of 'the same as' but of 'simultaneous with'"

59 When one thinks about it, such

.

a notion of simultaneity arises - or should arise - almost spontaneously from the
obvious fact that no two beings occupy the same space at the same time. The
spaces they do occupy they occupy simultaneously with each other. The things
they see, though different, are nonetheless seen simultaneously. Elaborating this
principle of simultaneity was to absorb much of Bakhtin' s mental energy, in much
the same way as that of fmding simple and potent expositions of the Christian myth
was to absorb Lewis.
Where Lewis, in his apologetics and many of his essays, seems to be
profoundly ill at ease with notions of relativity and uncertainty

-

or even

simultaneity, Bakhtin revels in them. Not only is alterity a thing to be celebrated
rather than feared and constrained, it is something to be played with. And play
Bakhtin did. His ideas concerning

folk culture, with carnival as its indispensible component, are
integral to his theory of art. The inherent features of carnival that he
underscores are its emphatic and purposeful "heteroglossia" and its
multiplicity of styles. Thus the carnival principle corresponds to and
indeed is part of the novelistic principle itself. One may say that just
as dialogization is the

sine qua non for the novel structure, so

carnivalization is the condition for the ultimate "structure of life" that
is formed by "behaviour and cognition". Since the novel represents
the very essence of life, it includes the carnivalesque in its properly
transformed shape.

.....

One of the essential aspects of this

relation is the 'unmasking' and disclosing of the unvarnished truth
under the veil of false claims and arbitary ranks.60
57 ibid. p. 69.
58 ibid. p. 10.
59 ibid. p. 10.
60 M. M. Balch tin, R.abelais and his World. tr. H. Iswolsky. (Bloomington : Indiana
University Press, 1984.) p. x.
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No wonder that Plato would have banned poets and laughter from his Republic as
being uncontrollable agents of subversion! Inasmuch as there had been an official
prohibition on Soviet writers using certain kinds of laughter, irony, parody and
satire after the Revolution, Bak.htin's persistence in working with models of
carnival, satire and parody is testimony to both his subversive spirit and his
awareness that "laughter like language is uniquely characteristic of the human
species".6 1

Lewis's subversion or attempted subversion takes a somewhat

different tack.
Insofar as both Lewis and Bakhtin attempt in their works to subvert the
prevailing ideologies of the time, one might say that each presents a grotesque
commentary on his society. This is not the grotesque, in Lewis's case anyway, of
the 'Bug Eyed Monster', notwithstanding that he is seen by many to be writing
'science fiction' in the trilogy. Indeed, if one concedes that one of the hallmarks of
deconstruction is the gap or abyss, the futility of seeking the satisfaction of desire
or 'closure', then one might think that, given the less than totally conclusive end of
That Hideous Stren�. what we have is a deconstructive trilogy. However, the
gap may be seen perhaps more properly as the hesitation which Todorov sees as
the marker of fantasy.62

Certainly, whereas Bakhtin develops his theories

painstakingly over time and largely in his critical writings, Lewis's theory seems
always to be tentative, unpolished and his energies are spread fairly thinly between
his apologetics, academic and critical writings and popular fiction for adults and
children. It was this spread and the degree of acceptance of his popular work,
rather than any doubt about his academic ability which almost certainly cost him
two Chairs at Oxford. The vigour which sustained such a vast output of work
seems also to account for the fact that, in the trilogy and in A Grief Observed,
Lewis's 'fictionalised' ideas seem to escape, to an extent at least, any of the
exigencies which his ideology and his theories might otherwise have imposed on
them. That is not to say that they are entirely devoid of ideological stricture but
they do smack of mythopoeic freedom rather than being easily categorised as
'merely' science fiction or apologia.
Colin Manlove suggests that Lewis may be in fact the last of the Christian
fantasy writers, the last of a tradition he traces back to the early Grail stories and
the works of Dante in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.63

Rosemary

6 l ibid. p. xi.
62 T. Todorov, The Fantastic. (Ithaca, N.Y. : Cornell University Press, 1975.) p. 44.
63 C. Manlove, TheChronicles of Namia:AReader's Companion (New York : Twayne ,
1993.) p. 7.
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Jackson, coming as she does from her Marxist position, would naturally deride any
suggestion that either Lewis or Tolkien could be seriously regarded as writers of
fantasy. Whereas Manlove declares that "the object of Christian fantasy is to
recreate Christian supernatural truth within an invented world" ,64 Jackson asserts
that "literary fantasy is produced within, and determined by, its social context. .. ..
The forms taken by any particular fantastic text are determined by a number of
forces which intersect and interact in different ways in each individual work".65
One could argue that this is neither more nor less than a statement of the obvious
and that it is equally applicable to most genres of writing. Certainly it seems to me
that one can easily make such a statement in reference to Lewis's works,
especially, but not solely, to the trilogy. Manlove's attempt to categorise Lewis as
a 'Christian fantasist' rather than a Christian who writes fantasy or mythopoesis is
unnecessarily limiting. Despite Jackson's dismissal of him, Lewis's undoubted
popularity and success at "a time when the fantasy genre had become largely
devoid of Christian sentiment, and the historical context in which be wrote was
becoming more secularized" was, as Manlove claims, "a measure not only of his
skill but of the conviction of his vision" .66 But as bas already been said, Lewis's
mytbopoesis is not so constrained by doctrine or dogma that it becomes
straitjacketed sterility.
It is not only true to say,

as

Jackson does, that the form taken by any

particular text is determined by a number of forces intersecting and interacting in
different ways at a given point in time. It is also true to say that, while many texts
fall into clearly definable generic categories, others may be more ambiguous. As is
the case with Lewis's fiction, much depends on the viewpoint of the reader. If one
uses the tools of deconstruction one may well conclude that the texts are far from
fixed in any one generic category. One may also begin to see that theory, as well
as

text (or theory as text) is similarly determined by the chance intersection and

interaction of various forces. The fantastic and the grotesque could both be seen as
falling within the scope of deconstructive theory, given their common elements of
disorientation, defamiliarisation, attempting to trace the other

-

all of which lead to

uncertainty, multiplicities of meaning and possibility, and ultimately to openness
rather than closure. In the fantastic as in the grotesque, and as in deconstruction,
there is the interplay of familiar and unfamiliar, the sense of uncanniness rather
than canniness.
64 ibid. p. 7.
65 R Jackson, Fantasy. (London : Methuen, 1981.) p. 3.
66 Manlove, op cit. p. 7.
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For Jackson, fantasy is "a literature of desire" which attempts to
"compensate for a lack resulting from cultural constraints and which seeks that
which is experienced as absence and loss" .67 At the same time, she says, fantasy
can

be a disturbing influence which threatens cultural order and expels desire.68

Jackson is not alone in seeing modem fantasy as being rooted in ancient myth,
mysticism, folklore, fairy tale and romance. Nor is she the only critic who sees
fantasy as tracing "the unsaid and the unseen of culture: that which has been
silenced, made invisible, covered over and made 'absent"' .69 A definition such as
this must mean that fantasy can take vastly differing forms, surely, in different
cultures. Lewis would almost certainly have seen himself as attempting in the
trilogy to trace and to reassert those unseen aspects of culture which he felt were
indeed being made absent. Similarly one might say that Bakhtin was drawing
attention, in his work on Dostoevsky and his work on Rabelais, to the very
multiplicity of voices which had been suppressed in the USSR of Stalin. But here
again much depends on one's point of view.

Are we talking of fantasy,

grotesqueness or even of deconstructive theory? Deconstruction aims to destabilise
the text, to deny closure and the satisfaction of the reader's desire to know with
certitude. Grotesqueness may be one of the means of so destabilising certainty.
So may fantasy, although in many ways the fantastic may appear to offer a
certitude within its own framework: the uncertainty comes when one recognises
that there is a gap between the fantastic and the 'real', an absence fixed. When one
ponders the grotesque however, uncertainties abound. Is the grotesque a positive
or negative aspect of things? Is it frightening, tragic or comedic? Does it restore
the suppressed voice or does it destroy all utterance?
By any 'off the peg' definition, Lewis's ' science fiction' trilogy contains
elements which may clearly be called 'grotesque'.
occurn
re ces which

Within the text there are

the various characters regard as grotesque, regardless of what a

reader might think. If, however, one opts for what might be called a 'bespoke'
defmition of the grotesque then, far from simplifying the situation, one allows for
further complication.
This metaphor is not a random choice. Not only does bespoke tailoring
offer the discerning client a greater range of subtlety and nuance in the cloth
(colour, texture, pattern, weave) and style, and a guaranteed fit to suit the client,
but the result is, of course, in every sense an individual garment. In contrast, the

67 Jackson, op cit.
68 ibid. p. 4.
69 ibid. p. 4.

p. 3.
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off the peg variety offers a relatively limited range of garments, the fit of which is
generally approximate and the style of which is determined by 'the common taste'
or fashion of the time. It goes without saying that 'discerning' in this particular
context carries with it connotations of almost indecent wealth.

And the whole

notion of the bespoke tailor smacks of a past age - a bygone era with its attendant
aura of, if not greater leisure, then at least a less frenetic pace of living which would
allow for such pursuits as consulting one's tailor and allowing the necessary time
for a garment to be carefully constructed rather than mass produced by machine.
Implicit in such 'nostalgia' of course is a hidden agenda of class, wealth and
privilege. However, I am not about to launch into either a saunter through the
deceptively bright land of Nostalgia or a sociological analysis of tailoring. For
some, of course, the very notion of such a thing as bespoke tailoring is a bizarre
idea - a waste of time and money to say the very least. To others such a reaction
is itself bizarre or grotesque.

The fantastic

•••

the grotesque

•..

the

uncanny

Knowing whether Lewis used a bespoke tailor or bought his suits off the
peg is

of limited relevance to my argument. It is the sort of stuff to file under

'Interesting Trivia' rather than 'Useful Trivia'.

So why digress into this metaphor

at all ? In the first instance, the metaphor of the bespoke tailor suggests the range
of possible definitions or explications of the term 'the grotesque' .
bespoke tailor is, in the eyes of most people, a thing of the past.

Secondly, the
And, in that

regard, the bespoke tailor is certainly also an apt figure for C. S. Lewis who was
himself quite happy to be portrayed and to portray himself as something of a
dinosaur, an ancient relic from a past age. Whether that is actually an accurate
picture is another matter, but it seems to me that, today, many people would share
the view that Lewis is something of a dinosaur. For some that is a good thing: for
others it is not. Many would believe that his views

are outdated to say the least.

To many late twentieth century readers it may well appear unremarkably obvious
that the brave new science-dominated world he imagined, together with its attendant
philosophies or ideologies, all of which he attempts to castigate in the trilogy,

are

merely figments of an antediluvian imagination harnessed to an antiquated morality.
And that is more than enough reason for some present-day readers to fmd his work
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Lewis, of

course would see in such a view nothing other than absolute confirmation that all
his fears were well grounded and have now come to be realised.
This 'off the peg' notion of the grotesque is pretty much that which first
occurs to someone such as myself to whom the term is not really consciously part
of my working vocabulary.

It is not consciously a common element in my

consideration of deconstruction theory, although I recognise that many others find
it difficult to consider deconstruction without in fact thinking of the grotesque. The
grotesque carries with it ideas of the bizarre and the distorted; possibly a sense of
extreme eccentricity. All of these ideas develop, of course,

as

against some notion

of what is 'normal', expected or central. Since the grotesque presents a challenge
to, or a distortion of, the 'normal ' it also operates to disconcert the reader.

Such

disconcertion, which may strike the reader initially as essentially horrific or
potentially horrific, may also act to postpone other possibilities such as the comic.
Oearly, once a reader reaches this stage, off the peg no longer suits and one is in
need of a bespoke definition.
According to Thomson the grotesque covers among other things, "the co
presence of the laughable and something which is incompatible with the
laughable". 70 By Thomson's definition the grotesque is fundamentally pointless. It

is "a gratuitous mixing together of incompatible elements for its own sake, or for
no other purpose than to bewilder" the reader or the observer.71 The creation of
bewilderment i s of course not the same as pointlessness.

Ultimately Thomson

concludes that the grotesque is the unresolved clash of incompatibles both in a
work and in the response to that work. As a secondary definition, he adds that the
grotesque is "the ambivalently abnormal".72

Clearly then, for Thomson,

incompatibility and ambivalence are essential aspects of the grotesque. He argues
that

where previous ages had seen in [the grotesque] merely the principle

of disharmony run wild, or relegated it to the cruder species of the
comic, the present tendency

.. .

is to view the grotesque as a

fundamentally ambivalent thing, as a violent clash of opposites, and
hence, in some of its forms at least, as an appropriate expression of
the problematical nature of existence.73
70

P.

71

ibid.
ibid.

72
73

Thomson, TheGrotesgue (London : Methuen, 1972.)

ibid.

3.
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p. 11.
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This, it could be argued, is a fitting description of the events which unfold
in That Hideous Stren!WL Thomson also cites Kayser's definition of the grotesque
as an expression of an estranged or alienated world, by which he means "the
familiar world regarded from a perspective which suddenly renders it strange"74 a strangeness which presumably may be either terrifying or comic or both. Another
significant and inherent characteristic of the grotesque is an uncertainty, an element
of something which disconcerts, but not for reason of any obvious connection with
horror or potential horror. In some cases the disconcertion is linked with a sense of
disbelief or doubt based on an apprehension of illusion or an apparent inability to
separate reality and illusion. For theorists such as Todorov, it is this element of
uncertainty which is the integral marker of fantasy rather than grotesqueness.
In the world we know ... there occurs an event which cannot be

explained by the familiar laws of existence. One is either victim of
an illusion of the senses, a product of the imagination -

or the

event is an integral part of reality but .. . a reality controlled by
unknown laws.75

According to Todorov "the fantastic occupies the duration of this
uncertainty".76 However, he distinguishes fantasy from the uncanny or the
marvellous inasmuch as he says that when the reader makes a decision, when the
hesitation ends, the reader ends the uncertainty of fantasy by choosing the genres of
either the marvellous or the uncanny. He quotes Caillois as saying that the fantastic
"is always a break in the acknowledged order, an irruption of the inadmissible
within the changeless everyday legality".77 Others might well be prepared to accept
this as a working definition of the uncanny or the grotesque. Again he quotes
Caillois as claiming that "the fantastic must have something involuntary about it,
something submitted to - an interrogation as troubled as it is troublesome ...
which its author was obliged to take just as it came".78 Here then is a sense of the
loss of control which may also be a feature of the grotesque. Although Todorov
enumerates three conditions which must be fulfilled in order for something to be
deemed an example of 'the fantastic' (hesitation possibly shared by reader and
74
75
76
77
78

ibid. p.
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character; the recognition of the possibility of the supernatural; the rejection of
allegorical or poetic interpretations79), he reiterates that "the fantastic only lasts as
long as a certain hesitation: a hesitation common to reader and character, who must
decide whether or not what they perceive derives from 'reality'

as

it exists in the

common opinion".80 At the end of the story the reader makes a decision: " ... he
opts for one solution or the other and thereby emerges from the fantastic".81 If the
reader decides that the laws of reality have not been ultimately transgressed and that
they permit some explanation of the phenomena described then it is, according to
Todorov, a work of the uncanny.8 2
Exactly what this uncertainty or hesitation is, Todorov notwithstanding,
may not be entirely clear, although there may be some sense of the familiar
embedded or lurking within the unfamiliar, the normal within the distortion. In an
etymological elaboration in a number of different languages Freud traces the
instances where, to use the German, 'heimlich ' not only means familiar, tame,
intimate or friendly but also, in another of its usages, concealed, withheld from
others, secret, discomfitting.

Thus, within the meanings of the one word i s

embedded its opposite, its antithesis.83 Freud begins with the proposition that "the
uncanny is that class of thing which leads back to what is known of old and long
familiar''.84 This seems to be at odds with another common understanding of the
uncanny as being a matter of intellectual uncertainty. In this case the uncanny or
the grotesque would necessarily be something with which one was absolutely
nnfamiliarorin which one did not know one's way about. And yet we all surely
recognise that at least some of our most uncanny or grotesque experiences are those
which contain some element of familiarity

-

often just sufficient to cause

uncertainty. It is more likely that something totally unfamiliar will present itself to
us as
as

the inexplicable rather than the grotesque, unless inexplicability is to be taken

a marker of grotesqueness. The presence of the familiar within the unfamiliar

can be seen, however, as Freud points out, as the significant element of
uncanniness. Freud further develops this theory of the uncanny to take in the
concept of the Doppelganger, the double or "wraith of a living person".85 At this

79 ibid.
80 ibid.
8 1 ibid.
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point one might also recognise faint reverberations of Bakhtin' s notion of carnival,
and heteroglossia - in the sense of doublings of characters and the confusion or
swapping of identities, the adoption of different languages to suit the differing
roles.
At least some deconstructive theorists have taken up the notion of
uncanniness as an integral part of their playing with texts. In particular there is the
uncanniness which flows from a word, image or idea containing within itself,
within its own meaning, the seeds (if not the fruit) of its own opposite or other
meaning. J. Hillis Miller, in ''The Critic as Host" ,86 a paper which he delivered at
the same session of the MLA as that in which M. H. Abrams 's "Deconstructive
Angel" was also presented,87 uses as an example of such uncanniness the word
'host' and teases out the way in which 'host' somehow includes its other or its
opposite meaning, its difference - its 'parasite' . Although Hillis Miller's paper is
often read as a direct response to the Abrams paper. as indeed it appears to be, it is
actually more in the nature of a response to the broader accusation that, like some of
his Yale colleagues (and deconstructionists in general), Hillis Miller perversely
indulges "his own hermeneutic ingenuity at the expense of the texts and authors he
discusses" .88 Lodge asserts that the paper aims, in fact "to demonstrate by a kind
ofpractical criticism the post-structuralist axiom that 'language is not an instrument
or tool in man's hands, a submissive means of thinking [but rather that] language
thinks man and his "world", including poems"'.89

He is of course quoting

Heidegger. In his paper, having defined deconstruction as a rhetorical discipline
which "investigates what is implied by the inherence of figure, concept and
narrative in one anothef',90 he concludes that "the poem [to use Heidegger again)
is, in my figure, an ambiguous gift. ... any poem is ... parasitical in its tum on
earlier poems, or contains earlier poems as enclosed parasites within itself.
The new poem both needs the old texts and must destroy them".9l One might
observe that this latter proposition is haunted with the ghost of Bloom's "anxiety of

86 J. Hillis Miller, "The Critic as Host.. in Critical Inquiry3 (19n),
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influenc.e".92 It is not difficult to connect such a view as Miller's with Freud's
notions both of the familiar embedded in the unfamiliar and of the Doppelganger.
Elsewhere Hillis Miller observes that clear distinctions can be drawn
between canny or Socratic critics on the one hand and uncanny or
Apollonian/Dionysian or tragic critics on the other. By his definition
Socratic critics

are

those who

are

lulled by the promise of a

rational ordering of literary study on the basis of solid advances in
scientific knowledge about language. ... For the most part these
critics share the Socratic penchant, that Nietzsche defined as "the
unshakable faith that thought, using the thread of logic, can
penetrate the deepest abysses of being". ... Opposed to these are
the critics who might be called "uncanny". ... These critics are
not Dionysian or tragic in the sense that their work is wildly
orgiastic or irrational. ... Nevertheless, the thread of logic leads
... [in these cases) into regions which are alogical, absurd ...
Sooner or later there is the encounter with an "aporia" or impasse.

In fact the moment when logic fails in their work is the moment of
their deepest penetration into the actual nature of literary language,
or language as such. ["Stevens's Rock & Criticism as Cure, II",
pp. 335 - 38].93

By such a distinction as this (and by a simple transposition of terms) one
might be tempted to assume either that all deconstructionists are grotesque or that all
works of deconstructive criticism are grotesque. While there are undoubtedly some
wbo would wholeheartedly agree with either or both of those propositions, such a
notion surely broadens the notion of the grotesque almost to the point of
meaninglessness. Of course there are also those who think that the term is already
so broad as to be well nigh meaningless! However the canny and the uncanny are

not simple opposites.

The uncanny, like the grotesque, does not simply

encapsulate the weird or bizarre but "suggests deeper laws, and Miller's
formulations certainly imply the superiority of the uncanny to the canny: uncanny
post-structuralism arrives to waken canny structuralism from the dogmatic
slumbers into which it was lulled by its 'unshakable faith' in thought and 'the
92 H. Bloom, Anxietyof Influegce London : Oxford University Press, 1973. See also, in this
regard, lmre Salusinszky's interview with Bloom in Critics
i m in Society.
93 J. Culler,

(New York : Methuen, 1987.) pp. 45 - 73.
(London : Routledge & Kegan Paul,

OnDeconstruction.

1983.) p. 23.
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promise of a rational ordering"'.94 But, is deconstruction actually an undoing of
delusion? Or is it rather the case that, given its theory of language as that in which
meaning is always deferred or doomed to end in an abyss, deconstruction's belief

that it is an undoing of delusion is itself delusion? A grotesque prospect to be sure!
While I believe that deconstruction is neither a delusion in itself, nor necessarily an
undoing of delusion - rather a playing about with delusion, perhaps - it is just
such grotesqueness as these uncertajnties with wlllch Lewis takes issue in Ills
fiction and in 'essays' such as The Abolition ofMan published in 1943. For him,
it appears, what is truly grotesque is the suggestion that there is no clearly

discernable and certain ultimate and objective meaning to things, even to language
itself.
So far as Miller is concerned, logical enquiry is rigorously pursued by both

canny and uncanny critics. The uncanny, having no faith in logic, are rewarded
with 'deep penetration' into the nature of language and literature. On the other hand
canny critics, with their unshakable faith in thought, are rebuffed. Culler notes that
willie Miller does not claim that either side has a monopoly on truth, order, or
shrewdness, he nonetheless divides recent criticism into these two camps on the
basis of their confidence in systematic thougbt.95
There is, it seems to me, a clear distinction between claiming that there is
within language an inherent difference, deferral or sedimentation of meaning - an
inherent sense of the familiar other, if you like

-

and claiming that there is

ultimately only contradiction and meaninglessness. Like Geoffrey Hartman,96 I
believe that the former describes a fall into deeper mystification rather than into
meaninglessness and that is what deconstruction is about. A fall into
meaninglessness is nihilism and that, the critics of deconstruction claim, is what
deconstruction has taken as its project Both, nonetheless, may be regarded by the
canny as grotesque. In passing it

occurs

to me to wonder if in fact Gerard Manley

Hopkins's notions of inscape and instress, the deepest " ... deep down things" (to
misquote "God's Grandeur"), are not also notions similar to Freud's of the tension
between the familiar and the unfamiliar within things. But is not such an inherent
tension necessary to keep things holding together rather than falling or flying apart?
And are not words also such things which need this inherent tension to hold them
together, to give them power to work at all? Is this not also true of language? "It is
not", says Hopkins, "that inscape does not govern the behaviour of things in slack

94 ibid. p. 24.
95 ibid. p. 24.
96 I . Salusinszky, Criticismin Society. (New York : Methuen, 1987.)
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and decay as one can see even in the pining of the skin in the old and even in a
skeleton but that horror pre-possesses the mind . . .".97 Elsewhere he notes that be
''felt a certain awe and instress, a feeling of strangeness ... " at the sight of a
comet.98 Where inscape seems to capture some interior essence or shaping of
things, instress seems to be the force which allows for the inscape or which allows
the inscape to be apprehended by an observer. Hopkins's observations here are
rooted in the world of nature but, in other notes, he also observes that, in relation to
the mind, his perception of himself is unique and

incommunicable by any means to any other man (as when a child I
used to ask myself : What must it be to be someone else?) Nothing
else in nature comes near this unspeakable stress of pitch,
distinctiveness, selving ... Nothing explains it or resembles it, except
so far as this, that other men to themselves have the same feeling. But
this only multiplies the phenomena to be explained ...

We may say that any two things however unlike are in something
like ... .99

The only thing that does not possess some sort of doubleness, multiplicity
or simultaneity at the same time as it possesses its own uniqueness is, for Hopkins,
the self. Freud and modem psychology and psychiatry would probably take issue
with him at that point as would much literature and recent theory. Holquist and

Clark claim that Bakhtin, for example, conceives of Lacan's 'mirror stage' as
co-terminous with consciousness: it is endless as long as we are in
the process ofcreating ourselves, because the mirror we use to see
ourselves is not a passively reflecting looking glass but rather the
actively refracting optic of other persons. In order to be me I need
the other. 1 oo

The self/other dichotomy is central to Bakhtin 's thought, according to Holquist.
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G. M Hopkins, Poems and Prose. ed. W.H. Gardner. (London
98 ibid. p. 131.
99 ibid. p. 146.
100 Holquist & Oark, op cit. p. 79.
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Penguin, 1985.) p. 124.
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For Bakhtin the self and the other were "the two poles of all perceptual
possibilities".JOl Even Lewis seems to recognise that an integrated multiplicity of
the self is an aspect of perfection when, in Voya&e to Venus. be bas Ransom
observe ofTinidril, the Green Lady (the unfallen Eve) that "Opposites met in her
and were fused in a fashion for which we have no images" (VV 57). Not for her
the apparently human experience of "stepping out of life into the Alongside and
looking at oneself as if one were not alive" (VV 53). But essentially it is that
tension between the uniqueness and yet the perceived multiplicity and simultaneity
of things, between the unfamiliar and the familiar which it conjures up even as it
perhaps distorts, that is the grotesque. For C. S. Lewis, however, it was not so
much the extra-terrestrial life forms and landscapes which were grotesque in their
uncanny familiar unfamiliarity as it was the scientific ideology promoted by
Weston, whose propaganda bad reached the point of meaningless jargon.

In his address to the Malacandran Oyarsa, Weston begins to explain his
quest in grandiloquent terms: "I bear on my shoulders the destiny of the whole
human race ... "(OSP 157). More than a little seems to be lost in the translation or maybe more is added! Despite his difficulty in translating Weston's ideas into a
language which has no words for his ideas, Ransom translates Weston's climactic
words in the following terms: "He says that if be could kill you all and bring our
people to live in Malacandra., then they might be able to go on living here after
something bad gone wrong with our world"(OSP

159).

Apparently not

recognising the ludicrousness of such a proposition, Weston himself adds, "It is
... the right, or if you will, the might of llie herself ... " to do this, to kill in the
name of life. To the Oyarsa it is obvious, though strange, that Weston does not in
fact love any one of his own race, nor its mind or body. What be loves "is no
completed creature but the very seed itself: for that is all that is left''(OSP 161).
Weston is portrayed almost as a comically grotesque husk. After his return to
Tbulcandra (Earth), Ransom and 'Lewis' (a character in the fiction) set about
telling this story as fiction, because it would "certainly not be listened to as fact"
(OSP 179) and because they recognise that, in order to withstand the ideas of
people such as Weston (not so much scientists as science-ideologues), they need
"not so much a body of belief as a body of people familiarised with certain
ideas"(OSP 180).

By the time Weston arrives on Perelandra still pursuing this

same goal be bas become a monomaniac and soon will actually be the Un-man, a
depersonalised grotesque indeed.
1 0 1 J . M . Holquist, ·'The Carnival of Discourse: Baxtin (sic) and Simultaneity" in Canadian
Review of Comparative Literature vol 12 no 2, (June 1985.)

p. 229.
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uncertainty

Now, let us for a moment permit Lewis to explore the grotesque. Within
the context of the NICE, the evil empire which he creates in That Hideous
Strength, Lewis resorts to images of the grotesque to destabilise and to create
uncertainty on two levels. In the first instance, within the story, the methodical
distortions and disinfonnation campaigns of the NICE destabilise the normally
stable and apparently placid society in what appears to be an horrific
more subtle the process the more grotesque it appears.

manner.

The

In like, but not quite

identical, manner the text works to destabilise the reader, as the centre of interest
switches between various locations and the emerging battle of ideologies becomes
clear. In effect, whether be intends it or not - and not for the first time in the
trilogy - Lewis is presenting a situation in which 'reality' is contingent upon the
viewpoint of the beholder or the participant. Perhaps the most telling example of
the destabilising or disconcerting effect of the grotesque, particularly the subtly
grotesque, is that where Mark Studdock is beginning his conditioning, his initiation
into the Inner Circle of the NICE. The creation of the scene itself, however, both
is and is not simultaneously subtle and grotesque. It arouses in the reader both
recognition of the feelings experienced by Mark, and at the same time it arouses
questions as to why certain elements are included. It both draws the reader in and
keeps the reader at an objective distance.

Mark is confined in a room which is notable for its apparent ordinariness.
It is only as he observes his

surroundings

more carefully that be begins to realise

that the room is actually ill proportioned, "not grotesquely but sufficiently to
produce dislike". The arched door of the room is, as he slowly realizes, not quite
symmetrical as one would expect. ''The point of the arch was not in the centre; the
thing was near enough to deceive you for a moment and to go on teasing the mind
after the deception had been unmasked . ... " (THS 1&3). The ceiling of the room,
tastefully painted a pale mustard colour, boasts an array of spots, little black spots,
which appear to be irregularly spaced. Or are they? In fact "[t]hey suggested
some kind

of pattern. Their peculiar ugliness consisted in the fact that they kept on

suggesting it and then frustrating expectation. ... " (THS
decoration the room also contained

183).

In terms of
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... a portrait of a young woman who held her mouth wide open
to reveal the fact that the inside of it was thickly overgrown with
hair. It was very skilfully painted in the photographic manner so

that you could feel that hair. There was a giant mantis playing a
fiddle while being eaten by another mantis, and a man with
corkscrews instead of arms bathing in a flat, sadly coloured sea
beneath a summer sunset.

... Who was the person standing

between the Christ and the Lazarus? And why were there so
many beetles under the table in the Last Supper? What was the
curious trick of lighting that made each picture look like
something seen in delirium? When once these questions had
been raised the apparent ordinariness of the pictures became like
the ominous surface innocence at the beginning of certain
dreams. Every fold of drapery, every piece of architecture, had
a meaning one could not grasp but which withered the mind.
He understood the whole business now.

Frost was not

trying to make him insane ... To sit in the room was the fust
step towards what Frost called objectivity

-

the process

whereby all specifically human reactions were killed in a man

(fHS 183).
Ironically, though, this process which was, as Mark Studdock realises,
designed to 'condition' him into what might be called pure ascetic scientism,
actuall y not only brings him to a realisation that what he called 'the Normal' really
existed, but it also turns out to be the frrst deeply moral experience of his life.

Mark recognises that this experience, or rather what the experience is designed to
do, is in some sense a culmination of all his upbringing and attitudes to date. But
in some strange way, for him, this concentration of grotesqueness - for that is
surely what the experience in the coffin shaped room becomes for him - awakens
in him for the first time an appreciation of the reality of what might be called
normal. (Hitherto he had regarded such 'normality', and morality, as merely being
a dream of less enlightened and unscientific mortals such as his wife !) Not only
does the experience awaken this incipient recognition of normalcy but it does
indeed become his ftrst deeply moral experience. Thus not only is the uncanny or
the grotesque a destabilising force, it is also a highly unstable and volatile weapon
in itself, in the hands of its operators. What should be, according to the program

ominous
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of the NICE, his death to all things human actually becomes in a sense Mark's
resurrection to those very things which until now had meant little to him. One
could argue that, in Mark Studdock, Lewis is presenting an image of modem man
as a product of a system of education and values totally divorced from traditional
values and notions of what is normal, acceptable and human. (And, one might
add, Christian.) He is the product of a system in which values, if they exist at all,
are nebulous and

are

ultimately vindicated in terms of 'progress' which in turn

means almost exclusively scientific or material progress. Such a notion of progress
was, for Lewis, grotesque in the extreme.
But for every Mark or Hingest there are the Stones, Steels, Hardcastles,
Straiks, Frosts, Witherses and so on. The collection of hard and brittle names says
something, too, about both the characters and the ideology to which they are
devoted. It is presented as being utterly devoid of humanity or sentiment, or
decency, despite its claims to be pursuing just such goals. Hingest is another
former Fellow of Bracton College who joins the NICE because he believes it to be
dedicated to science but then, when he finds out that it is "something more like a
political conspiracy", he chooses to leave Belbury to return home (THS 46). In
fact he never gets home. He is found dead beside his car on an isolated stretch of
road the next morning. At the same time Mark 's wallet is stolen. Later these
apparently unconnected events will be brought together and Mark will be framed by
Fairy Hardcastle, an ominous wom.an, and the NICE police in an attempt to ensure
his compliance with their wishes. Such a blatant manipulation of what he sees as
the clear and obvious truth of the matter, such a rank distortion of both truth and
justice, merely incenses Mark and hardens his opposition. The blatancy of this
incident makes it less grotesque in a sense than other incidents where the
manipulation or distortion of reality is less blatant and almost insidiously subtle as,
for instance, where he is required to write newspaper articles reporting events yet
to take place. In this case, the reporting of future events in the past tense is used to
create a climate of acceptance of things in the minds of the public. When Mark
asks if he is to write up these events he is told, in all earnestness, "'No. We want
you to write it down

-

to camouflage it''(THS 27). Similarly he is told " ... the

word 'experiment ' is unpopular but not the word 'experimental ' . You musn't
experiment on children: but offer the dear little kiddies free education in an
experimental school attached to the NICE and it's all correct!" (THS Z7). The
rhetoric employed here within the NICE resonates with recognisable overtones of
Nazism or totalitarianism.
So, the hapless Hingest is killed but Mark survives. However, the attempt
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to initiate him into the Inner Circle at the NICE, into "the fastidious society of the
Macrobes"(THS

183) has had, as has already been noted, quite the opposite effect

on him to that which was expected.

As the desert first teaches men to love water, or as absence first
reveals affection, there rose up in him against this background of the
sour and the crooked some kind of vision of the sweet and the
straight. ... He was not thinking in moral terms at all; or else (what
is much the same thing) he was having his first deeply moral
experience" (THS

183 - 184).

Mark ultimately escapes and returns to a world which some, particularly those
devoted to a materialist or scientific ideology, would find to be equally as grotesque
as, if not more grotesque than, the world of the NICE.

That is the world

represented in That Hideous Strenlnb by the community at St Anne 's.

This

community is 'led' by the Director, an apparently ageless but perpetually wounded
Ransom, now known as Mr Fisher-King. That Ransom is now known by another
name, and that the new name is reminiscent of Parsifal or Percival of the Grail
myth, notwithstanding the explanation of the change in nomenclature as presented
in the text (THS 72), confronts the reader again with the uncanny notion of a sort
of doubling, a type of the

Doppelganger.

In fact his is not a leadership based on

political power but is rather a leadership based on recognition by others of his
particular knowledge and experience.

For the 'ordinary' members of the

community, intuition and mystery together with a firm sense of moral conviction
are

the threads which bind them together. That is not to say that all of them are

necessarily 'Christian' or religious.

There is amongst them, for example, the

irascible MacPhee, who professes to be a confirmed rationalist And the precise
religious or moral persuasion of Mr Bultitnde is somewhat of an open question!
While Mark escapes, the likes of Frost, Wither - and, of course, Lord
Feverstone - are examples of the ultimate outcome of a lifelong pursuit of science
as ideology, or, indeed, the pursuit of materialism and progress as ideology. The
latter seems to be the case with Lord Feverstone who, as Devine in Out of the
SilentPlanet. made no secret of the fact that he was "quite ready to laugh at
Weston's solemn scientific idealism. He didn't give a damn, he said, for the future
of the species or the meeting of two worlds"(OSP 33 ). He is in fact, from the
first, motivated by greed for wealth and power. These three - Feverstone, Frost
and Wither - are far more grotesque than "the Head", the dribbling face and brain
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of the guillotined Alcasan which is being kept alive by means of tubes and
chemicals and bizarre rituals. "The Head" itself is reminiscent in a disgustingly
'real ' way of the "men without chests" of The Abolition of Man , men devoid of
emotion, sentiment - indeed, of all that characterises them as human 1 02. Frost is a
man the appearance of whom in one ofher dreams is enough to fill Jane Studdock
with absolute revulsion (THS 82). He is a repulsive, cold, fish-like character
(THS 101) who, despite his apparent insignificance in the organisation, is a vital
link - if not the key link - in the attempt to colonise the mind of Jane Studdock
for the benefit of the NICE. And to look closely at Wither is to think one is
looking into the face of a corpse (THS

1 1 1).

Wither has spent his life slowly but

determinedly selling his 'soul' in the pursuit of science as a means of attaining
ultimate political power. By the time Mark meets him he is so much dispossessed
of soul that he is utterly depersonalised and decentred. So much so that he can
appear to be, wraith-like, at the one time in his office, walking down the drive, at

the gates and in the woods beside the drive (THS 1 12). He is literally an example
of the Doppelganger.
The culmination of the battle between good and evil, which is the essence of
That Hideous Strength. is a matter of carnival - in all its Rabelaisian excesses! It
is Dimble who observes that, almost as a 'given' of human existence, "good is
always getting better and bad getting worse: the possibilities of neutrality are
always diminishing. The whole thing is sorting itself out all the time, coming to a
point, getting sharper and harder" (THS

173).

Mr Fisher-IGng, the Director,

notes that although - or because - "the Hideous Strength holds all this Earth in its
fist"(THS 180), those responsible have in fact overreached themselves. In their
ambition lie the seeds of their defeat.

"If of their own evil will they had not broken the frontier and let in
the celestial Powers, this would be their moment of victory. Their

own strength has betrayed them. They have gone to the gods who
would not have come to them, and pulled down Deep Heaven on
their heads. Therefore they will die" (THS 180).

It is as though the merry-go-round, once started, increases speed exponentially
until chaos and disintegration are inevitable. Such, in

a

modified form perhaps,

seems to be also the dynamic of carnival. Merlin, to whom Ransom makes the
102
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above comment, apparently has been resurrected. As if in order to preclude the
consternation of traditional Christians at the appearance of an evidently pre
Millenia! resurrection of an ancient pagan figure, or at the very least an ambivalent
legendary or mythical one, Lewis (through the god-like persona of the narrator
Lewis) is careful to interpolate the explanation that "Merlin had not died. His life
had been side-tracked, moved out of our one-dimensioned time, for fifteen
centuries"(THS

120). The explanation does not really solve the 'problem',

though, of the presence in the story of two apparent redeemer/messiah figures 
Fisher-King/Ransom on the one hand and Merlin on the other. And so, one might
say, another treasured icon of Christian dogma bites the dust.

In fact the

impending confusion of the carnival which is about to descend on both camps is, it
might seem, also prefigured here.
ln drawing on ancient mythology in a way which must be repugnant to
certain traditional or conservative Christians, Lewis, in pondering the existence and
the role of Merlin here, is again taking us back to a prelapsarian situation but one
which, if anything, seems more complicated than the fairly straightforward and
ultimately unsuccessful temptation of the Green Lady, and Ransom's battle to the
death with the Un-man on Perelandra. One could, and probably should, read the
Perelandran situation as an alternative version of the Creation/Fall myth in which
the Fall as it is in the Christian myth is averted. In this passage from That Hideous
Strength, however, there is a more complex perception of the prelapsarian state.
The existence of Merlin raises new questions and possibilities. That he was "an

historical Merlin [who] had once worked in Bragdon Wood"(THS 1 19, my
emphasis) suggests that there well may have been more than one Merlin. It also
suggests that, as with Christ in Christianity, there may have been different Mertins
- the historical; the literary or mythical; the Merlin (like the Christ) of faith or, in
this

case,

deep magic, quite apart from the historical figure. Even more simply

these words suggest that there may have been more than one historical Merlin and
that perhaps the name designates (or designated) a role rather than a person.
Whatever the case may be, the members of the Company at St Anne's had all,
by various routes, come too far either to consider [Merlin's] art
mere legend and imposture, or to equate it exactly with what the
Renaissance called Magic. They thought that Merlin's art was the
last survival of something older and different - something brought
to Western Europe after the fall of Atlantis and going back to an era
in which the general relations of mind and matter on this planet had
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It had probably differed from

Renaissance Magic profoundly. It had possibly (though this was
doubtful) been less guilty: it had certainly been more effective.
But ... it [also] told the Company something else. It told
them that the NICE, at its core, was not concerned solely with
modem materialistic forms of power. It told the Director, in fact,
that there was Eldilic energy and Eldilic knowledge behind it (THS

1 19).
In other words, the evil of the NICE is not simply a modem scientistic
phenomenon. It is linked directly back to an evil which existed in the will of the
"Dark Eldils" for centuries (THS

120),

if not almost from the beginning of time.

Thus

[d]rearns of the far future destiny of man were dragging up from its
shallow and unquiet grave the old dream of Man as God. ... And
now all this had reached the stage at which its dark contrivers
thought they could safely begin to bend it back so that it would meet
the other and earlier kind of power. Indeed they were choosing the

first moment at which this could have been done (THS

121,

my

emphasis).

The requisite condition, hitherto missing from science was the belief that "all
morality was a mere subjective by-product of the physical and economic situations
of men"(THS

121).

Consequently, from "the point of view which is accepted in

hell, the whole history of our Earth had led up to this moment. ...
succeeded, hell would be at last incamate"(THS

If this

121).

Indeed Lewis is not afraid to present the spiritual world as robust and solid
'reality' rather than as something consisting solely of the ethereal or of absence. I
believe that an open-ended reading of the trilogy constrains us as readers to accept
the whole cast of characters as in some sense dramatising Lewis's argument

- or

puzzlement - with an exploration of Christian beliefs rather than simply, as is
often assumed, accepting Ransom as Lewis's sole mouthpiece and designating the
role of the other characters as that of either magi (wisdom bringers) as, for
example, the various Malacandran and Perelandran inhabitants and, of course, the
eldila and oyarsa; or as devil' s advocates or proponents of anti-Christian
ideologies, such as Weston, Devine and the Belbury crowd. Despite this, in That
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HideousStren&t}l, where the argument between Christianity and what Lewis sees
as post-Christian ideology is at its clearest, it does appear to be Ransom who, as
the Director, has the knowledge necessary to 'salvation'. To Jane, on her first
meeting with him, he appears to have and to present the attributes of Arthur and
Solomon: he is, quite simply, Kingly (THS

84). There is, Lewis says through

Ransom on this occasion, "no niche in the world for people that won't be either
Pagan or Christian" (THS

194), as he attempts to explain to Jane the reality of the

encounter she has had with the giantess in the flame coloured robe (THS

187)

and her retinue of irrepressible and wanton dwarves.

186 -

The giantess is, it

appears, the unbaptized, totally untransformed and demoniac "Old Woman", a
terrestrial Venus (THS

195).

She is in fact the wraith of Perelandra. The idea of

the existence of spirits, both 'good' and 'evil', is not an unChristian idea but it is
one which tends to have been suppressed or etherealised, spiritualised out of the
realm of the common experience. Many Christian readers find themselves uneasily
confronted by such passages as those which deal, in inarguably matter of fact and
concrete terms, with the details of spiritual warfare which are taken for granted by
the New Testament writers, as for example in Ephesians 6:

12.

Here Lewis seems

to take and express the view that Christianity is not so much a matter of opposition
to, or suppression of, pre-Christian 'pagan' forces as it is a matter of 'baptising' ,
redeeming or civilising them.
Perhaps predictably Lewis casts this dichotomy, a version of the via mala
contrasted with the via bona, in terms of the masculine - but emphatically

not

the male - not so much as suppressing but rather as surpassing the feminine (THS

194).

Here again we have the uncanniness or the grotesqueness of Doppelganger

effect, in the presentation of the unbaptised and baptised elemental spirits; the
uncanny 'doubling' carnivalesque visitations of the gods: the eldila, whose
approaching presence is experienced as a sort of Brobdingnagian hugeness and
splendour overwhelming anything measured or measurable in the human scale
(THS

88);

and the oyarsa whom Ransom intends to call down to 'baptise' and fill

Merlin for his task. As he says: "Tonight I will bring Merlin before my masters, all
five of them - Viritrilbia, Perelandra, Malaclandra, Glund, and Lurga. He will be
opened. Powers will pass into him"(THS

195).

And it is with the deliberate

calling down of his masters that Ransom matches, as it were, the presumably
unintentional calling down by Frost, Wither and Straik of the dark eldils. Battle is
joined between the dark forces of evil and the light forces of good, between the via
mala and the via bona (THS

135) .

Merlin, whose support is vital to the chances of victory for either side, is an
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uncannily ambiguous figure. Initially there is the assumption by both sides that
Merlin will align himself with the forces of the NICE at Belbury (THS

135). Not

until Jane's dream of the awakened and missing sleeper in the cave (THS 135ff)
does Ransom seem to harbour any hope that Merlin will align himself with St
Anne's. Even then his plan is to prevent Merlin from meeting up with agents of the
NICE. It is a strategy of defence rather than one of attack. In the event no-one
'captures' Merlin. He escapes all the parties searching for him and of his own
volition comes, with a powerful magic presence, to St Anne's. Once there, there
seems to be no question of anyone, even Ransom, being able to coerce or conscript
the forces which are contained in Merlin. He must be persuaded - and ultimately
he must be persuaded by stranger and stronger forces than Ransom, by the Oyarsa
themselves. And meanwhile his unwilling doppelganger, the tramp whose clothes
Merlin had stolen, is feted by the inner circle at Bel bury in the belief that he is
Merlin. A hint of what is to follow comes when Ransom tells Merlin that "Greater
spirits will descend this time. We are in God's hands. It may unmake us both.
There is no promise that either you or I will save our lives or our reason" (THS

179). It is Merlin who unleashes the carnival at both St Anne's and Belbury. At St
Anne's it is carnival in the sense of celebration, but of an unpremeditated,
uncontrollable kind. The Community could have had no expectation of what was
to happen - only that something was going to happen. They certainly had no
control over the events - and, after the events, only confused memories or, rather,
intuitions of what had happened.

Carnival

·

unpredictable celebration

With the descent of the gods, the Oyarsa, a sort of carnival descends. Had
one dared to stand in the lobby outside the Blue Room where Merlin and Ransom
awaited the arrival of the Oyarsa, the narrator suggests, he would have experienced
the whole house

tilting and plunging like a ship in a Bay of Biscay gale. He would
have been horribly compelled to feel this earth not as the base of the
universe but as a ball spinning and rolling onwards, both at delirious
speed, and not through emptiness but through some densely
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inhabited and intricately structured medium. He would have known
sensuously ... the packed reality of heaven (which men call empty
space) (THS 198).
There is a qualitative difference in the magnitude of the experience as it is felt by
Ransom and Merlin and as it is felt by the rest of the community. However, as the
gods descend and their presence is felt throughout the house, every creature in the
house variously experiences: an unparalleled intoxication both of and with language
with the arrival of Viritrilbia (Mercury); a rich and sensuous transfiguration, a
drowsiness of satedness which signalled the presence of Perelandra (Venus); the
stirring of a fearless desire for battle which heralded the arriv al of Malacandra
(Mars); a cold gloom and heaviness that accompanied Lurga (Saturn) before,
fmally, the great dance of celebration which marked the arrival of "the great Glund
Oya.rsa, king of Kings, through whom the joy of creation principally blows across
these fields of Arbol, known to men in old times as Jove and under that name, by
fatal but not inexplicable misprision, confused with his Maker" (THS 198 - 205).

In fact, although the effect of these experiences which leads Ransom and Merlin
into a "doubling, splitting and recombining of thoughts" in a manner that "would
have been unendurable" (THS 199), and Ransom feels himself to be "within the
very heart of language, in the white hot furnace of essential speech"(THS 200),
"words take too long. To be aware of all this and to know that it had already gone
made one single experience. It was revealed only in its departure"(THS 197).
At St Anne's the descent of the gods effectively and simultaneously
becomes the freedom and ascent of the human spirit. At Belbury the descent of the
gods becomes effectively and simultaneously the descent and debasement of the
human spirit in a truly Dionysian orgy of chaos, destruction and revenge. And here
again it is Merlin who is the initiator of events. Whereas the descent of the gods at
St Anne's is a liberating experience, at Belbury the experience is annihilating. As
the dinner progresses and after dinner speeches start, the unanticipated carnival of
revenge significantly begins with the disintegration and decay of speech, language.
As various members of the NICE begin to realise what is happening and attempt to
rectify it, the chaos spreads like a tide of meaningless gibberish threatening to
engulf everyone. Frost is the only one who, recognising that speech has become
unstable to the point of incoherence, attempts to pen a message to Fairy Hardcastle
in an effort to restore order. But the message, when delivered, reads "Blunt

(rippers intantly to pointed bdeluroid.

Purgent.

Cost." (THS 221).

Oearly the decay of language once begun is unstoppable. This is a picture of the
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return to the Tower of Babel.
The lack of control, the unpredictability of events, the sense of the
un.manageability of things which is an integral part of carnival for the common
participant, escalates as the diners realise that the mistreated experimental animals
have somehow been released from their cages and have entered the dining hall.
Hardcastle had, much earlier, locked the door towards which people were surging
in their attempt to escape. When they realise that that avenue is cut off they tum
back only to be faced by the throng of people still pressing towards the door. The
initial noise of panic gives way to silence as people struggle grimly for survival in a
sea of death which includes not only their panic-stricken fellows but also enraged
tigers, wolves, bears, snakes, gorillas and dogs. When finally the door gives way
it is only to give access to an enraged elephant (THS 217ff)! In spite of Merlin's
establishing the conditions for change, judgement had finally come to Belbury not
so much at the hands of outsiders but by the revolt of the oppressed within . Those
who are released, such as Mark, Mr Maggs and Mr Bultitude are released under the
aegis of Merlin (THS 224) to make their way through the wider carnage (THS
238) to the safety of St Anne's. Those who

think

they have escaped such as

Wither, Straik and Filostrato fmd that they are not yet free. Wither and Straik,
recognising in the chaos "powers more than human"(THS 226), sacrifice the
uninitiated Filostrato to the Head and realise almost instantly the futility of the act
and the inevitable consequences of their actions (THS 229). Feverstone, "neither
an initiate like Wither nor a dupe like Filostrato"(THS 229) although he knew
abont the macrobes, finds himself in his car not so much driving as driven, by a
force he cannot control. Frost, who survived the carnage, "became able to know
(and simultaneously refuse the knowledge) that be had been wrong from the
beginning, that souls and personal responsibility existed

...

In that attitude eternity

overtook him"(IHS 232).
But, even before the events of That Hideous Strength begin to unravel,
Weston's single-minded pursuit of his quasi-scientific goals had reduced him
literally to the state of Un-man. He had passed through the stage of monomania,
seeing himself as a man set apart by a great inscrutable Force, pouring into him
"from the dark bases of being" (VV 83). Weston claimed "I am the Universe. I,
Weston, am your God and your Devil. I call that force into me completely . "
..

(VV 86). Soon Ransom observed something that "was and was not Weston ...

and the sense of this monstrosity, only a few feet away in the darkness, had sent
thrills of exquisite horror tingling along his spine . . " (VV 96). The first tangible
.

evidence that Weston had been reduced to an entity of pure evil comes shortty after
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this, when Ransom comes upon a trail of damaged animals. This strikes him as
unspeakable obscenity in the otherwise perfect world of Perelandra

(VV 98ft).

Some critics have dismissed this as an example of mindless schoolboy cruelty.
one level it is.

But at the same time that is what makes it so grotesque.

On
The

pinnacle of this ostensibly renowned scientist's achievements and dedication is this:
that he mindlessly mutilates, rips up, innocent frogs for no reason at all.

As

Ransom watches Weston he becomes convinced that

this, in fact, was not a man: that Weston's body was kept, walking
and undecaying, in Perelandra by some wholly different kind of life
and that Weston himself was gone . ...
... [The thing] was not furtive, nor ashamed, it had nothing
of the conspirator in it. It did not defy goodness, it ignored it to the
point of annihilation. Ransom perceived that he had never before
seen anything but half-hearted and uneasy attempts at evil. This
creature was whole-hearted.
was beyond virtue

. . . It was beyond vice as the Lady

(VV 100).

It is arguable, however, whether this picture is more or less grotesque than
the picture of Frost and Wither as Wither is confiding, in relation to initiating Mark
Studdock into the mysteries at the heart of the NICE,

" ... there is nothing so much to be desired as the greatest possible
unity. Any fresh individual brought into that unity would be a
source of the most intense satisfaction - to - ah - all concerned.
You need not doubt that I would open my arms to receive - to
absorb - to assimilate this young man."
They were now sitting so close together that their faces
almost touched, as if they had been lovers about to kiss. Suddenly
there was a crash. Who's Who had fallen off the table, swept onto
the floor as, with sudden, swift convulsive movement, the two old
men lurched forward towards each other and sat swaying to and
fro, locked in an embrace from which each seemed to be struggling
to escape. And as they swayed and scrabbled with hand and nail,
there arose, shrill and faint at first, a cackling noise that seemed in
the end rather an animal than a senile parody of laughter (THS

147).
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For Lewis, both these pictures represent the end point for the individual
who sees science as ideology , in much the same way that the carnivalesque
culmination of the goings-on at both Belbury and St Anne's represent what might
be called the end point at a social level.

They canvass not only the abolition of

good, but also the abolition of man and of civilisation as we know it. For those of
us living in the contemporary world Lewis believed we must acknowledge three
the pre-Christian, the Christian and the post

distinct periods of history :

Christian103. In the science fiction trilogy - and in characters such as Wither,
Frost and Weston - Lewis attempts to present to us pictures from his not too
distant post-Christian future. Those characters who gather around Ransom are the
remnant of the Christian 'Old Western' civilization as Lewis calls it. Mark and
Jane Studdock possibly represent the fust of the pure-bred post-Christians. Their
ages suggest that the other characters are among those who had known the former
Christian era and who either actively set out to establish the post-Christian age or to
resist such 'progress'. For those of the generation of the Studdocks, according to
Lewis, education has the effect of making the things one reads or writes more real
than the things one sees (THS
sort of way one is denied

any

56). Or perhaps,

one could say, in a grotesque

unassailable conviction of reality.

Of course, occasionally it is the use of the comic grotesque, the naive point
of view that provokes a new view of what is normally assumed to be 'reality'.
Lewis's work is not without humour, even on occasions not without a sense of the
comic, although these aspects are usually subsumed by more serious aspects of the
text.

Although I think that the characterisation of Lewis as a fantasist i s

unnecessarily narrowing,

I

accept without difficulty that much of his fiction i s

placed at the mythopoeic point of intersection between the mythical, the uncanny,
the grotesque and the fantastic. But I wonder if Manlove's recognition of Lewis as
the last Christian fantasist, restrictive though that designation is, may not be
premature although there is as yet no one who has written sufficiently in the genre
to warrant the unquestioned title of his successor. It seems to me that Adrian

Plass , a contemporary English writer of popular religious works, is writing in the
tradition of Lewis.

His works, like Lewis's, range over the fields of the

devotional and apologetic and also of fiction or fantasy. His works speak to the
present generation as Lewis's have done in the past (and still do).

He is

undoubtedly more 'modem' in his outlook, and his works, it seems to me,
103 C. S. Lewis, "De Descriptione Temporum" in D. Lodge (ed), Twentieth Century
Criticism. (London & New York : Longman, 1972.) p. 446.
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demonstrate a playful awareness of the cultural and intellectual theory which
prevails today. Nonetheless, in some ways, be seems to be more traditional than
Lewis - as, for example, in his choice of an alien to represent the Holy Spirit in
An Alien at St Wilfred's. And yet his alien is, while being quite other in some
ways, apparently not quite as totally other as one might expect. Whereas Lewis
draws on his immense fund of medieval literature and thought to inform the
creation of his

eldila

and

oyarsa, not to mention extra-terrestrial explorations of

what an unfallen humanity might be like, Plass remains definitely earthbound.
Where Lewis moves outwards, i n a sense Plass moves inwards for his
exploration. The worlds which Nunc opens up for exploration are the hidden
worlds within people, illuminated by the Other.

Language - alien or regenerative

This, too, it seems to me, might be seen as a characteristic of contemporary
fantasy and mythopoesis. This generation is almost preoccupied with a subjective
view of things, a form of a new Romanticism perhaps. But Plass does not fall into
the ultimate trap of solipsism any more than Lewis does. While be may not create
the poetic symbols for the spiritual powers and for God that Lewis does, neither
does be fall into the trap which catches many nineteenth century or late twentieth
century theologians. Much nineteenth century theology was so Other-centred that
it made humanity a poor thing indeed and, for critics such as Feuerbacb and
Nietzsche, all the good of humanity was separated and projected onto God so that,
indeed, only God was good. It was this 'God' whose death Nietzsche proclaimed
so forcefully. Bishop Robinson's reiteration of the death of God in the nineteen

sixties l 04 also referred to this same 'God', I believe - a God who or which was
essentially a misconception of humanity rather than

'OTHER'.

Some twentieth

century theology bas tended to go to the opposite extreme to redress the balance. It
bas tended to conceive of God as being entirely within humanity (immanent) and
bas developed a form of Christian humanism. Plass, like Lewis, picks a middle

path between these extremes. Unlike Lewis, though, his characters are presented
in depth as worlds within which God can work, and is at work, mysteriously.
Perhaps as a result of this choice to explore the micro-world of individuals rather
1 04 J. A . T. Robinson, HonesttoGod. (London : SCM Press, 1963.)
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than the macro-world of the universe, Plass's work lacks some of the same
immediate sense of universal mystery which is present in Lewis's work. This may
be a function, too, of his far more overtly comedic style.
Readers of An Alien at St Wilfred's are not disconcerted, I suspect, by the
appearance of Nunc, to any greater degree than the characters who encounter him
within the text. We have all been too well prepared by the cinematographic works
of George Lucas and Stephen Spielberg! Like Lewis, Plass avoids the problem of
characterising - or attempting to create God, as Milton did - both by being rather
vague himself in descriptions of Nunc, and by allowing Nunc to be equally vague
about his own nature. The text begins with, and to some extent continues to be
dominated by, the large, loud, clumsy but genuine and likeable presence of David
Persimmon. Nunc, in almost direct contrast, is small with neat movements and a
well honed perception of all about him. When David, and the reader, first meet
Nunc, there is no question but that he is an alien in the sense that he is clearly not a
human being, but

he didn't have nine legs and a television aerial sticking out of his
head. He was shaped like a normal person, but he wasn't as large as
an adult. He was unclothed, and yet needed no clothing.

He was

snowy white in colour, a completely uniform shade all over, and
quite unblemished as far as I could see.

As I walked slowly and

nervously up the aisle towards him he stood, giving me a much
clearer view. He was too teddy-bear-like to be described as child
like, but too near the form of a young human being to be compared
to some sort of cuddly toy. The most extraordinary thing about him
was a warm, glowing light that seemed to emanate from inside his
body. ... [W]hen I finally stood eyeball to eyeball with my strange
visitor, I saw in his large, luminous eyes that he was a very nervous
little alien indeed. l 05

In a fairly prosaic or predictable fashion the encounter continues with introductions
-

but the alien has "no name in your words, but", he goes on improbably, "that

will not cause unhappy division between us. All this day I have learned your
speech from many books"(Alien

8).

Whereas Ransom learned Old Solar, the

unfallen or pure language of the universe, from listening to and talking with the

105

A. Plass, An Alienat St Wilfred's. (London :

HarperCollins, 1992.)

(Hereafter referred to in the text as Alien.)

p. 8.
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various inhabitants of Malacandra, thus imbibing their culture, the nameless alien
has learnt and "inwardly digested [the] prayer book, and your holy writings, and
your Diamonds Are For Ever ,

and your Bi22les Hies West , and

Psycholo�cal Constructs of Christian Belief

and some others"(Alien

name he chooses for himself is NUNC, "as in Nunc Dimittus [sic]"(Alien

your

9).

The

9). The

choice of the name, meaning of course, 'now', suggests a timelessness to his
character - or that he is one to whom all time is the present or the right time.

In

answer to the question of how he 'arrived' , Nunc is not sure. He doesn't think he
arrived in a space ship. It was simply a matter of "This became the right place to
be, and therefore, I am here"(Alien

18).

As the story unfolds its encounters between Nunc and the four or five
people whom Nunc asks David to bring to meet him, it is

in fact Nunc's language

that remains the strangest or most different thing about him. The structure of the
text is such that it presents the accounts of each of the four people to whom Nunc
becomes visible. They relate not only their own encounters with the alien

- and,

through him, with both themselves and others - but they also give their versions,
often hilariously, of the others' encounters with Nunc. But, throughout, Nunc ' s
language acts more often than not to disconcert and to destabilise as well as to
reassure. Here again there is apparently the uncanniness of language secreting its
own opposite meaning within itself. Nunc in fact "never said much, but every
time he did speak it was as though something important or significant had
happened.

Slowly, his language became more natural, although there was a

strong prayer book flavour about it right up to the day he left"(Alien
as he does, the language of the

19).

Using,

1662 prayer book and obviously believing

that

language contructs the reality of the meaning inherent within it, Nunc manages to
astound and challenge his hearers more often than not. For example, when David
announces, or rather admits, that Forsyth, the organist is his enemy, Nunc
responds "How pleasant for him"(Alien 44), much to the astonishment of all ! Dot
is shocked, until Nunc elaborates in the following terms: "... I imagine that Mr
Forsyth has been moved in sundry places by David's great generosity and kindness
to him, and if he did but know it, has greatly benefited from the prayers that his
brother offers unceasingly on his behalf'(Alien 44). By this time David, too, is
totally bemused! Nunc explains further:

Perhaps I have misunderstood ... but your writings include a direct
commandment to love your enemies and pray for those who use you
badly . .... It seems to me [then] ... that if I were a member of this
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Church of England, I might say to a man or woman, "Prove you
hate me by loving me. Prove you disagree with me by using my
ideas. Prove I am your enemy by treating me like a friend. ... (Alien

45).
His audience is not surprisingly nonplussed. Elsewhere he is described as
performing "disconcerting child-mystic switches"(Alien

207) which

somehow

seem to release the power of language to create the reality inherent within its own
meaning.

Under the influence of Nunc (and his disconcerting language) the

characters in the text deconstruct and reconstruct themselves. The notion of the
deconstructive power of language to destabilise preconceived ideas and to
transform 'reality' is, it seems to me, inherent in Nunc's (and Plass's) use of
language. In the end, as the characters are gathered to farewell Nunc, they draw
close together to put their arms around him but suddenly realise that he is gone and,
"instead of embracing an alien, we were embracing each other"(Alien

204).

Here

Plass draws together uncannily both the OTHER, others and the self - or the
selves that each constructs for the self. This notion of the deconstructive power of
language to destabilise and yet, at the same time, to expose and reinforce meaning
and reality is even more obvious in The Horizontal Epistles ofAndromeda Veru, 106
in which there is no alien to baptise or redeem human language and yet there is
again the (unintentional) operation of the disconcerting child-mystic.
Whereas An Alien at St Wilfred's is a whole comprising different voices,
The Horizontal Epistles of Andromeda Veal

seems to be more like a comedic

carnival of world affairs and morality as seen through the eyes and language of a
child. Andromeda is an eight year old, hospitalised with a broken femur which she
insists on calling her "broken lemur''. Since she is in traction ("an attraction") she
is, as one might expect, very bored. Her sole occupation - and our entertainment
- comes from her correspondence with various people. She actually writes to "the
fashist", his wife Anne and their son Gerald as well to other people known to them
all.

She is encouraged to express her forthright views about world affairs as well,

but not to send those particular epistles. Hence we have the Andromeda Veal
collection of epistles. Andromeda ' s peculiar spelling of words draws attention to
the instability and the fleeting nature of meaning and the way in which language words in particular - creates meaning or reality. Here, in what is almost a verbal
circus, we have all the uncontrolled riot of the carnival of meaning. Andromeda's
1 06 A. Plass, TheHorizontal Epistles of Andromeda Veal (London : Marshall Pickering,
1988. ) (Hereafter referred to in the text as HEA V.)
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mother has apparently gone off with her feminist friend, Gwenda, to become one
of the "green and common wommen", after having driven away Andromeda's
father (HEAV

16).

Her habitual closing salutation reflects Andromeda's

perception of Gwenda's philosophy that "love only means you buy a logical
bond"(HEAV 16). As an open minded young socialist, Andromeda is as happy
to write to Father John, a "halibut nunk" about the great questions of life - glassy
eyed Roaming Catlik.s, Mouse A Tongue and God (HEAV 57ff) - as she is to
draft her epistles to or about President Raygun and his crude rissoles (HEAV 1 12);
Pope John Pall in the fattycan; Rabbit Runcie; Mr Gorgeous Chops and others. It
would be too simple to be distracted by the obvious surface playfulness of
Andromeda's language and to stop at that. But the text contains also the responses
of at least some of Andromeda's correspondents and their various voices which,
with their different points of view, add to the carnival.

To be sure, some

recognisable positions and character types are clearly being satirised but that does
not detract from the multiplicity of voices which is being presented in this
carnivalesque chorus. For some readers such writing is fantastic; for others it is
grotesque. Almost certainly it is uncanny as it makes us aware of the incredible
deposit of meaning which lies in every word.

In her ' innocence' and her

disconcerting use of language, Andromeda alerts us to the ghosts of reality created
or hidden by language as we use it. As we recognise that language is used
politically or deliberately to misrepresent or distort meaning or reality, we also
acknowledge its power to create reality and meaning. We recognise an inherent
possibility for separation and conflict within language itself - or, equally, an
inherent propensity for play.
When Mark suggests to Hingest in That Hideous Strength that there are
two views on any given matter, Hingest replies that actually "[t]here are a dozen
views about everything until you know the answer"(THS 47). But of course
before you

can

sort out the answer, or even the dozen answers, you need to have

worked out the real question - if indeed there is only one. The uncanniness or the
grotesqueness of deconstruction surely lies in at least two related things: the fact,
undisputed by deconstructionists, that the theory of deconstruction itself is subject
to deconstruction and thus one can never arrive at a firm conclusion about
'meaning' or 'reality' or 'truth' on the one hand and, on the other, the deepening
mystification brought about by theDoppelganger or ghosting effect of the
continuing sedimentation of meaning in words, in language: the palimpsest effect
referred to by Derrida. Whereas Lewis, if he is seen to be speaking through
Hingest, apparently clings to the comfortable conviction that ultimately there is a
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fixed conclusion, a fixed meaning to things, a fixed reality, it seems to me that his
fiction in general presents a view which his conservative disciples today may fmd
somewhat grotesque - that is that meaning, like language, is slippery and indeed
more like Derrida' s palimpsest than a polished inscribed plaque.

FUGUE:
GOD AS CHOREOGRAPHER,

MAN AS THRESHOLD LEAPER

fugue
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Fugue: God as choreographer, man as threshold leaper.

As human beings we are each, according to Desmond Morris, "the magic
combination: the threshold leaper; the risk taker; the venerable child for all
occasions". 1 For Morris the characteristic which marks out humanity from the rest
of the animal world is the ability to play. Speaking as a biologist and professional
' Humanwatcher', Morris asserts that once we've solved the fundamental problems
of survival we are off and away as examples of "the creative ape". At our best we
remain all our lives childlike adults, ready at the slightest provocation or
opportunity to indulge in mature play.

Our biological heritage

is, he says, to be the

most exuberant, the most mischievously imaginative animal on the planet. One of
the consequences of this is the use of symbolic equation whereby we let one thing
stand for another while at the same time knowing it is "make believe", to borrow
Morris's terminology. Using the example ofMagritte's "Ceci n'est pas une pipe",
Morris notes almost in Wittgenstinian or Derridaean terms that the whole point here
is that the image is not the thing that it represents. Whatever the reality that the text
is creating it is different from or other than the reality of a real pipe. If, however,
one attempts to light Magritte's 'pipe', it will be the painting rather than any tobacco
that will bum.

Similarly, although the power of the word itself cannot be

underestimated, Morris observes that "The word 'D 0 G' never bit anybody!"
Symbolic play, he notes, is everywhere in adult human life. He cites as examples
art,

cinema and language as well as symbols in ritual play such as Navaho sand

painting, Maori body painting or tattooing. He might well have added (had he been
operating in my socio-geographic context) Tiwi Pukamani totems, Am.hem Land
song cycles, dances and bark paintings and other Australian aboriginal dreamings.
Once we enter the world of symbolic thinking we become
suggestible to an amazing degree. Whole mythologies have been
constructed on the foundation of just a few symbolic equations.
Whether they're true or false is hardly relevant. Their importance is

1

D. Morris, The Human Animal(
Bey
ond Survival). ABCfV, 9/10/94.
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in the way they transport us onto new planes of experience and
release us into the heady world of brain games and mind play.2

And the characteristic of such play as can be appreciated in human art, for
Morris, is non-repetition, variation (infinitely) on a theme. It seems to me that, in
transporting Ransom to various other worlds, Lewis is indulging in just such
symbolic play. However I think that Lewis, like most writers, is using symbolic
equations or significations whereby we let one thing stand for others, rather than
a single other. As to whether it is 'make believe', that is another question again.
Within the world of the text it is as real as the reader is in his or her own world.
The question of reality becomes a bigger question perhaps in relation to the nature
of the reader's reality vis-a-vis the reality of the world of the text. I would argue
that the reader must experience some sort of dual reality (perhaps like the individual
who holds dual nationality, dual passports). The reader is undoubtedly a real entity
in his or her own world but, inasmuch

as

the reader through the act of reading,

constitutes or completes a particular reality of the world within the text, then the
reader also acquires some sort of reality within the text. That is, the reader is
involved in two simultaneous games or acts or processes of play.

On one level the

reader is involved with the text and the original writer of the text in a strategy game
of completing or realising the story. Deconstruction theory might be seen to argue
that the hoped for 'closure' of the game at the conclusion of the reading of the text
is a mere delusion, something eternally unattainable.

On the other hand it seems to

me one could argue that deconstruction is really arguing that the best 'closure' one

can hope for is something of the nature of the check rather than checkmate of a
game of chess. It is the sense of being brought to a halt - perhaps on the edge of
an abyss - rather than to a conclusion. And of course, although one might end a
single game of chess (or a single instance of any other ludic pursuit), the game of
chess itself still goes on: it still exists - even in the form of games as yet unbegun.
For reasons such as these I fwd that Matei Calinescu's argument that all
(literary) reading is actually rereading occurring within a context of mythic, circular
time is a convincing and suitably playful one. Calinescu proposes that literary or
engaged reading must be rereading because inevitably the texts we read are haunted
by not only themselves (in either our previous or subsequent readings or by our
rereading of passages as we proceed) but by other texts which we may already

2 ibid.
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have read or are yet to read and which bear on the text we are currently
"(re)reading", to use Calinescu 's term.3 For Calinescu it is the

question of concealed meaning - of both the why and the how of
concealment - that haunts the act of rereading, particularly as it
comes to focus on tiny textual details, idiosyncratic formulations,
letter combinations, patterns of occurrence of names and dates, and
other such matters. The Kabbalistically minded reader will, in other
words always reread for the secret [the goal of the game), ultimately
not so much for the sake of penetrating the secret per se (although
this is always a challenge and therefore an important motive) as for
the sake of eliminating chance, of reducing the "noise" of
randomness, of gaining access to a zone of transparency of
meaning.4

The circular model of the reader's memory and of reading time

in general

S.

Eliot and

employed by Calinescu (and before him, as he points out, by T.
Roland Barthes)

"is an open challenge to our conventional-historical way of

thinking. But no matter how paradoxical it may appear in some of its implications,
the circularity of this mythic/literary time is not in conflict with intuition".5

As

Calinescu points out, the notion had been the subject of reflection long before
Barthes noticed it. He refers in particular to Eliot's

1919 essay

"Tradition and the

Individual Talent" as an example of a precursor of this idea that "what happens
when a new work of art is created is something that happens simultaneously to all
the works of art that preceded it" .6 In reference to this notion of the circularity of
mythical time Calinescu also refers to Zeno's paradox against movement.
perhaps more appropriate however to cite Zeno' s

paradoxes

It is

rather than a single

paradox relating to movement. Three of the paradoxes seem particularly relevant.
They are:

The Dichotomy :

If a straight line AB can be divided

indefinitely then motion is impossible, for in order to go from A to
B it is first necessary to reach the midpoint, and to do this one must
reach the one-quarter point, the one-eighth point and so on
3

M. Calinescu,

Rereading (New Haven & London : Yale University Press, 1993.) p. xi.

4 ibid. p. 14.
5 ibid. p. 54.
6 T. S. Eliot, Selected Prose. (Harmondsworth : Penguin, 1953.)

p. 23.
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Zeno

claimed that one must cross so many points that the motion could
never begin.

Achilles

:

Assume a tortoise starts a race a distance ahead

of Achilles. By the time Achilles has reached the starting point of
the tortoise, the tortoise will have covered a certain distance; in the
time required by Achilles to cover this additional distance, the
tortoise will have gone a little further, and so on indefinitely. Zeno
claimed that Achilles can never overtake the tortoise since he has to
cover infinite small distances.

The

arrow

:

If time is made up of indivisible atomic

instants, then a moving arrow is always at rest, for at any instant
the arrow is in a fi.xed position. Since this is true of every instant it
follows that the arrow never moves7.

One might observe that these paradoxes constitute language games (or
games of logic) in their own right. The 'real world' does not operate thus

-

although certain cinematographic techniques (such as 'freeze frame', animation and
super-slow motion filming) seem to operate as practical demonstrations or
inversions of Zeno's paradoxes. Taken too literally Zeno's paradoxes against
motion might lead us to believe that the reader finds the task so daunting that he or
she is paralysed at the outset.

Obviously, however, we know that such is not

generally the case. Readers read or, in the current jargon, readers engage with and
construct the text before them. Zeno's paradox and other similar propositions
simply serve to alert us to the complicated nature of that apparently simple task.
Certainly reading - and indeed language itself - would appear to be rather more
complex than Lewis allowed in his Studies in Words .8

There he asserts that

although language exists for the purpose of communicating whatever it can
communicate, nonetheless it "communicates some things so badly that we never
attempt to communicate them by words if any other medium is available"(SW

313).

He continues that

precisely what language can hardly do at

all, and never does well,

is to inform us about complex physical shapes and movements ....

7

M. Cameron, Heritage Mathematics. (North Melbourne Vic : Hargreen Publications, 1983.)

8

C. S. Lewis, Studies in Words. (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1990.)
(Hereafter referred to in the text as SW.)
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Another grave limitation of language is that it cannot, like music or
gesture, do more than one thing at once. However the words in a
great poet's phrase interinanimate [sic] one another and strike the
mind as a quasi-instantaneous chord, yet, strictly speaking, each
word must be read or heard before the next. That way, language is
as unilinear as time (SW 313).
Strictly speaking Lewis may be correct although it seems more the case that,
even in its simplest form, reading actually consists of the eye scanning and taking
in, together with the mind, phrases or groups of words rather than single words at
any one sight as it were. Certainly, although he later admits grudgingly that
"genius ... [may] find its own ways of palliating this defect in the instrument" (SW

314), Lewis nonetheless believes that in this respect - that readers cannot
simultaneously grasp both complexity and suddenness in a piece of language language is defective. It seems strange that a man who wrote and read so
prodigiously could present what appears to be such a simplistic argument about the
way language works - and that he could have given no apparent thought to the
issues of rereading and of the 'mythical' time frame within which reading occurs.
Certainly in An Experiment in Criticism,9 published a year after Studies in Words,
Lewis's views seem to be taking a broader sweep. There he suggests, among a
great many other things, that "reception" is a better term than "use" in relation to
art,

for to 'receive' significant words is always, in one sense to 'use'
them, to go through and beyond them to an imagined something
which is not itself verbal . ... Words are to [such a literary reader]
... exquisitely detailed compulsions on a mind willing and able to
be so compelled. That is why to speak of 'magic' or 'evocation' in
connection with a style is to use a metaphor, not merely emotive,
but extremely apt (EC 89).
Here Lewis seems to be presenting a view of reading which is more in keeping
with what actually happens in his own fiction writing. It is also more in keeping
with the idea of reading - as Calinescu says, as he develops his poetics of reading,
(re)reading

-

as play.

9 C. S. Lewis, AnExperiment in Criticism . (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1961.)
(Hereafter referred to in the text as EC.)
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Play

While the work of Johan Huizinga has often been attacked or derided for its
lack of scientific basis (or bias), Homo Ludens1 O has nonetheless been a seminal
work in relation to the theory of reading, or the construction of texts as play. Much
of what follows Huizinga in the area of 'play theory ' , if it might be so called, uses
his work as a starting point, albeit often a point from which to diverge. For
example the work of Roger Caillois, Bernard Suits and Robert Rawdon Wilson, to
name but three theorists in this field, develops from or in reaction to the work of
Huizinga. Hugo Rahner's 'eutrapalia' 1

1 is in somewhat of a different category but

it also impinges on the matter of the playfulness of reading, particularly in relation
to the works of Lewis and Plass.
Huizinga designates

man

as "homo ludens", man the player.

foreword to Homo Ludens (originally published in
delivered at Leyden in

In the

1950 but based on an address

1933, and lectures given elsewhere in the following years),

Huizinga develops his conviction that "civilization arises and unfolds in and as
play.

. .. [That is to say] play is to be understood not as a biological phenomenon

but as a cultural phenomenon ... approached historically and not scientifically" . 1 2
Huizinga's eschewing of both the scientific and the psychological approaches in his
study of man the player has earned considerable criticism.
Nonetheless Huizinga's proposition that play, as a special form of activity,
has accompanied and pervaded all phases of civilization up to and including the
time of his writing builds on a long tradition. l 3 This tradition frequent!y also

links

play and laughter, and has done so since antiquity. Plato proposed to ban both
laughter and poetry from his republic because of their subversive nature. Bakhtin,
in his work on Rabelais, notes that at the time of the Renaissance it was believed
that "certain essential aspects of the world are accessible only to laughter" . 1 4
During the Renaissance, according to Bakhtin,

1 0 J. Huizinga, Homo Ludens. (Boston : Beacon Press, 1955.)
1 1 H. Rahner, Man at Play. (London : Burns & Oates, 1965.)
1 2 Huizinga, op cit foreword.
1 3 ibid. p. 4.

1 4 M. M. Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World tr. H. Iswolsky. (Bloomington : Indiana
University Press, 1984.)

p. 66.
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laughter has a deep philosophical meaning, it is one of the essential
forms of the truth concerning the world as a whole ... ;

it is a

peculiar point of view relative to the world; the world is seen anew,
no less (and perhaps more) profoundly than when seen from the
serious standpoint. Therefore, laughter is just as admissable in great
literature, posing serious problems, as seriousnessl5.
Huizinga, of course, points out that the assumption that play and seriousness are
direct opposites cannot be sustained. He suggests that laughter is the opposite of
seriousness without being inextricably bound up in play. For Huizinga, laughter
and the comic are intertwined. The relationship with play, as Huizinga sees it, is
different again. The comic - and, presumably, the comedic - is linked with
"folly. Play however is not foolish. It lies outside the antithesis of wisdom and
folly ... and equally outside [the antitheses] of truth and falsehood, good and evil.
... [I]t has no moral function" . 1 6 Clearly play and laughter are not synonymous
although some play may involve or provoke laughter, and some laughter may arise
out of the circumstances of play. Both play and laughter can be seen, in at least
some situations however, as subversive. Both can also be seen as regenerative. It
is again Bakhtin who notes that

"a millennium of folk humour broke into

Renaissance literature" - and laughter.l7 The "characteristic trait of Renaissance
laughter", according to Bakhtin, was "precisely the recognition of its positive,
regenerating, creative meaning" . 1 8 In terms such as these - of regeneration,
creativity and positiveness - there is a link between laughter and Huizinga's notion
of play.
For Huizinga play has a number of distinguishing features. Play is a
voluntary activity.l9 It is a superfluous human activity. That is to say, it has no
purpose other than itself. But "the contrast between play and seriousness is always
fluid. . .. The inferiority of play is continually being offset by the corresponding
superiority of its seriousness.

Play turns to seriousness and seriousness to

play" 20 We can see this sort of fluctuation in the playfulness of Perelandra in
.

particular within Lewis's trilogy - and within a more 'serious' framework in
1 5 ibid. p. 66.
1 6 Huizinga, op cit.
17

Bakhtin,

18 ibid.

19
20

p.

Huizinga,

ibid.

op cit.

p. 6.
p. 72.

71.
op cit.

p. 8.

p. 7.
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A Grief Observed. The Plass texts take the middle ground between these two
extremes. Play, in Huizinga's scheme of things, "is distinct from 'ordinary' life
both as to locality and duration".2 1 That is, "it is played out within certain limits of
time and place".22 Finally, he notes that "all play has its rules".23 Roger Caillois,
in his work on the ludic dimension of human activity, notes that "it is true that the
essence of play is to be unproductive" in the sense that it aims "to create neither
wealth,

as does

work, nor a work as does art" .24 The various kinds of games are,

for Caillois, subsumed under the four categories of agon (competition), alea
(chance), mimicry (simulation) and ilinx (vertigo). Furthermore he positions the
games in each of these four categories on a continuum which represents an
evolution from paidia (active, tumultuous, exuberant and spontaneous play) to

ludus

(play which is calculated, contrived, subordinate to rules).25

paidia, he notes,

are

Ludus and

not categories of play but rather they are ways of playing.26

Ultimately play is, he believes, essentially :

1.

FREE: in which playing is not obligatory;

if it were it would at

once lose its attractive and joyous quality as diversion;

2. SEPARATE: circumscribed within the limits of space and time,
defined and fixed in advance;

3. UNCERTAIN: the course of which cannot be determined, nor
the result ascertained beforehand, and some latitude for innovations
being left to the player's initiative;

4.

UNPRODUCTIVE: creating neither goods, nor wealth, nor

new elements of any kind; and except for exchange of property
among the players, ending in a situation identical to that prevailing
at the beginning of the game;

5. GOVERNED BY RULES: under conventions that suspend
ordinary laws, and for the moment establish new legislation, which
alone counts;

2 1 ibid. p. 9.
22 ibid p. 9.
23 ibid p. 1 1 .
24 R Caillois, Unity of Play: Diversity of Games", tr. E. P. Halperin

m Dio
genes 19 (Fall
1957.) p. 120.
25 R Caillois, Man
.pjayandQames, tr. M. Burasch. (New York : Free Press of Glencoe
Inc., 1961.) See tables, pp. 36 & 54.
2 6 ibid. p. 53.
..
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6. MAKE-BELIEVE (ACTIVE):

accompanied by a special

awareness of a second reality or of a free unreality, as against real
life.
These diverse qualities are purely formal. They do not prejudge the
content of games.27

The translator of Man. Playand Garnes notes that the abiding value of Caillois's
work "lies in the fact that he has not hesitated to use play and games as a culture
clue, even if at the rate of possible oversimplification" .28
Many of the characteristics enumerated by Caillois can be applied, of
course, with little or no modification to the process of reading or constructing text
but there are, it seems to me, some problems for a model of (re)reading as play if
one bases such a model ultimately and solely on arguments such as those of either
Huizinga or Caillois which inherently characterise play as being essentially
unproductive in the non-Marxist sense that it aims "to create neither wealth, as
does work, nor a work as does art" .29 Certainly reading, except perhaps in very
rare circumstances does not aim to create wealth in the way work does.
it is perhaps not so clear cut that it does riot aim to create a

However

work in the way

does. Much depends of course on the sort of work of art one has

in mind.

art

One

might argue that a painting or a piece of sculpture is a fixed, unchanging piece of
work. Once completed by the artist it becomes an object for people to view. It
seems to me that there is of course, even here, the possibility of arguing that, like
any text, the work of art requires the interaction of an audience/ viewer/ listener/
reader - an interpreter, interactor or interlocutor of some sort - in order, at least in
some sense, to be complete.

Such a completion as this must of its nature be

ephemeral since it is a situation that will be repeated many times over, but never
identically (since even the same viewer seeing the work subsequently can never see
it from the same perspective). Nonetheless, despite its ephemeral nature, some
trace of the encounter remains with the one who has 'received the text' - and this
trace will then be a part of any subsequent experiences of 'text', creating an
intertextual field within which (or outside of which) to position subsequent textu.al
experiences. Certainly it may be easier to mount and to sustain an argument such
as this in relation to arts such as music and dance where, despite the fixity or
rigidity of the score confronting the performers, there will inevitably be fluidity in

27 ibid.

28

ibid.

pp. 9
p. ix.

-

10.

29 Caillois, "Unity of Play". op cit.

p. 120.
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their interpretation of,

or

interaction with it. For the audience, there is usually no

doubt that 'a work of art' has been created, whatever its quality might be. But,
again, of its nature, it is ephemeral. It cannot be eternall y frozen, unchanging in the
experience or mind of the audience (whose very participation to some extent
determines their perception and appreciation of the text). But a trace will remain.
So it is with reading. As the reader reads, he or she is constructing a reading, a text
which may or may not be identical at every point with the constructions of every
other reader - indeed one may fairly safely say that such exact correlation, even
with the reader's own subsequent readings or constructions, will never be - nor
can ever be - exactly the same.
It needs to be made clear that I am not attempting to present an unduly
Romantic solipsistic argument here - that subjectivity is all , or that there is no such
thing as objectivity. Huizinga and Caillois might say that "all play has its rules"
and, in that case, it is the rules of common sense that apply here. A painting is a
painting:

sculpture is sculpture, as it were.

And, Humpty Dumpty

notwithstanding, words cannot be made to mean whatever one might want them to
mean.

In regard to words it is rather the case that the reader's viewpoint,

experience and intuition may determine the depth to which the sedimented meaning
may be trawled or recovered - or the extent to which the layers of a palimpsest
may be separated and deciphered.

I would, however, argue that these

are

continuous processes. Of their nature they are probably endless. Further, while
one might concede the post-modernist point that language is, and texts are, non
referential, there is nonetheless a significant degree of overlap and interchange
(slippage perhaps) between the real 'secondary' world of the text and 'the real
world' of the reader. Without some interchange of experience and ideas from
either to either, it seems to me that indeed the one would be meaningless and the
other diminished.

A serious but inefficient pursuit

Thus, while the work of Huizinga and Caillois provides a useful platform
from which to launch oneself into a theory of the playfulness of textual
construction, one needs to look beyond them for a definition of play suitable to the
process of playing with text and texts.

In his delightful exposition of the
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grasshopper logic of "Games, Life and Utopia", Bernard Suits offers a definition
of play which is more workable in relation to texts and the serious game(s) of
reading.3° In The Grasshopper, Suits has refined an earlier definition of play as
the player's deliberate choice of, if not the least efficient, then at least less than the
most efficient means of attaining the desired end or goaJ.3 1

In the ' game' of

reading it is generally assumed that the end or goal of the game is either to get to the
end of the text or to resolve the puzzle set by the text. It is often assumed that the
desire to accomplish either or both of these things is what draws, drives or impels
the reader through the text in a linear fashion. However, as Calinescu repeatedly
points out, much of what is assumed to be a unilinear 'reading' of the text may well
be a more complex, circular rereading - an attempt to decipher or decode the secret
which is the text or to deconstruct and unearth strands of meaning within the
language of the text. And it seems to me that when one speaks of deconstruction
one is necessarily speaking simultaneously of reconstruction. One might almost
follow Calinescu's lead and write the word thus: de(re)construction.

Such

meaning as lies in or is embedded in the text surely means little enough until it is
brought back to light and life by a reader. Despite the protestations of some
deconstructionists that meaning lies within and is solely a function of language, it is
nonetheless the case that they all assume - and all texts assume - a readership
without which they are incomplete. That is not to say, however, that a single
reading or even a multitude of readings will 'complete' or 'exhaust' the possible
readings of the text Although the texts and language are non-referential, inasmuch
as

the world of the text and the world in or from which the reader reads are not

projections or reflections of each other, it is nevertheless necessary that there
should be points of parity between the worlds. If the real world of the text bore no
relationship at all to the reader's 'real world' of experience and imagination then
surely the textual world would become either inaccessible or meaningless to the
reader. Even fantasy games must have some points of interconnection with the
player's 'real' everyday experience or imagination or they surely lose their point
Whether one speaks in terms of reading or rereading, the 'game' of
'solving' or 'resolving' - reaching the end of a text - however tentatively that
might be done, must be played like any game according to certain rules. Perhaps
the most obvious of these rules is that, for example, which 'forbids' the reader
from jumping in reading from the first to the last page of the text. For Suits this
meets the criteria that "games require obedience to rules which limit the permissible
30 B. Suits, The Grasshoeper: (Toronto & Buffalo : University of Toronto Press, 1978.)
3 1 B. Suits, "What is a Game?'' in Philosophyof Science. vol 34, (1969.) p. 156.
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means to a sought end, and where such rules are obeyed just so that such an
activity can occur".32 Ultimately he defmes the lusory attitude in the following
terms:

To play a game is to attempt to achieve a specific state of affairs
(prelusory goal), using only means permitted by rules (lusory
means), where the rules prohibit use of more efficient in favour of
less efficient means (constitutive rules), and where the rules are
accepted just because they make possible such activity (lusory
attitude). I also offer the following simpler and, so to speak, more
portable version of the above:

playing a game is the voluntary

attempt to overcome unnecessary obstacles.33

One of the difficulties with Caillois's distinction between play and work is his
inclusion of the quality of unproductiveness as a characteristic of play as opposed
to work. There are, it seems to me, some difficulties with this in relation to the
reading of, playing with, texts. Certainly the reader does not create goods or
wealth (generally speaking) from reading. But it is surely not true to say that at the
"end" of reading, the reader is "in a situation identical to that prevailing at the
beginning".34

Bernard Suits, through the grasshopper, distinguishes between

work and play in the following terms which seem to me to be more useful: "I
meant by 'work' activity which is instrumentally valuable and by 'play' activity
which is intrinsically valuable".35

Thus the grasshopper can conclude that,

although

[w]e thus call games 'pastimes' and regard them as trifling fillers of
the interstices in our lives ... they are much more important than
that. They are clues to the future. And their serious cultivation now
is perhaps our only salvation. That, if you like, is the metaphysics
ofleisure time36.

Play then can be serious and substantive without being work. And play can
certainly become the basis of a poetics of reading as it does for Calinescu.
32 Suits, TheGrasshopper. op cit. p. 32.
33 ibid. p. 41.
34 Caillois, Man Playand Games. op cit p. 10.
35 Suits, The Grasshopper. op cit. p. 161.
36

ibid.

p. 176.
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Ultimately, for Calinescu, "good [literary] reading is reading that produces a
maximum of pleasure ... of the kind that an individual reader may be seeking" .37
For Lewis, it goes without saying that all reading should be pleasurable or
entertaining, that is the least he would expect (

EC 91

-

92).

However for him

reading goes beyond "pleasure" in its simpler sense. Reading is "an experience so
momentous that only experiences of love, religion, or bereavement can furnish a
standard of comparison. [fhe readers'] whole consciousness is changed. They
have become what they were not before"(EC

3).

Lewis's assertion here recalls his

definition of "joy" as that which is "distinct not only from pleasure in general but
even from aesthetic pleasure. It must have the stab, the pang, the inconsolable
longing" .38 Generally though such a distinction between joy and pleasure is not
assumed and thus, for some people, pleasure (joy) can equally be the result of
serious and deeply involving play.
For Calinescu the prime rule of the reading ' game' is the rule of pleasure
and, given that readers can - according to Calinescu - become fully fledged
characters in a fictional drama which may be originated by the act of reading itself,
it is, be says, "precisely as a form of play, as a ludic activity, that a poetics of
(re)reading should approach its object".39 "Literary reading becomes a sort of
unpredictable (inter)textual game of chess; or perhaps more accurately, it resembles

repeated attempts to solve a difficult and brilliantly deceptive chess problem or the
absorbing effort at deciphering a complicated cryptogram" .40 The "ludic attitude in
reading" is one in which a

highly skilled reader

may

adopt a ludic attitude toward a text,

whether the text is within or without his or her area of expertise.
The ability to approach a text ludically is an expression of a state of
overall well-being, self-confidence, and creativeness.

The ludic

attitude may prompt the reader to construct his or her reading as a
game (competitive, co-operative, or mixed). The same basic attitude
may also give rise in the reader to a vague but vital, healthy

(in

Winnicott's sense) "heuristic hope". A heuristic theory of ludic
reading is justified both in disciplinary and, more importantly, in
interdisciplinary tenns given the hypothesizing nature and vocation

37 Calinescu, op cit. p. 114.
38 C. S. Lewis, Surprised ByJoy. (London : Collins, 1959.)
referred to in tbe text as SBJ.)
39

40

ibid.
ibid.

p. 131.

p. 125.

pp. 61 - 62. (Hereafter
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of reading. Finally, a certain kind of ludic or quasi-ludic reading,
and particularly the rereading of certain classic texts (Emerson
rereading Plato) may enhance the creativity and originality of the
reader and inspire genuinely new work.41
One needs to keep in mind that. for Calinescu, 'ludic' entails the paradox in
which the notions of 'work for play' and 'play for work'

-

that is, the

interchangeability of not only these terms but also these functions - can help us as
readers resolve the inherent and inescapable ambiguities or intricacies of ludic
reading. Calinescu assumes that reading can effectively be regarded as "an intricate
,
game. in which any question of the reader's motivation can be answered "quite
simply in terms ofthe game-theoretical notion of payoff' .42 However he notes two
necessary complicating qualifications:
(1) reading a text of any length is never one continuous game but
many simultaneous and successive, intertwined, often fragmentary
games, each with its own potential payoff matrix; [and)

(2) reading has little if anything to do with the kinds of games that
can be formalized and treated mathematically ... .43
The consideration of reading as play in these terms reminds Calinescu of
Schleiermacher' s formulation of romantic hermeneutics: the task of the interpreter
of a text is to understand it better than its own author. 44
Thus far largely we have been looking at play theory in such a way that it is
the reader who plays with and within the text. We have perhaps tacitly assumed
that the reader's role in the game is determined by himself or herself. But is that
necessarily the case? Must we not at least consider that the reader is positioned by
the text - or by the fust writer of the text?45 Given that texts may often do more
or other things than the first writer intended, my preference is for the view that it is
the text that positions the reader in the textual arena of play. So, for example,
readers of Out of the Silent Planet and Perelandraare positioned, it seems to me,
41 ibid p. 141.
42 ibid p. 147.
43 ibid p. 147.

44 F. D. E. Schleiermacher, Henneneutics: TheHandwrinen Manuscripts ed. H. IGmmerle, trs.
J. Duke & J. Forstman. (Atlanta Georgia: Scholars Press, 1986.) p. 191.
Quoted in Calinescu, p. 148, his emphasis.
45 See also, for example, J. M Q. Davies, "'Emma' as Charade and the Education of the
Reader" in PhilologicaJQuarterly. 65 (1986).
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alongside Ransom. They are almost compelled to see things as he sees them; to
experience things as he experiences them; to be confused as he is confused and so
on. There may be times when one, as reader, becomes frustrated with Ransom's
apparent blindness but nonetheless - on a fl.rst reading especially one is virtually
compelled to 'be' as Ransom is. Subsequent readings of the text however may
allow the reader more freedom to know more than Ransom can ever know
throughout either text and thus, almost certainly, to become frustrated with him at
the same time as one is sympathetic to

him. By contrast, it seems to me that That

Hideous Strength positions the reader at some distance from the action. How else
would one be able to keep abreast of the events occurring in both the diametrically
opposed camps? Here we are given an almost God-like perspective - and perhaps
an almost God-like sense of amazement or frustration at the events unfolding.
In A Grief Observed much depends on what sort of game you think it is.
If, as has been the traditional view, one reads this text as a personal account of
Lewis's own grief after the death of his wife then
the text, empathising with the "I" of the text.

I think one is drawn closer into

If, however, one reads the text more

along the lines of a personalised treatise on 'How to live through the grief process'
then one is distanced a little and one's reading. while sympathetic, is likely to be
rather more objective than subjective. Certainly I feel that, while one is presented
with the "I'' of the text as being ostensibly Lewis himself, there is nonetheless
some almost indefmable distance created between that "Lewis" and the 'real' C. S.
Lewis. It is almost a

case

of - as Tolkien is reputed to have observed of Letters to

Malcolm.Chieflyon Prayer - the text possibly being a series of letters addressed

to Malcolm on the subject of prayer while the real subject of the text was C. S.
Lewis's praying!

Godgames

Given the almost universally recognised flatness or lack of perceptible
development in any of the characters i n the trilogy particularly, and the equally
general designation of the trilogy as 'novels of ideas' as much

as

works of fantasy

or science fiction, it seems then that much of the play will centre on those ideas
which lie at the heart or the centre of the texts. It could be argued that i n fact the
character of Ransom does develop throughout the trilogy.

Certainly he is no
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longer the same character at the conclusion of the trilogy that he is at the outset.
Nevertheless it seems to me that such changes and developments as happen to his
character occur in the interstices between the texts rather than within the texts
themselves. Thus one might either see this as the text establishing a need for the
reader to project the world of the novel beyond its own boundaries, possibly into a
reading space which falls between worlds, perhaps. Alternatively the text allows,
or demands, that the reader construct a dynamic character whose development does
not cease merely with the last page of the text but goes on writing itself in the
reader's mind 'between' texts.

These surely are variations on the ' game' of

reading, variations within the normal range of playing with texts. One might be
tempted to ponder the god-like role which appears to be the reader's in relation to
texts - at once outside and all-knowing, and in some senses all-powerful - and
yet intervening in the text to create the realities that exist within the text by the very
act of reading. Thus the reader is mysteriously and simultaneously positioned both
within and outside the text. The reader seems to be in a privileged position in what
might be regarded as the 'godgame' of the text - and yet the text itself somehow
positions the reader. The very term 'godgame' as used first by John Fowles in
The Ma�:us46 has come to mean a particular type of play within the novel rather
than the obvious god-like position of the reader in relation to the characters.
However that position remains, to some extent at least, unaltered - the reader can
still, by deciding when to read and to stop reading for example, determine the
progress or otherwise of the action of the text as read. But that assumes of course
that nothing happens within the novel unless the reader is present! Perhaps to
assume anything else is to put oneself into the world of Pinochio, The Nutcracker
Suite, The Mouse and HisChild47 or Dr Coppelius - or any of a range of folk and
fairy tales in which the absence of an outside observer is not only irrelevant to the
action but, in some cases, a necessary condition for the action. While one might
pursue deconstruction and play theory into such magical thickets we shall here only
entertain the possibility as being yet another possibility amongst so many.
The 'Godgame', as Fowles uses the term, means "a game-like situation in
which a

magister ludi knows the rules (because he created them) and the player

does nof'.48 The term ' godgame', Wilson says, "may be extended to include all
instances of a certain kind of literary illusion, common to both the baroque and the
modem periods, in which a victim within a confusing, shifting web of incidents
46 J. Fowles, The Magus. (St. Albans : Triad/Panther Books, 1977.) Foreword,
47 R. Hoban, TheMouse and His Child. (Hannondsworth : Penguin, 1976.)

p. 10.

48 R. R. Wilson, "Spooking Oedipa: On Godgames" in Canadian Review of Comparative
Literature (Spring 1977. )

p. 187.
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attempts to think his way out or through (that is, to discover the rules), and in
which the process of thinking, or playing the game, may be described from inside
as

a succession of states of consciousness" .49 Despite this shift of emphasis from

the 'game' which the reader is playing with the text to a 'game' happening within
the text and in which a character is singled out as being the pawn or victim, it
seems to me that Fowles still recognises the playfulness of the whole (ad)venture of
reading when he observes that novels, even those more lucidly conceived, executed
and controlled than his own, "are not like crossword puzzles with one unique set of
correct answers behind the clues" .so

That is, a novel is not an analogy for

something else. "Its meaning is whatever reaction it provokes in the reader''51 and,
so far as Fowles is concerned, there is no single correct reaction. Thus the reader
as 'God' is not bound to a single divine and unchanging interpretation or
pronouncement of any text. Such a Bakhtinian position allows for variant readings
then of the game which is being played out within the novel although it may not and probably cannot or will not - affect the actual structure of the godgame. The
victim of the godgame will probably remain the same victim of the same magister

Judi but perhaps the intensity of the game or its intricacies may appear to vary
depending on precisely who is reading it and in what contexts.

It is no longer

possible to say ' doubtless' rather than 'probably' .
Robert Rawdon Wilson, in developing this notion of the godgame and
proposing it as a genre of writing in its own right, with such forms as the labyrinth
as

a sub-genre of the godgame, tends to feel that "there has been a great deal of

loose talk about games" !52 For him, it seems, most prior use of play theory

-

since in many cases game and play theories are thoughtlessly conflated or carelessly
intermingled

- in relation to literature has been too much like the casual play of

unstructured leisure rather than of an organised games period. Wilson points out,
as

have others before him, that "not everything that is playful is a game, nor is a

game necessarily simply an exercise according to rules ".53 Since his purpose in
this instance is to plumb the depths of the labyrinth as a particular type of godgame,
Wilson may be attempting to disparage and disenfranchise other possible
explorations of play and game theory in order, in an attempted pre-emptive opening
move, to clear the game space for himself. In order to do this he resorts to a

49 ibid. p. 187.
50 Fowles, op cit p. 9.
5 1 ibid. p. 9.
52 R R. Wilson, "Godgames and Labyrinths: The Logic of Entrapment" in Mosaic XV/4,
(1982.) p. 2.
53 ibid. p. 3.
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definition of game which allows as "' game' only an activity constituted by rules (at
least one) and engaged in with a ' l usory' attitude".54 This, as he recognises, is a
simple modification of Bernard Suits's definition, previously discussed.

The

lusory attitude he notes,

formulates the playfulness of game-playing and may be described as
the inwardness, the reflexivity, of game playing. It is the player's
state of mind that makes the rule of a given game acceptable and
allows him to engage in an activity that has been made, by the rules
that have established it, a purposefully inefficient manner of
obtaining certain ends.55

Thus far it seems he has added little, if anything at all, to Suits's
exploration of play and game theory as it applies to reading texts.

He adds,

though, that "when a lusory attitude has taken over, the mind might be said to have
shaped itself parasitically upon the body of the rules" .56

Here, his notion is

haunted (to borrow Calinescu's sense of the word as well as its 'normal' meaning)
by deconstructive ideas of parasitism, palimpsest and sedimentation - and again
the mystery of what exactly is happening in the reading becomes

an

issue.

Is it

now rules, rather than language, which set the parameters of reading andJor the
construction of meaning in texts?

Or is it still language which constitutes the rules

which in turn nurture the parasitic mind of the reader?

Or is it perhaps rather some

sort of symbiosis which involves language (the constitutive rules of the game?), the
reader/ constructor/ player and the text itself as the actual play process or game?
One could pursue this line further into a maze of theory but my purpose here is to
try to establish the relevance and efficacy of using the idea of the godgame or
labyrinth as a sort of template by which to play with Lewis's trilogy and A Grief
Observed as well as the Plass texts.
The characteristics of this template, as Wilson develops the idea, are as
follows:

[i]n a labyrinth a character wanders, perplexed and baffled, toward a
destination that may be unknown or hold unforeseen surprises. A
labyrinth suggests contextual intricacies, involution and replication,

54 ibid.
55 j bid.
56 ibid.

p. 6.
p. 6.
p. 6.
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and structural perplexity of many kinds:

in sum it is a massive

fusion of illusion and impasse. ...
As a narrative situation, the labyrinth falls into the larger
context of narratives that recount the misadventures of characters
who have been over-mastered, or out-played, by another character of
superior cunning, greater intellectual force and skilful entrapping
strategies. ... The entrapped character finds himself entangled in the
threads of (from his point of view) an incomprehensible strategy
plotted by another character who (thus) takes on the roles both of
game-master, since he invents the rules for the other character to
follow, and of a god as well.

The victim of a godgame fmds himself in the bewildering
necessity of having to think himself out of a context that he cannot
understand. In comic versions of the godgame, he will not even
realize that he is within an illusion .. _57
.

.

In terms of one's appreciation of a labyrinth, much, of course, depends on
where one stands in relation to it If one has designed a labyrinth one may find
inordinate satisfaction in watching victims fumble about within it, complicating
their position at almost every turn. And the most complex labyrinths, of course,
have a vertical as well as a horizontal dimension: they appear to repeat themselves
on more than one level. (Eco's novel The Name of the Rose
example of such a labyrinthine text).

is a wonderful

If one is actually the victim within the

labyrinth one may suspect that there is more than one level to the the maze but
often one cannot be sure. Nor can one be sure exactly what or whose mind is
behind it. In the case of the fantasy/science fiction trilogy the template of the
labyrinth seems to offer an apt figure with which to play with the texts and to
attempt to chart a way through. In this case though it seems certain that this
labyrinth has more than one level and, within the overall godgame structure, there
are subsets of the game. Of course the labyrinth is a model which has a long
history in myth and literature. It appears, for example, in The Odyssey which, it
might be argued, in many ways underlies all travel narratives, especially those
which encompass time or space travel or in other ways locate themselves in the
sphere of the mythical. The labyrinth might also be discovered under the form of

57 ibid. pp.

6 - 7. The works of .K.afka and Pynchon could be seen as falling within this field.
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the quest, as for example in the almost archetypical medieval narrative of The
Ouest for the HolyGrail
It seems to me that there are traceable elements of both these narrative
models in Lewis's works. Certainly his familiarity with medieval literature should
lead us to expect that any labyrinth or godgame in his fiction will almost necessarily
take place on more than one level - that is, the model will look more like some sort
of play in 'virtual space' , to use the current newspeak of infotecbnology, than on
the single horizontal plane of a printed page. (Despite our acknowledgement of the
theoretical notion that the literary discourse occurs in some multi-dimensional space
rather than on a single plane we, as readers, still often find ourselves thinking that
the 'action' of a text is disconcertingly unilinear in some way.) There is a real
sense in which the medieval 'Great Chain of Being', despite its imposition of a
dependable and unchallengeable hierarchical order on the whole of life and human
perception, also allows for the sense of a labyrinthine cosmos. To keep in mind the
image of the geocentric universe comprising the concentric 'crystal' spheres in
which the earth

-

but not the human person - is central so that the great celestial

dance may have a centre to revolve about and so that people would, in the
movements of their own souls, try to imitate as nearly as they could the wisdom,
serenity and peace of the celestial spheres is to keep in mind a form of stylised
labyrinth in which there is perfect order in the whole, but if one attempts to move
between spheres then any number of blind alleys, dead ends and mischances may
occur.

Such philosophy as this Ptolemaic organisation of the universe, says

Lewis, is pure and genuine Plato.58 However, as he says in referring to Dante,
the spatial order of things material is the opposite of the spiritual, "and the material
mirrors, hence reverses, the reality, so that what is truly the rim seems to us [to be]
the hub" of the universe (TDI

58).

The notion of perfection and deity is always

bound up with the notion of the triad

- three is the perfect number, it seems.

Thus pseudo-Dionysus arranges the angelic creatures who operate as intermediaries
between God and humanity into "what Spenser calls their 'trinall triplicities', into
three 'Hierarchies' containing three species each, [an arrangement which] was
finally accepted by the Church" (TDI

71).

The God of pseudo-Dionysus "does

nothing directly that can be done through an intermediary ; [and] perhaps prefers the
longest possible chain of intermediaries; devolution or delegation, a fmely graded
descent of power and goodness, is the universal principle"(TDI 73).

58 C. S. Lewis,

The Discarded Image (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1967.)
p. 55. (Hereafter referred to in the text as TDI.)
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A

space - time labyrinth

Ideas such as these, and certain medieval ideas of time and space pervade
Lewis's thinking and writing - at least, when he is not deliberately and carefully
constructing his works of Christian apologetics. The notion, for example, that
"eternity is quite distinct from perpetuity, from endless continuance in time"(TDI
89) seems to me to be crucial to the structure of the trilogy inasmuch as it allows for
Ransom to travel effectively (and essentially simultaneously) backwards and
forwards in time. In travelling to Malacandra, although time passes, neither
Ransom, nor Weston nor Devine, seems to have any real sense of having travelled
into either a past or future world and yet, as Ransom learns more of the language,
culture and beliefs of the various Malacandran species and, as he comes into
conversation with the Malacandran Oyarsa, there is a sense that these Malacandrans
have a far longer history than do Thulcandra and the Thulcandrans. This is spelt
out when the Oyarsa says:
'Many thousands of years before this, when nothing yet lived on
your world, the cold death was coming on my ha.randra. Then I
was in deep trouble, not chiefly for the death of my hnau
Maleldil does not make them long-livers - but for the things which
the lord of your world, who was not yet bound, put into their
minds. He would have made them as your people are now - wise
enough to see the death of their own kind approaching but not wise
enough to endure it. Bent counsels would have soon arisen among
them. They were well able to have made sky-ships.

By me

Maleldil stopped them. Some I cured, some I unbodied ... but one thing we left behind us on the harandra, fear.
And with fear, murder and rebellion. The weakest of my people
does not fear death. It is the Bent One, the lord of your world, who
wastes your lives and befouls them with flying from what you
know will overtake you in the end. If you were subjects ofMaleldil
you would have peace'.59
59 C.

S. Lewis,

Out of the Silent Planet. (London : Pan, 1952.)

referred to in the text as OSP.)

pp. 162 - 163. (Hereafter
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The Malacandran Oyarsa also acknowledges that, as a correlative of his
people's longer existence, their end is in sight. They are, in modem terms,
inhabiting a dying planet. And, as a result of Weston's 'shutting the door', "the
way to the planets [now] lies through the past; if there is to be any more space
travelling it will have to be time-travelling as well .. !" (OSP 187). In travelling
.

subsequently to Pereland.ra, Ransom presumably is travelling into the past, given
the statement at the conclusion of Out of the Silent Planet and also given that the
picture with which we are presented is one of Pereland.ra as an exquisitely pure and
fluid world, a world pervaded by prelapsarian innocence, virtue and hope. And
yet, into this world is intruded all the postlapsarian experience of Ransom and
Weston as they epitomise the battle between the spirits of good and evil for any
pure soul, in this case the soul of Tinidril.

In

fact the battle is for more

than

her

soul since she is, as Ransom observes, more whole than one is normally wont to
observe in a 'mere human'. "Opposites met in her and were fused in a fashion for
which we have no images".60 But this conjunction of pre- and post-lapsarian
states, in yet some 'other' time which allows of such a conjunction, calls to mind
what Lewis describes as Boethius expounding "a Platonic conception more
luminously than Plato ever did himself' (fDI 90). That is, as Lewis's summary
goes,
[p]erpetuity is only the attainment of an endless series of moments,
each lost as as soon as it is attained. Eternity is the actual and
timeless fruition of illimitable life. Time, even endless time, is only
an image, almost a parody of that plenitude [which characterised the
medieval conception of the cosmos]; a hopeless attempt to
compensate for the transitoriness of its 'presents' by infinitely
multiplying them. ... And God is eternal, not perpetual. Strictly
speaking, He never foresees; He simply sees. ... He sees (not
remembers) your yesterday's acts because yesterday is still 'there'
for Him; He sees (and not foresees) your tomorrow's acts because
He is already in tomorrow. As a human spectator, by watching my
present act, does not at all infringe its freedom. so I am none the less
free to act as I choose in the future because God in that future (His
present) watches me acting (fDI 89).

60

c.

erelandra} (London : Pan, 1953.)
s. Lewis, Voyageto Venus{P
(Hereafter referred to in the text as VV.)

p.

57.
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This notion of time is one to which Lewis comes back in Mere Christianity.
in his attempt to explain the nature of God. But in the fiction, not only is there a
sense of time as being almost irrelevant, but there is also a clear sense of what he
calls the "vertiginous" medieval model of the cosmos (TDI

98).

For Lewis, this

vertiginous model is based inescapably on the notion that the Earth is really the
centre of the cosmos and thus "you now have an absolute Up and Down. . .. the
Earth .. . is the lowest place; movement to it from whatever direction is downward

movement. For distance you must now substitute that very special, and far less
abstract, sort of distance which we call height ..."(TDI

98).

Other aspects of this

vertiginous cosmos are that it is at once unimaginably large and unambiguously
finite; it bas perfect spherical shape, containing within itself an ordered variety (TDI

99). What is "the timidity, the bushed voice [when] characteristic of the best
Paganism" becomes, when adopted into Christianity, "doctrine [that] speaks loud
and jubilant. What is in one sense 'outside the heaven' is now, in another sense,
'the very heaven' ... and full of God. ... The end of space is the end of spatiality.
The light beyond the material universe is intellectual light" (TDI crl). Lewis's
fondness for - nay, his absolute delight in - such a cosmic model , is in no way
diminished by his acknowledgement that "it was not true" (TDI

216). His

fondness for this model is evident, I believe, from the trilogy. That is not to say
that he uses only or absolutely medieval models, figures and tropes but rather that
some trace of them is to be found in whatever fiction be writes. It is possible to
read his fiction without any knowledge of the medieval cosmological model, but to
know something of it - and to know something of Lewis's understanding of it is to enrich the possible trove of readings of the fiction works and also to some
extent, I think, A Grief Observed. Lewis himself observed that "no model is a
catalogue of ultimate realities, and none is a mere fantasy"(TDI

222). An example

of the way in which the figures of the vertiginous medieval model imbue the fiction
might be his

use

of the Great Dance or the Great Game - the terms seem to be

interchangeable - at the culmination ofPerelandra: "all that was not itself the great
dance was made in order that He might come down into it" (VV

1 99) . And it

seems possible to place this figure of the dance also within the intellectual
framework of play, game or a labyrinth since "infinite multitudes of circles lie
enclosed in every sphere" of it (VV

199). Alternatively one might say that the

Great Dance encompasses play, game and labyrinth.
When Ransom first becomes enmeshed in the adventure which will
eventually carry him through the three books of the trilogy it is not laid out before
him as an adventure at all. Still less does it appear to be any sort of godgame or
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labyrinth or quest.

Initially what confronts him is merely an unwelcome

interruption to his walking holiday. The realisation that one of the characters
involved in this interruption is a former school fellow for whom he felt no good
will then, and a growing antipathy now, does nothing to reconcile Ransom to the
situation in which he finds himself.

In fact he has precious little time to be

reconciled to anything as he fairly quickly finds himself totally disoriented. In a
telling evocation of someone losing touch with reality or losing consciousness
(which may or may not be the same thing), the narrator describes Ransom's not
only losing power over his own body but also his loss of 'control' over the
situation in which he found himself. That is, he could no longer make sense of
what was happening to him. "He did not feel afraid, though he knew that he ought
to be afraid and soon would be"(OSP 19). Then follows what is surely a jigsaw
like compilation of various subsequent events, not necessarily related in any
sequential order and yet indicative of what must have happened to Ransom. He
was undoubtedly drugged and, despite some resistance from him, was dragged
from the house by Devine and Weston to some sort of space vehicle. By the time
Ransom regains consciousness the journey into space is underway and he is
present, it appears, as some sort of hostage. The space vehicle is only sketchily

described in the text as being, as Ransom at first perceives it, something like a deep
and narrow wheelbarrow, although he (and we) later learn that it is roughly
spherical and that, since they are "beyond the gravitational pull of the Earth, ' down'
means - and feels - towards the centre of our own little metal world"(OSP

30).

Ransom had already sensed that the silently vibrating centre of their 'world' lay at
the centre beneath the floor, for the moment at least, beneath his feet (OSP

24).

Whether Lewis is conscious or not of the fact (and, indeed, spherical spaceships
with centrally placed engines or power sources are not uncommon in science
fiction) this notion of the centre of things being 'down', beneath one's feet
virtually, seems to me to be reminiscent of the medieval cosmology which derived
from the Ptolemaic geocentric universe.
Although one soon loses sight of the warning, we as readers are warned
almost at the outset of this adventure that what may appear to be reality need not
necessarily be so. We are in effect, I think, warned that we are moving into some
sort of strategy game if we choose to go along with Ransom. We are warned that
what follows may not be, in the fust instance at least, 'true'. "Ransom could never
be sure whether what followed had any bearing on the events recorded in this book
or whether it was merely an irresponsible dream"(OSP

19). Given that this

comment is interpolated by the 'author/narrator Lewis' who, as we know, has
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constructed this narrative with 'Dr Ransom' after the events and, also given that
'Lewis' tells us that Ransom

was ill for several months, and when he recovered he found himself
in considerable doubt as to whether what he remembered had really
occurred. It looked very like a delusion produced by his illness, and
most of his apparent adventures could, he saw, be explained
psychoanalytically.

He did not lean very heavily on this fact

himself, for be bad long since observed that a good many 'real'
things ... could be accounted for in the same way if you started
with the assumption that they were illusions. ...

(OSP 177

-

178).

There is then a recognition that 'reality' may well be contingent - but of course one
must have played right through the whole text and begun a rereading before one can
have the textual confirmation of the contingency of reality which begins to assert
itself as an idea as one pursues an initial reading.
It becomes obvious as soon

as

Ransom escapes from the others, in a state

of panic after "a month of inactivity [and] a heavy meal, ...
world"(OSP

[into] an unknown

52), that his perception of the world of Malacandra as essentially

hostile is largely a 'reality' created by Weston. However, before be escapes from
Weston and Devine, it is as though he is bound by some implicit rule concerning a
first move and

cannot

break away until he has begun to make some sense of his

environment. At first

the intensity of his desire to take in the new world at a glance
defeated itself. He saw nothing but colours - colours that refused
to form themselves into things. Moreover, he knew nothing yet
well enough to see it: you cannot see things until you know roughly
what they are ... (OSP

46).

As he tries hard to decipher the landscape in which he finds himself his eyes
suddenly master the object at which they are looking and he recognises it as a type
of vegetation. Once this clue has fallen into place he can begin to make sense of the
rest. His initial reaction to the appearance of something moving and apparently
alive, however, is sheer terror - especially as it seems that Weston and Devine are
forcing him towards these things

- "spindly and flimsy things, twice or three

times the height of a man ... their faces thin and unnaturally long, with long
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drooping noses and drooping mouths of half-spectral, half-idiotic solemnity . . ..
He found he was screaming"(OSP 50 - 51). Thus he flees, motivated by a fear
instilled in him, perhaps unwittingly, by Weston. The

sorns had been so unlike

the terrors he had imagined that he had been taken off guard and had panicked.
"They appealed [sic] away from the Wellsian fantasies to an earlier, almost an
infantile, complex of fears. Giants - ogres - ghosts - skeletons: those were its
key words. Spooks on stilts, he said to himself; surrealistic bogy-men with their
long faces"(OSP

53). Despite the fact that "[a]ll was danger [and] he was no

safer travelling than resting"(OSP

55), Ransom' s self-confidence returns. But he

still faces the task of establishing the reality of his surroundings, of making it all
mean something to him.

Language and reality in the labyrinth

The thing which alerts and completely alters the state of his mind is the
realization that the next creature he stumbles across is attempting to talk to him. "It
had language"(OSP

62).

Suddenly the game has taken a new twist for Ransom.

Hitherto, survival, the search for meaning and some hope of returning safely to
earth seem to have been his chief goals, however unspoken. Now the recognition

that this creature had language made all the difference . This was a completely new
game. Suddenly Weston seems to pale into insignificance. The possibility that the
inhabitants of Malacandra could speak seems to free Ransom from the web of
illusion spun by Weston or, if it does not free him, it at least allows the possibility
of his becoming free of that illusion. There is of course always the possibility that
he is merely swapping one illusion for another.

However, for the moment,

Ransom is totally absorbed by the possibilities offered by this new discovery. It is
in the context of this revelation of a new world of extra-terrestrial language that the
narrator interpolates the comment that "the love of knowledge is a kind of
madness"(OSP

62) which in this instance drives Ransom,

in his imagination, to

leap "over every fear and hope and probability of his situation to follow the
dazzling project of ... [discovering] ...

[t]he very form of language itself, the

principle behind all possible languages"(OSP

62).

There seems to be here a clear

warning of the hubristic dangers which accompany such an overweening love of
knowledge, however altruistic its goals. And as the comment is positioned in the

fugue
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text, the warning seems to apply to Ransom - and yet it surely applies equally, if
not more so, to Weston and even to the somewhat enigmatic Devine, whose
motives seem to be far from altruistic.
His impetuosity somewhat tempered by prudence Ransom, now driven by a
cautious curiosity and a desire to communicate with this creature, gradually begins
to come to terms with the creature which was "something like a penguin, something
like an otter, something like a seal"(OSP 61). Nonetheless, despite his beginning
to make some headway in learning the language of the hross, Ransom realises
afresh that "the huge seal-like creature seated beside him [was also] unbearably
ominous. It seemed friendly; but it was very big, very black and he knew nothing
at all about it"(OSP 66). Such sudden reversals of confidence as this were

to

be

part of Ransom's ongoing experience of Malacandra. They arose when his
encounters with the characteristics of the various lifeforms such as, for example,
the rationality of the hross tempted [him] to think of it as a man.
Then it became abominable - a man seven feet high, with a snaky
body, covered, face and all, with thick black animal hair, and
whiskered like a cat. But starting from the other end [one] had an
animal with everything an animal ought to have - glossy coat, liquid
eye, sweet breath and whitest teeth - and added to all these, as
though Paradise had never been lost and earliest dreams were true,
the charm of speech and reason. Nothing could be more disgusting
than the one impression; nothing more delightful than the other.

It all

depended on the point of view (OSP 66).
The danger of falling prey to illusion then continues to be an element of the game.
Nevertheless once he has discovered that the Malacandrans have a language - or
languages, more properly, dialects - which he can learn, Ransom has freed
himself from the web of illusion spun by Weston. He has not, however, freed
himself from the labyrinth. Indeed, as he travels across the surface, the handra,
of Malacandra by means of the various bandramits (valleys) and harandra
(mountains) whether by sea or by land, and always with a guide, it is as though he
is being guided through the labyrinth to a centre of which he as yet has no inkling.
He not only learns the language of Malacandra but he begins also to learn
something of the culture and mythology of the hrossa; the sorns and the
mysterious seroni, (the word which he suspects is the plural form of sorn) who
seem to know things yet to happen (OSP 77), to be able to interpret the sayings of

fugue
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Oyarsa, to remember and interpret the history and prehistory of Malacandra (OSP

80) and who, he eventually discovers, are one and the same (OSP 79); and the
tapir-headed, frog-bodied

pfifltriggi

Ransom learns that they, the

brossa,

(OSP

79).

have no

arts

It is from the

hrossa

except a kind of poetry and

music which was practised every evening by a team or troupe of four
(OSP

75).

The

pfifltriggi

that

hrossa

"delight in digging" and are the miners and metal

workers, especially of the gold (Sun's blood) of Malacandra. They are the artists
and artisans (OSP

These three distinct species are all rational and

79).

designated therefore as hnau, as is Ransom himself (who is also called
and yet there is no hierarchical

arran gement

are

hman),

of species such as Ransom expects to

find. Each has its own niche and, in answer to Ransom' s question of "Which of
the hnau rule?"(OSP

79),

he is told that "Oyarsa rules"(OSP 80). The

are puzzled though by the question as to whether Oyarsa is also
... but a very different

hnau.

hnau.

hrossa

"Perhaps

He had no death and no young"(OSP

80).

It

transpires that Oyarsa is the one who will be able to protect Ransom and, if anyone
can, to enlighten him.
It appears then that it is Oyarsa who will be found at the centre of this
particular labyrinth. And yet, even as Ransom slowly elicits information about
Oyarsa an even more shadowy and powerful figure or entity begins to emerge in

turn behind him. Oyarsa "[1] lived in Meldilorn; [2] knew everything and ruled
everyone;

seroni''

[3]

(OSP

world, the

had always been there; and

78).

[4]

was not a

hross,

nor one of the

In answer to his question as to whether Oyarsa had made the

"brossa almost barked

in the fervour of their denial. Did people in

Thulcandra not know that Maleldil the Young had made and still ruled the
world?"(OSP

78).

This, it seems to me, rather begs the question of

which

world is at issue here. Is it Malacandra or Thulcandra? . . . When Ransom then
asks where Maleldil lives, he is told that Maleldil lives with the Old One. When he
asks who is the Old One he does not understand the answer. Another dead end in
the quest. In answer to a subsequent question about where the Old One lives, he is
told that the Old One "is not that sort ... that he has to live anywhere" - and a
great deal more that he does not understand (OSP

78).

Among the things that he does not at first understand - and initially cannot
even

see

- are the eldila. (Elsewhere in the trilogy this plural form is rendered as

eithereldila or eldils, a deliberate hint of the slipperiness of language perhaps.)
Their name suggests some relationship with Maleldil and indeed Ransom is told
that they are a kind of

hnau

which comes from Oyarsa.

Their presence is

obviously unremarkable on Malacandra to the extent that the thought that there
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might not be eldila on Thulcandra i s strange. Ransom has seen Malacandrans,
even children, apparently talking to no-one, and learns that these beings who are
being addressed and who are invisible to him are in fact

"One can see by looking at your eyes,
from ours.

But

eldila

eldila.

Hman, that they are different

are hard to see. They are not like us.

Light goes right through them. You must be looking in the right
place and the right time; and that is not likely to come about unless
the eldil wishes to be seen. Sometimes you can mistake them for a
sunbeam or even a moving of the leaves; but when you look again
you see that it was an
eyes

can

eldila,

that it is gone. But whether your

ever see them I do not know . The

that" (OSP

The

eldil and

seroni

would know

88).

then, are described almost entirely metaphorically.

presumably, angels

They are,

- but Lewis does not follow Milton in making his spiritual

entities too corporeal. By making this choice it seems to me that there is an inherent
lightness, both in terms of mass and luminosity, about Lewis's extraterrestrial or
suprahuman worlds and their 'spiritual inhabitants' that is not present in Milton's
Heaven or Paradise.

For Milton, it seems, omnipotence and omnipresence are

ponderous and weighty attributes. Like angels the

eldila

are not only elusive to

the human perception but, in large measure if not absolutely, they themselves
decide whether or not they will be seen in any given situation. And they have a
clear function as the messengers or heralds of Oyarsa (and, presumably, of
Maleldil) (OSP

96).

The consequence of not directly obeying the eldila can be, as Ransom
discovers to his cost, and that of the

hrossa,

dramatic, not to say tragic. And

there is always the sense that the tragedy is unnecessary , that obedience is not after

all a costly thing but rather it is a matter of common sense - almost the safest way
of proceeding. The successful

hnakra hunt (OSP 92 - 93) is an immensely and

immediately satisfying experience for both Ransom and the bros sa with whom he
shares it.

They have become

hnakrapunti

perhaps) and, for Hyoi, this "is what

I

(blooded hunters or warriors,

have wanted all my life"(OSP

93).

However, in the instant that he savours his victory over the traditional and noble
'enemy', he is struck down by a weapon and an enemy that really has no part in
Malacandran life, that shares no understanding of Malacandran experience. He is
shot dead by Weston.

The act i s obscene. And yet it almost pales into
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insignificance beside the collective act of disobedience on the part of the hunting
party. "All this has come from not obeying the

eldil.

Oyarsa. You ought to have been already on the road.

He said you were to go to
You must go now"(OSP

96). It is as though a new rule of the godgame - total and instant obedience has been enunciated. And it is a rule that Ransom has comprehensively broken.
Despite the fact that Ransom feels that he has "grown up"(OSP 93) as a result of
participating in the hunt, this has been for him a detour leading to a dead end in the
labyrinth, in his quest. There is no possibility, either, of Ransom's escaping from
the responsibility of his own actions. For the first time Ransom, although he had

seen

nothing, had heard the voice of the eldil. He had heard the voice saying "it

is the Man with you, Hyoi ... He ought not to be there. He ought to be going to
Oyarsa. Bent [evil]

hnau of his own kind from Thulcandra are following him;

should go to Oyarsa. If they find him anywhere else there will be evil" (OSP

he

91 ),

and yet it was he who had decided to defer his onward journey to Meldilorn until
after the hunt.
Mter this there is no question as to what Ransom will do. He is given two
sets of directions, either of which will bring him to his goal of Meldilorn. One
designates the long way

- some eight days journey. The other designates the

shorter way - two days journey by a mountain road and the "tower of Augray"
which seems to loom like a beacon of hope on the path to his goal (OSP 96).
There are again hints here of the medieval notion of reaching 'heaven' by
progressing, as it were, further up and further in - out of oneself, and it is one's
'self' that is the centre of the medieval world in psychological terms. This is a
notion which will appear again in the Narnia stories, especially The[apocalyptic)
Last Battle. But it is only a hint The medieval trope does not overwhelm the story
either here or elsewhere in the trilogy. Indeed one could also see this experience as
being a threshold experience for Ransom in a way that his space travel was not
quite.

At the time, travelling in space appears to be a threshold experience

inasmuch as it brings Ransom to a new understanding of "the heavens"(OSP

35)

as being far from the expected and scientifically posited emptiness of 'space' but,
notwithstanding the narrator's observation that, as they "were falling out of heaven
into a world. Nothing in all his adventures bit so deeply into Ransom's mind as
this"(OSP

44), there seems to be something qualitatively different about Ransom's

deliberately setting out for Meldilom.

There are of course many forms of
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'threshold' experience6 I but for Ransom the threshold experience is fundamentally
the "travelling through unfamiliar terrain, meeting a half-recognized stranger ... an
experience of the world that is tom with ambivalence and uncertainty"(OSP

88),

although the world that is tom by uncertainty and ambivalence tends to be his own
personal world rather than the worlds of Malacandra and Perelandra to which he
travels.

This is not to overlook the fact that there is, for some time, much

uncertainty as to the outcome of the battle on Perelandra between both Ransom and
the Un-man, with the innocence and purity of the Green Lady, Tinidril, at stake.
And, to some extent at least the reputation and omnipotence of Maleldil is also
under threat there. Ransom, of course, is not the only character in the trilogy who
experiences threshold situations. It could almost be said to be an intrinsic element
of the labyrinthine game of the trilogy. Life on the threshold is indeed disorienting
(OSP

87).

What makes this experience qualitatively different for Ransom is, I

think, the sense that until now events had caught up with him and carried him along
(almost literally) and his

previous efforts on Malacandra had so far ended tragically enough.

He made

a strong

resolution, defying in advance all changes of

mood, that he would faithfully carry out the journey to Meldilom if it
could be done.
This resolution seemed to him all the more certainly right
because he had the deepest misgivings about that journey. . .. (OSP

98

- my emphasis).

Having resolved to reach Meldilorn "in the clear light of duty"(OSP

100),

in much the same way as the knights who sought the Holy Grail, Ransom sets off
and it is as though in this phase of the game he receives rewards commensurate
with the fears he had experienced earlier. He learns for example that far from
being creatures to be feared, the sorns are shepherds - although his fl.rst reaction
to this realisation is to remember that "the Cyclops in Homer plied the same
trade"(OSP

107)! Soon enough though he realises that the sorns, or at least

Augray, are indeed the repository of great wisdom and understanding. It is from
Augray, the

61

sorn, that he seeks further enlightenment as to the exact nature of the

See C. I. Schuster, "Threshold Texts and Essayistic Voices" in J. M. Q. Davies, ed.,
Bridgingthe Gap: LiteraryTheoryin the Classroom. (West Cornwall CT :
Locust Hill, 1994.) for example.
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elclila. Patiently and painstakingly Augray explains that the eldila have bodies
but that there are
'a great many bodies you cannot see. Every animal's eyes see some
things but not others. .. . Body is movement. If it is at one speed,
you smell something; if at another, you hear a sound; if at another,
you see a sight; if at another, you neither see nor hear nor smell nor
know the body in any way.

..

.

if movement is faster ...

and

faster, in the end the moving thing will be in all places at once, ...
The swiftest thing that touches our senses is light. We do
not truly see light, we only see slower things lit by it, so that for us
light is on the edge .... But the body of an eldil is a movement
swift as light; you may say its body is made of light, but not of that
which is light for the eldil.

. .. To us [the sorns or seroni or all

hnau?] the eldil is a thin half-real body that can go through walls
and rocks; to himself he goes through them because he is solid and
finn and they are

like cloud. And what is true light to him and fills

the heaven . .. is to us the black nothing in the sky at night. These
things are not strange ... though they are beyond our senses' (OSP
108 - 109, my interpolation).
This is the most comprehensive description offered anywhere in the trilogy of the
nature and characteristics of the eldil.

In some respects, notably the implicit

reversal of the innate sense of the solidity and/or insubstantiality of things, Lewis
will take up this idea again in The Great Divorce. 62 It is as though Ransom has
now advanced to that level of the labyrinth where further progress is rewarded by
further knowledge which in tum prepares him for consequent experiences, such as
his entry into Meldilom and his meeting with Oyarsa.
Ransom's entry into Meldilom and his encounter with the Malacandran
Oyarsa can be seen as arrival at the centre of a labyrinth or maze. The riddle
appears to have been solved.

At last it becomes clear that Maleldil, rather than

Weston or Devine - or even the Oyarsa - is the director of the godgame, the
puppet master or the Dr Coppelius as it were. Meldilom is at once sanctuary, a
place of peace and rest and yet, paradoxically, it seems to be not without apparent
threat or unrest. Meldilom, while it reveals itself as being to some extent at least

the culmination of Ransom's adventure, is not a place of coercion or oppression.

62

C. S. Lewis, The Great Divorce (London : Geoffrey Bles, 1946.)
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Not all those who arrive in Meldilom do so willingly, nor are they all willing to
acknowledge either the authority of Oyarsa (other than in the hope of manipulating
it to their own ends) or the ultimate existence and authority of Maleldil. Devine
and, more particularly, Weston appear, dishevelled - and bizarre - to the eyes of
Ransom who is now accustomed to seeing his world from the Malacandran
viewpoint. However, as though he is determined to play this game to its end by his
own rules which arise out of his own preconceived notions, Weston persists in his
defiance of Oyarsa. Through this final confrontation, however, the ultimate power
of Maleldil is revealed. It has been Maleldil who has throughout been in control of
this particular game. Weston and Devine have been playing a game in which,
ultimately, Maleldil 's rules prevail. Where they may have thought that they were
exploiting Malacandra and its inhabitants, not to mention Ransom and their other
earlier 'victims', they are now faced with the reality that they are playing as pieces
in the game rather than as players controlling their own destiny. This is borne in
upon all three of the Thulcandrans when they are faced with finding their way
safely out of the labyrinth which has led them to Meldilom.
The surface of Malacandra may consist of incised

handramits

of

geometric regularity (rather like an aerial view of a traditional maze) but for
Ransom, Weston and Devine, their return from Meldilom to their vehicle and then
through space to Thulcandra is by no means as cut and dried as the landscape.
They are guided back to their vehicle and are allowed a specified period of time in
which safely to reach their starting point. Beyond that they are reliant on their own
efforts, ironically particularly on Weston's efforts, to survive at all. The homeward
journey is largely uneventful and quiet due to their need to conserve energy and
oxygen. However, as the end is in sight there is a tense period where, in order to
attain their goal safely they must in fact direct their vehicle in the opposite direction,
away from Thulcandra (OSP

175). The landing sequence itself is traumatic

enough to plunge Ransom into the refuge of profound sleep, from which he
awakens to discover that his captors have fled the doomed vehicle leaving him to
take his chances. He escapes into the torrential rain and mud of rural England with
half an hour to spare. By then his interest is no longer in what lies behind but in

what lies ahead - the promise of normalcy. Ahead of him he has seen "the lights
of men"

and soon he stumbles into a village and a pub, where his entrance

apparently creates something of a stir (OSP 177). And with that action the game
reaches a hiatus rather than an end.
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Quest

That the game is not finished with Ransom's departure from Malacandra
and return to Thulcandra is clear from Oyarsa's speech of dismissal in Meldilorn.

'You are guilty of no evil, Ransom of Thulcandra, except a
little fearfulness. For that, the journey you are about to go on is
your pain, and perhaps your cure: for you must be either mad or
brave before it is ended. But I lay also a command on you; you
must watch this Weston and this Devine in Thulcandra if ever you
arrive there.

They may yet do much evil in, and beyond, your

world. From what you have told me, I begin to see that there are

eldila

who go down into your air, into the very stronghold of the

Bent One; your world is not so fast shut as was thought in these
parts of heaven. Watch those two bent ones. Be courageous. Fight
them. And when you have need, some of our people will help.
Maleldil will show them to you. It may even be that you and I shall
meet again while you are still in the body; for it .... seems to me
that this is the beginning of more comings and goings between the
heavens and the worlds and between one world and another though not such as the Thick One hoped. I am allowed to tell you
this. This year we are now in - but heavenly years are not as yours
- has long been prophesied as a year of stirrings and high changes
and the siege of Thulcandra may be near its end. . . .' (OSP

166).

This speech indicates that the game will surely go on. Why else would
Ransom be exhorted to "watch those two bent ones" on his return to earth? The
assertion that Ransom himself is not guilty of evil "except for a little fearfulness",
for which the return journey to earth is to be his "pain, and perhaps [his] cure"
suggests that kind of serious play whereby there is some sort of trial or test by
ordeal at the outset of, or at some other point in, the game proper for its
participants. This, together with the exhortation

to "(b]e courageous.

Fight

them", with its concomitant assurance that "when you have need, some of our
people will help. Maleldil will show them to you" , is resonant of quest narratives
which seem in many ways almost to epitomise Suits's definition of play

-
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deliberately choosing to use the lesser rather than the most efficient means of
achieving one's goal or "making a voluntary attempt to overcome unneccessary
obstacles".63 In the quest of reading, of course, one's goal is almost invariably
clear from the beginning: it is to make meaning of the text and to reach the end of
it (insofar as that is possible). A more reasonable and attainable goal of reading, in
fact, is that of reaching an end, given that to reach the end is probably not possible
since there is always the gap of infinite possibility at the end, within the circular
mythical time of reading. Quest narratives are structured as more complex games in
which often the end is not so clear from the outset or, if the end is clear, the means
are not. It is often inherent in such games that too direct an assault on the target or
object of desire, the ultimate goal of the quest, will in fact frustrate any and all
attempts at successful resolution. One of the rules of the game seems to be that the
goal must be approached indirectly. Often it seems that the one who attains the goal
is the one who initially seemed less dedicated to attainment of the goal and more
absorbed in the process of the quest itself (the art of playing, perhaps) and, thus,
the one who is most likely be influenced significantly by the process and to be in
some significant way changed by it.
This notion of the quest as a type of dedicated play is useful in attempting to
make sense of the trilogy (and to some extent also A Grief Observed) inasmuch as
it may help to explain what otherwise seems to be an inexplicable diversion with
Voyage to Venus(Perelandra} The focus of both Out ofthe Silent Planet and That
Hideous Stren&th seems to be the struggle between good and evil, in the context of
experience. Both Malacandra and Thulcandra are ageing or aged worlds.

In

neither is there a sense of immutability. Malacandra appears as an older world than
Thulcandra. Its inhabitants are under no illusion about their ultimate future: "a
world is not made to last for ever, much less a race; that is not Maleldil's way"
(OSP

1 16).

The Malacandrans, perhaps reflecting the wisdom that comes from

age and long experience and from their apparently not having lost touch with
Maleldil, accept their stratified and ordered society as finite. Weston's philosophy
reflects the frantic search for infinite continuity and immutability which the
Malacandrans reject as being unreal and unreasonable. For the Perelandrans the
question does not even really arise - at least not until the arrival of Weston.
Weston and the inner circle at the NICE are devoted to the forlorn hope of creating
some form of infinite "macrobic" life, doubtless under the powers and command of
the "dark eldils" who, although merely hinted at, seem to have the substantiality of
Milton's serried ranks of multitudinous
63

Suits, TheGrasshopper. op cit

p. 41.

- and mutinous - fallen angels in Hell.
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Thus the landscapes and lifescapes of the trilogy range from the desiccated old
world of Malacandra on the one hand to the rich fresh and fluid young world of
Perelandra on the other, with Thulcandra somewhere between the two: no longer
young and fresh, its fluidity having given way to solidification or ossification.
Thulcandra is tending towards age and destruction although it is apparently not yet
quite at the stratified stage of Malacandra. And yet Malacandra is in an age of
balance rather than exhaustion after continuous violent struggle, which is certainly
the way one would picture Thulcandra.
One can, by playing with the model of the quest narrative in this way, find a
reason for Perelandra' s existence at the heart of the trilogy, but it seems tenuous.
Certainly Perelandra

demonstrates the unfallen innocent world of Paradise

'Unlost', in delicate and entrancing contrast to the bleakness and suffocation of
That Hideous Stren� but it seems, in terms of the 'game plan' foreshadowed by
Oyarsa in Malacandra, to be a diversion, however crucial it may be to the notion of
the battle between good and evil. The existence of Perelandra seems to fit then,
somewhat uncertainly, in terms of Oyarsa's warning to Ransom that "[t]hey
(Weston and Devine) may yet do much evil in, and beyond, your world'' (OSP

166). However the enigmatic Devine has no part in the action of Perelandra His
existence is not even acknowledged. It is as though That Hideous Strength is the
real continuation of the battle which begins i n Out of the Silent Planet.
notwithstanding the fact that the key figure of Weston has already been done away
with. It is easier, though, to see the ideas and actions of the NICE as being the
logical development and end point of Weston ' s philosophy of scientific
materialism, despite his demise, than it is to see that Devine has any relevance to the
action in Perelandra Despite the appearance and disappearance of Weston and
Devine at various stages of the trilogy it appears, from the time of Ransom's
reaching Meldilom onwards, that Maleldil - who remains illuminated (rather than
shrouded) by mystery - is the magister ludi at the heart of this particular godgame
or labyrinth. The subsequent phases of the game presented in Perelandra and That
Hideous Strength might be seen as subsequent levels of the multi-level labyrinth
which is the field of Ransom's quest. There are other questers, too, whose quests
fall within the wider framework of Ransom's quest, however unlikely that may
seem to the likes of Jane and Mark Studdock for example, or even of Weston and
the Green Lady. But always it is Maleldil who is the presiding figure of wisdom,
knowledge and experience - the magister ludi at the heart of things.
In the next phase of the play, that which occurs on Perelandra, one is
almost impelled then to return to the motif of the quest as much as the labyrinth.
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Perelandra begins with what seems to be a kind of proxy trial or testing scene for
Ransom, while he is still very much earth-bound. It is the narrator Lewis who
faces this test although he doesn't recognise it as such at first. And readers at first
share his bewilderment. Although Ransom is the reason for Lewis's presence in
this situation, he is not as yet present. Together, with increasing anxiety, Lewis
and the reader wander through a fog which is both literal and metaphorical . The
opening gambit here is not dissimilar to that of Out of the Silent Planet .

There

Ransom, on an unremarkable walking holiday in the Home Counties was suddenly
drawn into an adventure he neither sought nor wanted and yet he came back a
changed man. As Lewis observes, "a man who has been in another world does not
come back unchanged"(VV

6).

This change seems to be that "since his return,

the eldila were not leaving him alone ... [T]here were - well, Visitors - at that
cottage"(VV

6).

As if to dispel his unease at answering Ransom's summons,

Lewis begins to analyse his anxiety and, to his horror, realises that he is afraid. He
is "afraid of two things - afraid that [he himself] might meet an eldil, and afraid
that [he might] get 'drawn in '"(VV

6).

This fear of 'being drawn in' hinges on the

moment when speculation becomes action. The fear of meeting the eldila, though,
and its attendant shock stems from the necessary connection in the mind of things
which one tends to keep separate. It is the connection between the two distinct
categories of 'scientific' on the one hand and 'supernatural' on the other (VV

7).

The "very moment we are compelled to recognise a creature in either class as real
the distinction begins to get blurred: and when it is a creature like an eldil the
distinction vanishes altogether"(VV

7). In a scene then which carries resonances

of the storm on the heath in Kin2 Lear, Lewis presses on towards Ransom ' s
cottage as though ploughing into a headwind but i n fact striding through the
stillness of enveloping fog and mist. And the fog and mist through which he
moves also seem to have invaded his mind and senses as he muses on the existence
of malevolent Tellurian eldils. He fmds himself tormented and haunted by all sorts
of irrational thoughts and fears. He knows his thoughts and fears are irrational but
he cannot escape them. He fears that he is gripped and shaken by the cold hand of
insanity.

To think that the spectre you see is an illusion does not rob him of
his terrors: it simply adds the further terror of madness itself - and
then on top of that the horrible surmise that those whom the rest call
mad have, all along, been the only people who see the world as it
really is (VV 10).
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Ransom's cottage somewhere ahead of him should offer refuge but when
he reaches it, it appears to be empty despite a strange smell (VV

12).

He soon

realises however that the cottage is far from being empty. Not only does he trip
over the "coffin" which will transport the naked Ransom to Perelandra, but he
hears Ransom's name pronounced by a perfectly articulate, rather beautiful ,
inorganic voice. Simultaneously he sees a very faint rod or pillar of light which
"certainly had very little power of illuminating its surroundings"(VV 13). While
this may or may not be an echo of the pillar of fire which symbolised JHWH 's
presence with the people of Israel on their flight from Egypt (Exodus

13: 21 ), it has

two other characteristics which strike Lewis forcibly but with no certainty. One is
its colour. He is sure that he "must obviously have seen it either white or coloured
but no efforts of [his] memory

can

conjure up ... what that colour was" (VV

13).

The other characteristic is its angle. It was not at right angles to the floor or, rather,
as he attempts to explain, "the column of light was vertical but the floor was not
horizontal - the whole room seemed to have heeled over"(VV

13).

Despite the

inherent uncertainty and unfamiliarity of these experiences Lewis is in no doubt that
he "was seeing an eldil, and little doubt that [he]was seeing the archon of Mars, the
Oyarsa of Malacandra"(VV

13).

Despite his earlier fears of just such an

encounter, his reaction is not one of panic although he concedes that some of his
sensations were unpleasant. It was not so much that this 'emanation' did not fit
any of 'our' categories that disturbed Lewis, but rather that he "felt that the

creature

was what we call 'good', but [he] wasn't sure whether [he] liked goodness so
much as [he] had supposed. This [was] a very terrible experience"(VV

14).

It is

one thing to be afraid of evil and to hope that good may come to your rescue but to
be afraid of good, is to be aware that "there is no rescue possible: the last card has
been played"(VV

14).

In fact this apparent realisation threatens to overwhelm Lewis and,
ultimately, it is his own sense of helplessness in the situation which saves him from
plunging into an abyss of perpetual despair.

Here at last was a bit of that world

...

which I had always

supposed that I loved and desired, breaking through and appearing

to my senses: and I didn't like it, I wanted it to go away. I wanted
every possible distance, gulf, curtain, blanket, and barrier to be
placed between it and me. But I did not fall quite into the gulf.
Oddly enough my very sense of helplessness saved me and steadied
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me. For now I was quite obviously 'drawn in'.

The struggle was

over. The next decision did not lie with me (VV

14 - 15).

The appearance of Ransom, who almost takes for granted the fact of Lewis's
having been ambushed by the barrage of dark Tellurian eldils en route to the
cottage, pulls him back from the brink of the abyss. That his understanding is still
limited is evident from his ensuing conversation with Ransom

(VV 16 - 24).

In

some ways it seems that Lewis's trial here is a godgame or labyrinth into which he
stumbles accidentally, much as Ransom had stumbled into the godgame of his
Malacandran experience. One might argue that he should have been, and indeed to
some extent was, prepared, but it seems at least possible if not probable that
Lewis's reaction is that of the uninitiate who stumbles into the heart of the labyrinth
without having had the necessary preparatory experiences.

In some ways his

experience here prepares us for the experiences Ransom will undergo on
Perelandra, particularly as he engages the Un-man in a battle to the death. Ransom
recognises the need for submission based on the knowledge and acceptance of
one's own helplessness in the quests one is about to undertake, whereas Lewis is
just beginning to learn this. It seems to matter little to Ransom that he has no idea
at all what he is going for or what he is expected to do. "One can never see, or not
till long afterwards, why

any one was selected for any

job. And when one does,

it is usually some reason that leaves no room for vanity"(VV

19)!

This particular task, for which Ransom will 'disappear' for a little more
than a year, will once more change him. Here again the notion of the text, and the

action within it, being presented as a multi-level (and perhaps even a multipurpose)
godgame comes to mind as the reader realises that all these events which are
apparently the preamble to Ransom's departure are, actually, a recapitulation after
the event of all that befell Ransom - and his earth bound friends, Lewis and
Humphrey - during his 'absence'. In this Perelandran phase of the game we as
readers are left in no doubt, virtually from the outset, that Ransom is indeed
changed by this experience, in a way that was not particularly noticeable within the
framework of the first text.

Such changes as happened as a result of the

Malacandran episode, not only to Ransom but also to Weston and Devine, seem to
have happened in the gap between the texts! Here, though, we have from the
beginning the 'before ' and 'after' pictures of Ransom. As he readies himself for
departure it is "a tall, white, shivering, weary scarecrow of a man" who lowers
himself into "the hideous box", the strange 'coffin' or 'casket' that will transport
him to Perelandra, with his head and eyes protected by a "thick black bandage" (VV

fugue
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As we learn, the coffin functions almost like a womb which transports

Ransom from one life to another.
Wben he reaches Perelandra - or as he becomes conscious of landing on
Perelandra -

he realises that the 'coffin' or 'casket' has become virtually

transparent There is a frightening sensation of falling before he seems to be rising
in a horizontal position. As he begins to try to move his hitherto immobilised arms
he realises that he can move his limbs but, as he does this, he realises also that he is
encumbered by some viscous substance - and he is no longer aware of the casket.
Then he realises that the viscous "white cloudy stuff . .. was the casket, the casket
melting, dissolving away, giving place to an indescribable confusion of colour ... He was turned out - deposited - solitary"(VV 29). It is as though the casket
in which he was ' interred' for travel has become the vehicle of his birth - or
rebirth - into a new world. That this world is itself very young and still innocent
may be seen in its very fluidity and colour: for the most part the surface is in
motion and the Fixed Lands are designated as not being places of permanent
habitation for Tinidril and Tor. The Fixed Lands are, as it transpires, the habitation
of Maleldil through the agency of Perelandra, the Oyarsa or Essence of the world.
The Ransom who returns from Perelandra is changed. He returns in what appears
to be the same casket although, on this return journey, his body is protected with
Perelandran flowers. The Ransom who emerges from the casket is almost "a new
Ransom, glowing with health and rounded with muscle and seemingly ten years
younger. In the old days he had been beginning to show a few grey hairs; but
now the beard which swept his chest was pure gold"(VV 25). The only blemish
on his body is a bleeding wound on his heel, inflicted at some unremembered point
in his battle with the Un-man, a wound that will, it seems, never heal.
Although there is no record of Lazarus having been rejuvenated in quite this
way, this picture of Ransom recalls both the stories of Lazarus and of the
Resurrection (although this is not quite a resurrection story either). In the image of
his wounded heel we might, as readers, be drawn back to the stories of Achilles, or
to the 'prophecy' of Genesis 3: 15 - "I will put enmity between you and the
woman, and between your offspring and hers; he will crush your head and you will
strike his heel". This latter is emphasised when we read that, at the culmination of
his battle with the Un-man, Ransom, who has already been bitten on the heel by the
Un-man at some stage during their battle, actually crushes his face with a rock
before dumping the body into the abyss of fire below him in the cavern (VV 168 -

9). Wbile such images as these tempt the reader to remember the protracted battle
between Ransom and the Un-man as having taken place largely in the infernal
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caverns of Perelandra, in fact, the greater part of the battle takes place on the
surface.
This apparently central and crucial stage of the game begins, of course, in
the three-cornered debate between Weston and the Green Lady, Weston and
Ransom, Ransom and the Green Lady. From the outset the battle is embedded in
language and it is the nature of the relationship between language and reality as
much as the relationship between innocence and experience, or good and evil that is
the subject of the debate. By the time of Weston's belated arrival on Perelandra
(heralded by a Perelandran tidal wave), Ransom has already come to realise that the
Lady's "purity and peace were not, as they had seemed, things settled and
inevitable like the purity and peace of an animal - [but] that they were alive and
therefore breakable, a balance maintained by a mind and therefore, at least in
theory, able to be lost" (VV 60). Thus Weston's arrival startles and horrifies him
and he sees his task as one of protecting the Lady from Weston and his ideas. But
she, not knowing or understanding 'threat', will not be protected. At various
stages it seems to Ransom that both the Lady and himself will be overwhelmed or
drowned by the spate of words which pours forth from this Weston who
progressively becomes less human. On arrival Weston's language is, as it had
been on Malacandra, almost laughably inappropriate to the circumstance, although
he has in the meantime learned the Old Solar tongue for himself and this time needs
no interpreter. At first Ransom sees in him the same pomposity and "authoritative
vulgarity" as of old (VV 77). Before long, however, he feels that he is in the
presence of a monomaniac (VV 80). By the time Weston moves on from merely
asserting that "Your devil and your God .. are both pictures of the same Force"
.

(VV 84) to the avowal that "I am the Universe. I, Weston, am your God and
your Devil. I call that Force into me completely . "(VV 86 - my emphasis), it
..

seems clear that, as with Satan in Paradise Lost, this is not so much a case of
monomania as megalomania.64 And, as if to emphasise the power of language to
invoke reality, no sooner does Weston say this than
horrible things began happening. A spasm like that preceding a
deadly vomit twisted Weston's face out of recognition. As it passed,
for one second something like the old Weston reappeared - the old
Weston, staring with eyes of horror and howling, "Ransom,
Ransom! For Christ's sake don't let them --- " and instantly his

64 J. Milton, Paradise Lost (Harmond.sworth : Penguin, 1989.) Book I, lines 94 - 100.
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whole body spun round as if he had been hit by a revolver bullet and
he fell to the earth

..

. (VV 86).

As Weston's convulsion passes, Lewis tends to the apparently lifeless man.
"The face suggested that either he was in no pain or in a pain beyond all human

87). It is at this point perhaps that Weston becomes the Un

comprehension"(VV

man. Certainly it is at this point that, if the process of dehumanisation does not
actually begin, then at least it undergoes some dramatic transformation. From now
on, Ransom realises, he "must keep in touch with his enemy" (VV

89).

He does

not yet realise though how difficult that will be. For what seems an interminable
time the verbal battle rages with sometimes Weston, sometimes Ransom apparently
having the advantage. Eventually, as Ransom reaches the point of despair at the
silence, and therefore the presumed absence, of Maleldil, he is aware

"as

suddenly

and sharply as if the solid darkness about him had spoken with articulate voice that
Maleldil was not absent"(VV

128).

At the same time he realises that the miracle of

intervention for which he has been praying will not come. "He himself was the
miracle"(VV

129).

The battle rages across the fluid surface of Perelandra before

they finally approach a line of breakers and, locked together, they are dragged
down through the sea into a deep echoing darkness. It is some time before Ransom
realises that he is in some sort of cavern and it is primarily a fear of thirst and a
hunger for light which motivate him to seek a way out.

However it is not long

before Ransom bears the sounds that indicate to him that the Un-man has also
survived this fall into 'hell' and "slowly, shakily, with unnatural and inhuman
movements a human form, scarlet in the firelight, crawled out onto the floor of the
cave. It was the Un-man of course: .... And then close behind it something else
came up out of the hole ... horrible things followed" (VV

167).

In what seems to

be an echo of Satan's incestuous brood of Sin and Death and their infernal
offspring as portrayed by Milton in Paradise Lost, 65 these horrible things resolve
themselves into one horrible creature which trails in the wake of the Un-man.
However, when Ransom smashes the face of the Un-man, he then turns to deal
with the creature only to find that "the creature was there, a curiously shaped
creature no doubt, but all the loathing had vanished clean out of his mind ....
Apparently it had all, even from the beginning, been a dark enchantment of the
enemy's"(VV

168).

A dark enchantment it may have been, but had it been a

horror created by the Enemy and projected by the Un-man or had it been projected
by the fears and doubts within his own mind?

65 ibid. Book 11, lines 760 - 967.
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In destroying the Un-man and simultaneously destroying the sense of evil
pertaining to the creature is Ransom destroying something which is totally other
than himself or is he perhaps expunging the evil within himself? There is, I think,
some uncertainty about this. Although Ransom has earlier concluded that there can
be no repetition of the Incarnation which was necessitated by the Fall and that, if
there is to be no Fall in Perelandra it will be up to Ransom and the Lady to

be

Maleldil 's hands and to avert the danger, there is still some uncertainty as to
whether evil is an external force or rather something within the individual. Is evil
(or, to use a theological term, sin) to be seen as the absence of good or is it rather to
be seen as the perversion of good? Throughout the battle for the 'soul' of the
Green Lady, it seems that the latter is the underlying belief. What is frightening for
Ransom in the Un-man's argument is not that he distorts everything he says but
rather that the things he said were "always nearly true"(VV

121).

It seems to be

then not the absence of good so much as the often subtle distortion of good which
constitutes evil.66

Although this is apparently Lewis's position throughout the

trilogy it seems to be nonetheless a somewhat slippery position, since there is also
the underlying notion of the Bent One and the Dark Eldils which exist as distinct
entities.

The great dance of

being

It might be argued then that, as this godgame of Ransom's quest unravels,
Ransom has no certainty about what is ahead of him or where he is going. By the
time he finds himself on Perelandra he has learnt that the fundamental rule of the
game is obedience to Maleldil - but even that is not particularly helpful when he
does not know where Maleldil is or what Maleldil wants of him. All he can do is to
trust his 'instincts' and that i s what he does.

He arrives on Perelandra,

interestingly enough after his long trip in the casket, badly sunburned on one side
of his body and almost bleached on the other. The Green Lady refers to him as
"Piebald". During his time in this young world, though, his sunburn gradually
fades and, by the time he has killed the Un-man and has, whether in delirium or
66 This is, of course, St Augustine's view of sin and evil: that they are not so much reflective of
the absence of good but of its distortion. Augustine also draws a distinction
between the (good) use of things and their (evil) abuse. See Augustine, Qn_
ChristianDoctrine. tr. D. W. Robertson Jr. (New York : Bobbs-Merrill, 1958.)

reality, "been breast-fed by the planet Venus herself'(VV -172) and become by
"the third day ... well and ready for adventures"(VV 175), his body has become
once more of one single youthful hue, despite the wound in the heel. It is as
though he has passed another test or ordeal in the game, almost a second rebirth
(assuming one were to count his arrival on Perelandra as the first). Now Maleldil
draws him further up the mountains of the Fixed Lands to where he finds the casket
awaiting him for his return journey to Thulcandra. But first he is to meet again the
Oyarsa of Malacandra, whose powers here are subordinate to those of the Oyarsa
of Perelandra, and to become part of the birth of Perelandra as a mature world (VV

183 ). As the King and Queen of Perelandra approach, Ransom notes that their
bo<lies are now white. The Green Lady whose skin was green when he first met
her and who had, if not moment by moment then at least daily, grown older as
Ransom and the Un-man had spoken with her, is no longer green. That greenness
which seemed to indicate the innocence of inexperience and youth has given way to
a whiteness which allows for experience without loss of innocence, for maturity
with purity. But even now, as he becomes involved in the wild intoxication of the
Great Dance of Being, there is still uncertainty .
.... Memory passes through the womb and hovers in the air. The
Muse is a real thing. ... Our mythology is based on a solider reality
than

we dream .... You see only an appearance . .. You have never

seen more than an appearance

of anything - not of Arbol, nor of a

stone, nor of your own body. This appearance [of the eldila and the
oyarsa] is as true as what you see of those (VV 187).
This somewhat disconcerting reassurance is complemented by the
prediction or prophecy that the siege of Thulcandra will be lifted, "the black spot
cleared away before the real beginning .. . "(VV 196). Is this preparing Ransom and the reader - for the events ofThat Hideous Stren�? In response to what he
is hearing, an uncertain Ransom replies: '"I am full of doubt and ignorance. ... In
our world those who know Maleldil at all believe that His coming down to us and
being a man is the central happening of all that happens. If you take that from me,
Father, whither will you lead me?' ... " (VV 197). The answer is that Ransom,
like all of creation, will be led to the real beginning, to the beginning of the Great
Game or the Great Dance of which Maleldil is the centre, in which all plans
interlock and for which all things were made (VV 198). The great Dance is that
which, if you "set your eyes on one movement ... it will lead you through all
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patterns and will seem to you the master movement. But the seeming will be true

.

... " (VV 202). And thus Ransom, surrendering to speech which seems to have
turned into sight and thence to movement (VV

202),

went up into such a quietness, a privacy, and a freshness that at the
very moment when he stood farthest from our ordinary mode of
being he had the sense of stripping off every encumbrance and
awaking from trance, and coming to himself. With a gesture of
relaxation he looked about him .. (VV
.

203).

In an experience not unlike that of the reader who comes to the hiatus at the end of
a text - clearly at the end of an experience but yet not quite at

the

end nor yet

ready to return too abruptly to 'the real worl d ' , Ransom prepares to leave
Perelandra and return to Thulcandra. And, as is clear from the Ransom who
appears in That Hideous Stren�, be is a man very much changed by this
experience. It has not taken him to the centre of the labyrinth, to the goal of his
quest

-

if indeed be knows what exactly that is.

It bas perhaps prepared him,

however, for the next stage of the game.
Before the Great Dance can be completed by the inclusion of Tbulcandra,
however, there is what might be called the fmal trial phase of this game, quest or
labyrinth. It is not a single event but a train of events which leads apparently to the
final and unequivocal separation of good and evil. As before, it is the character of
Ransom which links these episodes of the game or the labyrinth and it is
indisputable that the Ransom who appears in That Hideous Stren2¢ is the changed
Ransom who returns from Perelandra. Now, though, be seems actually to be even
more changed than the reader might have expected. He is now known as

Mr

Fisher-King and, as has been mentioned elsewhere, his appearance is to the
superficial glance exceedingly youthful: he appears to be a boy of twenty with a
bandaged foot. He is, however, as Jane Studdock discovers at her first meeting
with him, most certainly not a boy.

All the light in the room seemed to run towards the gold hair and the
gold beard of the wounded man.

...

It was manifest that the grip of those hands would be
inescapable, and imagination suggested that those arms and
shoulders could support the whole bouse . ...
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Pain came and went in his face: sudden jabs of sickening
pain. But as lightning goes through the darkness and the darkness
closes up again and shows no trace, so the tranquillity of his
countenance swallowed up each shock of torture . .... this face was
of no age at all. ... Arthur ... Solomon .... for the first time in
many years the bright solar blend of king and lover and magician
which hangs about that name stole back upon her mind. For the
first time in all those years [since childhood] she tasted the word

King itself with all its linked associations of battle, marriage,
priesthood, mercy and power.67
From the instant of her first meeting with Ransom, Jane' s "world was
unmade: anything might happen now" (THS 85). This is not merely the reaction
of an impressionable young woman, however. Up to this point - and, indeed, for
some time still to come - Jane is, despite her innate goodness, not inclined to
submit to the ethos of the Community at St Anne's. Nor is she yet prepared
wholeheartedly to recognise the authority of Ransom over her. She leaves St
Anne's after this encounter, as she arrived there, a divided self - but now at least
she acknowledges the divisions. There are, as it were, at this stage four "Janes":
the one who, on encountering the forc.efulness of Ransom, has become almost
swept off her feet; the second Jane who entirely disapproves of the first and strives
to reassert control over her own destiny; the third Jane who "was a new and
unexpected visitant" and who seems to feel guilty about her feelings about (or lack
of feelings for) Mark, her husband. The fourth Jane is the larger experience of
"Jane herself ... in a state of joy "(THS 89). It is this 'real' Jane who begins to
acknowledge the right of Ransom to direct her in the situation in which she has
found herself. Her attempted arrest, which is fortuitously bungled by Fairy
Hardcastle, impels Jane headlong into the safety of the St Anne's Community.
Within the Community, Ransom - Mr Fisher-King - is known as the
Director. This designation, together with Jane's connection of him in her mind
with the characters of Arthur and Solomon, and the linked notions of king, lover
and magician together with their connotations of battle, marriage, priesthood,
mercy and power, all of which come together under the one title of KING, clearly
points to a Ransom who plays a different role in this game from that which he has
played previously. His new name and title - Mr Fisher-King, the Director 67 C.

S. Lewis, That Hideous Strength. (London : Pan, 1955.) p. 84. ( Hereafter referred
to in the text as THS.)
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indicate that, whereas earlier in his quest he had struggled almost blindly through
the labyrinth of experiences on Malacandra and Perelandra, knowing his goal only
as obedience to the revealed (but often obscure) will of Maleldil, now he is in some
way above the game or above the labyrinth. Although he clearly does not know the
whole game plan, he is now nonetheless the strategist for the Community, the
Thulcandran (or Tellurian) spokesperson for the eldila (or eldils) and the Oyarsa
which (or who) descend from the other worlds to participate in the final Great
Dance and Banquet of celebration. To some readers this change of Ransom's name
and appearance may suggest parallels with the kenosis, the self-emptying of
Christ in His Passion.68

However it seems to me that such a reading is

unnecessarily limiting in terms of the scope of Lewis's mythologizing in That
Hideous Stren�. Furthermore it overlooks the unavoidable ambivalences in the
text which arise as a result of Merlin's presence and role. It also seems to me that,
in fact, Ransom's role here is precisely what Christ's was not. However much
Christ may or may not have known of either His divinity or His ultimate fate during
His lifetime, by the time of His Passion He was apparently in no doubt at all.
Ransom on the other hand has been continually learning but even so his knowledge
is still limited. But, even as Ransom's power is provisional and contingent, so it
seems that what appears to be the final victory of the good (Logres) over evil
(Britain) is also at best provisional. It is not an ultimate victory. It is but one
victory among many. It is suggested that Solomon in his time and place, and
Arthur and Merlin in theirs, have in the past enjoyed similar victories whilst the
likes of Wither and Frost have endured similar defeats. That the price of ultimate
victory is eternal vigilance seems to be the message here. If the final descent of the
benevolent ' gods' upon St Anne's and the malevolent forces upon Bel bury is meant
to be an apocalyptic figure of the Final Judgement then it is disconcertingly
temporary. For Thulcandra, it seems, there can be no certainty that good will
remain triumphant. However, for Ransom, there seems to be the promise that his
particular quest is now ended. While the
whole work of healing Tellus depends on nursing that little spark [of
goodness], on incarnating the ghost, which is still alive in every real
people, and different in each.

When Logres really dominates

Britain, when the goddess Reason, the divine clearness, is really
enthroned in France, when the order of Heaven is really followed in
68

For a discussion of kenosis see, for example, J. Macquarrie, Principles of Christian

Theology. (London : SCM Press, 1977. ) p. 302.
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China - why, then it will be spring. But meantime ... there will be
other Edgestows (THS

242-3).

In the meantime, too, Ransom prepares for his final departure from this game:
"[t]he vessel in which I must ride is now almost within the air of this World"(THS

249).

As always his precise destination is left undefined.

In passing it is

interesting to note that this 'silent' world of Tellusffhulcandra still seems to have
two unreconciled names. Is it merely co-incidental that the earthbound name, that
by which the world apparently designates itself, is "Tell us", almost beseeching
prophecy - "tell us"?)
Clearly, whatever his role as Director of the forces of good (the community
of St Anne's and the eldils and Oyarsa of the other worlds) against those of evil as
represented by the NICE (and Feverstone, Frost, Wither, Straik, Filostrato,
Hardcastle and the Head), Ransom's role as strategist is limited. In this phase of
the game he has been distanced to some degree from direct involvement.

His

strategy is in some sense a blind strategy based as always on obedience to forces
beyond himself (and beyond this world). His opponents, unaware that they are in
thrall to the dark eldils whom they call the Macrobes, are committed it seems,
whether they recognise it or not, to nihilism. Frost, for example, at the moment of
death, "became able to know (and simultaneously refused the knowledge) that he
had been wrong from the beginning, that souls and personal responsibility existed.
He half saw: he wholly hated. ....

In that attitude eternity overtook him"(THS

232). While it may be that, as strategist, Ransom's quest is now the victory of
good over evil in this situation, it is nonetheless true that he is not yet the magister
Judi in this game. He has some knowledge of what may unfold but he has no
certain knowledge. Nor does Merlin who is 'resurrected' to assist him. Indeed at
first Ransom is unsure of which side Merlin will take. Merlin presumably needs
Ransom for his resurrection - but maybe that would have occurred regardless of
this particular game. We cannot ever be sure. Certainly it seems Ransom needs
Merlin's powers to ensure that Logres dominates Britain in this encounter.
In a real sense, though, within this larger quest or labyrinth there

are

smaller versions of the same game strategy. These quests seem to occur almost as
mirror images of each other. In a manner which reflects Plotinus's view of history
that the ascendance of one period or set of ideals is concurrent with the decline of
another which has been predominant, one has two groups of characters or players,
each of which is pursuing its own quest.

The goals of the two groups are,

however, diametrically opposed and mutually exclusive. On the one hand, the
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characters associated with the NICE and Belbury - Feverstone, Frost, Wither,
Straik, Filostrato, Hardcastle and the Head and others -

are pursuing their

increasingly infernal path down through a labyrinth of distortion and exploitation
towards a goal of absolute evil. On the other, the Community at St Anne's seem to
be playing a sort of waiting game, relying on "the Director" as their strategist who
will provide playing instructions. For a time Mark Studdock, who wants to be at
the centre of things in the inner circle, follows the downward, infernal path. The
reader is entitled, I think, at least to ponder the possibility that Mark represents the
player who is, as it were, entering the labyrinth while Frost and Wither represent
those who have long since passed the early stages of the game and are nearing their
goal. Given that Mark is clearly being cultivated as a protege of these two it is
possible to assume then that we are being presented almost simultaneously with a
forward projection of what Mark might become, if he allows himself to be totally
absorbed by the pursuit of this goal, and with a backward projection of what
Wither and Frost may once have been. In such a reading Feverstone perhaps
represents the detached or indifferent player - more the pragmatist or dilettante
than the devotee. He, after all, although he appears to play the game, remains
enigmatic in his commitment and always seems to have an escape strategy in place.
Fmally, of course, he discovers too late that he has been trapped and cannot
ultimately escape the labyrinth after all. Mark is a willing participant in the game,
which has overtones of an egocentric quest despite its apparent requirement, almost
as a rule of the game, for self-effacement until the game becomes too crude and
unsubtle even for him. Eventually, ironically and paradoxically, the grotesqueness
and pointlessness of this evil towards which he is being directed and in which he is
being conditioned, and its total puerility tum him irrevocably and astonishingly
towards a desire for good, a goodness he recognises as long having been
characteristic of his sister and his wife. It is also a goodness he recognises as being
concomitant with reality whereas his life has been lived hitherto,

as

a result of his

education, in such a way that "the things he read and wrote were more real to him
than things he saw. ....

In his own way, he believed as firmly as any mystic in

the superior reality of things that are not seen"(fHS

56).

The goodness towards which Mark ultimately turns is the goal of the
members of the Community at St Anne's. But theirs too is the burden of defeating
evil. The goal of their quest cannot be attained without their being able to frustrate
the opposition in reaching their goal. The downward labyrinthine spiral of the
inner circle and the metaphorical foot soldiers of the NICE is virtually mirrored in
reverse as the Community members look upwards to attain their goal. Not only are
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they dependent, to varying degrees, on Jane Studdock's dreams or visions but they
are also reliant on the Director who spends most of his time in "the blue room"
upstairs at St Anne's. Although the "blue" might represent authority and serenity,
Ransom (Mr Fisher-King) in his turn awaits the direction (and the descent) of still
higher powers - the eldils and the Oyarsa. Merlin too must ascend before he can
participate in the game, the quest. tntimately it is the descent of the heavenly
powers that brings together these two apparently divergent labyrinths, these
antithetical quests. The dark elclils, unleashed by their unsuspecting minions,
devour them.

And, in what seems to be almost a grotesque mockery of the

medieval carnivalesque reversals of Twelfth Night,69 Merlin's magic releases the
enslaved victims - both human and animal - of the NICE who exact revenge
before escaping to freedom. At St Anne's another carnivalesque celebration takes
place with the descent of the gods. Whereas "powers more than human had come
down to destroy Belbury" and language is unmade (THS

226), the heavenly

powers have released a carnival of the senses which for MacPhee "is becoming
almost indecent"(THS 246). "'On the contrary,' [says] Ransom, 'decent in the old
sense, decens, fitting, is just what [it] is. Venus herself is over St Anne's'"(THS

247). In what might be seen as a Bakhtinian or Rabelaisian avowal of the
celebratory and regenerative nature of carnival and the body70, especially the sexual
nature and activity of the body, Ransom responds to Dimble's observation that
Venus has come nearer Earth than was her wont in order "to make men mad" by
remarking that "she is nearer than any astronomer knows. .... The work is done,
the other gods have withdrawn. She waits, and when she returns to her sphere I
will ride with her" (THS 247).

Threshold leaping

The climax of That Hideous Stren&Jh

like that of Perelandra takes

characters and readers alike to the vertiginous and paidic end of Caillois's scale of
play. The structure of the trilogy throughout is indeed that of a godgame seen as a
quest or labyrinth in which the participants are never totally certain of their goal or even of the right path much of the time. While the trilogy is a ludic work as a
69 Balchtin, Rabelais andHis World op cit.

70

ibid.

p. 81.

p.81.
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whole, the reader is always conscious of the paidic energy within it, to use
Caillois' s terms.7 1 This climax then is not to be seen as some orgy of debauchery
(as some of these 'Christian' or Puritan players seem to understand it) but rather as
a riot of regenerative innocent sexuality. Ransom's benediction to his companions,
both human and animal, is

"Urendi Maleldil"

translate as 'Go with God' .

(THS

247) which seems to

The Perelandran spirit has descended to Earth.

Ransom himself will return to Perelandra, that youthful and unfallen world of
innocence.

But the text, the reader's game,

'ends' almost in a sense where it

began - with Jane and Mark Studdock and their marriage. There are differences
though. Initially it seems that it bad been Mark who was uncertain of his role in the
marriage. Jane's position was then clear: marriage was a wasteland. Now Mark,
though a humbler and newer person, seems more confident and it is Jane who is
uncertain but hopeful, almost optimistic that her marriage can be something quite
other than the wasteland that it was. This, of course, occurs within the context of
the wider uncertainty that, although Logres has defeated the forces of Britain this
time, the battle will have to be re-contested at some future time. The battle for the
ascendancy of good over evil has not yet been finally won: the game, the quest will
go on.
The trilogy then presents readers with a complex game or set of games in
which the participants can never be absolutely certain of their goal in anything more
than the most general terms, if that. They are indeed 'playing in the dark' rather
like the explorer of the labyrinth or like Odysseus on his return to Ithaca. But are
readers any more enlightened as a result of the game the text has drawn them into
playing? Although Ransom comes to accept that it is more probable than possible
that myth and history are not as separate in reality as we customarily believe (OSP

169),

readers of the trilogy, being as they are players more removed from the heart

of the game, may be less willing than Ransom to suspend their disbelief and to be
carried along by the flow of play as it were. The ' game' or quest of the trilogy has
in a labyrinthine manner revisited and played with notions of good and evil - the
Christian myth of Creation and the Fall (and incorporated what might be called an
'UnFall ') - while observing that, had a second, post-Incarnation Fall occurred on
Perelandra, it would have required a more awful response of love than before since
Maleldil never repeats himself or any of his actions exactly. In like manner the
game has also played with the notion of Apocalypse.

Since the era of Regan

politics, during which almost every major world event not to the liking of the
American government was labelled, apocalyptically, as either 'Armageddon' or ' a
71

Caillois, Man Playand Games. op cit.

pp. 36 & 54.
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potential Armageddon', the notion of apocalypse seems to have been regarded by
many (Christians and non-Christians alike) as an ovetworked, almost anticlimactic
cliche. Throughout the trilogy and in That Hideous Strength in particular Lewis,
however, seems to be proposing that indeed 'Apocalypse' is more likely to be a
cyclic or periodic catastrophic encounter between the ultimate forces of good and
evil, rather than, as Christians might assume, a once-and-for-all encounter. In the
trilogy, then, Lewis appears to demolish the dystopia of rampant scientism but he
refuses to concretise utopia. The game of encounter between the two and the quest
for utopia in the form of Paradise or Heaven seems to be endless. Whereas The

Last Battle concludes with the children (the redeemed) going "Farther up and
farther in .... " to the real Narnia,72 the Platonic idea of heaven as being the ideal
form of those things which we experience in debased or limited form during our
finite lives on earth, the trilogy concludes with the reader rather in the position of
Ransom in the Perelandran cavern, teetering on the brink of an abyss, which in one
direction extends towards utter calamity and, in the other, towards regeneration and
joy.

One might have expected that the Narnia series, having been written

chronologically later than the trilogy, would have been used to express an even
more open ended moral and eschatological position than the earlier works,
especially since his last works, A Grief Observed and An Experiment in Criticism,
so far as

is relevant, appear to dojust that.

The difference lies, I think, in the nature of the genre. The Narn.ia stories

are children's stories, regardless of bow much they may appeal to adults as
Christian parables. I am inclined to believe that Lewis was being truthful when he
claimedthatthe Narnia books were

not

written primarily as Christian parables. I

believe , given his passionate conviction of the importance of stories, especially
children's stories - "a children's story is the best art form for something you have
to say"73 - and his assertion that most of his stories began with pictures rather
than ideas in his mind,74 that these Narnia stories with their overtones and
undertones of violence and magic, of uncertainty and reversals, of Father
Christmas, witches and talking animals, owe as much to Lewis's being steeped in
medievalism and Celtic and Nordic myth as much as they do Christianity. That
they

72

are

simplistic presentations of the Christian myth is, I think, more apparent

C. S. Lewis, The Last Battle. (Harmondsworth : Penguin, 1964.) (Hereafter referred to in
the text as TLB.) p. 144.

73 C. S. Lewis, "On Three Ways of Writing for Children" in S. Egoff, G. T. Stubbs & L F.
74 ibid.

Ashley, eds.
p. 208.

p. 218.
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(foronto : Oxford University Press, 1969.)
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than true and, to the extent that it is true this, I suggest, arises more as a constraint
of the genre or from the convictions of the adult reader than from any conviction or
deliberate intention of the author. Lewis believed that "everything in [a] story
should arise from the whole cast of the author's mind. We must write for children
out of those elements in our own imagination which we share with children .... "75
and, clearly, what he saw as elements of his imagination which would resonate
with children went far beyond the constraints of Biblical Christianity.
One might characterise the trilogy then as being the exploration of a
labyrinth or as a quest which leads the quester on both an outward and an inward
journey. That which is at first most obvious i s the outward journey but, as that
proceeds, the inward journey begins to manifest itself as well. The action, even of
the inner journey, is controlled by an outside Other throughout the quest, which
seems to me to be a form of godgame. It is, however, different from the post
modem godgame in that the manipulator of the game, while a presence in the story,
remains nonetheless vague although the direction of 'his' morality and intentions
seem to be clear to the reader if not to the other characters who are playing
(questing) within the labyrinth which 'he' has designed. Similarly the 'victim' of
the questlgodgame of the trilogy occupies a slightly different place in the godgame
than is the postmodem 'norm' according to Wilson. If "the end of a godgame is to
bring to light some truth about the victim" ,76 presuming Ransom is (as his name
surely implies) the central 'victim' of the trilogy,77 then one might want to argue
that the trilogy does not quite fit, either, the model of the "baroque godgame" which
Wllson sets against the postmodem godgame. Somehow Ransom appears to resist
the classification of 'victim' - and yet that is in many ways what he is, since he is
frequently "caught in a cunningly constructed web of appearances", particularly in
Out of the Silent Planet . 78

And, as has already been said, Ransom may be

described as attempting and, in his case, succeeding, "to think his way out or
through .... a succession of states of consciousness".79 Wilson argues that

.... [post]modem godgames .... are .... more heuristic than their
baroque exemplars. They operate more deeply than the level of plot
in so far as they strive to achieve a more precise understanding of

75
76
77
78
79

ibid. p. 219.
Wilson, SpookincOedipa. op cit.

p. 191.

Ransom is surely, although not unambiguously,

ibid. p. 187.
Wilson, SpookingOedipa. op cit.

p. 187.

a

Christ figure in the trilogy.
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man's cognitive and volitional potential, and this can hardly be said
of godgames in detective or science fiction.80

While clearly Lewis's trilogy does not fall into the category or genre of the
postmodem novel, neither does it, I believe, fall easily into that of science fiction.
The trilogy somehow defies simple categorisation - at the same time as it does not
defy a postmodem or deconstructionist or playful reading of itself.
Using the short stories of Borges to exemplify the postmodem godgame,
Wilson observes that they "show a steady focus upon the narrator's moral nature as
it is revealed, to himself and to the reader, through the process of his introspective
meditation upon the stages of his experience in maze, labyrinth, or godgame. A
character is for Borges .... a reflection of mind".8 1

One might argue, again

without claiming that the trilogy is a work of postmodem fiction although it may be
subjected to postmodem analysis, that to some extent this is also true of the trilogy.
Here though the narration is complicated by the fact that it is Ransom's narrative
being retold by the second narrator Lewis. The trilogy has occasionally been
dismissed in the past as being a strange and poorly controlled pastiche of fantasy,
science fiction and the novel of ideas, with the characterisation being seen as a
particular weakness. Much perhaps, as Lewis himself seems to believe, depends
on the viewpoint of the reader. As Wilson notes,

One reason for the fascination of godgames lies

m

their

archetypal undertones. Beneath every literary godgame there lies a
situation that recalls (while evoking the appropriate feelings) the
common human intuition of being made a victim, a scapegoat, or a
sacrifice, and of being deluded by someone, by a they set over and
against oneself.

....

Looked at in this way

. . .. the godgame

seems to reach back to those ancient human ideas concerning the
race's origins and purpose.

After all, the providential view of

human history as it is found in Biblical literature (in the Book of
Job, say) asserts a godgame on a cosmic scale.82

80 ibid.
8 1 ibid.
82 ibid.

p. 191.
p. 197.
p. 203.
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In the case of the trilogy 'they', while occasionally confused and obscured by
illusion, are almost inevitably the forces or representatives of evil. The trilogy,
then, it seems to me, can well be seen as a godgarne.
In the texts of Adrian Plass, however, the movement of the players is more
obviously inward than is the case in the trilogy. Here, too, the characters might be
seen as questers seeking a way through a labyrinth. What their goal is, from their
point of view, is not entirely certain. In fact it is a mystery and this should not be
forgotten in the humour which attends their struggling through their particular
labyrinth. Here, in An Alien at St Wilfred's, there is clearly an outside agent, an
Other who is, more or less overtly, directing their progress. However, although
Nunc appears to be directing the game, there is a sense in which he too is subject to
yet another Other beyond himself. In the trilogy it appears necessary that Ransom
must undertake a journey - or several journeys - to other worlds in order to
discover not only about them and Maleldil but also about himself and his own
world. In the case of An Alien at St Wilfred's the world of the text (which is more
or less contiguous with the world of St Wilfred's as perceived by the four main
characters) is in fact a composite of the overlapping worlds of David, Hartley, Dot
and Richard. I would argue that whereas there is a universal dimension in the
trilogy, these Plass texts seem to be much more centred on the subjective individual
quest. In this they could, I think.. be taken to reflect their cultural context whereas
the works of Lewis reflect a much richer intertextuality which comprises both
literary and cultural aspects.
Since An Alien at St Wilfred's is structured around the accounts given in
turn by each of these characters of some five weeks spent together with Nunc, the

notion of the contingency of reality is unavoidable and virtually irrefutable. But
whereas Ransom had to venture out beyond himself and his own world to discover
an Other who (or which) was transcendent and then became awesomely immanent,
here it is the immanence of the Other which seems to be emphasised. Nunc's
transcendance is acknowledged by reference to his alienness - his shape and size,
his nervousness, the light which seems "to emanate from inside his body"83 and
his need to learn the language and to be given a name, but it is his immanence
which nonetheless predominates. As has been said, although he may appear to be
directing the game - or the various episodes of the game - which follows, Nunc
too is obviously acting at the behest of some Other

magister ludi

he is questioned about how he got into the locked church all he

.

Mter all, when

can

say is "It was

83 A. Plass, An Alien at St Wilfred's. (London : HarperCollins, 1992.) p. 8.
(Hereafter referred to in the text as Alien.)
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the right place"(Alien 9). He is apparently not at liberty to say where he has come
from although he is clearly very unhappy when he thinks of 'home'. As to why he
is there all he can say, initially, is: "I may not depart in peace until I have waited
with four or five. I may not leave this building. I may not be seen or heard by any
but those with whom I wait. I do not know when I shall go .... "(Alien

1 1 ).

There are here almost ironic - and defamiliarised and defamiliarising - resonances
of Simeon's song, the Nunc Dimittis84 (Luke 2: 29

-

35). For most of their lives

Simeon and Anna had faithfully awaited the appearance of God's Messiah in the
temple, without ever knowing when this might happen. Nunc, it appears, has
arrived at St Wilfred's without any knowledge of how long he is to stay or when
and where he is to go thereafter. Nor does he seem to know how he arrived. It is
simply a case of "[t]his became the right place to be, and therefore, I

am

here"(Alien 18).
Lewis in the trilogy repeatedly uses images relating to light, movement and
sound as though they were all somehow points or manifestations of reality on a
single spectrum of sensory experience in order to create images of the simultaneous
transcendence and immanence of the eldila and the various

Oyarsa who mediate the

presence of Maleldil. The presence and reality of Maleldil seems to lie beyond
language: language cannot reach or stretch far enough to encompass Maleldil. For
Plass, sound seems to be the dominant image used to represent the immanence and
transcendence of the Other, of God. Although Nunc " glows" from within at crucial
points in the game of self-discovery and healing which is happening in An Alien at
St Wilfred's, it is the sound which emanates from him and the language he uses
that seem to be the key to his Otherness.

Nunc, in fact apparently never says very

much, "but every time he did speak, it was as though something important or
significant had happened. Slowly, his language became more natural, although
there was a strong prayer book flavour about it right up to the day he left"(Alien
19). Not only does Nunc appear to be the limited strategic agent in this game but
language itself appears to be a motive force in the game. Since Nunc is limited to
the language of the Prayer Book which he has learnt, the game consists of an
almost constant process of destabilisation. Nunc uses literally the words he has
learnt . Having read "Love your enemies", he expects that that is what David, for
example, will do in the case of his "enemy", Forsyth the organist. David, although
he is stunned by the idea, agrees. However, clearly, as a perfect or ideal means of
84 Both the OED and the Book of Common Prayer refer to the Nunc Dimittis ("now lettest

Thou {Thy servant) go" OED) . My edition of the text, p. 9, refers to the Nunc
Diminus (sic). Should the occasion arise I shall use the more common
spelling as in this instance.
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The most real sound which

communicates to all the characters in this text is

at first .... not a noise at all. It was more like a vibration right
inside the walls and pillars and floor, .... But after a minute or
two it was so heavy and unchanging and unstoppable that all of us
put our hands over our

ears

to make it go away. It was powerful

but dead. ....
[Then] ....

another note, a sweet, high, flute-like noise

filled the church, mixing with the lower one to produce a sound
that made you want to weep as soon as you heard it. It was like so

many

things .... (Alien 54).

It is as David says, "awfully real". It means, as Nunc explains, "what has been
earned, what has been bought, what has been laid down, what has been
prepared"(Alien 55). It represents simultaneously "the now, life, what is, who is,
what will be, eternity" (Alien 55) and the almost ineffable beauty of the sound
derives, however unlikely and unexpected it may seem, from the combination of
the monotonous and the shrill.
As in the trilogy so, iu both these Plass texts, ordinary human language is
demonstrably flawed. It is as though its inherent instability and multiplicity of
meaning makes it at best imprecise and at worst duplicitous.

Certainly these

aspects of language are part of the game being played out by Nunc and his friends.
Some, like David and Richard, use language to obfuscate, prevaricate and
procrastinate. For them the jest buys time and some sort of protection from being
known either by others or themselves. For Hartley and Dot, language is a simpler
matter of stating the facts as they see them. Language and reality are, for them,
almost one. While it is clear that Hartley's simplicity of character leads to his
innocent view of the world and, one might say, his equally innocent use of
language, Dot's simplicity of language reflects almost a wry but realistic
appreciation of herself and her world. She is, for example, perfectly aware that, to
some people, she is an eighty-year-old nuisance since, as she says, she
been able to tell anything but the truth. That is,"

has "never

she adds candidly and with

refreshing insight , "not a virtue, it is simply a form of training"(Alien 48). As
each of the four characters in turn plays out his or her game of self-discovery in the
presence of Nunc and the others, there is a sense in which these personal quests
operate as subsets of a larger quest; a sense that their almost discrete personal
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worlds which co-incidentally overlapped within the framework of St Wilfred's
have in fact, as their defensive barriers have been broken down by the process of
playing under Nunc's gentle direction, coalesced to form a new integrated world
which they share together.

But this world is still more subjective than that of the

trilogy. The limitations of language notwithstanding Dot has, as she recognises,
"at least come to understand a little about the divine ordinariness of God"(Alien

187). Every encounter with God that she has ever experienced, "every real one
has been like waking up from a nightmare. It feels like coming back to what is real
and warm and familiar. I think God is very practical, and I think he fits into his
own world very easily and very naturall y", she concludes (Alien

187).

Whereas

Maleldil retains an aura of transcendence, this God seems to be 'haunting' the
labyrinth with a very immediate and almost tangible presence: this God seems to be
an immanent part of the quest.
That is not to say that Dot or any of the others assume that the language of
the Church, or of religion generally, represents either the language or the
ordinariness of God. Indeed, when Hartley admits to speaking to God in a "funny
language" which "suddenly bubbled up inside me and out of my mouth", a
language which he almost intuitively associated with God, he certainly "did not

think it had anything to do with the church"(Alien 181)!

Nunc acknowledges,

"with irresistible authority" that this is a "present from God to make it easier to talk
to him when Hartley doesn't know what to say"(Alien

181).

When Nunc finally

leaves, it is as though he has left a prototype of a very serious game which must be
played continuously by these four

- and presumably increasing numbers of

others. Not that it is a game without its inherent humour! As Nunc departs he asks
all four of his friends to embrace him. They do this willingly, only to discover
after a time that, whereas they thought they were embracing an alien, they were in
fact embracing each other (Alien

204). Earlier Nunc had said that "it seems to me

that he [God] still waits quietly on the shore of the

real world

.... " (Alien

189

-

my emphasis). In his final action he seems to be signalling that such epiphanies as
this must recur. Such recurrence is also a feature of the labyrinth or the quest.
Elsewhere (Alien

208) Plass, like Lewis, seems to take the view that the real

game, the real quest, like the real world is, so far as we can know it, recurrent and
probably continuous.
In The Horizontal Epistles of Andromeda Veal,85 however, there is no
Nunc (and no Maleldil either) - no transcendent Other who becomes immanent.
85 A. Plass, The Horizontal Epistles ofAndromeda Veal (London : Marshall Pickering ,
1988.) (Herafter referred to in the text as HFA V.)
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Here God remains transcendent, Other, rather than immanent and this God exists
largely in the experience of characters other than Andromeda, although many of
them attempt to transmit this experiential knowledge to her. Nor does Andromeda,
like Ransom, journey to other worlds. As "a horizontal attraction" her "real world"
is in a very real sense restricted to her hospital bed and to the contact she is able to
make from there with the real world beyond her bed and the hospital. Again the
power of language to construct reality is an integral part of her playing with the
world, her quest to make some sense of what appears to be a fairly hostile world.
With the naive astuteness of a child she uses language -

and spelling

-

to

devastating effect, creating a funhouse world in which political and religious
leaders are haplessly but tellingly lampooned. As we read Andromeda's letters we
recognise that the language game here is being played by the text and its readers
(and the author who is, necessarily, the first reader). The dramatic and significant
game for Andromeda is that which involves herself, her absent parents and her
chosen (but far from perfect) surrogate family, the Plasses. As she exchanges her
letters with her various correspondents the reader sees the world being created for
and by Andromeda. Her letters are written ostensibly within the language
limitations of a very imaginative and restless eight year old but the language is both
playful and satirical. The apparent use of deliberate error makes evident both the
playground and the play of meaning whilst also highlighting the gap between
perceived and 'actual' reality. Andromeda's approximations of the names of some
of the world's political and religious leaders

-

President Ray gun, Mr

Gorgeouschops, Dugless Nurd, Rabbit Runcie, Pope John Pall (at the Fattycan),
not to mention Prints Cbarls and Lady Die - might well convince the reader that
this is a very subversive quest indeed.

Literally with childlike innocence,

Andromeda manages to present a sketch bordering on caricature of these characters
and their effective roles in the political game. When it comes to lesser mortals,
especially the fundamentalist religious types, they too are caricatured, but by their
own pens. It is left to Father John and Wilf, the "halibut nunks", and the Plasses,
whom one feels Andromeda rather pities as not quite competent players in the game
of life, to maintain some sense of hope for humanity!
Andromeda's quest here seems to be a godgame in the sense that she i s
clearly the victim inasmuch as she i s tied down and her developing world view is
apparently dependent on the information she receives from others. As she attempts
to assimilate all this information from so many sources we see her character
developing. The world views of many of her informants seem to have been formed
in some relationship to the Other which is here simply designated as God. Again
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the multiplicity of viewpoints and the variety of 'real worlds' created by the
language of her correspondents, as well as Andromeda herself, might suggest that
the whole notion of a single simple 'real world' is too slippery and uncertain
actually to exist In a whimsical and irreverent fashion, and through the agency of
Andromeda and, to a lesser extent, her correspondents, Plass seems to be calling
into question at least some, if not most, of the certainties to which we cling. It is in
keeping with postmodernism that these 'certainties' are essentially contingent and
subjective. The one 'certainty', the apprehension of which in some ways is the
least certain and most slippery of all - God - is implicitly in the background
controlling the game. The whole reason for the existence of this Godgame, if one
believes Plass, seems to be for pure enjoyment, both of the playing participants and
of the playful magister ludi

.

As Father John's dialogue with God reveals:

"Helping Andromeda [or any other player, perhaps] is a piece of cake compared
with building a coot"(HEAV 62).
Arguably the reader of these texts - both the Lewis and the Plass texts and, it might be argued, God too, is involved in a playful pursuit. To use Suits's
terminology they have chosen to use less than the most efficient means of attaining
their goals. As is the case for questers in a labyrinth or any other quest, the pursuit
becomes an end in itself; the process of playing becomes itself the goal. Or, to
refer again to Wilson or Calinescu, one might say that the reader (and possibly
God) has allowed that lusory attitude to prevail in which the mind is shaped
parasitically upon - or haunted by - the body of the rules, in this case the text
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the endless dance of dissolution.

Determined

.••

yet

open

"All is determined ... all is open". I This is how Betty Roitman sums up the
paradox represented by the classic midrashic position which "enacts at the level of
interpretation a dialectic formulated on the ontological plane".2

Midrash, seen

either as a genre or as a mode of thought, may (like deconstruction or play theory)
initially seem to be worlds away from the works of C. S. Lewis. Nevertheless it
seems to me that, particularly in A Grief Observed, one may usefully consider the
resemblances between what Lewis is doing and what midrash does. Of course, as
Hartman and Budick point out in the introduction to Midrash and Literatur�

resemblance is not identity. But the mapping of resemblance is often
the closest we can get to knowing identity of any sort. . .. the study
of resemblance is perhaps the best chance we ever have for standing
outside our present interpretive condition and locating or fixing it,
even momentarily with a leverage virtually external. The track of the
interpretive complex which for us represents, or is, reality
whether it be midrash or literature or something else

-

may

ultimately be shifted in the process. But that is the uncertainty and
the benefit entailed by any significant interpretation}

Hartman and Budick also note that,

" as

in midrash itself, we need hardly specify

which is the primary, which the secondary object of our discussions" .4

B. Roitman, "Sacred Language and Open Text" in G. H. Hartman & S. Budick., eds,
Midrash and Literature (New Haven & London : Yale University Press, 1986.)
p. 160.
2 ibid. p. 160.
3 G. H. Hartman & S. Budick, Midrash and Literature ibid. pp. x xi.
1

-

4 ibid, p.

X

-

xi.
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Roitman points out that, unlike modem theories such as deconstruction
which in some circles are now being seen as modem and secular applications or
transpositions of it, midrash takes as its starting point

a standard of truth, in the logical and metaphysical sense of the term,
which is alien to most modem theories of interpretation. At the same
time, its extreme responsiveness to elements of textual play earns for
it a special standing in contemporary critical circles. None of the
games, reversals, and anagrams of contemporary criticism are
foreign to it. Such exegesis is thus essentially ambiguous in nature.s

Not only are these games, reversals and anagrams - and paradoxes - to which
Roitman refers typical of modem criticism but they are also, I believe, characteristic
of much of Lewis's writing. If, for example, there is a single word which might
describe A Grief Observed, a single word which might encapsulate the state as
projected by the "I" ofthe text, it would surely be indeterminate or uncertain. Not
only does the "I" of the text find himself in a quandary of indeterminacy and
uncertainty , but he is also conscious of an almost universal uncertainty or
indeterminacy. This may of course be the inevitable outcome of his point of view
and his context, but it is nonetheless his perception of reality and truth at that time.
If, in midrash, the exegesis of sacred text is essentially ambiguous or both

determinate and yet incomplete in nature then it seems to me that here, in A Grief
Observ�

as

Lewis - as it were - exegetes God, he discovers not the certainty

of his earlier writings but rather a playground (albeit a somewhat sinister or
disconcerting playground), a labyrinth of constant change, challenge and
uncertainty. Far from the tragic concentrated glare of grief acting like a spotlight to
fl.X a previously constructed image of God, the crisis diffuses all prior certainty or

certainties. As in midrash - and as in the trilogy -

it is as though, while he

generally accepts as given the existence of objective truth (and at times even that
seems a little doubtful), Lewis nonetheless acknowledges that as finite beings the
most - and possibly the best - we can comprehend as human beings, each with a
limited and particular viewpoint, is subjective truth which may be a part of a greater
objective truth or it may not. It appears to me that Lewis has no doubt that some
views of relative truth - or some relative views of 'truth ' - may be erroneous.
However, whether or not they are seen to be erroneous is largely a function of the

5

ibid. p. 159.
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and this, presumably, includes the viewer's context:

physical, cultural, emotional and so on. As early as 1941 Lewis acknowledges
Freud's point

( 1 ) That infantile sexual experience of the sort described by Freud does
occur in all human beings;

(2) That latent thought

utilise the images I have mentioned; and (3)

.

.

.

on such subjects does

that wherever such images

occur in dream, imagination or literature, the latent thought which Freud
mentions is really unconsciously present in the mind of the dreamer, and the
writer or reade�.
Lewis is quite prepared to concede that therefore we, as readers, "do not mind
being told that when we enjoy Milton's description of Eden some latent sexual
interest is, as a matter of fact,

and along with a thousand other things,

present in our unconscious" (TAP

128, my emphasis). However, Lewis picks up

quickly Freud's earlier proviso that he does not apply his observations (about
whistling, in this instance) to musicians. Lewis suggests that Freud's theory of the
imagination needs a similar caveat in the case of imaginative people, be they readers
or writers (TAP

122).

Whereas Lewis's early apologetic writings have often been assumed to
present a reassuring certainty about the nature of God, truth and, indeed, about
almost everything, I am not entirely convinced that the degree of certainty is as
great as is sometimes presumed. As I read it, in Mere Christianity for example,
Lewis exhibits far greater flexibility than some of his readers allow. Not only does
he assert, as I have said elsewhere, that he is simply (or

merely) attempting to

"explain and defend the belief that has been common to nearly all Christians at all
times",7 but he also insists that readers cannot conclude from his silence on
disputed points, that he thinks them either important or unimportant (MC 7). It
seems to me

that he is making a similar point about Milton's work in A Preface to

Paradise Lost There he warns of the dangers of looking "away from the effect
which the poem might be expected to produce, and was calculated to produce, on
the ordinary educated and Christian audience in Milton's time". 8 Lewis asserts that
whatever Milton's personal beliefs or "heresies" may have been, they are irrelevant

6 C. S. Lewis, .. Psycho-analysis and Literary Criticism" in TheyAskedFor a Paper.
(London: Geoffrey Bles, 1962.) p. 127. (Hereafter referred to in the text as
7

8

TAP.)

C. S. Lewis, Mere Christianity. (London : HarperCollins, 1995.) (Hereafter referred to in
the text as MC.) p. 6.
C. S. Lewis, APr
efaceto Paradise Lost (London: Oxford Unive�ity Press, 1942.) p. 90.
(Hereafter referred to in the text as PPL.)
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to the reading of the poem. Milton "was a very disciplined artist. Therefore of his
heresies - themselves fewer than some suppose - fewer still are paraded in
Paradise Lost" . There are surely parallels between this Milton and the Lewis of
Mere Christianity. The Lewis who writes the fantasy/science fiction trilogy is,
however, less constrained by what mere Christians might expect. Indeed, even in
Mere Christianity, Lewis allows for more freedom to be different than do some of
his readers and critics:

When you have reached your own room, be kind to those who have
chosen different doors and to those who are still in the hall. If they
are wrong they need your prayers all the more; and if they are your
enemies, then you are under orders to pray for them. That is one of
the rules common to the whole house (MC

12).

Lewis here asserts, however, that decisions or choices as to the suitability
of various "rooms" for various individuals must be made not in terms of mere
personal taste, whim, liking or disliking, but rather in terms of holiness and
conscience and, ultimately, "by asking which door is the true one; not which one
pleases you best"(MC 12 ) . By the time he writes A Grief Observed9 the notions
of ooth truth and reality have become much more slippery and less certain. So, to a
considerable extent has God.

Although, as I have noted earlier, critics are

somewhat divided as to the role and intention of Lewis in A Grief Observed, with
the majority accepting the work as almost entirely biographical and introspective
and only a relative few accepting that the work is less subjective and at least to
some degree objective, it remains my contention that the Lewis who speaks in this
text is not necessarily Lewis the man or even Lewis the 'author'. It may be that
Lewis was attempting to write a treatise on grief for Everyman, after the medieval
model, or it may be that the text is to a greater or lesser extent an exploration of his
own grief.

George Musacchio points out that while critics such as Margaret

Hannay read this text as autobiography, Walter Hooper sees it as biography but
also as more than that. Peter Schakel and Musacchio take it to be rhetorical rather
than biographical. l O Schakel, assuming that it is a straightforward matter, points
out that it is "crucial to separate the truth of the book from biographical

9
10

C. S. Lewis, A Grief Observed (London : Faber & Faber, 1964 . ) (Hereafter referred to in
the text as AGO.)
G. Musacchio, ..Fiction in A Grief Observed' in SEVEN, vol 8, (1987.)

pp. 73 - 83.
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-

or,

preferably, the 'meanings' - of the text in both the biographical and the rhetorical
material, if indeed such truths or meanings can be found conclusively by any
reader.
Whatever the case I believe that here, as elsewhere, Lewis the person
eludes us to a greater rather than a lesser degree. It is as though he has created a
persona or a voice which purports to be the grieving Lewis. One cannot argue with
his right as writer to do this. Nor can one dispute that, by so doing, be may create
sufficient distance between himself as writer and the grieving self to retain an
astringent objectivity in relation to the situation. Eugene Morgan points to the
reference to consulting spiritualists, which Lewis argues against in the text (AGO

1 1), as evidence for its not being a subjective work, on the basis that neither Lewis
nor Joy Davidman would have ever seriously considered such a course of action.l 2
Therefore, he concludes, this text must be a treatise directed at Everyman rather
than a reflection of Lewis's own grief. Not only does this not allow for the feeling
of "permanent provisionality" that grief brings to life (AGO

29), nor for the

other

dissolutions of certainty that seem to be characteristic both of grief and of this text
but, in fact, Lewis does make reference (some forty years earlier) to spiritualists,
particularly the need to avoid "introspection,

... brooding, . . . spiritualism, ...

everything eccentric" - in a letter to Arthur Greeves. 1 3 From the context of that
earlier letter it is clear that Lewis is all too aware of his own possible susceptibility
to such temptations, not that he condones or recommends such a course of action
then any more than be does in A Grief Observed.

However, one need not be

preoccupied with the matter of authorial intention or subjectivity in this text any
more than one would with any other of Lewis's texts, despite its subject. Indeed
Wilson makes the observation that, although Lewis was "an obsessive
autobiographer

...

few writers have been less introspective.

This is the

paradox" . 1 4

11

P. Schake!, Reason and Imagination in C. S. Lewis: A Studyof Till We Have Faces.

(Grand Rapids : Eerdmans, 1984.) p. 168. Also quoted in Musacchio, ibid.
p. 75.
1 2 E. Morgan, ..What Kind of Book is A Grie
fObse
rv
ed?" in TheBu
lletinof the NewYork
C. S. Lewis Society. October 22:12, (Jamaica N Y , 1991.) pp. 6 - 7.
1 3 C . S. Lewis, The
yStandTogether. ed. W. Hooper. (London : Collins, 1979.) p. 292.
Also quoted by S. Medcalf, ..The Making and Breaking of C. S. Lewis's
Personae" in P. Schake! & C. A. Huttar, Word and Storyin C.S. Lewis.
(Columbia & London : University of Missouri Press , 1991.) p. 1 1 5.
1 4 A. N. Wilson, C. S. Lewis An Autobiogrnphy. (London : Collins, 1990.) p. xvii.
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Leaving aside, then, the matter of the extent to which Lewis reveals himself
in the text, let us examine the extent to which the idea of God is interrogated or
deconstructed in and by the text and the resemblances, if any, which one might find
with the methods of midrash. Wilson is of the opinion that AGrief Observed "has
an almost novelistic quality from its first brilliant sentence

... but the fragmentary

nature of the book, its lack of any cohesion, is a new development in Lewis" . 1 5
He sees this text as bearing testimony to the shattering effect of grief and
bereavement. ''There can be no doubt", he writes, "that it was written from the
heart. In its very scrappiness, it is far truer than the apparently cohesive Surprised
By Joy of five years earlier" . 1 6

Lewis himself points out that

tests the reality of a belief'(AGO

21),

"[o]nly a real risk

be it belief in God or anything else.

Regardless of whether it is autobiographical or novelistic, the central matter of the
text i s God. One might also argue that 'God' as a term subsumes both meaning
and truth.

The idea and the nature of God is explored, interrogated or

deconstructed here in much the same way that all aspects of the sacred are
interrogated or deconstructed in the works of midrash. But the fact remains that the
apparent and significant difference between the works of secular deconstruction
and of midrash is the matter of truth. Midrash, as Reitman has said, takes as its
starting point a standard of truth "in the logical and metaphysical sense of the
term", 1 7 which is apparently alien to most modem theories of interpretation. There
are, however, several responses which may serve to subvert this apparent
difference.

The contingency of deconstruction

The first subversive response is to point out that, if deconstruction is to be
at all consistent in its assertion that all truth is provisional, then this assertion itself
must also be provisional. Deconstruction claims that language embodies what is in
itself provisional. That is, it claims that the sedimented totality of the meanings of
any given word can never ultimately be exhausted or deciphered any more than can
any palimpsest on which further inscriptions are constantly being overlaid.

15

16

17

ibid. p. 282.
ibid. p. 282.
Roitman, op cit.

p. 160.
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the claim which must be recognised as being as provisional as its propositions. It
is this point, which allows for the simultaneously mischievous and serious
playfulness of deconstruction, which has so often been overlooked by both the
disciples and the critics of deconstruction.

It is undeniable that many of the

disciples of deconstruction, as well as many of its critics, have simplified the
theory in such a way that they have been guilty of presenting a simplistic
misreading of it. The most common expression of this oversimplification is that
which leads to the popular conclusion either that nothing means anything any more,
or that whatever meaning there is is that which readers create for themselves out of
their own possibly highly individual reading of the text. There is, it is claimed by
such simplistic interpreters, no right or wrong interpretation of anything: anything
goes. This ignores the notion of the text being infused or "haunted" by meaning l 8
which is, like the concept of God proposed by negative theology, present i n (or
despite) its absence or apparent irretrievability.
This popular understanding

-

or rather, misunderstanding

-

of

deconstruction ignores the sense of communal 'ownership' of meaning which is
characteristic of language according not only to Derrida but also to Wittgenstein.
Foucault might speak, for example, of the transparency of discourses, asserting
that "they need no interpretation, no-one to assign them a meaning" 19 - thereby
subverting the traditional power of 'the critic'. His concern though is that, all too
often, the idea of meaning or truth in a text or a discourse has been captured or
colonised by a particular ideology and thus, for him, "'truth' is to be understood as
a system of ordered procedures for the production, regulation, distribution,
circulation and operation of statements".20 'Truth' then, in Foucault's model, is
relativised by, if not also opened to, constant revision in the light of ideology.
Whilst Foucault's political aim was to free discourse from what he saw as the
critical control and ideological manipulation of the French Academy, the result of
actions such as his own (and Derrida's in the field of philosophy) was, as it were,
to take the means of the production of meaning away from critics and to return it to
readers or users of the discourse. At least that seems to have been their theory. In
fact, though, as an outcome of their positions, there has been a burgeoning of
critical theory which has in many cases resulted in ordinary users of discourse
feeling that they have been disenfranchised even further than they might ever have
1 8 For example, see M Calinescu, Rereadin� (New Haven & London : Yale University
Press, 1993.)
19 M. Foucault, Power/knowledge (New York : Pantheon, 1980.) p. 1 15.

20

ibid.

p. 133.
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Or such, it seems to me, is the case in Australia - and

possibly Britain, whatever may be the case in France and the United States.
However, recent critics such as Atkins21 and Ellis, for example, have
begun to cut a swathe through the theoretical jungle and assert that deconstruction
"does and must then require that the traditional idea

be

held still and allow itself to

be deconstructed and retained; and the whole resulting complex is the result of
the deconstructive method". 22
the

proposition

If all truth is contingent and provisional then so is

that all truth is contingent and provisional.

points out, "is ever

fully deconstructing or deconstructed".23

No text, Atkins
Nevertheless it

certainly appears that there is reason to suppose that truth or reality may be
contingent - not least upon one's viewpoint and context. Even Lewis is prepared
to concede this without any great struggle in his fiction. As Blis notes

... criticism is not like science and does not lead to clear, objective
results. Good criticism is stimulating rather than true, and since
stimulation can occur in many different ways, that would make its
character quite unlike that of the unitary scientific truth. Criticism
... illuminates texts from many angles ...

[and t]he point of good

criticism cannot lie in its discovering the meaning of a text; to use
that criterion would be to return to the unitary truths of science.24

As Blis and others point out, such pluralism has long been characteristic of
good literary criticism, the efforts of the scientific logical positivism of the
nineteenth century notwithstanding. The other difficulty which arises from the
simplistic assumption that in deconstruction nothing means anything anymore or, at
most, text means whatever the reader makes of it, is that meaning then apparently,
in the popular perception, becomes totally disconnected from the text and is situated
solely in the individual reader (a point which Lewis recognises and attacks in The
Abolition of Man25).

But deconstruction, if it does anything in this regard,

depersonalises the reader. It claims that meaning resides in the text and that the

2 1 G. D. Atkins, "The Sign as a Structure of Difference: Derridean Deconstruction and some of
its Implications" in R. T. de George, ed., Semiotic Themes.
(Lawrence Kansas : University of Kansas Publications, 1981.) pp. 133 147.
22 John. M. Ellis. AwnstDeconstruction. (Princeton : Princeton University Press. 1989.)
p. 71.
23 Atkins, op cit p. 143.
24 Ellis, op cit p. 154.
25 C. S. Lewis, The Abolition of Man. (London : Geoffrey Bles, 1946.)
-
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reader is a construct of the text. That is, deconstruction argues not that readers
control meaning, such as it is, but rather that texts generate endless meaning and, in
the process, that readers are 'created' by the language at work in text. Thus the
reader becomes a theoretical construct rather than a real individual. The significant
corollary of this theoretical position is that meaning resides with the text, with
language. The making of meaning therefore remains, in a sense, a communal
rather than a private and individual prerogative. In this sense, of the public or
communal ownership of meaning, deconstruction has much in common with

midrash.

Negative theology and literary theory

It might be argued then that, while deconstruction begins from the position
that truth and reality are contingent, it may also be that objective reality and
objective truth do exist. The difficulty is that unless one accepts revelation - as
does midrash and as do the major monotheistic religions - one cannot, as a finite
being, ever know what absolute objective reality or truth is. Another means of
subverting the position of modem critical theory is to see it, as does Kevin Hart, as
consistent with, if not actually a form of, negative theology. Hart argues that
Augustine's "conception oflanguage as fallen leads us to see that positive theology
requires a supplement of negative theology in order to check that our discourse
about god is, in fact, about God and not just about human images of God".26

It

seems to me that Lewis's purpose or project in A Grief Observed is precisely this

process of checking that his discourse about god is really about God and not
merely a human image or set of images about God. But this process of checking
is not a smooth and seamless one. Hart takes to task that reading of Derrida's
project which interprets it as a "straightforward affirmation of groundlessness and
hence as anti-theological".27 Derrida does not advocate scepticism according to

Hart, not least because deconstruction

26 K. Hart, The Tres.passof the Sign. (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1991.)

27

ibid.

p. 6.
p. 173.
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is not a collection of first order positions about knowledge or being
but a second order discourse on epistemology and ontology, one that
traces the effects of their will to totalise.

Since it deals with

particular texts, deconstruction finds its starting-point in material
situations - texts and institutions; but its vantage point is the gap
between materiality and phenomenality.28

Hart further asserts that Derrida is not opposed to logocentrism. Rather, he says,
"it is the will to totali se in the Hegelian and structuralist notions of 'opposition'
which Derrida seeks to convict". Thus, for Hart, deconstruction is to be seen as a
questioning of the limits of metaphysics rather than as a critique of theology and,
as

such, "deconstruction would seem to be able to unravel the relationships

between theology and metaphysics".29 Deconstruction, according to Hart, ought
also be able to "illuminate how mysticism and negative theology work as
discourses". And it ought to be able to do this

"within philosophy"

mysticism has often been regarded as the other of philosophy.30

since

Negative

theology is that discourse which reflects upon, and supplements, positive theology
by "denying that its language and concepts are adequate to God".31

Whether

Lewis was aware of it or not, I think that one can read A Grief Observed with this
in mind.
Hart observes that

not only is mystical experience refracted rather than reflected in texts
but the texts themselves are endlessly refracted by other texts, by
entire traditions of textual practices . . . [and] ...

questions of

experience and intention must be posed when dealing with mystical
texts, but textuality ensures that neither experience nor intention can
ever be confidently recovered from texts.32

It seems to me that not only is the truth of this statement borne out by a reading of
Lewis's texts, particularly the fiction and A Grief Observed , but that it is also a
reasonably accurate statement of midrash, seen both as a process of interpretation

28 ibid.

29
30

31

32

ibid.
ibid.
ibid.
ibid.

p. 173.
p. 174.
p. 174.
p. 174.
p. 181.
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on the one hand and, on the other hand, with the interpretive writngs themselves
being seen as texts subject in tum to further interpretation. Susan Handelman, in
fact, takes the view that "literary criticism has become a kind of substitute
theology".33 She sees the roots of the modem science of interpretation as being
deeply theological.

Modem hermeneutics has its prehistory and foundation in Biblical
hermeneutics: the other major source of our concept of interpretation
is Greek philosophy, especially Aristotle. One of the most important
contributions of the Jews to Western culture was the concept of the
divine text, a book whose contents and

their interpretation

were

the key to knowing ultimate reality. In the West those thinkers who
have meditated on the problems of the text have always done so
within the context of the Biblical tradition or in reaction against it
(my emphasis).34

"Theological spectres", according to Handelman, haunt contemporary
criticism and commingle the holy and the profane to produce what she calls

a

"heretic hermeneutic". She observes that there has been a radical transformation of
literary theory since the early

1970s:

the distinctions between genres, between artist and critic, critic and
philosopher, reading and writing, text and commentary, have all
been blurred. Criticism is now in what Geoffrey Hartman has called
the phase of "revisionist reversal". Revisionism is, of course, a
reseeing, rereading, reinterpreting of canonical texts.35

And. since we live in an age which seems to have rejected the notion of 'the canon'
of Western literature (Harold Bloom notwithstanding), this revisionism is being
applied to anything that is seen as being text. But, as Handelman, Hartman and
Budick note in their works, this reseeing, rereading and reinterpretation of texts is
also characteristic of midrash. Hartman points out that "all writing is a fusion of
33

S. Handelman, The SlayersofMoses. (Albany NY : State University of New York Press,
1982.) p. xiii. Such a view bad been propounded also by Matthew Arnold in
the mid- to late nineteenth century in such works as Literarure and Dogma
(1873), Essaysin Criticism (1865) and Culture andAnarchy (1869}.

34 ibid. p. xiv.
35 ibid. p. xvi.
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heterogenous stories or types of discourse ... it is layered or even macaronic while
seeking the appearance of unity".36 He goes on to say that "Scripture can be
distinguished from fiction by its frictionality: not only its respect for friction,
which exists also in literary texts, but its capacity to leave traces which incite and
even demand interpretation of what it has incorporated" _37

Contemporary

theories, Hartman believes, are blurring the distinction between Scripture and
fiction. Bible stories, he claims, ''force readers to become interpreters and to find
the presence of what is absent in the fraught background, the densely layered ...
narrative".38 That being so, "in midrash the Bible becomes ... a world unto itself.
Mid.rashic exegesis is the way into that world" .39 Midrash is also a way into the
wider world of texl

Midrash and text

Kugel regards midrash as not so much a genre of interpretation as an
"interpretive stance, a way of reading the sacred text" 40
.

Midrash, as Kugel

defines i� means 'research', searching out or enquiry. As well it "suggests that
the results of that research are almost by definition recherche, that is, not obvious,
out-of -the-way, sometimes far-fetched. The word has been used to designate
both the activity of interpretation and the fruits of that activity".41
characteristics of midrash, briefly,
assumption

are

as follows.

The

Midrash begins with the

tha� in the tex� not everything is what it seems and, indeed, in the text

which midrash creates not everything is what it seems. There is always an element
of playfulness and openness to further interpretation. The text itself is everything
and within the text the play of signification is unstoppable. It is in its playfulness
and 'unstoppability' that Hebraic interpretation, mid.rash, differs from much of the
traditional or orthodox Christian hermeneutic. It seems to be the aim of Christian
hermeneutics, generally, to finalise meaning in the sacred texts; to reduce them,
wherever possible, to the minimum number of possible interpretations and then to
36 Hartman, op cit.

37 ibid. p. 13.

p. 13.

38 ibid. p. 15.
39 J. L Kugel, "Two Introductions to Midrash" in Hartman & Budick, op cit.
40 ibid. p. 91.

41

ibid.

p. 91.

p. 90.
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close the game. Out of the characteristics of midrash, however, arises the
perception that there is an absolute need to make the Bible speak now, in the
present - to make the Bible relevant. Unless this can be done God falls silent.
However the task of midrash is never merely reproductive.

Rather it is

productive of new meaning(s), both prophetic and eschatological. In this way
midrash is geared to action, addressing the form and the force of the text Taking a
position which sets it apart from or metaphysically beyond deconstruction,
midrash begins with the proposition that God alone reads fully. Consequently the
interpreter's task is to attempt to read as God reads, that is to read holistically. But
at the same time whatever the interpreter discovers in the text is already there (and
already read/said) because God has already read it, spoken it.42 The text then
interprets itself: the interpreter never reads alone and no single interpreter has
authority over the text or the interpretation since interpretation is controlled by
Scripture itself and by the needs of the community (a function of the process of
making the text relevant and thereby denying or defying the silence of God). This
being the case, erudition and imagination are essential to the task of interpretation.
Midrash, then, develops and presents a strong sense of the Bible not as
object but as play - that is, as process rather than object Thus midrash is
effectively the reunion of exegesis and preaching (which, in both Judaism to some
extent and Christianity to a greater extent - had tended to become separated in the
nineteenth century, under the influence of scientific rationalism).

Midrash is

characteristically polyvalent. It is, as has been said, both eschatalogical and
prophetic. (Fr Mark Coleridge notes in passing that there are some 3 1 , 015, 000
interpretations for every verse of the Bible!) It can be said that midrash has revised
the understanding of text and interpretation, to the point where interpretation is no
longer seen as parasitical on the text It seems to me that, in the secular sphere,
deconstruction has taken the view that interpretation is not parasitical in the sense
of being inferior to the text but, while clearly parasitical inasmuch as it needs the
text for its very existence, the parasite or the process of parasitism is seen as being
always already there in the text. Thus it might be argued that deconstruction
construes what had been seen as a parasitic relationship rather as a symbiotic
relationship between text and interpretation - a relationship in which both the
'original' text and the interpretation both come to be regarded, especially by
42

It seems to me that many Christians would shy away from the notion that they might read, or
attempt to read as God reads. As readers they may be enlightened by the Holy
Spirit as to the meaning of the text but they would still not see this enlightened
reading as being equivalent to reading as God reads. The thought that God
'reads' Scripture falls outside the Christian frame of reference.
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texts of virtually equivalent worth. The

result of a thrust such as this in midrash (and in deconstruction) has seen the
dethronement of authorial intention and the presentation of interpretation as a
communal endeavour. According to G. Porton, rabbinic midrash may be defined
as

"a type of literature, oral or written, which stands in direct relationship to a

fued, canonical text, considered to be authoritative and the revealed word of God
by the midrashist and his audience, and in which this canonical text is explicitly
cited or clearly alluded to".43 Other writers, however, point out that "the term
midrash is not self-explanatory" and note that midrashic texts must be evaluated in
terms of other midrashic texts.44 One is entitled to infer from this, I think, that
there is no simple relationship between midrashic texts and the 'original' sacred
texts which they apparently endlessly complicate. Midrash operates as a kind of
perpetual questioning. Ultimately "midrash leads to a transfiguring of silence by
the means of the text and its interpretation".45
It seems that, inasmuch as one of the aims of midrash is to "transfigure
silence" or to circumvent the silence of God by means of the interpretive renewal of
the text, and that Hart argues for the necessity of a "supplement of negative
theology in order to check that our discourse about God is , in fact, about

God

and not just about human images of God" ,46 one can argue that there are clear
resemblances between midrash and deconstruction. Hart's proposition that the
vantage point of deconstruction is "the gap between materiality and
phenomenality"'47 surely allows one, in the process of exploring this resemblance
to 'bracket ' the matter of truth - its absoluteness or relativity - temporarily at
least

It seems to me also that i n fact, in a way, Lewis indulges in a similar

'bracketing' exercise in A Grief Observed There is little point, I believe, in trying
43 G. Porton. "Defining Midrash"' in The Studyof Ancient Judaism. ed. J. Neusner. (New
York, 1981.) Quoted in R Brown, J. Fitzmyer & R. Murphy, eds,

The New Jerome Biblical Commentary. (London : Geoffrey Chapman, 1991.)
p. 1082.
44 R Brown, J. Fitz.myer & R Murphy, eds, The New Jerome Biblical Commentary.
(London : Geoffrey Chapman, 1991.)
p. 1082. See also S. M. Wylen
Settings of Silver: An Introduction to Judaism .
(New York : Paulist Press, 1989.) p. 30.
45 M Coleridge, "Returning to Jerusalem: Reading Texts Today", a paper presented to the
Second International Conference on Religion, Literature and the Arts, Sydney,
(January 1995.) I am indebted to Coleridge for this summary of the
characteristics of midrasb, particularly as they relate to both contemporary
,

46
4?

Christianity and contemporary secular theory. Coleridge also notes the effect of
contemporary secular theory on Christianity as it is practised. See Kugel, op cit
for a more detailed discussion of Midrasb from a Jewish perspective.
Hart, op cit. p. 6.
ibid. p. 173.
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to argue that Lewis was himself consciously attempting to 'deconstruct' God if, by
that, one intends to attribute to Lewis all the philosophical and political
characteristics of what is now generally called 'deconstruction'. Nonetheless, if
one takes a commonsense approach, and looks at the resemblance between
midrash, deconstruction, play and the process Lewis documents in thls text - and,
it must be said, more overtly and imaginatively in his fantasy/science fiction trilogy
- one can reasonably conclude that here Lewis is presenting an almost classically
negative theological position as he deconstructs a previously held image

- or

images - of God, questioning their adequacy, if not palpably demonstrating their
inadequacy.

Whatever Lewis's intention was is, to a greater or lesser extent,

irrelevant. What matters to readers now is what the text actually does. And
clearly, I think, the text deconstructs God.
In quite a different but nevertheless relevant context, the Rev. Phil

Carr

has

said, "Between each of my [spoken] words is a millisecond of silence in which the
[Holy] Spirit

can

work

. . ".48
.

In the process of reading, whether one sees it

primarily as a matter of the reader deconstructing or playing with the text and the
meaning which haunts it (again, possibly, in the gaps) or not, the mystery of
teasing out meanings from the text is surely situated somewhere in that gap
inhabited by the text and the reader and haunted also by the notion of
intertextuality. This notion of a yawning gap which is both empty and yet richly
haunted with meanings seems to me to characterise A Grief Observed. There are
some, perhaps superficial, similarities between this text and the earlier The Four
Loves49 in which Lewis attempted to "write some fairly easy panegyrics" (TFL 7)
on what he saw as the four types of love - affection, friendship, eros and charity
(agape), the last of which he saw at the time of his writing as being the most
significant. When he came to write the text, he claims, he found that everything
he tried "to write along those lines ... ended in puzzles and contradictions. The
reality is more complicated than I had supposed"(TFL 8). Here, despite the
recognised and declared difficulty of the task, Lewis nevertheless produces what
seems

to be an intellectually seamless argument which, even when some of the

sentiments are echoed by the later work, lacks the fragmentary iconoclastic sense
of that later work. An example might be a passage such as:

48 P. Carr, Lecture on "The Experience of Grier' at Parkin Wesley College, Adelaide. ( 1995.)

49

C. S. Lewis, The Four Loves. (London : Fontana, 1963.) (Hereafter referred to in the text
as TFL.)
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Man approaches God most nearly when he is in one sense least like
God.

For what can be more unlike than fullness and need,

sovereignty and humility, righteousness and penitence, limitless
power and a cry for help? This paradox staggered me when I first
ran into it; it also wrecked all my previous attempts to write about
love (fFL 9).
Although, by the end of this text, he writes about it being something to
practise the absence of God if we cannot practise the presence of God (TR 128),
I sense that this is a neatly constructed theoretical or almost a rhetorical position as
compared with the more brittle writing of A Grief Observed. In the latter text one
comes across a passage which conveys a similar sense of paradox but this time,
while still about love, the paradox centres on his wife: "at the moment when

....

I mourned H least, I remembered her best Indeed it was something (almost) better
than memory; an instantaneous, unanswerable impression"(AGO 57). This latter

text is characterised not only by provisionality, brittleness and fragmentation, but
also by a sense that paradoxically the love of H and the love of God are at once the
same and totally different from each other. Lewis is, in fact, quite clear about both
the difference and the paradox when he writes ''My love for H was of much the
same quality as my faith in God" ( AGO 54) and yet "If God were a substitute for
love we ought to have lost all interest in Him .... [but] we both knew we wanted
something besides one another - quite a different kind of something, a quite
different kind of want" (AGO

10).

And yet, like God, H has become

paradoxically "incomprehensible and unimaginable" (AGO 22).
In A Grief Observed , we read that
The grave and the image are equally links with the irrecoverable and
symbols for the unimaginable. But the image has the disadvantage
that it will do whatever you want It will smile or frown, be tender,
gay, ribald, or argumentative just as your mood demands. It is a
puppet of which you hold the strings (AGO 20).

There are occasions, it seems to me, however, when - despite appearances to the
contrary -

it is the puppet which is either acting independently or actually

controlling the actions of the puppeteer. And yet there is often a sort of double
bind here. One thinks of ballets such as The Nutcracker Suite or Coppelia where,
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to all intents and purposes, the toys or dolls have taken on independent lives. But
have they really? The uncertainty and doubleness are as disconcerting as is H's
image to Lewis. As Freud points out, children have no fear of their dolls or toys
coming to life and indeed they may desire it.50 For adults, on the other band, such
uncanny doubleness - the lifelikeness of a "doll", an image of the real person "bas become a thing of terror'' .51

Freud believes that this occurs because "the

quality of uncanniness can only come from the fact of the 'double' being a creation
dating back to a very early mental stage, long since surmounted - a stage

.... at

which it wore a more friendly aspect".52 Here of course, in Lewis's case, the
image of H does not date back as far as Freud bad in mind. It dates back to a fairly
recent time and the "terror", such

as

it is, lies

as

much in the seductiveness of the

image and the possibility of its replacing the reality (which is now only accessible
to the memory) as it does in any uncanniness. In Freud's account of Hoffmann 's
story "The Sandman" substitutions, di splacements and dissolutions abound,
throwing all notions of 'certainty' and 'truth' into serious question53. One might
say that, in such a situation, there is nothing which is not ultimately contingent or
indeterminate.
Nevertheless, the notion of the bereaved

as

puppet master is linked to what

the "I" of the text sees as the dangerous process of his mind's independent
selection and grouping or regrouping of elements of H's "real words, looks,
laughs, and actions

....

"(AGO

18). This is what be calls the "insidious

beginning of a process that will make the H I think of into a more and more
imaginary woman. Founded on fact, no doubt. I shall put in nothing fictitious (or
I hope I shan't). But won't the composition inevitably become more and more my
own?"(AGO

18). Elsewhere Lewis expresses similar concerns about his images

of God. Are they 'real' or are they solely the results of his own imagination? God
appears under various guises throughout the text As we have already seen, God is

incomprehensible and unimaginable. God is also seen in the text as possibly being
either non-existent or not good or quite capricious (AGO 25); as a geometrician or
a vivisector (AGO 26); a Cosmic Sadist or spiteful imbecile (AGO

27). Such

images as these are dismissed as being, if anything, "too anthropomorphic" (AGO

Z7). Better, be thinks, is the Jungian archetype which links God with "all the wise

50 S. Freud, "The Uncanny" in The CompletePsychological Works of Si&mund Freud Vol 17.

(London : The Hogarth Press, 1955.)

5l

ibid.

52 ibid.
53 ibid.

236.
p. 236.
p. 227 ff.

p.

p. 233.
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Such an

image as this "preserves mystery"(AGO 27) - but presumably it is no more
certain than any of his other images. It too is contingent. "God seems absent at
our greatest need because He i s absent - non-existent. But then why does He
seem so present when, to put it frankly, we don't ask for Him?"(AGO 10). The
text is not without its moments of humour, black or wry though they may be.

Iconoclasm as a heretic hermeneutic

Ultimately it is the image of God as "the great iconoclast"(AGO 52) which
ironically becomes for Lewis the least contingent image of God. "In grief', Lewis
observes, "nothing 'stays put'. One keeps on emerging from a phase, but it
always recurs. ....

Everything repeats"(AGO 46). And yet, elsewhere, he

points out that reality never repeats itself (AGO 23) and that all reality, like God ,
is iconoclastic (AGO 52). One might argue that reading is also like that.

In

reading, nothing stays put Much, if not everything, recurs and yet nothing repeats
itself exactly. Reading, like sorrow, is a process rather than a state and it needs
"not a map but a history" (AGO 47). However, while Lewis struggles to come to
terms with an image or concept of God which allows for contingency, constant
change or some sort of provisionality, Plass - especially in An Alien at St
Wilfred'�4 - seems to position himself easily within such a framework.

For

Plass "the sense that some shattering and disarming simplicity is the real answer"
(AGO 56) seems to be as easily grasped as the midrashic notion (shared, however
obliviously, one assumes from his fiction, by Lewis) that, although there may be
objective truth or objective reality, we finite beings are unlikely to be able to
comprehend it and thus we interpret what we experience in contingent terms,
allowing for the possibility of different points of view. God , as Dot says, "is after
all a bespoke God, not an off-the-peg one. He will speak as he wishes" (Alien
180). At the close of his contribution to "the Nunc chronicles", Richard observes
for example, that "there are probably as many different kinds of experience as there
are Christians"

54

(Alien

136).

Nunc himself hints at the almost endless

A. Plass, An Alien at St Wilfred's. (London : H.atperCollins.) 1992. (Hereafter
referred to in the text as Alien.)
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complications and possibilities which comprise what we understand by reality or
meaning or even truth when, for example, he and Hartley encounter the flfth and
last person who is able to see Nunc.
This person remains anonymous in the text

-

although the physical

description given by Hartley, together with his own description of his relatively
new job and his status within the Church of England make it fairly clear that he is
George Carey, the then relatively newly enthroned Archbishop of Canterbury. He
describes his job as both difficult and tiring, given that "people kept moving the
goalposts ....

[so that] ....

just as you think you might have done quite well

with one thing, it turns out that people are cross with you for not doing something
completely different"(Alien 145). People treat him, he says, as a sort of alien - as
though he had come from a different planet (Alien 145). He himself, hearing that
Hartley is, according to Nunc, the
England, is quick to claim to be the

most

important person in the Church of

least important person in that organisation, a

responsibility which weighs very heavily with him (Alien

146). When he asks

Nunc for some assurance about his chances of survival in his job, Nunc replies
with what sounds at flrst like a semantic conundrum built around 'twit' and 'fool ' .
Given that a twit i s 'a silly, non-serious person' , Nunc points out (referring no
doubt to texts such as 1 Corinthians 4: 10) that there is

a big difference between being a fool for Christ and a 'twit

for

Christ ' . A fool may die socially or intellectually or physically,
because he knows that, in another context, his foolishness will be
revealed as wisdom ....

[whereas]

.... a twit .... will flit from

one point of view to another, putting more energy into his effort to
avoid offending than into anything else .... (Alien 147).

The questioner is, however, left to work out for himself which he is.
might say, i s the reader.

So, we

It seems that, although Nunc may see clearly the

ambiguities and complications which are an inherent part of the human condition,
he will not unravel them.
Throughout An Alien at St Wilfred's, then, we are seeing images of God
which are contingent upon the viewpoints and experiences of the various
characters. To a large extent Plass's text presents different, relative perceptions of
the same events and experiences. Within this text, at an immanent level, meaning
and truth are clearly relative - although, at a transcendent level the possible
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existence of objective truth is allowed. This does not mean that God - as opposed
to our image of God -

is, however, limited to any one or even to the sum of all

these contingent perceptions. "Images, whether on paper or in the mind, are not
important for themselves" (AGO 51). Rather, "since any mortal at any time may
be utterly mistaken as to the situation he is really in" (AGO 51), it becomes evident
that, as Lewis recognises, images
of the Holy easily become holy images - sacrosanct. My idea of
God is not a divine idea. It has to be shattered time after time, He

shatters it Himself. He is the great iconoclast. Could we not almost
say that this shattering is one of the marks of his presence?" (AGO

52).
Another way of seeing this shattering or iconoclastic process is surely to
see it as being very similar to the playful deconstruction which is characteristic of

m.idrash. Derridean or post-modem deconstruction, it seems to me, evades the
question of ultimate truth or objective reality by establishing as its project the task
of both deconstructing and retaining a traditional idea, uncovering a multitude of
interpretations from the sedimentation of ideas which has been built up layer by
layer over time. But it aims to attempt this project within the theoretical framework
that all such recovery and retention is contingent upon a never-ending process of
sedimentation and interpretation. Therefore the process of interpretation can never
come to an end. A single meaning can never be finally attained. In midrash, the
theoretical position that deconstruction struggles to defend is, I think., almost taken
for granted. However, the fact that midrash goes back that further step to a
standard of truth as its starting point, while yet acknowledging that the play of
signification is unstoppable and yet also not totally recoverable since God alone
reads fully, allows for a greater -

and possibly easier -

acceptance of the

playfulness of midrash as an interpretive stance. It is perhaps the position of play
theory with the acknowledgement of the existence of God taken for granted.
Indeed Handelman, taking Derrida as an example of those who are working with
the "heretic hermeneutic", refers to his "grinding of any and every text through the
deconstructive machine in endlessly laborious, predictable and repetitive
reading".55

55 Handelman, op cit

p. 166.
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For Handelman, at least, one of the characteristics of the heretic
hermeneutic involves the move from metonymy, which she sees as being typical of
Hebraism, as the dominant figure of interpretation to the metaphor which is, she
claims, typical of Christianity. (In the Incarnation, as she sees it, Christianity
presents Jesus Christ as the man-God metaphor for the absent, transcendent
God/Logos. Traditional Christianity complicates this position by asserting that,
while Jesus is the man-God metaphor, He is also in reality the Son of God, the
actual man-God.) Despite the Derridean claims of free play and dissemination,
Handelman asserts that Derrida's project is "not simply an overthow of Western
metaphysics, but a subtle subversion of the possibility of any thought outside his
own" .56 At the same time she claims that deconstruction is, nonetheless, a
repetition ofthe structure it seeks to analyse. It seems to me that, unlike Hart and
Atkins and others, Handelman fails to recognise that no text is ever fully
deconstructed or deconstructing. That is, she fails to recognise that Derrida's texts,
like those other texts Derrida deconstructs, are also subject to the same subversion
and uncertainty of meaning, to the same impossibility of closure. This does not
mean, however, that Derrida may not be condemned, by his cutting loose from
truth (however unattainable) as an underpinning notion, to a greater degree of
repetition than are the practitioners of orthodox midrash.

For Handelman,

"Derrida's specific form of Jewish heresy is not metonymy become metaphor but
metonymy run amuck, metonymy declaring itself to be independent of all
foundations and yet claiming to be the origin and law of everything" .57 As I have
said, I believe this represents a misunderstanding of Derrida. Nonetheless in his
rejection of truth as a basis for his play of meaning, Derrida begins from a different
point than Lewis does. Lewis, while he does not deny the ultimate existence of
objective truth, is prepared to admit that the concept of the nature of God is
ungraspable and unimaginable in its totality. I think it is possible to say that, in
Lewis as in midrash, meaning "wanders, like human tribulation, or like error from
text to text, and within text from figure to figure" .58 Finally, Handelman observes,
in the "school of heretic henneneutics, holy and profane intermingle; there is
something sacred about writing, commentary and texts, yet these notions are
displaced into the profane fields of literature, philosophy and psychoanalysis: ....
[W]ho knows which is the holy and which the profane?"59 But isn't that blurring
56

ibid.

58

ibid.
ibid.

57
59

ibid.

p. 166.

p. 174.
p. 220.
p. 223.
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of the distinctions also one of the traditional characteristics of midrash, whether
Handelman likes it or not?

Reader meets text

Lewis's heretic henneneutic, if I may borrow Handelman's terminology,
lies not so much in his swapping metaphor (the Christian) for metonymy (the
Hebraic) nor even in metaphor run amuck. It lies in his redrawing the Christian
image of the constancy of God in such a way that that divine constancy is
demonstrated in God's iconoclasm, in God's continuous shattering of human
images of the Godself. In A Grief Observed the God who is

there is actually, as

often as not, the God who is absent. This God is not Lewis's earlier version of
God, the interventionist manipulator who is yet beyond time - the God of the
apologetic writings. This God has more in common with Maleldil of the trilogy

-

and Maleldil, whatever Ransom and others discover about 'him', remains
ultimately mysterious. So it is with the God of A Grief Observed. Ultimately,
Lewis suggests:

Heaven will solve our problems, but not, I think, by showing us
subtle reconciliations between all our apparently contradictory
notions. The notions will all be knocked from under our feet We
shall see that there never was a problem.
.... it's like the sound of a chuckle in the darkness. The
sense that some shattering and disarming simplicity is the real
answer

(AGO 56, my emphasis).

Lewis of course knew nothing about Derridean deconstruction.
probably knew little about midrash or play theory either.

He

But he knew about

Christian hermeneutics and he was not ignorant, either, of the direction in which
late twentieth century philosophy was heading. Indeed, his defeat in 1948 by
Elizabeth Anscombe in a debate based on the third chapter of Lewis's Miracle�O
apparently shook his confidence more than a little. Anscombe, herself a Christian,
60

C. S. Lewis, Miracles. (London

:

Collins, 1960.)
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a pupil and friend of Wittgenstein and a Thomist scholar as well, thoroughly
trounced Lewis. He was "shown up as a man who had not bothered to come to
terms with the way philosophers since Wittgenstein thought".61

Not only did

Lewis apparently flnd this debate "emotionally depleting", but Wilson reports him
as telling George Sayer "that 'his argument for the existence of God had been
demolished'".62 According to Wilson, Lewis never attempted to write another
work of apologetics after Miracles 63

Although I believe that Lewis's works of

Christian apologetics are far less conservative and comfortable, far more reliant on
metaphor and imagery, than some readers and critics flnd them, nonetheless I
would argue that it is his fiction which, whether consciously or unconsciously on
the part of the writer, allows the late twentieth century reader to see them as texts
which explore or begin to deconstruct and play with ideas and images of God.
And it is my conviction that to read these texts from the theoretical standpoint of
deconstruction, play theory or midrash is to open the texts up to infinitely more
playful and less dogmatic readings and interpretations than might otherwise be the
case.

In terms of his own view of literary criticism Lewis, who began his critical
career more or less by stressing the importance of both the historical context and
the author's intention, once again seems not to present the simple and consistent
approach that one might fondly imagine he does. One of his earlier works, directed
against E. M. W. Tillyard, was a refutation of the fallacy of authorial intention especially when the ascription of such intention involved inventing or creating a
personal history of the writer64

- and indeed, it is a theme which runs through

much of his critical writing. Nevertheless, in Studies in Words,65 written in

1959

and based on lectures to undergraduates, he could still write of the practice of
critical reading that "it is not enough to make sense. We want to find out the sense
the author intended"(SW

5).

In order to attempt to recover the sense the author

intended, Lewis proposed that the reader needed to become acquainted with the
historical and lexicological or semantic context in which the writer was working.
In fact he is less concerned with the author's intention, as we might now

61 Wilson, op cit. p. 213.
62 G. Sayer, Jack: C SLewis andHis Times. (London : Macmillan, 1988.) p. 186. Quoted
in Wilson, p. 213.
Wilson. ibid. p. 215.
64 C. S. Lewis & E. M. W. Tillyard, ThePersonalHeresy:A Controveror. (London : Oxford
University Press, 1939.)
65 C. S. Lewis, Studies in Words. (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1990.)
(Hereafter referred to in the text as SW.)

63
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understand that phrase, than in excavating some of the ancient meanings of words
in the text. One might even go so far as to say that, in his own crusty way Lewis
was dipping his toe into the sea of deconstruction - although one must be fair to

him and point out that, whereas deconstruction would aver that all sedimented
meanings of a text must be considered in the construction or discovery of
meanings, including necessarily the reader's own sense of the text, Lewis assumes
that 'accurate' reading must only consider the meanings that may have been
available to the writer as he wrote. He does not, however, disallow that there are
other ways to read. He merely, in this text, expresses his preference.
However, within a year, in An Experiment in Criticism, 66 Lewis (perhaps
playfully as well as experimentally) proposed that the evaluation of ' good' and
'bad' literature should be based not on the opinions of literary critics but rather on
the manner in which readers read. Here he plays with the notions of a literary and
unliterary readership.

The former is a very restricted group whilst the latter

comprises most readers.

In this text he claims to be "sceptical, not about the

legitimacy or delightfulness, but about the necessity or utility of evaluative
criticism"(EC

128). In his complaints about a surfeit of criticism Lewis would

surely be supported today by those who regard post-modem theory in general and
perhaps deconstruction

in particular as having been responsible for spawning

endless critical texts. Not only that but these
writers would claim that they

are

are

endless critical texts whose

the equal of the works of fiction around which

they are frequently written. Deconstruction, seen like this, appears to be a secular
echo of midrash. Lewis's complaint was simply that "less and less do we meet the
individual response. The all-important conjunction (Reader Meets Text) never
seems to have been allowed to occur of itself and develop spontaneously"(EC

129).

Today of course, despite the 'surfeit' of criticism, that all important

conjunction, the mysterious playground of 'Reader Meets Text' has become
crucial. It may have shocked Cambridge in the early 1960s to receive such views
from Lewis but, to a reader today, it suggests that the self-characterised dinosaur
was being well and truly lured into the mysterious game which is, in postmodern
theoretical terms, reading or the conjunction of reader and text. Indeed, elsewhere
in An Experiment in Criticism, Lewis begins to explore the complexity and
uncertainties of 'literature'. "A work of literary art [a text?] ... both means and is.
It is both

66

Logos (something said) and Poiema (something made)"(EC 132).

C. S. Lewis, An Experiment in Criticism . (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press,
1961.) (Hereafter referred to in the text as EC.)
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Although a formulation such as this would not necessarily be satisfactory in
deconstructive terms, the presence of poiema does open up the possibility of the
play of signification and the possibility of readers participating in the creation of
mearung.
Ultimately, though, Lewis asserts that "it is out of our various interests in
the Logos that the Poiema is made. .... [In reading] we seek an enlargement of our
being. We want to be more than ourselves . .. "(EC
.

137). Do we then, if we

follow the model of midrasb, desire to read as God bas already read? Possibly but, if that is the case, then surely we are always frustrated in our desire to totalise
or to close the circle of meaning of any text Finally Lewis says:

Literary experience beals the wound, without undermining the
privilege, of individuality. There are mass emotions which heal the
wound; but they destroy the privilege. In them our separate selves

are pooled and we sink back into sub-individuality. But in reading
great literature I become a thousand men and yet remain myself.
Like the night sky in the Greek poem, I see with a myriad eyes, but
it is still I who see. Here, as in worship, in love, in moral action,
and in knowing, I transcend myself and am never more myself than
when I do (EC 140 -

141).

Here, by becoming "a thousand men and yet remaining" himself, Lewis is
surely not simply acknowledging that his literary reader simultaneously shares the
experiences of those "thousand" others and so enriches his own experience. Surely
there is also a sense in which he is opened up to the thousands of possible
interpretations of what he has read, and thus as a reader he is enriched. Here too
speaks Lewis the Romantic as much as Lewis the reader/writer/critic. Nonetheless
one

can,

I think. see the resemblances and possibilities which are released in the

reading of his texts if one is prepared to employ the strategies of deconstruction,
play and rnidrash. In some, though not necessarily all, respects Lewis, I suspect as is indicated in A Grief Observed - would not have great difficulty in accepting
Barbara Johnson' s definition of literature as that which "shows us that the
'unknown' is not some ineffable realm beyond knowledge, but lies rather in the
'oversights and slip-ups that structure our lives'".67 Nor would he perhaps be as
uneasy as some of his evangelical critics might expect with Hartman's
6? I . Salusinszlcy, Criticism in Society. (New York & London : Methuen, 1987.) p. 155.
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"hermeneutics of indeterminacy" which proposes "a type of analysis that bas
renounced the ambition to master or demystify its subject (text, psyche) by
technocratic, predictive or authoritarian fonnula".68

According to Johnson,

Hartman actually sees deconstruction as "a fall from one mystification into another

that is deeper and deeper".69 Is the idea of such a fall really very much different
from Lewis's conception of moving "farther up and farther in"? "One never gets
the total impact of what we call 'the thing itself'", observes Lewis. "The thing
itself is simply all these ups and downs: the rest is a name or an idea" (AGO 14).
Is it to go even beyond the "heretic hermeneutic" to suggest that if, in the
following poem, one were to cast the text in the role of the Master, one would find
that Lewis bas encapsulated at least part of the mysterious play which occurs when
Reader Meets Text?

PRAYER70
Master, they say that when I seem
To be in speech with you,
Since you make no replies, it's all a dream
- One talker aping two.

They are half right, but not as they
Imagine; rather, I
Seek in myself the things I meant to say,
And lo! the wells are dry.

Then, seeing me empty, you forsake
The Listener's role, and through
My dead lips breathe and into utterance wake
The thoughts I never knew.

68 G. Hartman. Criticism in the Wilderness: The Studyof literature Today . (New Haven :
Yale University Press, 1980.) pp. 299, 4 1. Quoted in Salusinsz.ky, op cit
p. 76.
69 Salusinszky, op cit. p. 163.
70 C. S. Lewis, Poems, ed. W. Hooper. (London : Geoffrey Bles, 1964.) p. 122.
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And thus you neither need reply
Nor can; thus while we seem
Two talking, Thou art One forever, and I
No dreamer, but thy dream.
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